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A primary brain tumour diagnosis is known to elicit higher distress compared to other 
forms of cancer, and is related to high depressive symptomatology. It poses unique 
challenges in the process of psychosocial adjustment, with social networks and roles 
often being disrupted. Despite emerging evidence regarding the importance of social 
support in maintaining well-being when living with a chronic condition, literature on 
adjustment to living with a brain tumour rarely focuses on social relationships. The 
current mixed methods project was therefore designed to address an overarching 
research question: How do people cope with a brain tumour diagnosis in the context 
of their social relationships? 
 
The aim of the first study was to examine the associations between insecure attachment 
dimensions and coping strategies, with a proposed mediating role of perceived 
availability of social support. In this cross-sectional study, participants diagnosed with 
primary brain tumours (N = 480) were recruited online. Multiple regression analyses 
revealed significant positive associations between both attachment anxiety and 
avoidance and helplessness/hopelessness. Attachment anxiety was found to be 
significantly related to anxious preoccupation, while attachment avoidance was 
associated with fighting spirit and fatalism. Mediation analyses indicated that 
perceived social support mediated the relationships between both attachment 
dimensions and helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism. The findings indicate that 
individuals higher on insecure attachment dimensions seem to respond with a more 
maladaptive coping repertoire when adjusting to a diagnosis.  
 
The second study sought to gain an in-depth understanding of the lived experience of 
being diagnosed with a brain tumour, with a focus on exploring participants’ 
understandings of the meaning of social support. Twelve individuals took part in semi-
structured interviews, which were analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis framework. Five inter-related themes were identified: (1) Making sense of 
the diagnosis, (2) Working it out in the family, (3) Giving and receiving support, (4) 
Feeling appreciative, and (5) Negotiating a new normal. The results emphasise that 
the diagnosis does not affect only the individual but a whole network of closest 
relationships, often with a price or negotiation that needs to take place within these 
relationships. 
 
Collectively, the results of the project highlight that coping is never an individual task. 
Both studies were integrated and interpreted jointly through narrative and joint display 
methods. Overall, the project portrays a complex interplay between family dynamics 
and individual coping and concludes by proposing that coping is deeply socially 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
The current thesis aimed to explore how people adjust to a brain tumour illness 
by examining individual differences in coping and their subjective lived experience of 
being diagnosed. The project was initially inspired by a collaboration with charitable 
organisations working with individuals affected by a brain tumour diagnosis, who are 
aware of their ongoing needs. Representatives of the support organisations highlighted 
that more academic attention should be focussed on the experiences of individuals 
diagnosed and their informal caregivers. It is hoped that the results aid understanding 
of what supports positive adjustment, and therefore inform supportive practice. The 
research study is based on a psychological approach to understanding the experience 
of living with a brain tumour. This diagnosis deserves particular attention due to its 
unique nature, including a combination of characteristics shared with other types of 
cancer but also a range of issues particular to those with a brain tumour (Rooney, 
Netten, et al., 2014). The main aim of the current project was to explore coping with 
the diagnosis in the context of social relationships. This was investigated using a mixed 
methods design. In order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon 
of coping within individuals’ social networks, the research question was approached 
from two methodological standpoints: quantitative and qualitative. Subsequently, the 
results were integrated and interpreted jointly through narrative and joint display 
methods. 
 
A primary brain tumour is a growth of abnormal cells which have formed in 
the brain or central nervous system (De Robles et al., 2015). According to the World 
Health Organisation, tumours are assigned a grade I, II, III, or IV based on the level of 
cell abnormality, from the least (grade I) to most malignant (grade IV) (Louis et al., 
2016). Non-malignant tumours are not cancer, although depending on the location they 
can cause symptoms and will sometimes require treatment (McKinney, 2004). Less 
than one third of brain tumours are cancerous (malignant) (Ostrom et al., 2016). 
 
Individuals living with brain tumours experience exceptionally high distress 




oncology patients (Rooney, Netten, et al., 2014). Although symptoms depend on 
tumour localisation, size, growth rate, and the extent of surrounding oedema, common 
symptoms include headaches, nausea, vomiting, seizures, fatigue as well as motor, 
sensor and cognitive deficits (Goebel, Stark, et al., 2011). Symptoms may also include 
problems with speech, visual perception, memory, concentration, as well as changes 
in personality and behaviour (Rooney, Brown, et al., 2014). The ‘double threat’ (Cubis 
et al., 2017) presented by a brain tumour diagnosis encompasses not only reflections 
on one’s own mortality, but also the compounding threat of self-defining qualities such 
as personality and cognitive abilities being impacted by treatment or disease 
advancement (Adelbratt & Strang, 2000). The high levels of clinical depression  
(Rooney et al., 2011), and higher psychosocial burden reported in individuals with a 
brain tumour compared to other cancers (Chochinov, 2001) highlight the distress 
experienced as a result of these multiple stressors. Brain tumour illness has also been 
described as a ‘family disease’ (Fox & Lantz, 1998), as it leads to changes in close 
relationships as well as significant caregiver strain. 
 
In order to ascertain potential determinants of individual differences in coping 
with a brain tumour diagnosis, the first study of this project proposed the use of 
attachment theory as a framework. As highlighted in a review by Nicholls et al. (2014), 
there are initial studies pointing to the role of adult attachment style in adjustment to a 
cancer diagnosis. Attachment theory is characterised as internalised model of coping 
and help seeking and suggests that in situations of threat individuals tend to seek 
closeness with others in order to receive support. Social relatedness is also one of the 
vital components of the attachment mechanism. It has been established that social 
support is associated with physical health and that it is linked with positive outcomes 
for those faced with cancer (Reblin & Uchino, 2008). Therefore, the first study was 
designed to assess the role of social support as a shared mechanism in the relationship 
between attachment dimensions and coping styles. There is plethora of research 
examining the role of social support in adjustment to cancer in general, however the 
inter-relationship between satisfaction with social support, individual predispositions 






Another aspect of the adjustment process which requires further investigation 
involves a deeply personal and unique way in which people experience the illness. In 
order to understand individuals’ experiences related to the process of their 
psychosocial adjustment in a more in-depth and nuanced way, the self-report cross-
sectional examination and the understanding of associations between psychological 
variables need to be complemented by an evaluation of a subjective personal 
experience. This can be best achieved by the means of a qualitative approach which 
allows a phenomenological and experiential analysis. There are important insights 
from the existing qualitative studies on the adjustment trajectory following a brain 
tumour diagnosis (Cavers et al., 2012; Cavers et al., 2013; Sterckx et al., 2015). 
However, to date, there has been no detailed phenomenological exploration of the 
personal subjective experience of what living with a brain tumour is like focussing 
especially on changes in the social relationships. The aim of the second, qualitative 
study was to complement and expand on findings from the quantitative results. It was 
designed to gain a detailed subjective insight into how individuals experience, make 
sense of, and talk about the events related to the illness and their understanding of 
them. Special emphasis was placed on understanding participants’ portrayals of the 
role of social relationships within their journey. Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis was chosen as a methodological approach which guided data collection, 
analysis and reporting. 
 
Although it is most likely that medical and technological advances will 
significantly contribute to illness management and expectations, it is crucial that 
research is conducted into the impact of social context and the role of psychosocial 
aspects on quality of life. Those factors are potentially amenable to change and 
therefore may have the potential to enhance the well-being of people affected. 
Investigations into the psychosocial aspects of adjustment are important to deepen 
clinicians’ and support communities’ understanding of the unique experiences of 
individuals, so that sensitive and empathic communication can be established. The 
current project could potentially contribute to the development of interventions aimed 




should be given to families in crisis, or after the treatment has finished. Having a better 
understanding of the subjective experiences of what is it like to live with a diagnosis 
of a brain tumour, as well as understanding the role of social relatedness factors in the 
illness experience, can enhance a patient-physician interaction and aid the 
development of training for professionals. Importantly, it also gives voice to the 
participants and allows them to express what the experience is like for them. 
 
 
1.1 Overview of thesis 
 
 The overall structure of the thesis takes the form of ten chapters. This section 
provides a brief outline of each chapter. 
 
 Chapter 2 offers an introduction to necessary medical details of a brain tumour 
diagnosis in order to aid the reader’s understanding of the unique challenges faced by 
those affected. It outlines the types of tumours, prevalence, classification of tumours’ 
severity, most common symptoms, and distress levels experienced by this population. 
 
 Chapter 3 provides an in-depth review of the current literature on 
psychological coping with illness, with a focus on cancer, and in particular brain 
tumours. This chapter contextualises the current research by providing an overview of 
literature which led to the development of the studies. Firstly, definitions of adjustment 
and coping are set out. The final sections provide a summary and critique of the 
emergent themes from, respectively, quantitative and qualitative studies on coping 
with a brain tumour. 
 
Attachment theory is introduced in Chapter 4, where its potential as a useful 
framework for understanding individual differences in coping is explored. Further, key 
findings on the role of social support in the coping process are drawn together. The 
chapter ends by outlining the rationale for the current project. 
 
 Chapter 5 makes the case for the use of a mixed methods design in the current 




objectives for Studies 1 and 2 respectively. The philosophical assumptions guiding the 
work are provided, with pragmatism being adopted in order to effectively combine 
differing paradigms of quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Finally, the ethical 
considerations are discussed. 
 
 Chapter 6 is concerned with the methods employed in the quantitative Study 
1. Background and research hypotheses are provided. The study design adopted, an 
internet-based survey, is described in detail. Details of the self-report measures used 
are presented, along with the procedures used in the study. The results of Confirmatory 
Factor Analysis of the Mini-MAC questionnaire structure are presented. The chapter 
provides a summary of details on participants of the study. 
 
 Chapter 7 details the analyses of the data gathered in Study 1. After 
descriptive statistics, the results of Pearson correlations to explore the interactions 
between the study variables are presented. The main analyses comprise multiple 
regression analyses which examined the relative contributions of attachment insecurity 
dimensions and social support to explaining individual differences in coping styles 
adopted by participants with a brain tumour diagnosis. Finally, the results of mediation 
analyses are presented which reveal which pathways of relationships between 
attachment insecurity and coping styles were mediated by perceptions of social 
support. Results are discussed in light of the previous literature.  
 
 Chapter 8 provides background to the rationale for the qualitative Study 2. 
Methodological considerations explored prior to choosing Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis as a guiding methodology for Study 2 are outlined. Details 
of sampling, recruitment, and procedure are presented. This chapter also explains how 
the qualitative data were analysed. 
 
 Chapter 9 presents the results of interviews with participants. The appraisals 
of participants’ experiences of living with a diagnosis of a brain tumour are discussed. 
Five main themes have been identified, with two sub-themes each. The themes are (1) 




receiving support, (4) Feeling appreciative, and (5) Negotiating a new normal. The 
chapter includes a discussion of the qualitative findings and the implications of these 
findings to future research into further emerging topics.  
 
 Chapter 10 provides a general discussion of the findings from the two studies, 
integrates them and draws conclusions from the current research. Similarities and 
differences of the main messages emerging from the findings of the two studies are 
described, as well as conclusions drawn by complementing each other in a mixed 
methods project. Implications of the research are discussed along with future research 
directions. Limitations of the project are outlined. The thesis ends with an overall 
conclusion, which suggests that together, the two studies indicate that participants do 
not cope alone, and the role of others in the process is profound. When integrating the 
findings, the issues which were particularly highlighted were the social nature of 
coping and the complexity of the process of receiving support from close others. The 
integrated analysis led to the development of a proposed model of socially embedded 






Chapter 2. Primary brain tumours 
 
2.1 General introduction to primary brain tumours 
 
Primary brain tumours and CNS (central nervous system) cancers comprise a 
heterogeneous group of benign and malignant neoplasms arising from intracranial and 
surrounding tissues (De Robles et al., 2015). More than 90% occur in the brain, with 
the remainder occurring in the meninges, spinal cord, and cranial nerves (GBD 2016 
Brain and Other CNS Cancer Collaborators, 2019). Metastatic or secondary brain 
tumours are cancers which begin in another part of the body and spread to the brain. 
These tumours are more common than primary brain tumours (McKinney, 2004), 
however patients with other types of cancer are not the focus of this thesis due to a 
multitude of additional physical and psychological factors coming into play for 
individuals whose cancer already metastasised to the brain. 
 
A primary brain tumour is a relatively rare diagnosis. A systematic review by 
De Robles and colleagues (2015) has reported worldwide prevalence (i.e. proportion 
of a population with a disease at a specified point in time) of primary brain tumours 
ranging from 130.8 per 100,000 (Davis et al., 2001) to 221.8 per 100,000 (Porter et 
al., 2010). Low grade tumours are more prevalent than high grade tumours (97.5 per 
100,000 for low grade and 29.5 per 100,000 for high grade) (Davis et al., 2001). A 1-
year incidence rate (i.e. number of new cases) of all primary brain tumours was 
calculated in a meta-analysis to be approximately 10 per 100,000 (De Robles et al., 
2015), ranging from 0.01 per 100,000 (pineal tumours; Lee et al., 2010) to 25.95 per 
100,000 (all primary brain tumours). There was a significant heterogeneity between 
estimates in different articles (De Robles et al., 2015). The most common primary 
malignant brain tumour type, glioma, has an incidence of approximately 8 per 100,000 
individuals per year (Curado et al., 2007). 
 
There have been reports of an increasing incidence in recent decades 
(Caldarella et al., 2011; GBD 2016 Brain and Other CNS Cancer Collaborators, 2019; 




2018) suggest that an environmental or lifestyle factors may be responsible, others 
(e.g. Fisher et al., 2007) claim the rise is likely to be due to increasing rates of diagnosis 
as a result of the use of new neuroimaging techniques or improved access to services. 
Such reports need to be interpreted with caution (McKinney, 2004). Among 
established risk factors for developing brain tumour are ionizing radiation, genetic 
mutations, and familial history (Fisher et al., 2007). The known risk factors however 
account for only a small proportion of brain tumours (Fisher et al., 2007). 
 
Broadly, primary brain tumours can be categorised into benign/low grade or 
malignant/high grade1. In the community of patients with a brain tumour the use of a 
term ‘benign’ is strongly undesirable as it is believed that no foreign body within the 
brain should be called ‘benign’. The term ‘benign’ is also used less frequently 
nowadays as it can be misleading: low grade brain tumours can still pose a serious risk 
depending on their location, or propensity to transform to malignancy (McKinney, 
2004). Not all brain tumours are cancerous. Most tumour types can be assigned a 
grade, signifying the rate of growth ranging from WHO Grade I (least malignant) to 
WHO Grade IV (most malignant) (Louis et al., 2007). Cancer is a term reserved for 
malignant tumours: WHO grades III and IV, also called high grade tumours (Fisher et 
al., 2007). Tumours with WHO grades I and II have better prognosis as they are slow 
growing, relatively contained with well-defined edges, unlikely to spread to other parts 
of the brain, and have less chance returning if they can be completely removed (Fisher 
et al., 2007). High grade tumours are generally fast growing, more likely to spread to 
other parts of the brain and may come back even if intensively treated (Fisher et al., 
2007). Malignant tumours usually cannot be treated with surgery alone and often 
require treatments such as radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. Approximately 68% of 
CNS tumours are non-malignant (Ostrom et al., 2016). 
 
There are more than 120 types of brain and CNS tumours (Louis et al., 2016). 
Most of them are named after the part of the brain or the type of brain cell from which 
they originate (Louis et al., 2016). The most common types of adult brain tumours are 
meningiomas, pituitary tumours, and malignant gliomas (McNeill, 2016). 
 




Meningiomas originate from the meninges, the layers of tissue covering the brain and 
spinal cord; pituitary tumours are located on or near the pituitary gland; gliomas grow 
from the glial cells of the brain: non-neuronal cells which surround, nourish and 
protect neurons. A summary of the most common types along with their WHO grade 
classification is presented in Figure 1. However, not all brain tumours receive a 
specific diagnosis type. When providing details on the epidemiology of brain tumours 
in the USA in years 2009-2013, Ostrom and colleagues (2016) reported that a 
relatively large proportion of tumours remain histologically unconfirmed (52.5% of 









Figure 1. The WHO classification of tumours of the CNS 






Survival rates vary greatly, depending on the type of brain tumour diagnosis, 
age of the patient, presenting symptoms and histology. For example, the most common 
brain tumour in adults, benign meningiomas, are an insignificant cause of mortality 
(McNeill, 2016). On the other hand, only 5% of patients diagnosed with glioblastoma, 
the second most common brain tumour in adults and most common malignant tumour, 
will survive to five years (McNeill, 2016). In comparison, 90.4% of people with a non-
malignant tumour survive five years after diagnosis (Ostrom et al., 2016). An average 
annual mortality rate of malignant brain tumours is 4.32 per 100,000 population 
(Ostrom et al, 2016). 
 
The symptoms of a brain tumour vary depending on tumour type and location 
(McKinney, 2004). A person can have no symptoms when their brain tumour is 
discovered. Some of the most common symptoms include headaches, problems with 
vision, seizures, changes in personality, short-term memory loss, poor coordination or 
difficulty speaking or comprehending (Rooney, Brown, et al., 2014). As the tumour 
grows, it can press on surrounding tissue affecting the function controlled by that part 
of the brain. Table 1 presents common symptoms by location of the tumour. It is worth 
noting that brain tumours which cause damage to fronto-limbic areas have also been 
reported to alter longstanding cognitive and emotional patterns and therefore may 








Table 1. Common symptoms of brain tumour by location 
Note. Downloaded from https://braintumor.org/brain-tumor-information/signs-and-
symptoms/ on 06.05.2020. 
Location Common Symptoms 
Frontal Lobe 
• Personality changes 
• Increased aggression and/or irritation 
• Apathy 
• Weakness on one side of the body 
• Loss of smell 
• Difficulty walking 
• Vision / Speech problems 
Temporal Lobe 
• Forgetting words 
• Short-term memory loss 
• Seizures (often associated with strange 
smells/feelings) 
Parietal Lobe 
• Difficulty speaking / understanding 
• Problems reading/writing 
• Loss of feeling in part of the body 
Occipital Lobe • Issues with sight 
Cerebellum 
• Issues with coordination 
• Uncontrolled eye movement 
• Nausea/Vomiting 
• Neck Stiffness 
• Dizziness 
Brain Stem 
• Issues with coordination 
• Eyelid or mouth drooping on one side 
• Difficulty swallowing 
• Difficulty speaking 




• Weakness in legs/arms 
• Loss of bladder/bowel control 





• Lack of energy 
• Weight gain 
• Mood Swings 
• High blood pressure 
• Diabetes 
• Enlarged hands/feet 
• (Women) Irregular/Infrequent Periods 




• Sight Problems 
• Neck Pain 
 
 
A brain tumour diagnosis is associated with varying levels of distress across 
time and individuals. It has been found that during the initial phase of the diagnosis, 
hardly any demographic (e.g. gender, IQ) or medical factors (e.g. tumour size or stage) 
were associated with levels of distress observed in patients (Goebel, Stark, et al., 
2011). Keir et al. (2008) noted that patients who received the diagnosis of brain cancer 
within the last year reported more items of concern in the National Comprehensive 
Cancer Network’s (NCCN) Distress Thermometer, than patients who had been living 
longer with the disease. Research has demonstrated that psychological distress and 
comorbid mental disorders change during the course of the disease for both cancer 
patients and their caregivers (Goebel, von Harscher, & Mehdorn, 2011). This is due to 
the dynamic nature of the adjustment process, changes in prognosis, treatment 
modalities or patients’ condition.  
 
A brain tumour diagnosis can be accompanied by a range of disabling 
symptoms, including physical and cognitive limitations, as well as psychological 
burden. Levels of distress, well-being and quality of life during illness trajectory are 
only some of the notions which need to be considered when introducing the concept 
of adjustment, which is done in Chapter 3. It has been suggested that psychological 
well-being of patients with a brain tumour diagnosis should be explored in future 
studies (Goebel, von Harscher, & Mehdorn, 2011). In particular, there is a lack of 




development of psychological comorbidities for individuals with such life-threatening 






Chapter 3. Review of the literature on coping with a brain tumour diagnosis 
 
 The previous chapter outlined the main medical details related to primary brain 
tumours, in order to introduce the uniqueness of a diagnosis. Before reviewing 
quantitative and qualitative literature on psychological effects and issues around 
coping with a brain tumour, this chapter begins by introducing the main psychological 
understandings of the concepts of coping and adjustment to chronic illness overall. 
 
3.1 Adjustment and coping with illness 
 
3.1.1 Introduction to the concept of coping 
 
The current section aims to draw on some of the most prominent definitions of 
adjustment and coping in order to determine how this process is conceptualised in the 
current thesis. Adjustment can be defined as a response to change in environment that 
allows an individual to adapt to the change (Sharpe & Curran, 2006). Ownsworth and 
colleagues (2009) defined psychosocial adjustment as comprising outcomes associated 
with the stress of diagnosis of a chronic or life-threatening condition. Although in 
medical settings adjustment has often been identified as an outcome (e.g., preserved 
functional status, low negative affect), such conceptualisations are not always 
appropriate. Moss-Morris (2013) highlighted that from a psychiatric point of view, 
adjustment is often defined through a lack of psychopathology. Although relatively 
easy to measure, for example by scores on anxiety and depression scales, approaching 
adjustment in this way has significant limitations. For example, it has been recognised 
that poor adjustment does not necessarily manifest in low mood or anxiety, or that 
psychopathology might precede physical illness or be a separate condition altogether 
(Sharpe & Curran, 2006). Moreover, an absence of distress is not always adaptive, and 
distress might be a result of other life events independent of illness, while preserved 
function is not always realistic (Brennan, 2001). Levels of depression, anxiety and 
quality of life vary across the general population as a consequence of a variety of 
factors, even without a cancer diagnosis. Lack of clinically significant levels of mental 




challenges related to being diagnosed. And perhaps, more importantly, it does not need 
to indicate that their life has not changed in a significant way, including changes in 
their life-priorities and ways of relating to others. It is crucial therefore to examine the 
concept of adjustment in terms broader than presence or lack of distress and/or 
psychiatric diagnoses. Brennan (2001) noted that although levels of anxiety and 
depression may return to pre-illness levels, cancer patients rarely describe the sense of 
continuity with their lives before cancer, and more often there is an invariable shift in 
individual’s sense of self and the world. In a qualitative study looking at adjustment of 
glioma patients, Cavers and colleagues (2013) found that it was not a static event, but 
rather a dynamic process involving re-thinking of one’s biography and self-concept. 
They also found that distress was dynamic and acute pre-diagnosis. 
 
Therefore, adjustment has been conceptualised as a process, which may change 
through the disease trajectory (Brennan, 2001). Deshields et al. (2015), in their 
proposed model of resilience, conceptually similar to adjustment, suggested that 
resilience is not ever ‘done’, with no final enduring outcome. Rather, they stated that 
resilience is a practice occurring through constant recalibration. It involves individuals 
making continuous adjustments to their personal reactions and coping responses based 
on their interpretations and experiences. 
 
Importantly, the process of adjustment is multidimensional, and includes 
psychological, social, physical and existential domains (Moss-Morris, 2013). Moss-
Morris presented a unified theory of adaptation to illness, shown in Figure 2. 
Adaptation here was characterised as a return to equilibrium after critical illness events 
or stressors. She highlighted the role of personal and social background, as well as 
environmental and illness-specific factors which influence how people respond and 
ultimately adapt to the illness stressors. Critical events and possible illness stressors 
have the potential to disrupt emotional equilibrium and current quality of life. In this 
theory, the process of adjustment involves aiming towards a return to or maintaining 
of equilibrium, which includes psychological, social, and physical domains. 
Adjustment difficulties occur when there is an ongoing disproportionate distress 




Successful adjustment is determined partially by the background factors, but also by 
the cognitive and behavioural strategies people use to manage the illness stressors. 
Moss-Morris (2015) called for empirical determination of these factors for various 
illness groups. Stanton et al. (2007) also conceptualised adjustment to chronic illness 
as happening across multiple life domains, dynamically unfolding over time (i.e., 
contrary to some stage theorists, it is not a linear process), and as being marked by 
heterogeneity across individuals in how they adjust to chronic disease. 
 
To situate the current project within those broad models, adult attachment style, 
introduced in the next chapter, was examined as one of the baseline attributes 
(Deshields et al., 2015) or personal background factors (Moss-Morris, 2013). A brain 
tumour diagnosis and events related to the illness constitute the cancer-related event 
(Deshields et al., 2015) or illness-specific factors (Moss-Morris, 2013). A detailed 
exploration of the subjective experiences within this category was addressed in Study 
2 of the current project. In the two studies taken together, the current project aimed to 
address how one’s emotional equilibrium might be disrupted by the diagnosis and 
therefore add to the current scholarly understanding of what good and poor adjustment 







Figure 2. A working model of adjustment to chronic illness 





In another prominent conceptualisation of adjustment, De Ridder et al. (2008) 
identified four themes relevant to explaining psychological adjustment to chronic 
disease: remaining as active as reasonably possible; acknowledging and expressing 
emotions; engaging in self-management; and trying to focus on potential positive 
outcomes of illness. Similar to the above understandings, the authors used the term 
adjustment to refer to the healthy rebalancing by patients to their new circumstances. 
When reviewing the cognitive processing aspects of adjustment, De Ridder and 
colleagues (2008) noted that individuals report positive outcomes from various 
diseases (breast cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, myocardial infarction, 
fibromyalgia, HIV/AIDS), such as increased appreciation for life, enhanced sense of 
purpose, changes in life priorities and improved personal relationships. They noted 
three elements of a response shift process: recalibration involving change of standards 
of what constitutes quality of life, reprioritisation – adjustment of values and priorities, 
and re-conceptualisation – redefining of what patients think is important. Since then, 
there has been an increasing interest of researchers to focus on benefit finding and 
post-traumatic growth following cancer as a potentially valuable ingredient of 
interventions and a factor facilitating positive adjustment. 
 
Using an example of another chronic illness, rheumatoid arthritis, Walker et al. 
(2004) attempted to evaluate the various models of health and adaptation to illness. 
They highlighted the shift from the biomedical model, which looks at diseases as 
components to treat, through a recognition of psychological models. The latter include 
models of cognitive adaptation to illness (Fife, 1995) which highlight the role of 
finding meaning in and acceptance of illness, and stress and coping paradigm (Lazarus 
& Folkman, 1984) which puts an emphasis on the role of appraisals of threat and 
individual’s beliefs about self-efficacy. Finally, they arrived at recognising the need 
and usefulness of viewing an individual holistically as is the case in the 
biopsychosocial framework. The authors found that this last approach is capable of 
incorporating findings from studies which demonstrate links between psychological 
stressors and related cognitive and emotional reactions, with physiological outcomes 
such as immune factors or disease activity in the case of rheumatoid arthritis (Zautra 




research attention to study positive aspects of psychological functioning in the illness 
process.  
 
How the notions of adjustment and coping are seen as related is inconsistent 
within the available literature. Sharpe and Curran (2006) noted that coping might be 
seen as a process predicting adjustment, where coping is seen as thoughts and 
behaviours used to regulate distress, manage problem and maintain well-being. Coping 
can also be seen as equivalent to adjustment, meaning cognitive and behavioural 
responses to the diagnosis. In terms of measuring adjustment, it is also operationalised 
as good quality of life, well-being, vitality, positive affect, life satisfaction, global self-
esteem (Sharpe & Curran, 2006). In previous studies, coping strategies have been 
found to mediate the relationship between challenging situations and their impact on 
psychosocial outcomes (Zucca et al., 2010). For example, in their proposed model of 
adjustment to rheumatoid arthritis, Walker and colleagues (2004) suggested that 
cognitive appraisals and coping strategies interact with psychosocial functioning to 
explain the impact of stressors and predisposing factors (such as personality traits) on 
disease activity and physical functioning outcomes. Bearing in mind the potential of 
coping to predict other outcomes, the current project conceptualises adjustment as 
equivalent coping. Coping therefore will be treated as the outcome variable of interest, 
instead of a presence or lack of psychopathology or distress or physical functioning 
outcomes. 
 
3.1.2 Coping strategies: classification 
 
One of the most influential theories of adjustment to illness, Lazarus and 
Folkman’s Cognitive Model of Stress and Coping (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984), 
proposes that adjustment outcomes depend on one’s appraisal of illness and their 
resources and coping. Biggs et al. (2017) noted that the theory remains the cornerstone 
of psychological stress and coping research across multiple fields. The model focuses 
on the stress process, the appraisal process, and the coping process, with the appraisal 
and coping processes being closely linked. Appraisal refers to an individual’s 




their adequacy for coping. Within the stress and coping paradigm (Lazarus & 
Folkman, 1984), coping is seen as a multifaceted phenomenon of how humans think, 
feel, and act in a specific stressful situation, with an aim to reduce the level of 
perceived stress. Originally, two kinds of coping were described: problem-focussed 
and emotion-focussed. Both forms have been found to be strongly associated with 
mental health and physical functioning (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Emotion focussed 
coping serves a function of regulating emotions caused by the problems causing 
distress, while problem focussed coping aims at managing or altering these problems 
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Problem focussed coping has been found effective 
especially in situations which can be controlled, while emotion focussed coping in 
cases when the stressor cannot be altered (Folkman, 1997). Various studies within the 
cancer literature have shown that cognitive appraisal influences positive adjustment, 
whereas higher threat appraisal is associated with greater distress (Folkman & Greer, 
2000). Coping and adjustment were shown to be more related to cognitive appraisal 
than to the objective severity of cancer (Hamama-Raz et al., 2007). Although the 
model has not been specifically examined in populations with a brain tumour, its 
widespread applications to cancer deem it important to consider in adjustment to this 
condition. One of the limitations of this model is that it does not account for situation-
specific coping but focuses on coping as a personal trait.  
 
As the most commonly used model of coping within cancer literature, Lazarus 
and Folkman’s (1984) model is used as a foundation for conceptualising coping in the 
current thesis. Similarly to the previous models outlined in this thesis, in the model of 
Lazarus and Folkman (1984), Study 1 was situated to examine the personal 
characteristic (attachment) impacting on how a person appraises and consequently 
copes with the event (diagnosis). Study 2 aimed to explore both appraisals, as well as 
meanings of adopted coping responses, in more detail. 
 
Over time, a large diversity of coping nomenclatures has been developed 
(Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004) and there is a number of ways of classifying coping 
strategies when dealing with physical illness. The link between strategies used when 




al., 2018; Keeling et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2018). Coping strategies associated with 
resignation or avoidance are usually linked with poor adjustment outcomes (Dunkel-
Schetter et al., 1992), whereas coping styles characterised by active tackling of the 
illness-related challenges are shown as related to better outcomes (Rodrigue et al., 
1994). In a systematic review of coping adopted by people with head and neck cancer, 
Morris and colleagues (2018) following Lazarus and Folkman’s model, classified 
coping styles as engagement and disengagement coping mechanisms. They concluded 
that engagement coping strategies (e.g., direct action, planning or seeking social 
support, fighting spirit, acceptance) were not associated with psychological distress, 
while disengagement strategies (e.g., avoidance, hopelessness, behavioural 
disengagement) have shown moderate-to-large associations with distress (Morris et 
al., 2018). 
 
Thomsen et al. (2010) reviewed 30 papers on palliative cancer patients’ coping 
and analysed 160 characteristics used to categorise coping efforts. The authors 
distinguished three levels of complexity in the hierarchy of coping strategies: higher-, 
intermediate-, and lower-level strategies. Coping strategies ranged from global, 
dispositional, macro-analytic tendencies, such as avoidant coping; to specific, 
situation-determined, micro-analytic coping acts and behaviours, such as “talking 
about illness”. Coping styles as measured by coping questionnaires usually fall within 
the intermediate level of the hierarchy. This includes the five coping styles used in the 
current study: helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, fighting spirit, 
cognitive avoidance, and fatalism (described in section 3.1.3). Rydahl-Hansen (2003, 
as cited in Thomsen et al., 2010) noted that when patients’ status changes from being 
seriously ill in active treatment to having little or no chances of surviving the illness, 
their ability to express and cope with their problems deteriorates greatly. Studying 
adjustment to a brain tumour affords an opportunity to further understand coping in a 
population of people with a particularly distressing diagnosis. 
 
Thomsen and colleagues (2010) identified seven potential factors of coping 
from across the reviewed papers: creating meaning (similar to fighting spirit and 




surely), minimising the impact of cancer (similar to cognitive avoidance and fatalism, 
undecided/problematic whether emotion- or problem-focussed), bodily and mental 
functioning, uncertainty (anxious preoccupation), control (powerlessness, 
helplessness/hopelessness, emotion-focussed), and emotions (emotion-focussed). 
They highlighted that the majority of coping strategies in palliative patients were 
emotion-focussed (Thomsen et al., 2010). This might be because the Lazarus and 
Folkman’s (1984) model was not developed for advanced cancer patients. It might also 
be that in such advanced cancer circumstances, the capacity for problem-focussed 
coping is simply not feasible anymore due to physical lack of resources, and the 
majority of coping efforts need to be emotion-focussed. The authors suggested that in 
situations which may not be amenable to problem-focussed efforts any longer, 
modifying the meaning of a stressful event or feeling appreciative may be useful 
coping strategies. 
 
In a phenomenological study of people living with life-threatening cancer 
receiving palliative care, Ohlen et al. (2002) reported a theme of coping by finding joy 
and pleasure despite experiencing pain. It was shown to have a potential to make the 
person less vulnerable to suffering. This theme also included changing one’s values 
according to the different phase of life patients found themselves in and 
‘reconciliation’ with the situation – including the notion of accepting that illness and 
suffering is a normal part of human life. Thomsen and colleagues (2010) also identified 
a theme called ‘minimising the impact of cancer’, which included positive aspects of 
‘dealing with it’: staying positive, accepting help from others, and actively adjusting 
strategies. It also featured living in a way focussed not only on the cancer and taking 
one’s mind off the illness by avoidance or distraction. Further, the factor ‘uncertainty’ 
was associated with fears about the future related to disability or deterioration. It 
resembled the coping strategy of anxious preoccupation from the classification used 
in the current study, and included asking questions such as ‘why me?’, concerns or 
worries for those close to patients, as well as fear about death. Another factor identified 
by Thomsen and colleagues (2010) called ‘control’ resonated with the 
helpless/hopeless coping response, and was characterised by difficulty in establishing 




resources to cope with their problems. They also experienced loss of autonomy and 
increased dependency as a source of suffering. 
 
Moos and Schaefer (1984) identified seven adaptive tasks in adjustment 
process to chronic illness. Illness-related tasks included dealing with symptoms, 
disability, treatment, relationships with healthcare staff. General tasks included 
emotional balance, self-image, sense of competence, social relationship, and uncertain 
future. While descriptions of such tasks are consistent with how patients depict their 
experiences in qualitative studies, empirical support is lacking for determining how 
important these tasks are over others (Moss-Morris, 2013). 
 
Richardson and colleagues (2017) conducted a systematic review and a meta-
analysis aimed to determine whether illness representations are associated with coping 
behaviours and illness outcomes in patients with cancer. A classification of eleven 
coping behaviours when dealing with cancer was established. The authors listed 
cognitive reappraisal, avoidance/denial, problem‐focussed coping (generic), 
expressing emotion, problem-focussed (specific behaviours separately), treatment 
decision making, medication adherence, adherence to treatment visits, doctor visits, 
seeking social support, and other (specified) coping behaviour. Only the first three 
categories were assessed in their meta-analysis (Richardson et al., 2017). The authors 
identified a shortage of studies which would assess the impact of the other categories 
of coping behaviours on outcomes. Thirteen illness outcomes have been classified as 
affect (negative/positive), anxiety, depression, psychological distress, treatment‐
related distress, decisional uncertainty/ regret, psychological well‐being, vitality, role 
functioning, physical functioning, disease state, quality of life, and other (specified) 
illness outcome. Richardson et al. (2017) found that the perception of personal control 
was related to cognitive reappraisal and problem-focussed coping. It was therefore 
deemed as having the potential to be a target when aiming to increase the use of these 






3.1.3 Classification of coping employed in the current thesis 
 
The current thesis employs a classification of coping styles which has been 
proposed specifically for cancer populations in a life-threatening stage by Watson and 
colleagues (1988). The Mental Adjustment Scale (MAC) has been developed as a 
response to the need for a valid and reliable method of assessment of coping responses 
to the cancer diagnosis in clinical settings. As cancer diagnosis has been found to be 
related to the increased psychological morbidity, particularly certain behavioural and 
cognitive styles of patients’ responses have been found to be associated with an 
increased risk of psychopathology. The scale has been subsequently developed into the 
Mini-MAC (Watson et al., 1994) in order to strengthen the factor structure. Five 
strategies have been identified as best representing the variety of patients’ 
psychological responses to coping with cancer illness. These are 
helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, fighting spirit, cognitive avoidance 
(which represents an evaluation of a previous component: denial), and fatalism. Brief 
definitions of each strategy are as follows: 
 
• Helplessness/hopelessness identifies behaviours and cognitions characterised 
by a sense of uncontrollability of cancer and unavoidability of a negative 
outcome.  
• Patients adopting an anxious preoccupation response reacted to the knowledge 
of their diagnosis with excessive anxiety and widespread worry about cancer 
and possible recurrence. They also sought reassurance and information 
excessively but tended to interpret it pessimistically.  
• Fighting spirit is characterised by an attitude of optimism when confronted 
with a realistic appraisal of the illness, active information seeking, perceiving 
cancer as a challenge and taking an active role in therapy and recovery.  
• Cognitive avoidance assesses patient’s tendency to avoid actively thinking 
about the diagnosis and its implications.  






In the development of the MAC scale (Watson et al., 1988), the authors 
recognised that while the trait approach has its merit, for example that a helpless 
response might be a consistent reaction to stressful events for an individual, the 
potential for variability and change should not be underestimated (Mischel, 1986, as 
cited in Watson et al., 1988). Further, McCrae (1984) argued that the usefulness of any 
coping measure depends on its specificity to the nature of stressor. The MAC Scale 
addressed this need for measurement of coping with a reference to a particular situation 
- cancer. The authors proposed a need for adaptation of the MAC Scale to other serious 
illnesses. The mini-MAC has been designed to capture the most important aspects of 
coping with the cancer experience, taking into account the complexity of patients’ 
reactions by profiling their scores on various dimensions as well as allowing 
identification of a predominant response. 
 
3.1.4 Association of coping strategies with depression and anxiety 
 
In terms of relationships of coping with adjustment as measured by depression 
or anxiety symptoms, a number of studies have conclusively shown helplessness/ 
hopelessness to have medium to strong positive associations with both anxiety and 
depression scores, as measured by the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) 
(e.g., Hulbert-Williams, Neal, et al., 2012; Nordin et al., 1999; Watson et al., 1994). 
Similarly, anxious preoccupation has been found to have a strong positive association 
with HADS anxiety and a medium to strong positive association with HADS 
depression. Only the above two coping styles show a significant inverse relationship 
with quality of life scores (Hulbert-Williams, Neal, et al., 2012). Cognitive avoidance 
has been reported to show a small positive correlation with HADS anxiety, but no 
significant correlations with HADS depression scores (Hulbert-Williams, Neal, et al., 
2012). Fighting spirit on the other hand, demonstrates null to small negative 
relationship with either anxiety or depression (Hulbert-Williams, Neal, et al., 2012; 
Watson et al., 1994). In the original study reporting on the development of the MAC 
questionnaire, Watson et al. (1988) suggested that scores of helplessness/hopelessness 
(loading negatively) and fighting spirit (loading positively) constitute opposite ends of 




way was also shown to be associated with emotional distress in advanced breast cancer 
patients (Classen et al., 1996). The fatalism dimension has been reported to not be 
significantly related to quality of life, anxiety, or depression outcomes (Hulbert-
Williams, Neal, et al., 2012; Watson et al., 1994). 
 
In a study of cancer patients receiving anti-depressant therapy for their 
anxious-depressive symptoms, De Fazio and colleagues (2013) found that anti-
depressant medication significantly reduced levels of anxiety and depression. 
Interestingly, the treatment also resulted in a parallel change in the scores of coping 
styles as measured by the Mini-MAC. Specifically, a reduction of helplessness/ 
hopelessness and anxious preoccupation scores was observed, as well as a significant 
increase on the fighting spirit dimension. These results provide additional support for 
the link between the style of individual coping with cancer diagnosis and maintenance 
of emotional well-being. These results suggest that better or worse outcomes in terms 
of psychiatric symptoms assessment, are closely linked to the way an individual 
approaches their diagnosis in their mental coping efforts. The relationship could 
potentially be bi-directional, with the lifting of depressive or anxious symptoms 
allowing the person to, for example, take a more active approach to their illness coping 
and treatment (higher fighting spirit), or perceive the illness as less hopeless (reduction 
in helplessness/hopelessness). Alternatively, or concurrently, an adopted coping 
strategy could act as a facilitator or amplifier of change/reduction in the depressive or 
anxious symptoms. 
 
3.2 Coping with a brain tumour diagnosis: A review of quantitative literature 
 
3.2.1 Distress, depression, and quality of life among patients with a brain 
tumour diagnosis 
 
It has been highlighted in a review of biopsychosocial adjustment to a brain 
tumour that the issue of coping needs to be explored further in this population of 
patients (Ownsworth et al., 2009), especially the potential explanatory factors for the 




psychological and social challenges, related to the physical symptom burden and 
potentially life-threatening prognosis. In the case of a brain tumour diagnosis some of 
those threats may be magnified. Herschbach et al. (2020) analysed distress levels in a 
large sample of 21,680 patients with various cancers and divided them into five 
clusters of distress. 12.7% of the sample were in the ‘highly distressed’ category and 
neuro-oncologic tumour patients were over-represented in this category (second only 
to urinary tract type of cancer patients). Fear of disease progression was overall the 
most distressing problem for the entire study population (Herschbach et al., 2020). A 
large group of cancer patients (46.6%) were not distressed and seemed to cope well 
with their disease (Herschbach et al., 2020). 
 
Gispert et al. (2003) reported that patients with a brain tumour had higher 
prevalence of distress compared to non-clinical population. In a meta-analysis of 12 
observational studies screening for distress in patients with a brain tumour using the 
Distress Thermometer (DT), Liu et al. (2018) concluded that these patients had a high 
prevalence of distress. The pooled prevalence of distress with DT  4 (moderate 
distress) was 41.1% and the prevalence of distress with DT  6 (extreme distress) was 
29.7%. The possible reasons include quick disease progression of malignant tumours 
or early interventions (Liu et al., 2018). The authors also suggested that the high risk 
of emotional complications in this group of patients can become an enormous 
challenge for disease management (Liu et al., 2018). 
 
Patients with glioma have been reported to be at the highest risk of significant 
psychiatric complications in the period around the diagnosis (Dalton et al., 2009). 
According to a systematic review by Rooney et al. (2011), approximately 15% of 
primary brain tumour patients were diagnosed with a clinical depression at clinical 
interview (with reports ranging from 6% to 28%). However, when based on the Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDI), a frequently used screening instrument, primary brain 
tumour patients had a higher frequency of depression (median = 39%) (Rooney et al., 
2011). Rooney and colleagues (2011) reported that there was no clear association 
between depression and many tumour-related variables (such as tumour grade, 




patients were also found to have a reduced quality of life (Rooney et al., 2011). In the 
case of brain tumour, depression can be a biological disease as a result of neurological 
changes in the brain circuitry, or as a psychological reaction to the losses associated 
with the diagnosis, or both (Rooney et al., 2011). Depression may be seen as a normal 
reaction to the diagnosis and changes it brings and remain untreated (Rooney, Brown, 
et al., 2014). It may be difficult for the clinicians to distinguish when depression needs 
treatment, as some symptoms of apparent depression may be due to the illness or the 
treatment (Rooney, Brown, et al., 2014). Since brain cancer, radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy may impair cognitive functioning, especially insight, memory and 
executive function, it is still unknown whether psychotherapy is an effective treatment 
for depression in this group of patients (Rooney, Brown, et al., 2014). Moreover, the 
effectiveness of antidepressants is also unclear due to the presence of a tumour which 
invades and destroys brain pathways (Rooney, Brown, et al., 2014). 
 
As a brain tumour is a serious disease, the focus has long been primarily on 
improving survival and medical developments. Only relatively recently has attention 
been placed also on quality of life and psychosocial well-being of survivors of brain 
tumours (Efficace & Bottomley, 2003). Evaluation of quality of life has become an 
outcome of interest in its own right (Salander, 1996). Quality of life has been found to 
be an increasingly important outcome when evaluating the effects of treatment 
(Gazzotti et al., 2011; Reijneveld et al., 2001). Patients with a brain tumour as well as 
their caregivers were found to have clinically significant reductions in quality of life 
compared to general population norms (Janda et al., 2007). Among patients, women 
and older patients were more susceptible to reductions in quality of life (Janda et al., 
2007). Reijneveld and colleagues (2001) reported that patients with low grade gliomas 
had reduced quality of life compared to a matched healthy control group. Goebel, Stark 
and colleagues (2011) reported that significantly higher number of individuals newly 
diagnosed with a brain tumour experienced high distress compared to other types of 
cancer diagnoses. 
 
Furthermore, Halkett and colleagues (2015) found that quality of life was 




Gustafsson et al. (2006) reported that while nearly all of patients with low grade glioma 
in their sample were capable of self-care, 45% reported low levels of quality of life. 
Less than half of the sample were able to carry out normal activities without restriction, 
and one fourth had cognitive difficulties with memory or concentration (Gustafsson et 
al., 2006). However, the factor most strongly associated with quality of life in this 
population was found to be fatigue (Gustafsson et al., 2006). Similarly, a negative 
relationship between fatigue and quality of life was also observed in high grade glioma 
patients (Lovely et al., 1999). Overall, it was concluded that mental difficulties 
(emotional and cognitive) had a stronger impact on the experience of quality of life 
than physical ones (e.g. function as assessed by a physician) (Gustafsson et al., 2006). 
Interestingly, the median length of illness of patients in Gustafsson and colleagues’ 
study was 10 years, with one fourth of the sample having a diagnosis for more than 26 
years. With survival times ranging up to decades in some groups of patients with 
primary brain tumours, the lowered quality of life becomes an urgent concern requiring 
scholars’ attention.  
 
In terms of predictors of distress in patients with brain tumours, while 
Gustafsson et al. (2006) highlighted psychological factors such as certain types of 
coping, Halkett et al. (2015) reported that poor physical function, lower education 
levels, loss of employment and a financial impact were related to distress, poor quality 
of life and high unmet needs. Loss of employment and financial difficulties 
experienced after a brain tumour diagnosis have also been reported by Bradley et al. 
(2007) and Patterson (2007). 
 
3.2.2 Coping strategies used by patients with a brain tumour diagnosis 
 
Patients with brain tumours have been reported to use a wide repertoire of 
coping strategies. The most commonly used strategies reported by various studies 
were: optimism and positive thinking or positive reappraisal (Goebel et al., 2018; 
Gustafsson et al., 2006; Moreale et al., 2017; Palese et al., 2012), problem-solving 
(Baumstarck et al., 2018; Goebel et al., 2018; Keeling et al., 2013), trust (Goebel et 




escape avoidance (Gustafsson et al., 2006). Therefore, overall positive and adaptive 
coping was amongst the most frequently adopted strategies. Fatalism, referred to as 
positive outlook yet an outlook and future seen as out of patients’ control, was adopted 
more often than fighting spirit in this group of patients (Molassiotis et al., 2010). A 
need for further research exploring the psychological predictors of optimal coping in 
this population has been highlighted (Molassiotis et al., 2010; Ownsworth et al., 2009). 
 
 In a group of low grade glioma patients, Gustafsson and colleagues (2006) 
found that emotion-focussed coping strategies were more commonly used than 
problem-focussed ones. Positive reappraisal dominated as a coping strategy which 
aimed at regulating emotions, along with these focussed on escaping or changing the 
significance of the situation (Gustafsson et al., 2006). Other studies have highlighted 
that emotion-focussed coping strategies are dominant when there is not much that can 
be done in a situation (Ahlstrom & Sjoden, 1996). Comparing to other chronic 
neurological conditions however, in the low grade glioma sample (Gustafsson et al., 
2006) emotion-focussed coping was used more frequently than, for example, in 
patients with muscular dystrophy or post-polio syndrome (Ahlstrom & Wenneberg, 
2002). Therefore, patients with brain tumours more frequently attempted to change the 
significance of a situation or tried to escape mentally.  Importantly, Gustafsson and 
colleagues (2006) found that the use of coping strategy of escape-avoidance was 
related to lower levels of emotional functioning. Livneh (2000) reported that in other 
cancer groups coping by escape-avoidance was also related to higher emotional 
distress. Patients found to be coping in this way are therefore at increased need of 
monitoring for psychological distress and receiving additional support.  
 
3.2.3 Rationale for Study 1 
 
 Literature employing quantitative methodologies to study coping with a brain 
tumour highlighted that although patients with this type of diagnosis experience higher 
distress than those with other cancer diagnoses, the use of more adaptive strategies 
tended to dominate over the maladaptive ones. Study 1 of the current project aims to 




determinants of individual differences in coping in the population faced with such 
unique challenges. Chapter 4 outlines further the rationale for the choice of adult 
attachment and perceived social support as potential important variables in explaining 
coping with a brain tumour diagnosis. 
 
 
3.3 Unique challenges in adjustment to a brain tumour diagnosis: A review of 
qualitative literature 
 
The following section evaluates a selection of qualitative research literature on 
adjustment to living with a brain tumour. Experiences of around and after the time of 
diagnosis, physical impairments, psychological challenges, and finally relationship 
and social challenges are explored in turn.  
 
Cancer diagnosis is known to pose significant psychological and social 
challenges, related to the physical symptom burden and potentially life-threatening 
prognosis. In the case of a brain tumour diagnosis some of those threats may be 
magnified. It has been suggested that brain tumour poses a “double threat” (Cubis et 
al., 2017). The threatening prospect of approaching death is doubled with the danger 
posed to one’s identity, as self-defining qualities such as personality and cognitive 
abilities are at risk of being altered (Adelbratt & Strang, 2000). Even with more benign 
tumours, patients may experience acute awareness of potential limitations to their 
physical and cognitive functioning caused by the tumour. Cubis and colleagues (2017) 
found that this very awareness was a source of distress even when the level of physical 
or cognitive disability caused by the illness was not high.  
 
3.3.1 Reaching a diagnosis 
 
The time just before and after receiving a diagnosis has been shown to be 
particularly stressful. Cavers et al. (2012) found that both patients and caregivers 
showed anxiety due to uncertainty when waiting for the diagnosis. Sterckx and 
colleagues (2015) explored the experiences and care needs of high grade glioma 




frightening and surreal feelings. Life was marked by uncertainty and anxiety. The 
authors reported that loss was experienced across domains: in a physical domain (e.g. 
as a result of fatigue), on practical levels (e.g. a driving ban), but also on interpersonal 
levels (e.g. when caregivers limited patients’ activities out of concern) which 
negatively affected self-esteem. Cavers and colleagues (2012) also identified dynamic 
social, physical, existential and psychological trajectories of adjustment for both 
patients and caregivers. In terms of the initial support needs, patients identified that 
they needed to trust their physician (Sterckx et al., 2015). They also required accurate 
information provision, especially with regards to the consequences of the disease and 
treatment and about what to expect (Sterckx et al., 2015). Therefore, physical and 
psychological symptoms associated with the diagnosis do not operate in isolation. The 
course of illness and adjustment process is dynamic and different kinds of support 
might be needed at the key stages (Cavers et al., 2012). 
 
3.3.2 Life with a brain tumour diagnosis 
 
Later after the diagnosis, patients feared about future pain, loss of control, life 
expectancy (Cavers et al., 2012). In terms of existential aspects of adjustment, distress 
associated with fear of dying lessened with time, and priorities in life were often 
adjusted (Cavers et al., 2012). Some patients became more spiritually aware following 
the diagnosis and turned to religion, with firm faith in God providing spiritual comfort 
as the disease progressed. Cavers et al. (2012) concluded that following the acute 
distress after the diagnosis, patients and caregivers worked hard to foster a sense of 
hope and well-being. Sterckx et al. (2015) reported that being able to participate in 
certain activities again and stability of symptoms were a source of strength. During 
these moments, patients were able to take some meaningful actions. The authors also 
highlighted having hope as being crucial (Sterckx et al., 2015). As tumours progressed, 
and initial treatment was finished, psychological and existential well-being was often 






3.3.3 Social relationships 
 
On a social level, feelings of loss arose from the loss or change of social 
contacts (e.g., of friends who avoided patients or avoided talking about the illness), 
changes to relationships (e.g., loss of sexual attraction, loss of connection with partner) 
as well as feelings of dependency and being reliant on the partner (Sterckx et al., 2015). 
Patients felt disregarded, especially when they viewed their limitations as being caused 
by caregivers, laws or regulations. They felt their needs were unrecognised and not 
understood by their close ones. Overcome by their tumour and treatments, patients felt 
powerless, ignored and excluded from decisions concerning their care, and as a result 
somehow excluded from their own life (Sterckx et al., 2015). Moreover, previous 
studies highlighted the role of social relationships and their changes while living with 
a brain tumour. It has been noted that in order to maintain meaning in their lives, some 
patients hid their inability to carry out certain tasks (Wideheim et al., 2002). Fox and 
Lantz (1998) found that brain tumour was perceived in terms of ‘the stigma of the 
mind-body illness’ and ‘an invasive disease of the self’. The negative social reactions 
and experienced loss of sense of self were therefore highlighted. 
 
In a qualitative study exploring illness-related problems and coping strategies 
of individuals with low grade gliomas, Edvardsson and Ahlstrom (2005) found that 
social life was affected by memory impairments. They found that patients’ families 
did not seem to care or want to talk about the tumour, friends were lost, and new 
relationships were harder to establish. There was a sense of isolation, dependence on 
help and special attention from others. Patients reported feeling not needed by others 
and losing a former social role. Cavers and colleagues (2012) also identified a dynamic 
social trajectory of adjustment of glioma patients and their caregivers. Their results 
suggested that the time required for medical care left little time to spend on social well-
being. Support and information services were used infrequently, even though they 
were available. As patients often became house-bound, or unable to communicate in 
the later stages of the disease, a sense of isolation increased. Edvardsson and Ahlstrom 
(2005) noted a range of social and environmental issues which impacted adjustment 




with insurance and lack of income), family (e.g. concern about family strain) and 
friends (e.g., loss of friends and isolation), employment (e.g. inability to manage work) 
and education, the physical environment (e.g. home not adapted to needs), and other 
restrictions (e.g. loss of driver’s licence). Cubis and colleagues (2017) also noted that 
patients with a brain tumour face potential changes in their social environments, in 
addition to the emotional reactions associated with the diagnosis. Limitations to their 
ability to continue employment and maintain a supportive role for their family and 
friend networks, being dependent on others when attending hospital visits, especially 
when not being able to drive, or engaging close others in making decisions about 
treatment were some of the aspects threatening the social role of patients after the 
diagnosis (Cubis et al., 2017). It is therefore important to integrate the investigation of 
psychological adjustment, including anxiety, low mood and coping strategies used, 
coping with the physical demands, with the awareness of social implications of the 
diagnosis and social factors facilitating psychological and physical well-being. In a 
comprehensive systematic review, Ownsworth et al. (2009) concluded that there was 
a lack of high-quality studies examining the influence of social support on quality of 
life in individuals affected by a brain tumour. 
 
Previous research highlighted that social support is an essential resource in 
coping with cancer (Helgeson & Cohen, 1996). Although most work examining the 
effects of interpersonal ties in chronic illness has found their positive effects (Stanton 
et al., 2007), it has also been recognised that due to the dynamic nature of social 
support, there is scope for misunderstandings, situations when demands of recovery 
fail to match support providers’ expectations, ill-timed support, or support not 
matching patients’ needs (Stanton et al., 2007). According to Sterckx et al. (2015), 
patients described that receiving help from others could be experienced as support, but 
also as a burden, especially when it was seen as a threatening confirmation of their 
dependency, loss of freedom and helplessness. One of the core assumptions when 
discussing the process of adjustment is the fact that the diagnosis of cancer confronts 
patients and those close to them with a threat of permanent separation (Weisman & 
Worden, 1976, as cited in Brennan, 2001). This distressing reality, regardless of the 




and anticipating their grief reaction. Caregivers were also found to observe changes in 
their loved ones’ personality and showed symptoms of depression themselves (Cavers 
et al., 2012). Moreover, the assumptions about autonomy and dependency within 
relationships need to be re-negotiated. It might result in positive changes in social 
relationships (such as restoration of honesty, value and engagement within the 
relationships), but also some negative ones (e.g., role of criticism or withdrawal) 
(Sterckx et al., 2015). There is therefore a need to further examine the role and 
dynamics of social support and social relationships in the process of adjustment in a 
qualitative manner in order to explore the nuance of the complex interactions during 
the adjustment process. 
 
3.3.4 Support, communication and information needs 
 
Participants with glioma reported a need for tailored information, to match the 
tension between wanting the information but not wanting to know potentially 
distressing information (Cavers et al., 2013). Patients wished for information which 
could provide hope and would serve to reduce uncertainty, help prepare for the future 
and minimise distress. Cavers and colleagues (2013) concluded that patients’ 
adjustment to the diagnosis was facilitated by professionals’ empathy, reassurance and 
emotional support. While healthcare professionals are commonly perceived as sources 
of information, O’Donnell (2005) determined certain barriers experienced by patients 
in their communication with nurses (including lack of time, focus on procedural 
information and physical symptoms, and an apparent avoidance of emotional aspects 
of care). It was concluded that family members were typically viewed as important 
sources of support and information, more so than the professionals’ help. Similarly, 
Strang et al. (2001) identified that patients and their relatives saw discussing existential 
issues with healthcare staff members as an important part of holistic care, however it 
was often limited due to such concerns being poorly understood by nurses as well as 






3.3.5 Rationale for Study 2 
 
Previous research reviewed here provides background to what are the 
experiences of those diagnosed with brain tumours. Most existing qualitative studies 
on brain tumour are concerned with support and care needs, typically conducted within 
the clinical context and often with individuals with high grade tumour diagnoses (e.g., 
Adelbratt & Strang, 2000; Lucas, 2010; Salander & Spetz, 2002). This is 
understandable as high grade tumour diagnoses are most burdening in terms of 
physical symptoms as well as presenting a more acute risk to life. However, the 
experiences of individuals affected by low grade tumours should not be neglected. 
There are only a few preliminary studies exploring the experiences of individuals with 
low grade brain tumours qualitatively (Edvardsson & Ahlstrom, 2005; Edvardsson et 
al., 2006; Wong et al., 2011). Moreover, research which would recruit participants 
from outside of the healthcare setting is needed in order to overcome the associated 
limitations. Finally, in a systematic review of qualitative studies exploring supportive 
care needs of high grade tumour patients, Moore and colleagues (2013) concluded that 





Chapter 4. Attachment theory as a framework for understanding individual 
differences in coping and a potential mediating role of social support 
 
Adult attachment theory proposes that experiences with our caregivers in 
infancy shape functioning in close relationships in adulthood (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). 
It was chosen as a framework to aid understanding of the adjustment process due to 
being embedded in social functioning of individuals: attachment affects and is affected 
by individuals’ relationships with significant others, which forms a part of the process 
of coping with significant events. The current chapter begins with a broad introduction 
to the concept, in order to then narrow down to the importance of attachment in health 
and illness. A rationale specifying why it was chosen to be examined in a sample of 
patients with a brain tumour diagnosis is presented. The chapter then introduces the 
concept of perceived social support and its conceptual links to attachment. Finally, a 
justification for examining its potential mediating role in the relationship between 
attachment and coping is outlined. 
 
4.1.  Introduction to adult attachment theory 
 
4.1.1 Development of attachment theory and theoretical underpinnings 
 
Attachment theory was originally designed to explain the emotional bond 
between infants and their caregivers. The theory’s originator John Bowlby believed 
that attachment is an important component of human experience "from the cradle to 
the grave" (1979, p. 129). The concept of attachment style provides a window for 
studying how early childhood’s environmental factors (mainly a relationship with a 
caregiver) influence the cognitive and emotional development of the child (Bowlby, 
1969). The theory was extended and empirically tested by Mary Ainsworth (1978) 
who identified four main classifications of a child’s attachment style as observed in 
the Strange Situation: type B – secure; type A – insecure-avoidant; type C – insecure- 






Attachment theory (Bowlby, 1969) was originally used to explain infant-
caregiver bonds, however more recently it has been extended to other attachment 
relationships over the lifespan, especially romantic partners (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). 
It proposes that childhood experiences with caregivers influence individuals’ beliefs 
about how worthy they are of receiving love and care (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). 
Those beliefs influence individuals’ attachment style, i.e., how individuals perceive, 
feel and act within social relationships when they are confronted with a stressor. 
Attachment processes developed in early childhood are believed to play a powerful 
role in adults' emotional lives, by equipping them with essential skills for the 
acquisition and maintenance of romantic and other close relationships in later life 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Indeed, Hazan and Shaver (1987) observed that the main 
attachment styles as set out by Ainsworth are distributed roughly the same in adulthood 
as in infancy across the population, which led them to propose that romantic love can 
be conceptualized as an attachment process. They also found that each group of adults 
behaved differently in romantic relationships depending on their attachment style. 
 
In adults, two orthogonal dimensions of attachment insecurity have been 
identified: continuous measures of anxiety and avoidance (Brennan et al., 1998). 
Attachment anxiety relates to fears over being rejected by others, intense efforts to 
(re)gain proximity and being over-dependent on others (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). 
It also relates to beliefs about self-worth. Attachment avoidance relates to feeling 
uncomfortable with intimacy, excessive self-reliance and desire of invulnerability 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). It also relates to beliefs about taking risks in approaching 
or avoiding other people. Combinations of anxiety and avoidance scores can thus be 
used to define the four attachment styles: secure, preoccupied, dismissive and fearful 
(Brennan et al., 1998). The majority of attachment research focussed on individual 
differences now relies on a dimensional approach: low scores on both dimensions 







4.1.2 Measurement of adult attachment  
 
The two major methods of measuring attachment in adults are the Adult 
Attachment Interview (AAI) and self-report questionnaires. The AAI, developed by 
Main and colleagues (1985; as cited in Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007), is a semi-
structured interview about individuals’ childhood experiences with attachment figures 
and is considered a gold standard in measurement of adult attachment. There are 
substantial differences between the two types of measurement in targeted relationships 
(parent-child in AAI vs. romantic relationships), method (coded interview transcripts 
vs. brief self- reports), and analytic focus (structural properties of discourse coherence 
vs. the content of self-observed perceptions, beliefs and behaviour) (Mikulincer & 
Shaver, 2007). Despite some of the strengths of the AAI, the self-report measures of 
attachment, such as the Experience in Close Relationships Scale (ECR) developed by 
Brennan et al. in 1998 are much more commonly used, as they can be self- 
administered, are more available for researchers, easier to interpret and less time 
consuming for participants than the interview methods. In fact, Mikulincer and Shaver 
(2007) pointed to the good reliability of the self-report scales and the fact that they 
prove to serve as useful indicators of adults’ attachment-related narratives as obtained 
in detail from the AAI.  
 
4.1.3 Cognitive and emotional characteristics of insecure attachment 
dimensions 
  
In individuals with high scores on an attachment anxiety dimension a ‘hyper-
activating’ attachment strategy is activated, and intense efforts are made to seek 
proximity and protection. It is characterised by hypersensitivity to signs of rejection 
and abandonment, and excessive rumination upon one’s personal deficiencies and 
threats to one’s relationships (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). People high on this 
attachment dimension seek high levels of intimacy, approval, and responsiveness from 
their partners. They sometimes value intimacy to such an extent that they become 
overly dependent on their partners. People who are anxious in attachment relationships 




& Shaver, 2007). They may exhibit high levels of emotional expressiveness, worry, 
and impulsiveness in their relationships. They also experience an increased sense of 
vulnerability and are hypervigilant to threat (Mikulincer et al., 2003). In terms of their 
strategies for emotion regulation, anxiously attached individuals tend to exaggerate the 
experiences of negative emotions and appraise emotions in a negative way (Mikulincer 
et al., 2003). Individuals high on the attachment anxiety dimension tend to worry 
intensely about the availability of the attachment figure and their own value to the 
caregiver. They hold a false belief that enough care from significant others is unlikely 
and that one is unworthy of care. 
 
By contrast, attachment avoidance is related to the perception that proximity-
seeking will not serve to reduce threat. Individuals high in avoidance remove 
themselves from stimuli that are likely to activate the attachment system. This results 
in the avoidance of seeking closeness, the denial of attachment needs and the 
suppression of signs of vulnerability (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). People with a 
dismissive-avoidant attachment tend to suppress and hide their feelings, and they tend 
to deal with rejection by distancing themselves from the sources of rejection (i.e., their 
relationship partners). Associated emotional regulation patterns characterise 
avoidantly attached individuals by heavy self-reliance and a desire to appear 
invulnerable (Mikulincer et al., 2003). Suppression is often used as a way of managing 
emotions, which also may prevent close others from recognising one’s emotional 
states (Gillath et al., 2005). Individuals with high attachment avoidance tend to 
distance themselves emotionally and feel uncomfortable in situations when they need 
to depend on others. They tend to downplay threat and distress, perceive adverse 
events are manageable and tend to have an unrealistically high self-efficacy 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Deactivating strategies used by avoidantly attached 
persons seem to distance them from their own emotions, prevent the painful experience 
of negative affect but also declining the beneficial effects of positive affect 
(Mikulincer et al., 2003). Individuals low on those two dimensions, and therefore high 
on attachment security, hold internal representations of comforting and available 





4.1.4 Attachment as a theory of self-regulation 
 
Attachment theory is fundamentally a theory of distress regulation (Mikulincer 
& Shaver, 2007). Therefore, it provides a theoretical framework to assist in elucidating 
mechanisms of coping in individuals with diagnoses that are associated with high 
levels of negative arousal. A diagnosis of a brain tumour is likely to activate the 
attachment system, which works to trigger the implicit patterns of coping that were 
learned in early childhood. Originally developed by Bowlby (1969), attachment theory 
posits that the internal working model (Pietromonaco & Barrett, 2000) – a socio-
cognitive-emotional model that originates from early caregiver interactions – endures 
as a guiding model for self-regulatory behaviour, including responses to stress and the 
propensity to use significant others as support mechanisms. Internal working models 
therefore provide a prototype upon which other affectionate relationships are formed 
(Tiliopoulos & Goodall, 2009). The emerging cognitive and emotional patterns remain 
potent in adulthood, particularly in romantic relationships (Mikulincer & Shaver, 
2007). 
 
Montebarocci et al. (2004) found a correlation between adult attachment 
behaviour and alexithymia, suggesting a clear role of attachment in emotion 
regulation. Although the research was cross-sectional and not longitudinal, it supports 
the wealth of research existing already on the role of early childhood relationship in 
emotional development (Balbernie, 2001). Secure attachment (manifested by low 
attachment anxiety and low attachment avoidance) is proposed to form a natural 
foundation for effective emotion regulation (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007) and the two 
have been shown to correlate with each other (Goodall, 2015). The relationship can be 
explained from the developmental perspective, where secure attachment relationship 
between an infant and a caregiver first serves as the only aid in regulation of child’s 
emotions and over the time, shapes the brain structure and functioning to enable them 






4.2 Attachment and coping 
 
Schmidt (2005) proposed that attachment and coping theories have similarities 
which make them suitable for integrating the approaches. They highlighted that the 
theoretical framework of attachment enables a broader view on coping, as opposed to 
theories linking coping to emotion regulation which focus on micro-processes. 
Moreover, incorporating attachment theory allows for a shift from focussing on the 
content of a particular coping strategy to coping in the social context and adding an 
interpersonal dimension. Attachment theory has the potential to explain the 
development of coping strategies by highlighting that the coping process is constituted 
by multiple interactions since childhood.  Schmidt (2005) conceptualised coping as an 
adaptational process emerging from interactions, which either tax or challenge 
individual responses. The individual responses can either lead to isolation or higher 
socialisation of an individual. Therefore, this interpersonal approach goes beyond the 
‘minimalist’ approach of cognitive coping strategies. Fuendeling (1998, as cited in 
Schmidt, 2005) reviewed findings related to different styles of emotion regulation. He 
showed that each phase of the coping process was affected by attachment styles by the 
way in which attention to stressful events was managed (Fuendeling, 1998, as cited in 
Schmidt, 2005). 
 
In a study conducted with healthy adults by Johnstone and Feeney (2015), self-
efficacy mediated the relationship between attachment anxiety and maladaptive 
coping (less problem-solving coping), while perceived social support mediated the 
relationship between attachment avoidance and maladaptive coping (emotion-
focussed coping) (Johnstone & Feeney, 2015). The potential explanations for such 
findings were that attachment theory emphasises negative working models of self as a 
core feature of attachment anxiety, and negative working models of others as a core 
feature of attachment avoidance (Johnstone & Feeney, 2015). Perceived social support 
and self-efficacy were conceptualised as coping resources in the study (Johnstone & 
Feeney, 2015). The authors further established that higher attachment related anxiety 
and avoidance were related to less adaptive coping, namely more emotion-focussed 




social support, both seen as coping resources, mediated the above relationship 
(Johnstone & Feeney, 2015). Perceptions of resources also moderated the relationship 
between insecure attachment and adaptive coping. Specifically, an interaction between 
high attachment avoidance and low perceived social support resulted in higher 
maladaptive emotion-focussed coping. In their moderation analysis, high attachment 
anxiety doubled with perceptions of high self-efficacy was associated with higher 
problem-focussed coping, while a combination of high anxiety and low self-efficacy 
provided particularly low problem-focussed adaptive coping (Johnstone & Feeney, 
2015). These results suggest that positive perceptions of coping resources buffer 
against the tendency of insecurely attached individuals to utilise less adaptive forms 
of coping strategies (Seiffge-Krenke, 2011). 
 
4.3 Attachment and health 
 
There is a consensus in the literature suggesting that the attachment 
representations in adults are related to mental health (Cassidy et al., 2013). Emotion 
regulation seems to be the most promising explanation for this relationship (Cassidy 
et al., 2013). Attachment theory has been introduced into the field of health psychology 
in an attempt to account for the differences observed in health behaviours among 
individuals, e.g. it has been applied to explain variations in ways of coping with 
chronic pain (Meredith et al., 2008). 
 
Attachment theory is gaining momentum within health psychology research 
(Maunder & Hunter, 2001, 2008) and has been proposed to be integrated with coping 
model as an explanatory component (Meredith & Strong, 2019; Schmidt, 2005). Both 
insecure attachment dimensions have been shown to be linked to cognitions or 
behaviours within the physically ill populations. There is evidence that adult 
attachment style impacts on the utilisation of healthcare resources, as those high on 
both insecure anxious and avoidant attachment dimensions present at their General 
Practitioner more frequently with medically unexplained symptoms (Taylor et al., 
2012). There is also research looking at the contribution of attachment style to the 
development of health conditions, including cancer (based on the premise that 




and illness vulnerability) (Tacon, 2002). Attachment theory has been used in the 
literature to provide a framework for understanding adjustment to chronic pain 
(Meredith et al., 2008). The attachment framework has also been utilised to account 
for some aspects of relationships with healthcare professionals, e.g. it has been shown 
to affect trust in and satisfaction with a physician (Holwerda et al, 2013). Healthcare 
professionals can be seen as acting as a ‘secure base’ for individuals facing death in 
palliative care setting (Milberg et al, 2012). Petersen and Koehler (2006) suggested 
that a life-threatening illness presents a unique situation which causes distress in 
patients and caregivers and therefore is an especially effective trigger of an attachment 
system. Similarly, Hinnen (2016) hypothesised that a distress trajectory remains at 
elevated levels when confronted with cancer. 
 
Anxiously attached (preoccupied) individuals are hypervigilant and find it 
difficult to maintain the right balance of asking for support and self-soothing so that 
others are not drawn away from their excessive needs (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). 
As a result, they may be more prone to feeling paralysed and overwhelmed by the 
demands of illness, and cope by employing non-adaptive strategies, such as smoking 
or drinking (Ciechanowski et al., 2004; Maunder & Hunter, 2001). In their emotional 
reaction to illness related problems, anxiously attached individuals may excessively 
express their fears and worries to others in order to obtain support and care in line with 
their pre-existing predisposition to seek support and express distress very often. 
Rumination is also related to anxious attachment and likely to play a role in coping 
with illness. It has been found to compromise adaptation to cancer (Stanton et al., 
2000) and predict depression in bereaved and non-bereaved women (Nolen-
Hoeksema, 2000). While ruminators seek more support, they tend to not make use of 
it in a constructive way and perceive it as insufficient. Anxiously attached persons also 
tend to have lower levels of trust in their oncologist (Hinnen et al., 2014; Hillen et al., 
2014; Holwerda et al., 2013), which in turn is related to worse treatment outcomes and 
disease progression. 
 
Individuals with avoidant (dismissing) attachment style experience less 




their physician as less trustworthy (Hinnen, 2016). Although with less immediate 
detrimental effects for psychological well-being, prolonged inhibition of emotions in 
avoidantly attached individuals has been found unhealthy, as it prevents reorganisation 
of information and beliefs and integrating of experiences, and may result in rumination 
later (Hinnen, 2016). Avoidantly attached individuals also tend to not acknowledge 
and express distress or name emotions (Goodall et al., 2012). They tend to be reluctant 
in seeking support and be sceptical about availability and responsiveness of others 
(Hinnen, 2016). 
 
In their examination of mental and physical health in patients with morbid 
obesity, Aarts et al. (2014) found that coping strategies (specifically, active tackling, 
avoiding, seeking social support, passive reacting and expression of emotions) 
significantly mediated the relationship between attachment anxiety and avoidance and 
physical functioning and mental health outcomes. More securely attached morbidly 
obese patients reported more active problem solving strategies as well as willingness 
to seek support when needed (Aarts et al., 2014). 
 
Attachment theory is also increasingly applied in the field of mental health and 
psychopathology. In two seminal papers, Ma (2006, 2007) proposed that attachment 
theory offers valuable insights into the developmental trajectories of common 
psychiatric disorders such as depression, anxiety, personality disorders, or eating 
disorders. They proposed that an understanding of attachment patterns might aid better 
understanding of the aetiology of the disorders from an interpersonal perspective (Ma, 
2006). Further, they claimed that the different attachment strategies may then 
differentially influence the patient-doctor relationship (Ma, 2007). Consequently, the 
outcome of illness management and healthcare utilisation may also be influenced by 
individuals’ attachment representations (Ma, 2007). 
 
4.4 Attachment and cancer 
 
Attachment theory has a potential to explain the psychological mechanisms of 




and especially when dealing with a cancer diagnosis. The following section presents 
an overview of how attachment dimensions may predict individual differences in 
coping with cancer. As explained above, secure attachment has been found to not only 
enhance interpersonal ties, but also individual’s coping skills and sense of personal 
worth and self-efficacy. In the context of cancer, these features may explain why 
securely attached patients were found to perceive greater social support (Rodin et al., 
2007) and expected more benefits from disclosing their fears and worries (Hunter et 
al., 2006). Greater expectations of receiving helpful support result in turn in less 
negative affect and emotional problems. Distress, which is naturally expected to result 
from diagnosis, is hypothesised to be brought back to normal levels faster than in 
insecurely attached individuals, due to more effective emotion regulation strategies 
(Hinnen, 2016). Aarts et al. (2014) noted that securely attached individuals may not 
only be more comfortable with seeking support from others, but also actively tackling 
problems and distress on their own. 
 
A systematic review by Nicholls et al. (2014) demonstrated that more 
insecurely attached people had poorer outcomes in their psychological adjustment to 
cancer and their ability to perceive and access social support. Nicholls and colleagues 
(2014) also concluded that in caregivers the insecure attachment style was associated 
with higher stress levels, depression and difficulties in caregiving. For example, 
attachment anxiety has been shown to predict negative emotional appraisals, e.g., 
sense of uncontrollability of cancer and unavoidability of a negative outcome (Cicero 
et al., 2009). Following on from the systematic review results, it is therefore important 
to examine the relationship between attachment style and adjustment in a population 
of patients with a brain tumour. Brennan (2001) noted that attachment theory assumes 
that in situations of novelty, ambiguity and fear, people often regress to more infantile 
ways of behaving. Moreover, they are likely to invite a figure of authority (e.g. a 
medical doctor) who provides safety by appearing to be in control of the situation. 
 
In a meta-analysis of attachment dimensions and psychological outcomes 
(depression and anxiety) in cancer patients and caregivers (pooled data), Nissen (2016) 




0.38]). Attachment avoidance was also weakly correlated with depressive symptoms 
(r = 0.20, 95% CI [0.15, 0.25]). A moderate association between attachment-anxiety 
and anxiety and a small association between attachment-avoidance and anxiety was 
found in caregivers, while no significant associations were found for patients. In terms 
of the role of social support in relation to psychological outcomes, there was a 
moderate association between attachment-anxiety and social support in patients and 
caregivers (r = -0.39, 95% CI [-0.55, 0.21]) and a small effect of the association 
between attachment avoidance and social support in patients and caregivers (r = -0.28, 
95% CI [-0.42, 0.14]). Findings of this meta-analysis support the hypothesis that 
individuals with insecure attachment employ ineffective help-seeking strategies, 
which may reduce the support they receive from family and healthcare providers and 
as a result obtain poorer treatment outcomes. They also relate to Lo and colleagues’ 
(2013) study on couples facing advanced cancer, who coined a term 'social relatedness' 
to incorporate the fact that attachment is context-specific and may change depending 
on the relationship context and time. 
 
Nissen (2016) reported several studies (Rodin et al., 2007; Hunter et al., 2006; 
Stanton & Campbell, 2014) to have shown the effect of insecure attachment on health-
related outcomes to be moderated by the perception of social support. These results 
were discussed in relation to the conceptualisations of the intertwined relationship of 
attachment and social support, which has been discussed in theoretical papers on the 
relevance of attachment theory in somatic health care (Tacon, 2002; Hunter & 
Maunder, 2001; McLean & Nissim, 2007; Petersen & Koehler, 2006). Nissen (2016) 
also noted that all of the analysed studies used self-report measures of attachment and 
therefore fit into the socio-cognitive paradigm of adult attachment (as opposed to 
AAI), where attachment is explained in terms of cognitive, emotional and behavioural 
responses to the demands of intimate relationships. The results were interpreted in 
light of a suggestion that the primary function of attachment system is forming of the 
strategies serving a purpose of attracting attention when in need of support. 
 
A cross-sectional study investigating the relationship between attachment and 




helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation coping, while social support 
explained more variance than attachment in explaining the scores of fighting spirit and 
fatalism (Cicero et al., 2009). One of the aims of the current project was to further 
explore the relationships between attachment insecurity and coping strategies. Until 
now, there has been no research exploring patterns of adult attachment in individuals 
with a brain tumour diagnosis.  
 
4.5 Social support and coping with cancer 
 
4.5.1 Introduction to the concept of social support 
 
It is crucial to place adjustment to illness in a broader social context of an 
individual’s life, as it is not a process happening in a vacuum of one’s cognitions, 
appraisals, and coping skills. The current thesis addresses three areas which are 
increasingly studied in relation to health and illness, namely the use of coping 
strategies, the role of adult attachment style, and finally the role of social support 
which is introduced in this section. Often studied in parallel, these three concepts 
attract extensive research interest for their contribution to physical health outcomes in 
healthy individuals and illness progression, as well as psychological adjustment to 
illness. 
 
Social relatedness is a key component of the attachment mechanism and a 
strong known resource in positive adjustment to cancer (Helgeson & Cohen, 1996). 
Social support has been proposed in the literature as offering a potential explanation 
for the established association between attachment style and psychological outcomes 
when coping with ill health (Reblin & Uchino, 2008). The negative evaluation of 
perceived social support has been shown to be related to less adaptive coping strategies 
being employed (Johnstone & Feeney, 2015). For example, several studies found a 
mediating role of social support in the relationship between attachment style and 






In the last 40 years, researchers have shown a great interest in the role of social 
support in health. Links have been established between satisfaction with social 
networks available, mortality and morbidity and quality of life in chronic illness 
populations. There has also been an interest in developing interventions using those 
findings. Calls for more research have been made to establish the mechanisms of the 
relationship between perceived social support and well-being.  
 
Reblin and Uchino (2008) reviewed the literature on potential pathways 
explaining how social support benefits health outcomes. Hypotheses included 
biological pathways, especially inflammatory processes. Another potential proposed 
mechanism was via an impact of social networks on health behaviours, including 
improved medical adherence and encouragement in a broader range of health 
behaviours (e.g., physical exercise, smoking cessation or fruit and vegetable 
consumption). More positive experiences with social support networks may also result 
in an improved and trusting relationship towards one’s physician, which also may 
improve adherence and treatment outcomes (Reblin & Uchino, 2008). 
 
Most work examining the effects of interpersonal ties in chronic illness has 
focussed on their positive effects. For example, Sumalla et al. (2009) noted that for 
some cancer patients, the illness experience strengthened the emotional ties in close 
relationships. However, it has also been recognised that due to the dynamic nature of 
social support, there is scope for misunderstandings - situations when demands of 
recovery fail to match support providers’ expectations, ill-timed support, or support 
not matching patients’ needs (Stanton et al., 2007). Re-negotiated assumptions about 
autonomy and dependency might result in positive changes in social relationships 
(such as restoration of honesty, value and engagement within the relationships), but 
also some negative ones (e.g. role of criticism or withdrawal). Several studies reported 
that perceptions of social well-being in participants with a brain tumour diagnosis are 
more positive than the general population norm (Halkett et al., 2015; Janda et al., 2007; 
Janda et al., 2009). An explanation offered was that a serious diagnosis has an impact 




essential to further examine the role of social support in the process of adjustment in 
this population. 
 
4.5.2 Adjustment of caregivers 
 
While some patients with a brain tumour make a complete recovery, some will 
need care and support from relatives and friends (Taphoorn, 2003). Stress associated 
with caregiving can be considerable, and it has been shown to impact carers of patients 
with a brain tumour in particular among other cancer groups (Kim et al., 2006). The 
quality of life of patients and caregivers has been shown to be closely associated 
among dyads facing a brain tumour diagnosis (Janda et al., 2007) and other cancers 
(Fang et al., 2001). There is evidence for the transactional nature of social support 
affecting patient’s adjustment. It has been found that depressive symptoms elicit 
feelings of irritation and resentment in the spouse, leading to increased anger and 
reduced support provision (Druley et al., 2003). In a study of women with breast cancer 
and their partners (Manne et al., 2005), perceived unsupportive behaviours from the 
partner, including avoidance and criticism, predicted patients’ distress over time. 
 
The coping of caregivers should be briefly considered. In a study exploring 
adjustment trajectories of partners and caregivers of cancer survivors, Lambert et al. 
(2012) stated that as cancer diagnosis is distressing for patients, partners tend to 
experience mirroring emotional reactions, if not more intense. They noted that this is 
concerning as evidence suggests that patients and partners react to cancer diagnosis as 
an emotional interdependent system and can exacerbate each other’s distress. While 
partners’ distress may affect their ability to support the patients, it can also affect 
patients’ adjustment. Lambert and colleagues (2012) also found that when partners 
were especially distressed, their levels of anxiety and depression were maintained over 
6 months period, suggesting that distressed caregivers do not easily recover. It was 
also found that caregivers can become increasingly busy and isolated, unable to 
continue with their daily lives (Cavers et al., 2012). As it leads to changes in close 




as a ‘family disease’ (Fox & Lantz, 1998). The illness also often results in changes in 
roles, including change in gender roles (Cavers et al., 2012). 
 
4.5.3 Relationship between social support and attachment 
 
Attachment theory is beginning to be used as an explanatory theory for the 
observed effects of social support on health outcomes. In their model of thriving 
through relationships, Feeney and Collins (2015) propose the attachment system to 
have two functions: as a secure base, where individuals find encouragement for 
development, and as a safe haven. The second mechanism suggests the attachment 
system functions as providing safety and protection, relief of burdens experienced at 
times of adversity, providing an environment for expression of negative emotion and 
acceptance of other’s dependency needs (Feeney & Collins, 2015). Securely attached 
individuals develop internal working models including positive images of themselves 
and others. The theoretical assumption is that this will lead to greater satisfaction with, 
and higher perceptions of availability of positive social support for this group, which 
has been confirmed by empirical studies (e.g. Florian et al., 1995). Therefore, the 
theory has been utilized as a framework for understanding individual differences in 
perceptions of social support in healthy subjects. A diagnosis of a brain tumour, as a 
threatening event, can be seen as an activator of the safe haven attachment system. 
One therefore might expect that attachment theory might also help explain the impact 
of social support on psychological outcomes in populations affected by ill-health. 
 
Perceived social support has been found to be a mediator of the relationship 
between attachment avoidance and anxiety and depressive symptoms in general 
college populations (Zhu et al., 2016) and in chronic illness populations, for example 
in metastatic cancer populations (Rodin et al., 2007), or in populations with HIV 






4.6 Relationship between adult attachment style, social support and coping with 
a cancer diagnosis 
 
The following section aims to provide a critical analysis of the key studies 
conducted to-date which directly relate to the research question and the design of Study 
1 of the current thesis, namely the role of attachment style and social support in 
adjustment to cancer diagnosis. It has been shown that attachment style is related to 
individuals’ perceptions of and ways of providing and accessing social support, which 
may consequently impact on adjustment (Nicholls et al., 2014). For those with secure 
attachment style, social support may offer a protective buffer against low mood.  
 
Yilmaz Ozpolat et al. (2014) found in a heterogeneous cancer population in 
Turkey that avoidant attachment style was associated with difficulties in social 
relationships and increased distress. Higher level of perceived social support was also 
linked to positive adjustment. They did not find a relationship between anxious 
attachment style and adjustment. Cicero et al. (2009) measured the same variables in 
an Italian sample, also with a variety of cancer diagnoses, and found that attachment 
anxiety was linked to adjustment. Attachment avoidance did not correlate with either 
social support or adjustment and was therefore dropped from further analysis. Cicero 
and colleagues (2009) also found that perceived social support from friends (but not 
from family) was predictive of adjustment, however it predicted different domains of 
adjustment to cancer than attachment anxiety. High attachment anxiety predicted 
hopelessness/helplessness scores and anxious preoccupation. Social support from 
friends predicted fighting spirit. The authors speculated that the support received from 
friends might be more “motivating” in terms of taking an active role in dealing with 
the demands of illness, compared to family members whose support might be taken 
for granted. It was recognised that family members, potentially due to their own fears 
and involvement in the illness journey, might be more critical or avoidant in their 
responses to the patient’s calls for help. As a result, they might be less effective in their 
support of patients’ psychological well-being and morale. The authors also found that 
higher perceived social support from friends and significant others predicted less 




and social support have independent effects for patients’ adjustment. Both studies 
however used a measure of social support which did not enable an examination of 
satisfaction with or perceived adequacy of support. This is very important when 
considering attachment as individuals with high attachment anxiety might perceive 
support as inadequate despite it being objectively appropriate. Moreover, both 
recruited heterogeneous cancer populations. It would be important then to explore the 
relationships between these variables in a more homogeneous population with an 
illness presenting unique challenges. 
 
Another study directly relevant to the design of Study 1 of the current project 
was conducted by Rodin and colleagues (2007). The authors examined a large group 
of patients with metastatic gastrointestinal or lung cancer with advanced disease 
recruited in an outpatients’ department in Toronto, Canada. They found that disease 
related factors were significantly associated with the occurrence of depressive 
symptoms, and the latter was inversely related to the degree of attachment anxiety and 
avoidance, and perceived social support. Attachment security (particularly on a 
dimension of anxious attachment) significantly buffered the effect of disease-related 
factors on depressive symptoms, and perceived social support mediated the 
relationship between attachment security and depressive symptoms. The study 
investigated depressive symptoms as an outcome variable, which, as discussed in 
Chapter 3, might not fully address how well someone copes with the illness or which 
coping strategies they employ. 
 
Overall, the findings from the previous studies are inconsistent in relation to 
the effects of the two dimensions of attachment insecurity and adjustment outcomes. 
Two of the above-mentioned studies used the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived 
Social Support (Zimet et al., 1990) as a scale of social support, whilst its factor 
structure includes support received from friends, family and significant other; rather 
than exploring the qualitative facets of social support (i.e., the emotional, practical, 
informational support). Therefore, the current project aims to investigate the 




recruiting a sample of participants with a brain tumour diagnosis and using a scale 
which measures perceived social support. 
 
4.7 Rationale for the current project 
 
As outlined in the chapters above, there are numerous calls for research into 
determining the psychosocial factors influencing adjustment to cancer and serious 
health conditions. A brain tumour diagnosis deserves particular attention due to its 
unique nature including a combination of characteristics shared with other types of 
cancer but also a range of issues particular to those with a brain tumour. The main aim 
of the current project was to explore coping with a brain tumour diagnosis in the 
context of social relationships. This was approached from two methodological 
standpoints: quantitative in Study 1 and qualitative in Study 2, in order to obtain a 
fuller understanding of the phenomena, that is how people cope with this illness within 
their social networks. 
 
The focus of the quantitative work was to explore the individual differences in 
psychological reactions to the diagnosis of a brain tumour and offer potential 
explanations for why those differences occur. Therefore, Study 1 set out to investigate 
how adult attachment style and perception of availability of social support in patients 
with a brain tumour can potentially explain the type of strategies they employ when 
coping with the diagnosis. Attachment theory enjoys increasing attention spanning 
beyond the field of developmental psychology and it is important to determine whether 
attachment style plays a role in individual differences in adjustment to a diagnosis such 
as brain tumour. An initial study of a heterogeneous cancer sample investigating the 
relationship between attachment and coping reported that attachment anxiety predicted 
helpless/hopeless and anxiously preoccupied coping, while social support had a 
stronger explanatory power in explaining scores of fighting spirit and fatalism (Cicero 
et al., 2009). A partial aim of the current study was to further expand on those 
established relationships. It is widely recognised that perceived social support plays 
an important role in positive adjustment to cancer (Chou et al., 2012), and social 




Therefore, the second aim of Study 1 was to assess the role of social support as a shared 
mechanism in the relationship between attachment dimensions and coping styles. 
There is a plethora of research examining the role of social support in adjustment to 
cancer in general, however the inter-relationship between satisfaction with social 
support and individual predispositions such as attachment style, has not been examined 
in a brain tumour population. The use of five strategies for psychological dealing with 
the diagnosis were assessed specifically: helplessness/hopelessness, anxious 
preoccupation, fighting spirit, cognitive avoidance, and fatalism. The relative 
contribution of attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and perceived social 
support to each of the coping strategies was explored. It also sought to determine the 
interdependence of the social relatedness factors (attachment and social support) in 
coping.  
 
The aim of the qualitative study was to complement and expand on findings 
from the quantitative results. The aim of Study 2 was to gain a detailed subjective 
insight into how individuals experience, make sense of and talk about the events 
related to illness and their understanding of them. Special emphasis was placed on 
understanding participants’ portrayals of the role of social relationships within their 
journey. However, due to the highly idiographic and data-driven nature of the chosen 
qualitative methodology (Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis), rather than 
relying on pre-determined themes, it was recognised that aspects other than 





Chapter 5. Methodology 
 
This chapter aims to outline the methodological considerations of the current 
mixed methods project. The project comprises two studies. Both look at similar 
processes of coping with the brain tumour illness, however from two very divergent 
perspectives. The investigation of how people’s lives have changed following the 
diagnosis was examined from two different perspectives: quantitative and qualitative. 
With these two possibilities for understanding coping and adjustment after the 
diagnosis, the aims and objectives outlined below were established and addressed. 
From the quantitative perspective, attachment theory was employed as a framework 
for understanding how individuals differ in their coping with the diagnosis. A self-
report methodology was employed to examine the role of attachment patterns and 
social support in coping with the diagnosis. Study 1 explored the extent to which 
attachment patterns prepared individuals for the event of diagnosis and coping with it. 
From the qualitative perspective, people’s living of their everyday life has been 
“thrown” into a completely different lifeworld the moment they were confronted with 
the diagnosis. The qualitative way of understanding employed Heidegger’s idea of 
“being in the world” (Horrigan-Kelly et al., 2016). Addressing the issue 
phenomenologically, Study 2 aimed to explore how individuals live their life 
transformed by the event, taking into account their embeddedness and inseparability 
from the world (Cerbone, 2009). Study 2 therefore set out to provide an understanding 
of people’s personal experiences of living with a brain tumour. Qualitative research is 
best suited to explore such complex phenomena and help establish participants’ own 
categories of meaning of what it is like to have been diagnosed with the illness. 
Although phenomenology can help generate structures of lived experience, it is not 
suitable for making generalisations about such structures (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 
2015). Therefore, the results from both studies complemented each other by seeking 
to provide more generalisable findings about individual differences in coping, as well 






5.1 Project aims and objectives 
 
 This project sought to address an overarching research question: how individuals 
coped with a brain tumour diagnosis in the context of their social relationships. 
Specifically, the project focussed on two main aims, as follows: 
 
AIMS:  
1. To explore how individuals cope with a brain tumour diagnosis. 




1. To investigate the role of adult attachment and perceived availability of social 
support in the types of coping strategies used by individuals with a brain 
tumour diagnosis. 
2. To investigate the potential role of perceived social support as a mediator of the 
relationship between insecure attachment dimensions and coping styles. 
3. To explore the lived experience of being diagnosed with a brain tumour. 
4. To understand how people make sense of their social relationships while coping 






Figure 3 presents visually how the research questions of the two studies are 
related. In the middle, the overarching research question is presented, with the 



















Figure 3. A visual representation of the research questions within the project 
 
 
5.2 Philosophical assumptions of the current project 
  
 It was believed that employing a mixed methods research design was best suited 
to address the overall research aim of this project as outlined in the section above. A 
mixed methods design involves combining or integration of quantitative and 
qualitative research and data in a research study (Creswell, 2014). The section below 
aims to outline the rationale for employing such methodology in the current project. It 
was expected to achieve an inclusive, pluralistic, and complementary form of research, 
STUDY 1 
What is the role of 
attachment and social 
support in coping with a 
brain tumour? 
STUDY 2 
What is the lived 
experience of being 













by employing an eclectic approach to addressing the research question. Advocates of 
mixed methods research highlight the rationale to be that neither method used on its 
own would be sufficient to handle effectively the nature of research problem (Ivankova 
et al., 2006). It is recognised that it is crucial to appreciate fully the integrity of each 
component in the research design, so that the strengths of each approach can be used 
to achieve most out of the potential of both. The areas of philosophical differences are 
outlined with pragmatism being presented as an epistemological approach adopted to 
address those challenges. The logic behind blending the two methods to address the 
research aim and objectives of the current project are provided. It is claimed that 
adopting such approach maximises the potential to most comprehensibly address the 
research aim. Details of the employed typology are presented in the next section. 
 
 Employing both quantitative and qualitative research methodologies within the 
single project poses challenges on ontological, epistemological and axiological levels 
(Bishop, 2015). The key philosophical assumptions of the quantitative (postpositivist) 
and qualitative (phenomenological) approaches are outlined in Table 2. Over the last 
three decades, mixed methods research methodologies have been increasingly used 
and are believed to be particularly well suited to address research questions within the 
field of health psychology (Bishop, 2015). The key motivations for combining 
multiple methods within a single project include triangulation, to increase the validity 
of the data and minimise bias; complementarity, to achieve more complete 
understanding of the phenomena by using complementary methods to investigate its’ 
different facets; development, where one method is used to inform the development of 
the second method, e.g. questionnaire design based on the results from a qualitative 
study; initiation, to allow for uncovering of divergence using complementary methods 
to explore different facets of complex phenomena; and expansion, to expand the 
overall scope of an investigation into different phenomena (Greene, 2007).  
 
 Ultimately, a mixed methods design should be seen as a ‘tailor-made’ design 
(Bishop, 2015), and should always be driven by the research question (Tashakkori & 
Teddlie, 2010). The logic behind employing a mixed methods design in the current 




the main research question of coping with a brain tumour diagnosis in the context of 
social relationships, it was recognised that neither quantitative nor qualitative method 
alone can provide sufficient details to capture people’s experiences. A design which 
mixes the quantitative and qualitative studies has a potential to provide a novel 
comprehensive picture of the psychosocial adjustment to brain tumour. While the 
quantitative approach can help gain understanding of the associations between 
concepts and variables in larger samples, the qualitative inquiry can help provide depth 
and nuance of people’s experiences, which may otherwise have been overlooked. 
 
 The philosophical framework of the project employed a suggestion made by, for 
example, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004), that mixed methods research should use 
philosophy that attempts to fit together the insights provided by quantitative and 
qualitative research into a workable solution. Therefore, the current project was based 
on taking a pragmatic, balanced and pluralist position. Pragmatism is an emerging 
research paradigm and a philosophy which attends to the practical nature of reality, 
finding truth in the solutions of problems and the consequences of objects and actions 
(Cherryholmes, 1992). Following Dewey (1957, 1920 original), it is important to 
consider the consequences of the ideas, i.e. we should take into account both empirical 
and practical consequences of research. By rejecting a traditional dualism within the 
field of psychology (i.e. quantitative versus qualitative approaches), a more moderate 
and commonsense way of solving research problems was preferred. Shaw et al. (2010) 
claimed that healthcare practitioners use both quantitative and qualitative methods 
throughout the process of patient care – from assessment and history taking to 
intervention and evaluation of outcomes. They suggested that such mixing is crucial 
to achieve expert practice, one that is concerned with optimising outcomes whilst 
taking into account patient beliefs and values. Similarly, therefore, research which has 
as one of its aims to inform practice should aim to provide evidence that embraces and 
addresses the multiple practice concerns of practitioners better than either quantitative 





Table 2. The philosophical assumptions of postpositivist and phenomenological 
forms of inquiry 
Note. Adapted from Mayoh and Onwuegbuzie (2015). 
 
 Postpositivism Interpretive 
phenomenology 
Ontology 
“What is the form and 
nature of reality?” 
An objective reality or 
truth exists, but can never 
be interpreted fully. 
Multiple constructions of 
reality. Reality is 
constructed in unique 
ways depending on 
context and personal 
frames of reference as 
individuals engage with 
the world. 
Epistemology 
“What is the relationship 
between the knower and 
the knowable?” 
Data are an 
approximation of 
objective reality. 
Objectivity can only be 
approximated through 
taking a critical approach. 
Data are based on a 
subjective reality. These 
data are produced through 
an interaction between the 
participant and researcher, 
and the researcher’s 
interpretations. 
Axiology 
“What is the role of 
values or ethics in 
conducting research?” 
Researcher attempts to 
remain value free (values 
must be excluded). 
The researcher’s values 
affect the object of study. 
Expert knowledge on the 
part of researcher is 
valuable. 
Methodology 
“How can the inquirer go 
about finding out about 
the to-be-known?” 
Multiple approaches that 
can be triangulated. 
Interpretive methods that 
move beyond the 
description of core 








5.3 Methodological framework employed in the current project 
  
 There are several typologies of mixed methods design. The most commonly used 




timing of implementation of methods and relative emphasis placed on each method 
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Major mixed methods designs include sequential 
and concurrent (also referred to as convergent) designs (Creswell & Plano Clark, 
2011). Sequential designs can be explanatory or exploratory. In an explanatory 
sequential design, quantitative data are collected and analysed first, to then inform 
subsequent qualitative data collection and analysis (Ivankova et al., 2006). In an 
exploratory sequential design, qualitative data are collected and analysed first, before 
informing subsequent quantitative data collection and analysis (Onwuegbuzie et al., 
2010). In a concurrent design, quantitative and qualitative data are collected and 
analysed in a similar timeframe (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011).  
 
 In the current project, both quantitative and qualitative approaches were given 
equal status in terms of the paradigm emphasis. Data were collected in a parallel 
manner (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The strategies of both approaches were 
combined, and data were collected in two different ways in such a way that the 
resulting mixture was likely to result in complementary strengths (Johnson & Turner, 
2003). The findings of the two studies were integrated during the interpretation stage, 
using narrative and joint display methods. Figure 4 includes a visual representation of 














5.3.1 Integration through design 
 
Mixed methods methodology was employed to achieve the most robust and 
full picture of the phenomenon of interest, i.e. how people cope with a diagnosis of 
brain tumour. Specifically, a concurrent design was used (Fetters et al., 2013). This 
approach was implemented in order to understand the individual differences in coping 
with a brain tumour and to elucidate participants’ beliefs about living and coping with 
the illness. The aim was to integrate the data together to provide the broadest possible 
understanding. 
 
Study 1 aimed to assess the contribution of adult attachment style and the 
perception of availability of social support in explaining individual differences in 
coping with illness. The use of five strategies for psychological dealing with the 
diagnosis were assessed specifically: helplessness/ hopelessness, anxious 
preoccupation, fighting spirit, cognitive avoidance, and fatalism. Relative contribution 
of attachment-related anxiety and attachment-related avoidance to each of the coping 
strategies was explored. Secondly, it aimed at exploring the potential role of perceived 
social support as a mediator of the relationship between attachment style and coping 
styles. Therefore, Study 1 addressed objectives one and two. 
 
 Study 2 employed an interpretative phenomenological methodology in order to 
explore the subjective sense making process of those diagnosed. Study 2 addressed 
objectives three and four. The Study focussed on exploring the experience of living 
with a brain tumour diagnosis, with an emphasis on the meaning of social relationships 
in participants’ lives following the diagnosis. The role of social relatedness in the 
experience was the primary aim of the research project which informed the 
phenomenological focus of the interviews with participants. However, while it was the 
phenomena of interest for the researcher, it was fully recognised that social support 
might not be the main, or not the only aspect of participants’ experience. Therefore, to 
stay true to the nature of interpretative phenomenological research, which should allow 
the participant to guide the interview process with what is most meaningful to them, 
the interviews were semi-structured and open-ended. It was ensured that abundant 





5.3.2 Integration through methods 
 
 Methodological integration occurred through connecting, that is the quantitative 
data were linked with the qualitative through sampling (Fetters et al., 2013). In the first 
instance, participants took part in the online-based Study 1 recruiting across English-
speaking countries. The participants for Study 2 were selected from the population of 
participants who responded to the survey and indicated willingness to volunteer in a 
further interview study. Participants were purposefully selected based on the 
geographical location by being based in Scotland or North East of England. This 
allowed the majority of the interviews to happen face to face, as well as attempting 
more homogeneity in the participants’ experience (through, for example, experiencing 
a similar healthcare system). The researcher conducted separate data analyses for 
Study 1 and 2 in parallel (i.e. in a similar timeframe). 
 
5.3.3 Integration through interpretation and reporting 
 
 Following the analyses of quantitative and qualitative data, the findings were 
related to each other and compared. Findings from Study 2 were used to provide 
greater depth for findings from Study 1. Similarities and differences were identified. 
Integration at the interpretation and reporting level occurred through narrative and 
joint display, following the principles developed by Fetters et al. (2013). When 
integrating through narrative, a contiguous approach was used (Fetters et al., 2013), 
that is findings from Studies 1 and 2 were presented within a single thesis, but in 
different chapters. The General Discussion chapter then presents a summary of the 
main findings from both studies and integrates the complementary findings using a 
joint display method (Fetters et al., 2013).  
 
Regarding fit, findings from Study 2 confirmed and expanded on the findings 
from Study 1. Confirmation occurs when the two data sources provide similar 




insights of the phenomenon of interest by addressing different aspects or by describing 
complementary aspects of a central phenomenon of interest (Fetters et al., 2013).  
 
5.4 Ethical considerations 
 
 The project had a number of ethical considerations needing to be taken into 
account. Firstly, both studies had some potential to cause distress in participants due 
to the very personal nature of the problem in question, and their high levels of personal 
involvement in the experience. This issue was addressed in several ways. In Study 1, 
the risk of harm through distress was minimised by using well-validated and reliable 
measures, which are widely used in similar settings with vulnerable populations. 
Participation in the research project was completely voluntary and full information 
was provided to enable participants to consent in an informed way. Study protocol was 
approved by the University Institutional Ethical Board (Appendix 1), but also by the 
relevant bodies within the charitable organisations through which recruitment took 
place. The right to withdraw from the study at any stage without any consequences 
was communicated to the participants in both studies. In Study 2, the potential for 
causing distress during the interviews was minimised by employing skilful and 
sensitive interviewing manner by the researcher, who had prior experience of working 
as a psychologist in clinical settings. Information directing to appropriate support 
sources was provided as part of the full debrief following participation in both studies. 
 
 Another potential ethical issue was the risk of causing distress to the researcher 
herself due to the intensity and personal nature of the research topic. This was 
minimised by debriefing with supervisory team members. Should the need arise, 
contact with University counselling service was also possible. Lone working 
procedures were implemented due to some of the interviews taking place in 
participants’ homes. Moreover, it was recognised that participation in the project was 
likely to be time consuming for the participants, who might be easier fatigued due to 
the nature of their illness. In Study 1, this issue was addressed by providing full 
information on the likely timescale for questionnaire completion and by allowing 




they choose as most suitable for them. In Study 2, the researcher travelled to mutually 
agreed locations for carrying out the interviews and participants were informed about 
the likely length of the interview process. Finally, it was acknowledged that the 
functional status (e.g. physical and mental fitness status) of those diagnosed 
individuals who agree to participate was not going to be feasibly assessed due to the 
nature of online recruitment. It was therefore assumed that those who agreed to partake 
view themselves as fit enough, on the basis of trust in participants’ personal 
responsibility as adult individuals.  
 
 Full ethical approval for the project was granted by Queen Margaret University 
Research Ethics Panel on the 29th November 2016 (Appendix 1). Participants were 
reminded that their responses were confidential and were to be treated with complete 
anonymity before agreeing to take part. In Study 1, participants provided informed 
consent by ticking the appropriate box (‘Agree’) under the consent form in the second 
page of the online survey, which appeared after reading the Information Sheet 
(Appendix 3). There were no known risks associated with completing the 
questionnaires, however contact details to Brainstrust, a charity which offers support 
to patients with a brain tumour and their families, were provided in the debriefing page 
(Appendix 4). In Study 2, participants also received a copy of the Information Sheet 
and signed informed consent forms before taking part. Information sheets and consent 
forms used can be found in Appendices 10, 11, and 12. 
 
5.5 Reflexivity statement 
 
 Since the researcher and the researched in the current project are both living, 
experiencing human beings, it is necessary for the researcher to engage in reflection 
of how that might impact the process of gathering and analysing data (Shaw, 2010). 
Within the qualitative research, gathering of data involves engaging with other 
people’s language and experiences. The task of the researcher is to make sense of these 
stories and experiences and to interpret them in a way that facilitates broadening our 
understanding of the humankind (Shaw, 2010). With this task, comes a responsibility 





The current project was conceived as a result of an emerging need for academic 
attention focussing on the experiences of individuals diagnosed and their informal 
caregivers raised by the charitable organisations working with this population. This 
was combined with my personal interests, as well as previous clinical and research 
experience. Before starting this PhD, I delivered psychological therapy within clinical 
health psychology and psycho-oncology settings, where I was struck by people’s 
resilience when facing a life-threatening illness. I was fascinated to have a chance to 
explore academically what helps people cope in an adaptive way. In the past, my 
research explored factors associated with well-being, such as adult attachment and 
mindfulness. Together with my strong interests in facilitating positive mental health, 
and experience in both quantitative and qualitative methodologies allowed me to have 
the necessary expertise to undertake the current investigation. 
 
These past interests and experiences have inevitably shaped how I approached 
participants during the interviews and then during data analysis. For example, partly 
as a result of my clinical psychology training, I had experience in establishing rapport 
during interviews, being open, empathetic, and non-judgemental in my attitude. How 
I presented myself (a researcher, a psychologist, a listener), and how the participants 
might have viewed me (as a young female, as someone associated with the university, 
or with the support organisations) would also have impacted on how they attempted to 
present themselves during the interviews and what they chose to share with me. With 
the process of reflexivity comes a recognition that a researcher plays an active role in 
the research process. Therefore, I took several steps to ensure as much as I could that 
my stance, including my background and prior knowledge, was made explicit so that 
the participants’ voices and versions of reality were captured as closely as possible. I 
kept a reflective journal where I recorded my thoughts, impressions and observations 
following each interview. With an aim of objectifying my impressions, I discussed 
them regularly with the supervisory team and peer researchers. I engaged in similar 
processes of recording my thoughts and de-briefing with colleagues when analysing 
the transcripts, in order to ensure that my own assumptions were verbalised and 




interview recordings, reading and re-reading the transcripts multiple times were also 
ways to ensure staying close to the data. Overall, through this PhD project I gained an 
invaluable understanding of a range of participants’ experiences and broadened the 





Chapter 6. Study 1 – Adult attachment, social support and coping with a brain 
tumour diagnosis: Background and Methods 
 
6.1 Background and Rationale for Study 1 
 
 The aim of Study 1 was to examine the role of adult attachment style and 
perceived social support in explaining individual differences in coping strategies in a 
population with a brain tumour diagnosis. Moreover, in an attempt to investigate the 
potential mechanisms of how attachment relates to coping, the study explored the 
potential role of social support as a mediator of the relationship between adult 
attachment insecurity dimensions and coping strategies. 
 
 Previous research provides reasonably consistent evidence for the associations 
between coping strategies used in dealing with cancer and emotional distress outcomes 
(usually measured as symptoms of anxiety and depression) (Goebel et al., 2018; 
Keeling et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2018; Parle et al., 1996). Despite theoretical calls 
for combining the coping and attachment frameworks (Meredith & Strong, 2019; 
Schmidt, 2005), there is only little research directly examining the relationship 
between the two concepts (e.g. Cicero et al., 2009). 
 
 Although an exploration of the effectiveness of various coping strategies in 
protection of well-being is beyond the scope of the current research, previously 
available findings were used to discuss which of the five strategies were considered 
adaptive or maladaptive. Assuming the already-documented relationship between the 
styles of coping and psychological well-being after the diagnosis, the current study 
was designed as an exploration of individual differences in predicting coping 
strategies.  
 
 The framework used in the current study was that of the adult attachment theory 
(Hazan & Shaver, 1987). Attachment patterns are measured in adults on two 
orthogonal dimensions: attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance (Brennan et al., 
1998). Combinations of anxiety and avoidance scores can be used to define the four 




Low scores on both dimensions indicate secure attachment. Adult attachment patterns 
were assessed as potential explanatory traits for examining the use of coping strategies. 
As noted in Chapter 4, there are robust findings from previous studies demonstrating 
the role of attachment patterns in psychological outcomes, including depression and 
anxiety, in cancer patients (Nissen, 2016). Secure attachment in a general population 
is related to appropriate support seeking and active problem tackling, as individuals 
learn over time that those strategies are effective in reducing distress (Mikulincer et 
al., 1993). However, attachment insecurity has been shown to be related to the use of 
more maladaptive coping strategies when facing psychological adversity (Dawson et 
al., 2014; Halpern et al., 2012).  
 
 Previous studies have explored the mechanisms of how adult attachment style 
relates to psychological well-being outcomes in populations living with health 
conditions (Cicero et al., 2009; Nicholls et al., 2014; Nissen, 2016; Rodin et al., 2007; 
Yilmaz Ozpolat et al., 2014). There is a growing interest of applying attachment theory 
as an explanatory framework in the health psychology research field. There is also a 
gap in the literature for exploring the role of these social related factors in differential 
adaptation of various coping approaches by people with health diagnoses. Studying 
coping with a brain tumour affords an opportunity to further understand these 
relationships in a population of people with a particularly distressing diagnosis. 
 
 Potential expected outcomes of the current investigation could be deducted from 
what is already known about attachment insecurity dimensions’ relationship to 
emotional reactions and behaviours in a general population. Behaviours and cognitions 
characteristic of the insecure attachment dimensions have implications for the way 
people view themselves, others and the world (including the experience of own body 
and health). Individuals with greater attachment anxiety tend to be more hypervigilant 
to threat and stressors (Mikulincer et al., 1993). Stuart and Noyes (1999) suggested 
that somatisation behaviour, characterised by excessive worry about physical health 
and reporting symptoms which are not explained by medical conditions, can be 
explained by maladaptive anxious attachment patterns. Likewise, Ciechanowski et al. 




preoccupied attachment styles (both on the higher end of the anxious attachment 
dimension) reported more medically unexplained symptoms compared to those with 
more secure attachment patterns. This implies that those higher on attachment anxiety 
dimension might use more maladaptive coping strategies when reacting to their brain 
tumour diagnosis, for example anxious preoccupation coping. 
 
 In terms of implications for interpersonal communication, people with higher 
levels of attachment anxiety dimension may express their fears and worries to others 
in more profound ways, in order to ensure care from others, and rely on others more 
heavily, whilst perceiving the support they receive as inadequate (Mikuliner & Shaver, 
2007). Mikulincer et al. (1993) reported that anxiously attached individuals might 
focus on and express negative emotions more while waiting for reassurance, and the 
ability to self-soothe and distract oneself is under-developed. In the context of cancer, 
attachment anxiety is linked with rumination, feeling overwhelmed by the demands of 
illness and hypervigilance to symptoms (Hinnen, 2016). In their relationships with 
close others, individuals higher on attachment anxiety dimension tend to express 
distress excessively and have lower trust in the physician (Hillen et al., 2014; 
Holwerda et al., 2013).  
 
 Attachment avoidance, on the other hand, tends to be related to suppression of 
emotional reactions (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007), self-reliance and apparent 
invulnerability. Individuals higher on avoidance dimension are not comfortable with 
depending on others and tend to be sceptical about others’ availability and 
responsiveness (Hinnen, 2016). In the context of health, they might worry too little 
and might ignore or try to suppress symptoms of distress (Maunder & Hunter, 2009). 
Although they might downplay the severity of symptoms, attachment avoidance, as 
well as attachment anxiety, has been associated with higher pain catastrophizing 
(Gauthier et al., 2012). Both insecure attachment patterns are associated with smaller 
support networks, and less satisfaction with support (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). 
 
 In the literature available to date exploring how attachment relates to coping with 




fighting spirit, but not after adding social support in the explanatory model; and 
negatively to stoic acceptance (fatalism), where, again, social support explained the 
relationship. Social support therefore predicted the two dimensions of coping: fighting 
spirit and fatalism. While attachment anxiety predicted helplessness/hopelessness and 
anxious preoccupation dimensions independently, even after controlling for social 
support (Cicero et al., 2009). The authors concluded that attachment anxiety and social 
support independently predicted different coping strategies. 
 
 The perceived availability of social support has been proposed in the literature 
to offer a potential explanation for the established association between attachment 
style and psychological outcomes when coping with ill health. Links have been 
established between satisfaction with the available social networks and quality of life 
in chronic illness populations, as well as the relationship between social support and 
the physical health outcomes (Reblin & Uchino, 2008). The negative evaluation of 
perceived social support has been shown to be related to less adaptive coping strategies 
employed (Johnstone & Feeney, 2015). Helgeson and Cohen (1996) summarized the 
evidence highlighting the role emotional social support and, to a lesser extent, 
informational and practical support, played in adjustment of individuals with cancer.  
 
 Perceived social support has been found to be a mediator of the relationship 
between both, attachment avoidance and attachment anxiety, and depressive 
symptoms in a general college population (Zhu et al., 2016). Rodin et al. (2007) found 
a mediating role of social support in the relationship between attachment anxiety and 
depression in a metastatic cancer population. Similarly, Hunter et al. (2006) reported 
that emotional support mediated the association between attachment style and negative 
affect in end-stage cancer sample. Extending these findings, Hinnen and colleagues 
(2012) found that the association between attachment style and depressive 
symptomatology in a population of patients with HIV was partly explained by 
perceived social support. The current study therefore offers additional nuance to this 





 There are two inter-related components identified in attachment research 
explaining how individual differences in attachment security impact on reports of 
social support. Firstly, secure individuals tend to develop stronger and more supportive 
networks as a result of their more open and flexible interpersonal style (Johnstone & 
Feeney, 2015). Secondly, when provision of social support is controlled for, those 
more securely attached perceive it as more adequate than insecurely attached 
individuals with the same provision (Gosnell & Gable, 2013; Mikulincer & Shaver, 
2007). Therefore, attachment style does not only impact on how effectively individuals 
can request actual support in times of need but can also bias the perception of support 
received, which can then consequently result in dissatisfaction and criticism of support 
as inadequate. Moreover, it has been conclusively shown that subjective perceptions 
of support are better predictors of health and well-being than objective indicators of 
actual support received (Hobfoll, 1996). Finally, the perception of availability of social 
support has been shown to be related to the individual differences in how people 
respond to stress caused by the demands of illness (Bowlby, 1985; Taylor et al., 2000).   
 
 The benefits of adequate social support in the context of cancer are well-
documented. It has been shown to be related to lower emotional and physiological 
distress (Nausheen et al., 2009), lower mortality (Aizer et al., 2013) and slower disease 
progression (Nausheen et al., 2009). Less clear are the underlying psychological 
mechanisms of how social support impacts on those emotional and physiological 
improvements when faced with cancer diagnosis (Hinnen, 2016). The current study 
therefore examined the unique role of social support in explaining the variability in 
scores of five types of coping strategies in relation to the potential explanatory role of 
adult attachment style. How the two explanatory phenomena are inter-related was 
tested by examining social support as a potential mechanism underlying the 
relationship between attachment dimensions and coping strategies.   
 
6.2 Proposed model 
 
 In order to explore the question of the mechanism at work in the relationship 
between attachment insecurity and coping styles a mediation model was proposed. 




shared mechanism in the relationship between attachment dimensions and coping 
styles.  
 
 Testing a mediation model assumes that the following four steps should be 
carried out (Baron & Kenny, 1986): 
1. Establish the association between attachment anxiety and avoidance with each of 
the five coping style subscales (path c). 
2. Show that attachment anxiety and avoidance are associated with the potential 
mediator (social support) (path a). 
3. Demonstrate social support is associated with coping styles (path b). 
4. Given step 1 above, establish the extent to which social support mediates the 
relationships between attachment anxiety and avoidance and coping styles 
(indirect effect – path ab). 
 
 Figure 5 illustrates the proposed mediation model tested in the current study. 
Path c represents the unadjusted, total effect of predictor on the outcome variables. 
Path c’ represents the direct effect, which is the relationship between the predictor and 
outcome controlling for the mediator (i.e. the effect over and above that of the mediator 
and covariates). Path ab, the indirect effect, is the effect of the predictor variable on 
the outcome variable through the mediator. The extent of mediation is represented by 
the magnitude of the indirect effect and by the degree of difference between total and 
direct effects. Figure 5 graphically depicts the hypothesised model of social support as 






Figure 5. Hypothesised model of social support as a mediator of the effect of 






6.3 Study aims and hypotheses 
 
 This study was designed to explore the associations between adult attachment 
insecurity dimensions, perceived social support, and coping styles in a population with 
a brain tumour diagnosis. Specifically, the study sought to examine the relative unique 
contribution of attachment dimensions and social support in explaining the variance in 
scores of the five coping styles (helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, 
fighting spirit, cognitive avoidance, and fatalism). Further, it sought to test the 
proposed model of perceived social support as a mediator of the relationship between 
attachment dimensions and these coping styles, controlling for identified relevant 
demographic characteristics and physical well-being. Based on the aforementioned 
literature, the hypotheses listed below were formulated: 
 
Hypothesis 1. There will be positive associations between attachment insecurity 
dimensions and the maladaptive coping strategies (helplessness/hopelessness, anxious 
preoccupation, cognitive avoidance). There will be negative associations between 
attachment insecurity dimensions and the adaptive coping strategies (fighting spirit, 
fatalism). 
Hypothesis 2. Social support will contribute to the explanation of variability in scores 
of the five coping styles. There will be negative associations between social support 
and helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, and cognitive avoidance. 
Positive associations are expected to be observed between social support and fighting 
spirit, as well as between social support and fatalism scores. 
Hypothesis 3. Social support will mediate the relationships between attachment 






6.4 Study Design 
 
 A cross-sectional study design was employed to investigate the statistical 
influence of adult attachment style and perceived availability of social support on the 
types of mental coping strategies used. Specifically, a mediating role of perceived 





 Participants were invited to complete the online-based questionnaires if they 
were diagnosed with a primary brain tumour (i.e. not as a result of metastasis), either 
low or high grade, at any stage of illness (i.e. before, during or after treatment, or when 
they had a diagnosis but no treatment), were over 18 years of age, and were able to 
speak English sufficiently to provide informed consent and complete the 
questionnaires independently. Participants were excluded if they were diagnosed with 
a secondary brain tumour, i.e. as a result of metastasis, or with any other type of 
primary cancer, or were 17 years old or younger. 
 
 Initially, a total of 494 respondents completed the questionnaires. However, 14 
cases had to be removed from the dataset due to not meeting the inclusion or exclusion 
criteria. Details of reasons for each case not included in the final sample can be found 
in Appendix 5. The final sample consisted of 480 individuals diagnosed with a brain 
tumour. Participants ranged from 18 to 80 years of age (M = 43.76 years; SD = 11.24) 
and 78.8% (N = 378) were female. The majority of participants (94%) were of White 
ethnic origin. In terms of country of residence, 44.6% were from North America 
(36.6% from USA and 8.3% from Canada), 44.2% were from UK or Ireland (38.1% 
from the UK and 6% from Ireland), 7.7% were from Australia or New Zealand (6.9% 
from Australia and 0.8% from New Zealand), and 3.5% were from other countries. 
Regarding education level, 70.2% were college graduates or higher. Specifically, 2.9% 
reported obtaining no higher than primary school education, 26.9% were high school 
graduates, 27.5% completed college, 18.8% held an undergraduate degree, 20.2% a 




participants, 54.2% were employed. 36.3% were in full-time employment, 14.4% 
worked part-time, and 3.5% were self-employed. The remaining participants were 
either retired (10.4%), student (4.4%), on long-term sick leave or disability (18.3%) or 
otherwise unemployed (12.7%). Regarding relationship status, 68.3% were married or 
cohabiting, 19.6% were single, 10.9% were separated or divorced, and 1.5% were 
widowed. In the subsequent analysis the relationship status was transformed into a 
dichotomous variable with two categories: single (including separated, divorced and 
widowed) and in a relationship. 66.5% of participants had children. As part of the 
quality checks the data were manually inspected and participants who provided 
additional information in the ‘other’ text box were reallocated to the relevant 
categories (for full details see Appendix 6). 
 
 Regarding time since diagnosis, 20.2% (n = 97) of the participants were within 
12 months of diagnosis at the time of completing the questionnaires, 19.8% (n = 95) 
were 13-24 months of diagnosis (median = 34 months; Inter-quartile Range: 15, 81). 
Details of participants’ tumour grades are displayed in Table 3. For further analysis, 
these data were classified into low grade (consisting of grades 1 and 2) and high (3 
and 4) grade tumour. This was done in order to allow for a more clearly distinguishable 
comparison analysis between what is classed by the World Health Organisation as 
‘benign’ and ‘malignant’ (cancerous) tumours (Louis et al., 2007). Table 3 presents 
details of how the process was carried out. A difference of the 45 cases in the 
‘unknown’ category occurred due to those participants providing sufficient details of 
their tumour type to determine low or high grade, for example pituitary adenoma, 
acoustic neuroma, GBM, etc., or provided a written description that their tumour was 
benign or malignant in the free text box but did not know the exact grade. For those 
45 cases where tumour type provided is known to occur only in a benign or malignant 
form, participants were reassigned accordingly into the new dichotomised categories. 
The process was carried out only in cases where the WHO classification gives a clear 
match of a tumour type and grade unlike, for example, in the case of astrocytoma 
which can occur in all four WHO malignancy grades (Louis et al., 2007). This was 
done to account for the fact that participants were not given an option to select only 




and rather their answer was forced into one of the four grade categories or a fifth option 
‘unknown’. In the subsequent analyses, the whole sample was treated as a homogenous 
group of individuals with a brain tumour diagnosis (N = 480). However, when analysis 
specifically involved a comparison between the low vs high grade tumour participants’ 
scores, only those two categories were used, with ‘unknown grade’ participants’ scores 
treated as missing data for those steps of analysis only. This was done as the analysis 
of relationships between tumour malignancy stage and other study variables is only 
possible if participants were aware of their tumour grade. Table 4 shows a distribution 
of participants by the types of their brain tumour diagnosis. 
 
Table 3. Tumour grade characteristics (n = 480) 
              Original grade reported Reclassified grade categories 
Grade 1 128 (26.7%) Low grade 
(grades 1, 2 and unspecified 
benign) 
284 
(59.2%) Grade 2 115 (24%) 
Grade 3 58 (12.1%) High grade 
(grades 3, 4, and 
unspecified malignant) 
120 (25%) 
Grade 4 58 (12.1%) 
Unknown 121 (25.2%) Unknown 76 (15.8%) 
 
 
Table 4. Tumour types by % of participants 
Tumour type n % 
Meningioma 166  34.6 
Astrocytoma (other than GBM) 77  16 
Oligodendroglioma 59 12.3 
GBM 57  11.9 
Other types 53 11 
Not sure 17 3.5 
Acoustic neuroma 15  3.1 
Pituitary adenoma 10  2.1 
Ependymoma 9  1.9 
Craniopharyngioma 9 1.9 
Epidermoid 8 1.7 




 In terms of treatment received, 75.4% of participants reported having undergone 
surgery, 43.1% received radiotherapy, and 30.8% had chemotherapy (note that 
treatments are not mutually exclusive). Regarding the stage of illness progression, 
70.2% of participants reported they had stable disease or were on a so-called ‘watch 
and wait’ medical regime. The remaining participants were either undergoing active 




 Participants were recruited online, with the support of charitable organisations 
working with populations affected by a brain tumour and their families. The online 
survey was hosted by the secure Online survey platform (formerly known as the Bristol 
Online Survey). Supporting organisations advertised the study by posting a short 
message to their online sites, detailing the inclusion criteria and a link to the survey 
website. A copy of the study advert can be found in Appendix 2. Organisations who 
agreed to publicise the project via their social media or websites included:  
• Brainstrust 
• Brain Tumour Research 
• Brain Tumour Action 
• International Brain Tumour Alliance 
• Brain & Spine Foundation 
• Brain Tumour Ireland 
• In Between Ears 
• Brainwaves Northern Ireland 
• Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada 
• National Brain Tumor Society 
• Cancer Chat (patients’ support forum from Cancer Research UK) 
• Meningioma Support Group 
• Macmillan Scotland 
 
 Recruitment took place between 18th December 2016 and 20th July 2017. An 
incentive for participation was offered: those who completed the survey could opt in 




charity. Four individuals were randomly selected to receive their chosen prize option 
on the date of survey closure. 
 
 The webpage with the survey included a welcome message, information sheet, 
and consent form (see Appendix 3). Those wishing to take part in the study were asked 
to click on ‘Agree’ indicating they have read and understood information sheet. 
Contact details of the researcher were provided so that any questions could be 
addressed prior to participation. The following pages of the survey included 
demographic questions including age, gender, ethnicity, country of residence, highest 
education level achieved, employment status, relationship status, having children, and 
relationship status. Details about illness were collected including a month and year of 
the initial brain tumour diagnosis, current tumour grade, type of tumour, and treatment 
received to date (‘surgery’, ‘radiotherapy’, ‘chemotherapy’, ‘other’ with a free text 
box; asking to select all that apply). Participants were also asked to self-rate their stage 
of illness progression by indicating one option best reflecting where they were on an 
illness journey. General physical health status was assessed by self-report by 
completing a 7-item ‘Physical well-being’ subscale of a quality of life questionnaire 
which includes physical symptoms (full details of the scale below). The following 
pages contained the three questionnaires measuring attachment style, perceived 
availability of social support and coping style respectively. The final pages contained 
debriefing information about the purpose of the study (see Appendix 4), space for 
participants to choose whether they want to opt in to enter a prize draw and leave 
necessary contact details or a name of their chosen charity for which they wanted to 
donate their prize if selected. An invitation to express an interest in taking part in a 
follow-up interview study about their experiences was also included in the last page. 
Three hundred participants (62.5%) said they would like to volunteer their interest in 
participation in a follow-up interview study and left basic details of their location and 
contact details. 
 
6.7 Pilot study 
 
 The survey was piloted in September 2016 in order to assess user-friendliness of 




acceptability, and time for completion. Seven participants with a diagnosis of a brain 
tumour were approached by Brainstrust, out of whom six replied. These participants 
were selected by the Director of Brainstrust on a convenience basis. In parallel, the 
survey was proofread and approved by the Chair of the International Brain Tumour 
Alliance (IBTA) whose feedback was also taken into consideration. Finally, the survey 
was inspected by two peers, to ensure clarity of language use and ease of progression 
throughout the web pages. 
 
 The feedback provided by the six pilot participants and collated by the Director 
of Brainstrust was positive. Nobody found the questionnaires arduous or overly time 
consuming and everyone said the survey was easy to complete. The survey took about 
20 minutes to complete. Feedback included constructive comments which were 
considered in the final version of the survey. Firstly, it was noted that Mini-MAC 
questionnaire, which assesses coping styles, has four questions which include the word 
‘cancer’ in the item wording. It was suggested that patients with low grade tumours 
may, correctly, not consider that they have cancer. The wording of those items was 
therefore changed from ‘cancer’ to ‘brain tumour’ with the permission of the scale’s 
author (see Appendix 7). Secondly, in the pilot version of the survey the participants 
were asked to choose whether their tumour was ‘benign’ or ‘malignant’. It was fed 
back that the word ‘benign’ is preferably avoided in the brain tumour community. 
Similar feedback was received from the Chair of the IBTA, who noted that there are 
heightened emotional reactions and controversy over the term ‘benign’ when applied 
to brain tumours. Patients prefer that this term is not used as no foreign body in the 
brain should be considered benign. As a result, participants in the final version of the 
survey were asked to specify the grade of their tumour as ‘grade 1’, ‘grade 2’, ‘grade 
3’, ‘grade 4’ or ‘not sure’. Consequently, the terms ‘low grade’ tumour and ‘high 
grade’ tumour are used throughout this thesis. Finally, an option of ‘watch and wait’ 
as a descriptor of one’s stage in the journey with a brain tumour was added as a result 
of the pilot feedback. Pilot data responses were also inspected to ensure that 







6.8.1 Physical health status 
 Physical health status was measured by a 7-item Physical Well-being (PWB) 
subscale of the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Brain questionnaire 
(FACT-Br; Weitzner et al., 1995). FACT-Br was validated to assess several domains 
of quality of life in patients with a primary brain tumour.  Other subscales of FACT-
Br, not used in the current study, are emotional well-being, social/family well-being, 
functional well-being, and additional concerns. FACT-Br is a well validated measure 
designed specifically to assess functional status of brain cancer patients. Physical well-
being subscale contains items such as ‘I have a lack of energy’, ‘I have nausea’, ‘I 
have pain’, ‘I feel ill’ or ‘I am forced to spend time in bed’. The scale was employed 
in order to reflect the degree to which participants’ physical symptoms were 
bothersome. Higher scores indicate better physical well-being. Internal consistency of 
the PWB subscale in the current sample was good, with Cronbach’s α = .86. The scale 
was chosen in order to obtain a measure of physical symptoms and reflecting 
participants’ health status, while being short as not to overburden the participants, 
freely available to use, and validated for cancer and/or brain tumour population. 
 
 Findings reported by Thavarajah et al. (2014), who validated the scale for 
patients with brain metastasis as opposed to primary brain tumours for whom the scale 
was initially designed, lend support for the trustworthiness and objectivity of FACT-
Br PWB subscale. Their analysis revealed that other subscales of quality of life 
measured by the FACT-Br did not differ between patients with a good performance 
status (Karnofsky Performance Status, KPS) (KPS > 80) and patients with poor 
performance status (KPS ≤ 80), except for the PWB. In the PWB subscale, those with 
a good performance status were more likely to have a higher state of physical well-
being compared to patients with a poor performance status. Similarly, patients without 
previous chemotherapy were more likely to have higher scores of PWB. Patients with 
one brain metastasis reported higher PWB scores compared to patients with more than 
one metastasis (Thavarajah et al., 2014). These results linking the scores of PWB and 




use of PWB as a self-report alternative for obtaining an overall picture of participants’ 
general health status. It was decided that combined with the data on tumour grade, 
stage and time of diagnosis, these measures would be sufficient for obtaining a picture 
of the participants’ health status. 
 
6.8.2 Adult attachment 
 
 Adult attachment was measured by the Experiences in Close Relationships 
Questionnaire- Revised (ECR- R; Fraley et al., 2000). The ECR-R is a 36-item self-
report assessment of adult attachment. The scale comprises two 18-item subscales 
measuring two latent dimensions which are hypothesised to underlie the attachment 
construct: attachment-related anxiety and attachment-related avoidance (Brennan et 
al., 1998; Fraley et al., 2000). Items are rated on a 7- point Likert scale ranging from 
1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). All items were randomised, and scores 
were obtained by first reverse coding specific items and then averaging in order to find 
a single score for each dimension. Higher scores reflect greater levels of avoidance 
and/or anxiety and therefore a more insecure attachment. Participants who are single 
were asked to answer how they feel and behave in close relationships generally. 
Anxiety dimension illustrates the extent to which people fear about their partners’ lack 
of availability and responsiveness. Avoidance measures the level of discomfort with 
closeness and depending on others (Fraley et al., 2000). Numerous studies examining 
the psychometric properties of the ECR-R provided evidence to support the 
hypothesised two-factor structure as well as good internal consistency (alpha 
coefficient values of .90 or higher), and convergent and discriminant validity (e.g., 
Sibley & Liu, 2004; Sibley et al., 2005). Unlike previous attachment scales, temporal 
stability estimates of the ECR-R are not biased by measurement imprecision (Fraley 
et al., 2000). Test-retest coefficients range between .50 and .86 depending on the time 
span and the nature of the sample (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007), which suggests that 
the ECR-R provides stability estimates of trait attachment that are largely free from 
measurement error over short periods of time (Fraley, 2002). Cronbach’s α values for 
both subscales in the current sample were excellent indicating good internal 
consistency. Attachment-related anxiety Cronbach’s α = .95; while attachment-related 





6.8.3 Social support 
 
 Social support was measured by the modified Medical Outcomes Study – Social 
Support Scale (mMOS-SSS; Moser et al., 2012). It is a modified, shorter version of 
the 19-item MOS-SSS (Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991), which comprised four 
subscales. The eight item mMOS-SSS measures functional social support. 
Specifically, it looks at perceived availability of social support (if needed), as opposed 
to received social support. It contains subscales covering two domains of social 
support: emotional and instrumental (tangible). The scale was designed specifically 
for use with patients with chronic health conditions. In the original longer version of 
the scale, all subscales correlate strongly with each other (r = .70 to .80, p < .01), and 
all items load strongly on one component. Both the longer and modified scales have 
been used widely in cancer populations. Total score and subscales scores may be 
calculated. The English version shows very good reliability and validity (Moser et al., 
2012). The measure is free to use. Cronbach’s α values for both subscales in the current 
sample were excellent indicating good internal consistency. Emotional social support 
subscale Cronbach’s α = .87; instrumental social support Cronbach’s α = .90, while 
the total scale Cronbach’s α = .92. The total score was used in the majority of analyses 




 Coping was measured by the Mini-Mental Adjustment to Cancer Scale (Mini-
MAC; Watson et al., 1994). The scale is a widely used 29-item self-report measure 
designed to assess specific psychological coping styles displayed by cancer patients 
throughout the diagnosis and treatment process. It comprises five dimensions of 
coping responses and measures the extent to which patients adopt each these in their 
adjustment process. The dimensions include helplessness/hopelessness (8 items), 
anxious preoccupation (8 items), fighting spirit (4 items), cognitive avoidance (4 
items) and fatalism (5 items). The subscales do not combine into a total score. The 
scale is an adaptation of the initially developed 40-item MAC scale (Watson et al., 




of avoidant coping. Analyses performed during the development of the Mini-MAC 
confirmed the factor structure of original dimensions of coping responses (Watson et 
al., 1994). Although it has been recognised by the authors of the scale that the tendency 
to adopt certain types of responses (e.g. a helpless response) to stressful events might 
be a consistent reaction in particular circumstances, the categories of the Mini-MAC 
scale are limited to the here and now. This is reflected in the instructions given to 
participants when completing the scale (i.e. they are asked to indicate how far each of 
the statements applies to them at present) (Watson & Homewood, 2008a). Each item 
statement is rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Definitely does not apply 
to me) to 4 (Definitely applies to me). The scale has demonstrated an adequate 
convergent validity. Validity was assessed by comparing spouses/partners’ responses 
about patient’s coping dimensions. Inter-correlations between patients and 
spouse/partner rating were all highly significant, except for one ‘avoidance’ item 
(Watson et al., 1988). There was also a high agreement between the patients’ scores 
and clinical ratings. However, agreement was higher for sub-scales of fighting spirit, 
anxious preoccupation, and helplessness/hopelessness than fatalism (Greer et al., 
1989). Test-retest reliability/stability of responses was assessed by re-administration 
of the MAC Scale on two occasions approximately 2-4 weeks apart. Sub-scales were 
significantly correlated across the two administrations at the p < .001 level (r = .52 for 
fighting spirit; r = .56 for anxious preoccupation; and r = .65 for helplessness/ 
hopelessness), with the exception of fatalism and avoidance (r = .38 for fatalism, and 
r = .41 for avoidance; both p < .02) (Greer et al., 1989).  
 
 Limitations of the scale include an inconsistent factor structure and low internal 
consistency of some subscales (particularly fatalism and fighting spirit) (Hulbert-
Williams, Hulbert-Williams, et al., 2012; Watson et al., 1994). Table 5 presents the 
internal consistency values of the current sample as compared to the original validation 
results by Watson et al. (1994). It is also recognised that it does not cover all possible 
range of reactions to cancer, however it had been designed to be a rapid tool. For 
example, it is very useful in allowing recognition of patients’ attitudes to their 
diagnosis in a healthcare setting, including an indication of those scoring high on 




Despite those limitations, it is widely used in research and clinical practice, and is 
particularly useful in measuring adjustment as a coping response. It has been translated 
into nineteen languages. The Mini-MAC has advantages of being particularly well-
suited to cancer populations; tapping into how individuals are coping with illness, i.e., 
what types of cognitive and behavioural strategies they use; it is short, easily 
understood and completed by patients; as well as being widely used and validated with 
various cancer populations (Hulbert-Williams, Hulbert-Williams, et al., 2012).  
 
 The Mini-MAC scale has been adapted to fit the purpose of the current study by 
replacing the word ‘cancer’ with ‘brain tumour’ in four questions where it occurred, 
as a result of pilot study recommendations in recognition of the fact that not all brain 
tumours are cancerous. Similar modifications have been used in previous studies, for 
example by Goodwin et al. (2012) and Boehmer et al. (2007). Inclusion of the specific 
diagnosis made it clear to the participants that the interest was in their reactions to the 
diagnosis of a brain tumour. Permission to use the scale in this form for the current 
project was granted by the author (see Appendix 7). 
 
The five sub-scales of the Mini-MAC scale: 
•  Helplessness/hopelessness identifies behaviours and cognitions characterised by 
a sense of uncontrollability of cancer and unavoidability of a negative outcome 
(e.g. ‘I feel like giving up’). 
•  Anxious preoccupation includes reacting to a diagnosis with excessive anxiety and 
widespread worry about cancer and possible recurrence, as well as seeking 
reassurance and information excessively, but interpreting it pessimistically (e.g. ‘I 
am upset about having cancer’). 
• Fighting spirit is characterised by an attitude of optimism when confronted with a 
realistic appraisal of the illness, active information seeking, perceiving cancer as a 
challenge and taking an active role in therapy and recovery (e.g. ‘I am determined 
to beat this disease’). 
• Cognitive avoidance assesses patient’s tendency to avoid actively thinking about 





•  Fatalism indicates resignation and passive acceptance of the illness and therapy 
(e.g. I’ve had a good life; what’s left is a bonus’). 
 
 
Table 5. Internal consistency of the current sample and original validation results 
 Cronbach’s alpha 
Mini-MAC subscale Current sample 
(n = 480) 
Watson et al., 1994 
(n = 573) 
Helplessness/hopelessness .90 .87 
Anxious preoccupation .87 .88 
Fighting spirit .52 .76 
Cognitive avoidance .75 .74 
Fatalism .55 .62 
 
 
 The original five-factor solution suggested by Watson et al. (1994) has not been 
reliably replicated in subsequent studies. Findings available from validation of the 
scale in foreign languages suggest distributions ranging from two factors in a Greek 
sample (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2006), three factor solution in a Chinese group (Ho et 
al., 2003), four factors in a Norwegian (Bredal, 2010), to a five factor Italian version 
(Grassi et al., 2004). Hulbert-Williams, Hulbert-Williams, et al. (2012) therefore 
performed a re-analysis of the English version and found a four-factor structure which 
improved internal consistency and convergent validity (measured as correlation 
coefficient scores against HADS depression and anxiety and quality of life scores). 
Their new structure suggested maintaining factors fighting spirit and cognitive 
avoidance, but reallocated items from the original hopelessness/helplessness, anxious 
preoccupation, and fatalism into the new categories of cognitive distress and emotional 
distress. The new categories captured a broader sense of emotional and cognitive 
reactions to cancer, as opposed to the original subscales which provided clinicians with 
information potentially useful for guiding an intervention. The authors claimed 
however that the improved psychometric qualities of a new factor structure can 





 A statistical adjustment has been employed to account for missing items in any 
given sub-scale. The number of missing items on each subscale ranged from three to 
nine participants with one or at most two items missing. An adjusted subscale total 
was calculated using the formula Ti = (RixNi) / Fi, where Ni = Number of questions 
in the ith dimension, Fi = Number of questions completed in the ith dimension, Ri = 
Score obtained in the ith dimension and Ti = Total score for the ith dimension. 
Following the authors’ guidance (Watson & Homewood, 2008a), any more than one 
item missing in a given subscale indicated a spoilt total, only for that particular 
subscale and therefore could not be used.  
 
 
6.9 Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the original five-factor Mini-MAC 
structure 
 
 Because of the unstable factor structure of the five-factor solution of the Mini-
MAC discussed above, a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was performed in the 
current sample before undertaking main analyses. AMOS v.24 software was used to 
perform the analysis. CFA was performed, as the aim was to assess the suitability of 
using the originally developed factor structure in the current study, not to develop a 
newly proposed factor structure. CFA tests how well the observed variables and their 
underlying latent constructs relate and verifies a hypothesised pre-determined factor 
structure. Nineteen out of the 29 Mini-MAC scale items had some missing data, with 
a maximum of three participants providing no answer for an item. There were 10 items 
with one participant non-completion, 8 items with two participants non-completion 
and 1 item with three participants not completing. Therefore, the Full Information 
Maximum Likelihood (FIML) was used, an estimator which makes maximal use of all 
data available from every subject in the sample. 
 
 The model fit was significant [χ² = 1401.020 (df = 367) p < .001], meaning that 
the null hypothesis of a good fit to the data could be rejected. However, the χ² test is 
widely recognised to be problematic (Joreskog, 1969). Therefore, another commonly 




measure of fit (Steiger & Lind, 1980). The RMSEA = .077, which exceeds the .05 
proposed cut-off for accepting the close model fit (Arbuckle, 2006), although “this 
figure is based on subjective judgement” and “cannot be regarded as infallible” or 
correct (Arbuckle, 2006, p. 496). Therefore, Browne and Cudeck (1993) suggest that 
a value of about 0.08 or less for the RMSEA would indicate a reasonable error of 
approximation and that a model with a RMSEA greater than 0.1 should not be 
employed. Based on the practical experience of those authors, the model fit in the 
current sample was considered acceptable. 
 
 A Figure in Appendix 8 shows the CFA path diagram displaying the squared 
multiple correlation coefficients (R2), describing the amount of variance the common 
factors (helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, fighting spirit, cognitive 
avoidance, and fatalism factors of the Mini-MAC scale) account for with the 
associated individual items. Along the paths (arrows pointing from factors towards the 
items), the standardized regression weights (factor loadings) for the factors are 
displayed. The correlation estimates between the factors are also displayed. A Table 
in Appendix 8 includes a list of the Mini-MAC items and their standardised regression 
weights. The standardised regression weights can be interpreted as the correlation 
between the observed variable (i.e. individual item) and the corresponding common 
factor (i.e. subscale/coping strategy).  
 
 Five items had low standardized loadings (-.060 for MAC2fighting, .089 for 
MAC1fatalism, .338 MAC19fatalism, .279 for MAC3fatalism, and .203 for 
MAC10fighting), suggesting that they are unreliable indicators of those corresponding 
coping strategies. Values closer to 1 indicate stronger loadings and better model fit to 
the data (Albright & Park, 2009). However, the other indicators have moderate to 
strong standardized loadings ranging from .547 to .804, suggesting a good model fit 
to the data. The squared multiple correlations provide information about how much 
variance the factors account for in the observed variables. The abovementioned five 
items have very low R2 values of .004 (MAC2fighting), .008 (MAC1fatalism), .115 
(MC19fatalism), .078 (MAC3fatalism), and .041 (MAC10fighting). As the R2 values 




dimension as the others in the same subscale. The R2 corresponding to the remaining 
24 variables/items indicate that the respective factor explains a respectable proportion 
of the variance (between 30.0% and 64.7%). Finally, the covariance values between 
the factors should not be above .8 (Albright & Park, 2009). In the current sample, only 
one correlation between fighting spirit and fatalism subscales was .81, which only 
marginally exceeded this recommendation. Attempts were made to improve the model 
fit, by removing the two or five most problematic items from fighting spirit and 
fatalism subscales, or by retaining only the three most robust subscales 
(helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, and cognitive avoidance). 
However, the new models were not an improved fit. 
 
 As a result of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis, the original five-factor structure 
was retained as suitable for the current sample and as such was taken forward to the 
analysis. Other reasons for using the scale in line with the originally proposed five-
factor structure were 1) a sample of patients with a homogeneous diagnosis of a brain 
tumour was used, as opposed to a mixed cancer diagnosis which should usually be 
employed in order to establish a new factor structure, 2) there was not enough evidence 
in the literature so far to confirm any of the newly proposed factor structures from the 
previous studies outlined earlier, 3) using an original factor structure enables 
discussion of the current study’s findings in comparison to the already available 
findings on the outcomes related to each of the five coping strategies (convergent 
validity). The interpretation of results associated with the subscales fatalism and 
fighting spirit presented in the following sections, however, should be treated with 
caution as a result of the aforementioned findings. 
 
6.10 Analytical Strategy 
 
 Firstly, demographic and descriptive data are presented. Scores of physical well-
being, social support, attachment, and coping dimensions were compared across 
country, gender and tumour grade. Correlation coefficients were calculated in order to 
assess the relationships among the main study variables. Next, a series of linear 
regression analyses was performed to determine how much of the variance of the five 




anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social support (predictor variables) (hypotheses 1 
and 2). Finally, a series of mediation analyses was conducted to identify whether social 
support mediated the relationship between attachment anxiety and avoidance and the 
coping styles (hypothesis 3). 
 
 Data were analysed using the Statistical Package SPSS v.23, AMOS v.24 with 
Hayes’ (2013) PROCESS v. 3.0 macro add-on for SPSS. The PROCESS tool builds 
on the approach to mediation and moderation developed by Baron and Kenny (1986) 
and estimates the regression coefficients (paths) in the mediator assessment model(s) 
as well as generating bootstrap confidence intervals for total and specific indirect 
effects of the independent variable on the outcome variable through a mediator 
variable. The macro also incorporates covariates to be controlled for in the different 
model(s). As it uses bootstrapping, it is considered a highly recommended and robust 
approach to infer about indirect effects (Hayes, 2009).  
 
 Power calculations of the required sample size were performed based on an 
expectation of medium effect sizes in the regression models of the relationships 
between attachment dimensions and coping styles (in line with other similar studies 
performed with similar factors previously, e.g., Cicero et al., 2009; Falgares et al., 
2019; Smith et al., 2018; Turner-Cobb et al., 2002). The anticipated effect size of 
Cohen's was ƒ2 = .15 (where ƒ2 = R2 / (1 – R2), desired statistical power level 0.8, 
expected probability level of p = .05, and number of independent (explanatory) 
variables as k = 9 (control variables: age, gender, relationship status, tumour grade, 
time since diagnosis, and physical well-being; main variables: attachment anxiety, 
attachment avoidance and social support). Based on the above values, an a-priori 
sample size calculation for multiple regression (Soper, 2019) resulted in a minimum 
required sample size of N = 113. Additionally, the most common rule of thumb (Field, 
2018) recommend that one should have 15 cases of data per predictor in multiple 
regression analysis. Based on this rule of thumb, and number of predictors k = 9 in the 




Chapter 7. Study 1: Results and Discussion 
 
7.1 Data screening 
 
 Data quality was checked first. There were no outliers identified in the data after 
inspection of the histograms, box plots and 5% trimmed mean values (which were very 
similar to the mean values). In order to assess the normality of data, the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic was obtained which was significant at p < .001 for all main variables. 
This suggests a violation of the assumption of normality; however, it is quite common 
in larger samples (Pallant, 2016). On inspection of the histograms and normal 
probability plots from the subsequent regression analysis, the scores were reasonably 
normally distributed, apart from both social support facets and helplessness/ 
hopelessness. Social support scores were negatively skewed indicating a clustering of 
scores at the high end (higher perceived instrumental and emotional social support). 
Scores on helplessness/hopelessness scale were positively skewed indicating 
clustering at the low values. However, with reasonably large samples (200+ cases) 
neither skewness nor kurtosis is believed to pose a substantive risk to the analysis 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). Field (2018) recommends not conducting significance 
tests of skew and kurtosis with large samples, as they are likely to be significant even 
in the absence of a problem with normality.  
 
7.2 Descriptive Statistics 
 
 Table 6 presents means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis values for 
the main observed variables. The mean scores of helplessness/hopelessness and 
anxious preoccupation in the current sample were higher than in the normative group 
of patients with heterogeneous cancer at early stages of disease (Watson et al., 1994, 
n = 573) (M = 14.89, SD = 5.15 for the current sample, versus M = 11.96, SD = 3.92 
in the original study for helplessness/hopelessness; and M = 21.48, SD = 5.30 versus 
M = 19.26, SD = 5.15 for anxious preoccupation, respectively). Although those 




diagnosis elicits stronger sense of uncontrollability and excessive anxiety compared to 
other types of cancer. Scores on the other coping styles were comparable. 
 
 
Table 6. Descriptive characteristics of study variables (n = 480) 
Scale Subscale Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis 
FACT-Br Physical well-being 18.21  6.32 -.31 -.74 
mMOS-
SSS 
Emotional social support  3.63  1.03 -.58 -.63 
 Instrumental social support  3.73  1.11 -.64 -.61 
 
Total social support average 
score  
3.68  1.00 -.63 -.54 
 
Total social support index 
(0-100%) 
67.08  25.02   
ECR-R Attachment anxiety 3.08  1.37 .32 -.86 
 Attachment avoidance  3.15  1.31 .28 -.74 
Mini-
MAC 
Hopelessness/ helplessness 14.89  5.15 .69 .27 
 Anxious preoccupation 21.48  5.30 -.24 -.37 
 Fighting spirit 12.26  2.14 -.69 .94 
 Cognitive avoidance 10.28  2.52 -.14 -.13 
 Fatalism 14.23  2.78 -.28 .06 
 
 
7.3 Demographic differences 
 
 Independent samples t-tests were carried out to determine differences in the main 
variable scores by gender and tumour grade. The analysis indicated that males scored 
significantly higher on the physical well-being scale than females (t (478) = 2.651, p 
= .008). Females were significantly higher on anxious preoccupation than males (t 
(477) = -3.851, p < .001). There were no other gender differences. After using the 
Bonferroni correction to correct for multiple comparisons run (40 comparisons of 
demographic variables’ scores), only the effect of gender on anxious preoccupation 





 Differences were found in the scores of participants with low versus high grade 
tumour. High grade participants reported significantly higher physical well-being 
levels compared to low grade (t (402) = -2.917, p = .004). High grade participants were 
lower on both attachment dimensions than low grade participants (attachment anxiety: 
t (398) = 2.970, p = .003; attachment avoidance: t (398) = 2.385, p = .018). 
Furthermore, individuals with high grade diagnosis were found to have higher 
perceived social support on both dimensions (instrumental social support: t (402) = -
3.964, p < .001; emotional social support: t (402) = -4.638, p < .001). Lastly, high 
grade participants scored significantly lower on helplessness/hopelessness and higher 
on fighting spirit compared to low grade tumour (helplessness/hopelessness: t (401) = 
2.331, p = .020; fighting spirit: t (402) = -2.877, p = .004, respectively). The remaining 
variables were similar in both groups of tumour grades. Only the difference in social 
support facets depending on tumour grade remained significant following an 
application of the Bonferroni’s correction.   
 
 Finally, one-way analyses of variance were carried out to determine whether 
there were any differences in the scores depending on participants’ geographical 
location. There was a statistically significant difference in instrumental social support 
scores for the three geographical groups: F (2, 97.86) = 5.340, p = .006. Despite 
reaching statistical significance, the actual difference in mean scores between the 
groups was quite small. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that 
the mean score for North America (M = 3.92, SD = 1.01) was significantly different 
from the UK and Ireland group (M = 3.63, SD = 1.14). Group of participants from 
Australia and New Zealand did not differ significantly from the other two. There was 
also a significant difference in fatalism scores for the three groups: F (2, 460) = 17.15, 
p < .001. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test showed that the difference 
was significant between scores for North America (M = 15.01, SD = 2.64) and the UK 
and Ireland (M = 13.49, SD = 2.79). Scores of a group from Australia and New Zealand 
did not differ from either of the other two geographic regions. Remaining scores 






7.4 Pearson correlations 
 
7.4.1 Measure inter-correlations 
 
 Table 7 provides the inter-correlations among the five Mini-MAC measures of 
coping styles. According to Cohen’s (1988) suggested guidelines for interpretation of 
the strength of Pearson’s coefficients’ effects, r = .10 to .29 was considered a small 
effect, r = .30 to .49 a medium effect, and r = .50 to 1.0 a large effect. The 
helplessness/hopelessness scores were positively correlated with anxious 
preoccupation (r = .66, p < .001, large effect) and cognitive avoidance (r = .12, p = 
.010, small effect), and negatively correlated with fighting spirit (r = -.31, p < .001, 
medium effect) and fatalism (r = -.16, p < .001, small effect). Cognitive avoidance was 
positively correlated with anxious preoccupation (r = .26, p < .001), fighting spirit (r 
= .23, p < .001) and fatalism (r = .14, p < .003). Lastly, fighting spirit was positively 
correlated with fatalism (r = .38, p < .001). Bonferroni correction was applied in the 
Pearson’s correlation analyses to correct for multiple comparisons run. After applying 
the correction, the relationship between cognitive avoidance and 
helplessness/hopelessness, and cognitive avoidance and fatalism did not remain 
significant. 
 
 The intercorrelations between the Mini-MAC subscales in the current study were 
in line with the relationships observed previously (Watson et al., 1994). Especially the 
strongest three correlations, the positive association of helplessness/hopelessness and 
anxious preoccupation, fighting spirit and fatalism, and an inverse relationship 
between fighting spirit and helplessness/hopelessness were replicated. The weakest 
correlations, or no association, between fatalism and anxious preoccupation, fatalism 
and helplessness/ hopelessness, and cognitive avoidance and helplessness/ 
hopelessness domains were also found in the current study consistently with the 
patterns found in the original Mini-MAC development study (Watson et al., 1994). 
These results indicate that the patterns of coping strategies’ use in relation to one 
another in the current sample of participants with a brain tumour were similar to those 





 Attachment avoidance and attachment anxiety were strongly correlated with one 
another (r = .76, p < .001) and therefore special care had to be taken to ensure that the 
assumption of multicollinearity was not violated in the subsequent regression analyses. 
Field (2018) recommends that variables are not correlated at a level higher than r = 
.80 or .90. As the coefficient of this relationship was close to suggested value, 
Tolerance and VIF values were inspected in the following analyses and demonstrated 
no problems with collinearity (for more detailed discussion see section 7.5). Previous 
research also indicates a significant correlation between the two orthogonal attachment 
dimensions with a medium to large effect size (r = .40; Fraley, 2012). Scores of 
attachment avoidance in the current sample (M = 3.15, SD = 1.31) were in line with 
what is observed in a general population sample (M = 2.92, SD = 1.19). However, 
scores of attachment anxiety were lower in the current sample (M = 3.08, SD = 1.37) 
compared to previously reported normal population averages (M = 3.56, SD = 1.12). 
Finally, the two subscales of social support, instrumental and emotional, were also 
highly correlated (r = .74, p < .001). As both subscales contain only four items each 
and combine into a composite social support score, this total score variable was 
therefore used in all of the subsequent analyses. 
 
7.4.2 Relationships between coping strategies, attachment and social 
support 
 
 Pearson correlation coefficients were used to assess the relationships between 
the main study variables (see Table 7). Results are discussed below, organised by 
coping styles. The helplessness/hopelessness scores were negatively associated with 
physical well-being (r = -.51, p < .001, large effect). It was positively associated with 
both attachment dimensions (r = .40, p < .001, medium to large effect, equal values 
for both anxiety and avoidance). Helplessness/hopelessness was also inversely related 
to perceived social support (r = -.37, p < .001; medium effects). All of these effects of 





 Anxious preoccupation was negatively associated with age (r = -.15, p = .001, 
small effect). It was observed to be negatively associated with time since diagnosis (r 
= -.16, p = .001, small effect). Higher anxious preoccupation was also related to lower 
scores of reported physical well-being (r = -.45, p < .001, medium to large effect). 
Both attachment dimensions were positively correlated with this coping style (r = .27 
and r = .20 for anxiety and avoidance, respectively, both p < .001, small to medium 
effects). Lastly, there was a relationship of increased preoccupied coping strategy and 
lower perceived social support (r = -.23, p < .001, medium effect). All of these 
relationships remained significant following Bonferroni’s adjustment. 
 
 Fighting spirit was inversely related to both attachment dimensions (r = -.22 and 
r = -.27 for anxiety and avoidance respectively, p < .001, medium effects). There was 
also a moderate positive relationship between fighting spirit and social support (r = 
.23, p < .001). Again, these effects remained significant following Bonferroni’s 
correction. 
 
 Higher cognitive avoidance was associated with younger age (r = -.13, p = .004, 
small effect) and lower levels of physical well-being (r = -.14, p = .003, small effect). 
It was also related to higher scores on both dimensions of attachment security (r = .13, 
p = .005 for anxiety; and r = .10, p = .027 for avoidance). Cognitive avoidance was 
the only coping strategy subscale not related significantly to social support. None of 
these effects remained significant following the application of Bonferroni’s correction. 
 
 Finally, fatalism scores were only inversely related to attachment avoidance: 
higher avoidance was related to lower fatalism (r = -.17, p < .001, small effect), and 
positively related to social support (r = .20, p < .001). These effects remained 
significant following Bonferroni’s correction. 
 
7.4.3 Relationships between study variables and physical well-being 
 
 All dimensions measuring aspects of social relatedness (both attachment 




being scores (r = -.25, p < .001 for attachment anxiety; and r = -.26, p < .001 for 
attachment avoidance; r = .28, p < .001 for social support). This indicates that more 
secure attachment patterns and experience of higher perception of available social 
support were related to better physical well-being. Furthermore, there was no 





Table 7. Pearson correlation coefficients matrix among the main variables 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
 1. Age 1 -.02 .22* .04 .10 -.20* -.09 -.01 -.09 -.15* -.09 -.13 .04 
 2. Gender (m/f)  1 -.06 -.16* -.12 .04 .03 -.05 .02 .17* -.07 .09 .04 
 
3. Relationship status  
(single/in a relationship) 
  1 .14 .06 -.50* -.49* .30* -.20* -.01 .11 -.02 .05 
 4. Tumour grade (low/high)    1 .14 -.15 -.12 .22* -.12 -.10 .14 .07 .09 
FACT-Br  5. Physical well-being     1 -.25* -.26* .28* -.51* -.45* .02 -.14 .01 
ECR-R 6. Attachment anxiety      1 .76* -.52* .40* .27* -.22* .13 -.09 
 7. Attachment avoidance       1 -.54* .40* .20* -.27* .10 -.17* 
mMOS-SSS 8. Social support        1 -.37* -.23* .23* -.05 .20* 
Mini-MAC 9. Helplessness/ hopelessness         1 .66* -.31* .12 -.16* 
 10. Anxious preoccupation          1 .01 .26* -.05 
 11. Fighting spirit           1 .23* .38* 
 12. Cognitive avoidance            1 .14 
 13. Fatalism             1 
*p < .05 significance after Bonferroni correction. 
Note. FACT-Br, Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Brain; ECR-R, Experiences in Close Relationships – Revised;  




7.5 Multiple regression analyses to examine the role of attachment dimensions 
and social support in explaining coping styles 
 
 Prior to conducting a series of hierarchical multiple regressions, the relevant 
assumptions of this statistical analysis were tested. Firstly, a sample size of 480 was 
deemed adequate in line with the power calculations outlined in section 6.10. The 
assumption of singularity was also met as the independent variables (attachment 
anxiety, attachment avoidance and social support) were not a combination of other 
independent variables. An examination of Pearson’s correlation coefficients (see Table 
7) revealed that no variables were highly correlated, with the exception of attachment 
anxiety and attachment avoidance dimensions (r = .76, p < .001). However, as the 
collinearity statistics were all within accepted limits, the assumption of 
multicollinearity was deemed to have been met (Field, 2018): the variance inflation 
factor (VIF) values were all below 5, the average of VIF was not substantially greater 
than 1, and Tolerance statistics all exceeded 0.1 (as recommended by Bowerman & 
O’Connell, 1990). The assumption of independent errors was also met in all models 
(Durbin-Watson value range 1.877 to 2.115 in five models), as was that of non-zero 
variances. Both the histograms and the normal P-P plots of standardized residuals 
implied normally distributed errors, while the scatterplots of standardized predicted 
values confirmed that the data were homoscedastic and linear.  
 
 In order to address hypotheses 1 and 2, a series of three stage hierarchical 
multiple regressions was conducted with each of the five coping styles 
(helplessness/hopelessness, anxious preoccupation, fighting spirit, cognitive 
avoidance, and fatalism) as a dependent variable in the models respectively. Relevant 
demographic and illness characteristics were included in the models as control 
variables in stage one (age, gender, relationship status, grade of tumour, time since 
diagnosis, and physical well-being). Attachment variables (anxiety and avoidance) 
were entered at stage two, and social support at stage three. Variables were ordered in 
this sequence, as demographic and illness factors were considered stable, and further 
steps two and three seemed chronologically plausible given that attachment is relevant 
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from infancy, whereas perception of social support might be more dependent on 
individuals’ current circumstances. 
 
 Firstly, a series of univariable regression models was calculated to determine 
which of the predictor (attachment dimensions), potential mediator (social support), 
and confounding variables were associated with the outcome variables (coping styles) 
(see Table 8). When deriving a final set of variables to be used in subsequent 
multivariable regression models, a recommendation for using a relaxed threshold of 
significance was followed and variables associated at p < .10 at the univariate level 
were selected. This was to ensure that all potentially influential variables were 
included in the subsequent analyses as variables may contribute to regression models 
in unforeseen ways, due to complex interrelationships among the variables (Altman, 
1991), and traditional significance limits can fail to demonstrate significance in 
variables known to be important predictors (Bursac et al., 2008). It is worth noting 
here that despite terminology used in this chapter includes words such has ‘predictor’ 
and ‘outcome’, no causal inferences were assumed in the regression models, and the 
terms are simply used interchangeably to represent independent (explanatory) and 









Table 8. Univariable regression models with Mini-MAC five coping strategies as outcome variables 
 Helplessness/hopelessness Anxious preoccupation Fighting spirit Cognitive avoidance Fatalism 




[1.19 to 1.81] 
1.04** 
[.71 to 1.38] 
-.34** 
[-.47 to -.20] 
.24** 
[.07 to .40] 
-.18 
[-.36 to .002] 
ECR-R Avoidance 
1.57** 
[1.25 to 1.89] 
.81** 
[.45 to 1.17] 
-.438** 
[-.58 to -.30] 
.19* 
[.02 to .36] 
-.37** 
[-.56 to -.18] 
Mediator 
Social Support Total 
-.08** 
[-.09 to -.06] 
-.05** 
[-.07 to -.03] 
.019** 
[.012 to .027] 
-.01 
[-.01 to .01] 
.023** 




[-.08 to .00] 
-.07** 
[-.11 to -.03] 
-.016 
[-.03 to .001] 
-.030** 
[-.050 to -.01] 
.01 
[-.01 to .03] 
Gender 
.25 
[-.88 to 1.38] 
2.24** 
[1.10 to 3.39] 
-.344 
[-.81 to .13] 
.528 
[-.02 to 1.08] 
.27 
[-.34 to .88] 
Relationship status 
-2.17** 
[-3.14 to -1.20] 
-.16 
[-1.19 to .86] 
.51* 
[.10 to .92] 
-.09 
[-59 to .39] 
.30 
[-.28 to .83] 
Grade 
-1.33* 
[-2.44 to -.21] 
-1.18* 
[-2.30 to -.05] 
.68** 
[.22 to 1.14] 
.413 
[-.13 to .95] 
.56 




[-.01 to .01] 
-.01** 
[-.02 to -.01] 
-.003 
[-.01 to .00] 
-.001 
[-.01 to .002] 
-.001 
[-.01 to .003] 
Physical Well-being 
-.42** 
[-.48 to -.35] 
-.38** 
[-.44 to -.31] 
.01 
[-.02 to .04] 
-.054** 
[-.09 to -.02] 
.01 
[-.03 to .05] 
**p < .01, *p < .05 
Note. CI, Confidence Interval; ECR-R, Experiences in Close Relationships – Revised; Mini-MAC, Mini-Mental Adjustment to Cancer Scale; Social 
Support, as measured by mMOS-SSS, modified Medical Outcomes Study – Social Support Scale; Physical Well-being, subscale of FACT-Br, 




 The regression statistics are reported in Tables 9 to 13 for five coping styles 
respectively. The first model, outlined in Table 9, was designed to explain the variance 
in scores of helplessness/hopelessness coping style. Covariates in step 1 accounted for 
29% of variance in scores of helplessness/hopelessness. Relationship status and 
physical well-being contributed significantly to the model. Introducing attachment 
dimensions to the model in step 2 explained an additional 6.2% of variation, with both 
attachment anxiety and avoidance making a unique significant contribution. Finally, 
adding social support in step 3 explained an additional 0.8% of variance and made a 
significant contribution to the model. As can be seen in Table 9, the unstandardized 
beta values of attachment dimensions decreased after introducing social support into 
the model, suggesting a potential mediating effect, which will be explored further in 
mediation analyses (section 7.6). Attachment avoidance was rendered a non-
significant predictor of helplessness/hopelessness scores after social support was 
entered into the model, meaning social support included enough variance explained by 
attachment avoidance. This suggests social support potentially played a stronger 
mediating role in this relationship, compared to attachment anxiety relationship to 
helplessness/hopelessness scores. Model was found to be significant overall (F (7, 
392) = 31.25, p < .001) and explained 35.8% of variance in scores of 
helplessness/hopelessness (R2 = .36, p < .001). This model lends support for 
hypotheses 1 and 2 as attachment dimensions displayed a positive relationship to 
helplessness/hopelessness, and social support added a unique contribution to the 





Table 9. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis predicting helplessness/ 
hopelessness scores with attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social 
support, controlling for age, relationship status, tumour grade, and physical well-
being 
 R2 Fchange PF 
change 
R2change b 
SE b β p 
Step 1 .29 40.03 .000 .29     
    Constant     25.64 1.27  .000 
    Age     0.00 0.02 .00 .994 
    Relationship status     –1.83 0.49 –.17 .000 
    Tumour grade     –0.23 0.49 –.02 .637 
    Physical well-being     –0.41 0.04 –.50 .000 
Step 2 .35 18.81 .000 .06     
    Constant     17.50 1.80  .000 
    Age     0.00 0.02 .01 .880 
    Relationship status     –0.12 0.54 –.01 .828 
    Tumour grade     –0.11 0.47 –.01 .819 
    Physical well-being     –0.35 0.03 –.43 .000 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.63 0.24 .17 .010 
    Attachment Avoidance     0.62 0.25 .16 .014 
Step 3 .36 4.62 .032 .01     
    Constant     20.04 2.15  .000 
    Age     0.00 0.02 –.01 .891 
    Relationship status     –0.08 0.54 –.01 .884 
    Tumour grade     0.06 0.47 .01 .903 
    Physical well-being     –0.33 0.04 –.41 .000 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.53 0.25 .14 .034 
    Attachment Avoidance     0.50 0.26 .13 .054 
    Social support     –0.56 0.26 –.11 .032 
Note. In Step 1 only the significant covariates were included in the analysis.  
 
 
 The second model (see Table 10) explored the variance in scores of anxious 
preoccupation coping style. In step 1, consisting of control variables deemed 
significant at univariable regression stage, age, gender, time since diagnosis, and 
physical well-being contributed significantly to the regression model, which accounted 
for 25% of the variation in anxious preoccupation. Out of the four control variables, 
gender had the strongest explanatory role in the model, in being female was related to 
higher anxious preoccupation. Adding attachment dimensions made a significant 
contribution and explained an additional 2.8% of variance, however only attachment 
anxiety and not avoidance was a significant predictor. Adding social support in step 3 
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did not add any significant unique contribution to the model. Overall, the whole model 
was significant (F (8, 391) = 18.50, p < .001) and explained 27.5% of variance in 
scores of anxious preoccupation. Findings partially support hypothesis 1 as only 
attachment anxiety was positively related to anxious preoccupation scores. Hypothesis 
2 was rejected in the case of this coping style as social support did not add a unique 
contribution to the model in explaining scores of anxious preoccupation. 
 
 
Table 10. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis predicting anxious preoccupation 
scores with attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social support, controlling 
for age, gender, tumour grade, time since diagnosis, and physical well-being 
 R2 Fchange PF 
change 
R2change b 
SE b β p 
Step 1 .25 25.53 .000 .25     
    Constant     28.58 1.74  .000 
    Age     –0.05 0.02 –.10 .026 
    Gender     1.39 0.58 .11 .017 
    Tumour grade     –0.39 0.52 –.03 .450 
    Time since diagnosis     –0.01 0.00 –.14 .002 
    Physical well-being     –0.35 0.04 –.42 .000 
Step 2 .27 7.52 .001 .03     
    Constant     25.40 1.96  .000 
    Age     –0.03 0.02 –.06 .144 
    Gender     1.38 0.57 .11 .016 
    Tumour grade     –0.20 0.52 –.02 .695 
    Time since diagnosis     –0.01 0.00 –.16 .000 
    Physical well-being     –0.32 0.04 –.38 .000 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.84 0.26 .22 .001 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.24 0.27 –.06 .374 
Step 3 .28 1.04 .308 .00     
    Constant     26.75 2.36  .000 
    Age     –0.03 0.02 –.07 .113 
    Gender     1.39 0.57 .11 .015 
    Tumour grade     –0.11 0.52 –.01 .833 
    Time since diagnosis     –0.01 0.00 –.15 .001 
    Physical well-being     –0.31 0.04 –.38 .000 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.78 0.27 .20 .004 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.31 0.28 –.08 .268 
    Social support     –0.29 0.29 –.06 .308 





The third model (see Table 11) aimed to explain variability in fighting spirit 
coping style. Step 1 formed a significant model with demographic and health variables 
explaining 5% of variance in fighting spirit. Age, relationship status, and tumour grade 
were significant predictors in the step, with tumour grade and relationship status 
adding a higher amount of contribution (higher tumour grade and being in a 
relationship was related to higher fighting spirit). In step 2, attachment dimensions 
added a significant contribution, with an additional 5.7% of variance explained. Only 
attachment avoidance significantly predicted fighting spirit in an inverse relationship. 
Social support in the 3rd step however did not add a significant unique contribution to 
the model. Overall, the whole model was significant (F (7, 392) = 6.68, p < .001) and 
explained 10.7% of variance in scores of fighting spirit. The findings partially support 
hypothesis 1 as only attachment avoidance was negatively related to fighting spirit 
scores. Hypothesis 2 was rejected in the case of this coping style as social support did 






Table 11. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis predicting fighting spirit scores 
with attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social support, controlling for 
age, relationship status, tumour grade, and time since diagnosis 
 R2 Fchange PF 
change 
R2change b 
SE b β p 
Step 1 .05 4.78 .001 .05     
    Constant     11.70 0.59  .000 
    Age     –0.02 0.01 –.11 .025 
    Relationship status     0.51 0.24 .11 .030 
    Tumour grade     0.59 0.23 .13 .012 
    Time since diagnosis     0.00 0.00 –.06 .228 
Step 2 .10 12.43 .000 .06     
    Constant     14.32 0.80  .000 
    Age     –0.02 0.01 –.11 .021 
    Relationship status     –0.12 0.26 –.03 .649 
    Tumour grade     0.51 0.23 .11 .024 
    Time since diagnosis     0.00 0.00 –.05 .295 
    Attachment Anxiety     –0.08 0.12 –.05 .500 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.39 0.12 –.24 .002 
Step 3 .11 1.96 .162 .00     
    Constant     13.44 1.02  .000 
    Age     –0.02 0.01 –.11 .035 
    Relationship status     –0.13 0.26 –.03 .628 
    Tumour grade     0.45 0.23 .10 .050 
    Time since diagnosis     0.00 0.00 –.06 .238 
    Attachment Anxiety     –0.04 0.12 –.03 .718 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.34 0.13 –.21 .007 
    Social support     0.18 0.13 .08 .162 
Note. In Step 1 only the significant covariates were included in the analysis.  
 
 
 The fourth model presented in Table 12, explored the variance in scores of 
cognitive avoidance coping style. The control variables in step 1 formed a significant 
model and explained 3.7% of variance in cognitive avoidance scores. Neither 
attachment dimensions nor social support made a significant contribution to explaining 
any additional variance in scores of cognitive avoidance coping style in 2nd and 3rd 
steps. Overall, the whole model was significant (F (6, 468) = 3.64, p = .002) and 
explained 4.5% of variance in scores of cognitive avoidance. For this coping style, 
both hypotheses 1 and 2 were rejected, as neither attachment anxiety, attachment 





Table 12. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis predicting cognitive avoidance 
scores with attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social support, controlling 
for age, gender, and physical well-being 
 R2 Fchange PF 
change 
R2change b 
SE b β p 
Step 1 .04 6.06 .000 .04     
    Constant     11.52 0.77  .000 
    Age     –0.03 0.01 –.12 .009 
    Gender     0.43 0.28 .07 .127 
    Physical well-being     –0.05 0.02 –.11 .013 
Step 2 .04 1.51 .222 .01     
    Constant     10.77 0.89  .000 
    Age     –0.02 0.01 –.11 .023 
    Gender     0.43 0.28 .07 .130 
    Physical well-being     –0.04 0.02 –.09 .047 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.14 0.13 .08 .274 
    Attachment Avoidance     0.01 0.13 .01 .922 
Step 3 .05 .59 .443 .00     
    Constant     10.21 1.14  .000 
    Age     –0.02 0.01 –.10 .031 
    Gender     0.43 0.28 .07 .127 
    Physical well-being     –0.04 0.02 –.10 .037 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.16 0.13 .09 .218 
    Attachment Avoidance     0.04 0.14 .02 .782 
    Social support     0.11 0.14 .04 .443 
Note. In Step 1 only the significant covariates were included in the analysis. 
 
 
 The fifth model (Table 13) tested the role of explanatory variables on fatalism 
scores. First step included only tumour grade as a control variable, however it was not 
a significant predictor of fatalism scores. Adding attachment dimensions in step 2 
contributed significantly to the regression model and accounted for an additional 3.2% 
of variance in fatalism. Only attachment avoidance, and not anxiety, was inversely 
related to fatalism, indicating more insecure avoidant attachment style being related to 
lower fatalism. The addition of social support in the 3rd step explained an additional 
unique 1.8% of variance in fatalism scores. This led to an overall significant model (F 
(4, 395) = 6.12, p < .001), which explained a total of 5.8% of variance in scores of 
fatalism. The fifth model lends partial support for hypotheses 1 as attachment 
avoidance but not attachment anxiety was related to fatalism. It also supports 
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hypothesis 2 as social support added a unique contribution to the variability in scores 
of this coping style, with a positive association between social support and fatalism. 
 
 
Table 13. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis predicting fatalism scores with 
attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance, and social support, controlling for tumour 
grade 
 R2 Fchange PF 
change 
R2change b 
SE b β p 
Step 1 .01 3.31 .07 .01     
    Constant     13.51 0.42  .000 
    Tumour grade     0.55 0.30 .09 .070 
Step 2 .04 6.60 .00 .03     
    Constant     14.58 0.57  .000 
    Tumour grade     0.47 0.30 .08 .120 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.22 0.15 .11 .149 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.52 0.16 –.25 .001 
Step 3 .06 7.61 .01 .02     
    Constant     12.45 0.96  .000 
    Tumour grade     0.32 0.31 .05 .293 
    Attachment Anxiety     0.30 0.15 .15 .050 
    Attachment Avoidance     –0.40 0.16 –.19 .014 
    Social support     0.46 0.17 .17 .006 
Note. In Step 1 only the significant covariates were included in the analysis.  
 
 
 When models with attachment dimensions and all five coping style were run also 
without controlling for the effects of covariates, the same patterns of significance were 
observed in terms of predicting the outcomes. Therefore, while understandably it 
reduced the size of unique contribution made by attachment dimensions (due to shared 
variance with the significant covariates), adding the control variables to the models in 
this study ensured that the effect of individual attachment dimensions on coping styles 






7.6 Mediation analyses to examine the direct and indirect relationships between 
attachment and coping styles 
 
 Mediation analyses were conducted to investigate the role of social support as a 
mechanism explaining how attachment insecurity dimensions are related to coping 
strategies. It was hypothesized that attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance are 
related to the perception of social support, which in turn is associated to the coping 
strategies adopted. As in the analysis above, the total score of perceived social support 
encompassing both emotional and instrumental support subscales was used in the 
mediation models. As outlined in section 7.5, the linear regression assumptions of 
linearity, independent errors, homoscedasticity, normal distribution of errors, 
multicollinearity, and non-zero variances were not violated in the current data. While 
traditionally the literature suggested that mediation analysis should only be explored 
in the presence of a significant total X-Y effect (Baron & Kenny, 1986), a growing 
number of researchers argue that this is not a valid exclusion criterion. More recently, 
literature suggests that the first step of the model outlined in the introduction can be 
discarded and focus should be on the theoretical support of the proposed model 
(Rucker et al., 2011). When using bootstrapped confidence intervals, focus should be 
on the significance and magnitude of the indirect effect (Hayes, 2009; Rucker et al., 
2011). 
 
 As recommended by Preacher and Hayes (2004), bootstrapping analyses with 
5,000 samples were employed. The indirect effect of the mediator was concluded to 
be significant if the 95% bias corrected and accelerated confidence intervals did not 
straddle zero (Preacher & Hayes, 2004). If these did not include zero, the indirect effect 
was concluded to be significant at p < .05 level. The indirect effects provided are 
unstandardized coefficients. Preacher and Kelley (2011) suggest calculating 
completely standardized indirect effects as a measure of the effect size of each indirect 
effect. Kenny (2018) suggests that for mediations, the usual Cohen’s (1988) standards 
for small, medium and large effect sizes values should be squared. Therefore, in the 
current study an effect size of abcs = .01 was considered small, medium was abcs = .09, 




 The following section outlines the results of mediation models exploring the five 
coping styles consecutively as a dependent variable individually in each model. 
Similar to the multiple regression analyses above, each mediation model was 
controlled for the relevant variables which were significant at p < .10 level in the 
univariable regression models’ stage (see Table 8). Table 14 displays a summary of 
the results of all mediation analyses models. 
 
 Firstly, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the effects of both attachment anxiety and 
attachment avoidance on helplessness/hopelessness. Separate models were 
constructed for attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance. The results revealed that 
both attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance were positively associated with 
helplessness/hopelessness. In model A, social support partially explained the 
relationship between attachment anxiety and helplessness/hopelessness; b = 0.13, 95% 
CI [0.02, 0.28] (abcs = .03, suggesting a small to medium effect), and in model B, the 
relationship between attachment avoidance and helplessness/hopelessness; b = 0.13, 
95% CI [0.02, 0.28] (abcs = .03, again suggesting a small to medium effect). A residual 
effect of the difference between the total effect and direct effect in the relationship 
between attachment avoidance and helplessness/hopelessness was not significant any 
longer. It can therefore be concluded that social support was fully mediating this 
relationship. Both models were controlled for the effect of covariates: age, relationship 
status, tumour grade, physical well-being, and an orthogonal attachment dimension. 
Both models A and B accounted for 37% respectively, of the variance in 
helplessness/hopelessness coping style scores among participants with a brain tumour, 
F (7, 391) = 33.11, p < .001 (model A); F (7, 391) = 33.11, p < .001 (model B). 
 
 Regarding the second coping style investigated, the results indicated that 
attachment anxiety was positively associated to anxious preoccupation, b = 0.85, p = 
.001. This relationship, however, was not mediated by social support. Further, there 
was no significant direct effect of attachment avoidance on anxious preoccupation, and 
no mediating role of social support in this relationship neither. Both models were 
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controlled for age, gender, tumour grade, time since diagnosis, physical well-being, 
and an orthogonal attachment dimension. 
 
 Thirdly, there was no direct effect relationship between attachment anxiety and 
fighting spirit coping style, and no mediating role of social support in this relationship. 
Attachment avoidance was negatively related to fighting spirit coping style. The total 
effect of attachment avoidance on fighting spirit, b = –0.38, p = 0.002. The model 
accounted for 11% of variance in fighting spirit scores. There was no indirect effect of 
social support in either model. In both models age, relationship status, tumour grade, 
time since diagnosis, and an orthogonal attachment dimension respectively were 
controlled for. 
 
 Cognitive avoidance coping style was associated to neither of the two attachment 
dimensions, nor to the social support scores, while controlling for age, gender, physical 
well-being, and an orthogonal attachment dimension. 
 
 Finally, there was a significant direct effect of attachment anxiety on fatalism 
when the mediating effect of social support was controlled for, b = 0.34, p = .031. As 
demonstrated in Figure 6(c), this positive association was mediated by social support, 
and a significant indirect effect was observed between attachment anxiety on fatalism 
through social support, b = –0.09, 95% CI [–0.19, –0.01] (abcs = –.04, indicating a 
small to medium effect). Model C accounted for 6% of variance in fatalism scores, F 
(4, 395) = 6.24, p < .001. There was also a significant direct effect of attachment 
avoidance on fatalism, b = –0.43, p = .009. This negative association was mediated by 
social support where a significant indirect effect was observed through social support, 
b = –0.11, 95% CI [–0.23, –0.02] (abcs = –.05, suggesting a small to medium effect). 
Model is shown in Figure 6(d). Model D accounted for 6% of the variance in fatalism 
among adults with a brain tumour, F (4, 395) = 6.24, p < .001. Models C and D were 




Table 14. Mediation models of social support as a mediator in the relationship between 
attachment dimensions and coping styles (including significant covariates: age, gender, 





SE b 95% CI [LL, UL] 
Attachment anxiety on helplessness/hopelessness  
    Total effect 0.65** 0.24 0.17, 1.13 
    Direct effect 0.52* 0.25 0.03, 1.01 
    Indirect effect via social support 0.13* 0.07 0.02, 0.28 
    R2 .37   
Attachment avoidance on helplessness/hopelessness  
    Total effect 0.58* 0.25 0.08, 1.07 
    Direct effect 0.45 0.26 –0.06, 0.95 
    Indirect effect via social support 0.13* 0.07 0.02, 0.28 
    R2 .37   
Attachment anxiety on anxious preoccupation  
    Total effect 0.85** 0.26 0.34, 1.36 
    Direct effect 0.77** 0.27 0.25, 1.29 
    Indirect effect via social support 0.08 0.06 –0.04, 0.22 
    R2 .27   
Attachment avoidance on anxious preoccupation  
    Total effect –0.31 0.27 –0.83, 0.22 
    Direct effect –0.38 0.27 –0.92, 0.15 
    Indirect effect via social support 0.08 0.07 –0.03, 0.23 
    R2 .26   
Attachment anxiety on fighting spirit    
    Total effect –0.10 0.11 –0.34, 0.13 
    Direct effect –0.08 0.12 –0.32, 0.17 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.03 0.03 –0.10, 0.04 
    R2 .11   
Attachment avoidance on fighting spirit    
    Total effect –0.38** 0.12 –0.62, –0.14 
    Direct effect –0.35** 0.13 –0.60, –0.10 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.03 0.03 –0.10, 0.04 
    R2 .11   
Attachment anxiety on cognitive avoidance  
    Total effect 0.14 0.13 –0.11, 0.39 
    Direct effect 0.15 0.13 –0.11, 0.41 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.01 0.03 –0.07, 0.05 
    R2 .04   
Attachment avoidance on cognitive avoidance    
    Total effect 0.01 0.13 –0.25, 0.27 
    Direct effect 0.03 0.14 –0.24, 0.30 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.01 0.01 –0.03, 0.02 
    R2 .04   
Attachment anxiety on fatalism  
    Total effect 0.25 0.15 –0.06, 0.55 
    Direct effect 0.34* 0.16 0.03, 0.64 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.09* 0.05 –0.19, –0.01 
    R2 .06   
Attachment avoidance on fatalism    
    Total effect –0.54** 0.16 –0.86, –0.22 
    Direct effect –0.43** 0.16 –0.75, –0.11 
    Indirect effect via social support –0.11* 0.05 –0.23, –0.02 
    R2 .06   


















Figure 6. Models of the relationships between attachment insecurity (anxiety and 
avoidance) and coping strategies (helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism), mediated 
by social support 
 
 
7.7 Summary of analyses 
 
 The current study aimed at identifying factors that influence adjustment to a 
brain tumour diagnosis. Particularly, it explored the relationships between social 
relatedness factors (attachment anxiety, attachment avoidance and perceived social 
support) and coping strategies. The main finding from the study was that attachment 
dimensions and perceived social support predicted employing different strategies of 
coping with the illness. There was a direct effect of both attachment anxiety and 
avoidance on helplessness/hopelessness. Furthermore, there was also an indirect effect 
via perceptions of low social support. Attachment avoidance predicted fighting spirit, 
while attachment anxiety predicted anxious preoccupation. However, social support 
did not play a mediating role in either of those two associations. Neither of the three 
hypothesised explanatory domains predicted cognitive avoidance. Finally, attachment 
avoidance predicted fatalism and social support played an explanatory role in this 
relationship. Therefore, part of how people higher on avoidant attachment dimension 
experience lower fatalism/stoic acceptance is because of their perceptions of lower 
social support available to them. There was no total effect of attachment anxiety on 
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fatalism, rather it was indirectly related via social support. Higher anxious attachment 
impacted statistically on perception of less adequate social support which then played 
a role in lower stoic acceptance attitude in brain tumour patients.  
 
 Hypothesis 1 was therefore supported for the relationships of both attachment 
dimensions to helplessness/hopelessness. For anxious preoccupation, the relationship 
was only observed with attachment anxiety. Finally, only attachment avoidance 
explained fighting spirit and fatalism coping dimensions. In terms of addressing 
hypothesis 2, social support was associated only with helplessness/hopelessness and 
fatalism. Hypothesis 3, proposing a mediational role of social support, can also be 
supported only for helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism coping styles. The main 
results are summarised in Figure 7. The figure presents direct and indirect pathways 
with corresponding unstandardized beta values and significance indicated. Only 





*p < .05, **p < .01 
 
Figure 7. Summary of Study 1 findings with unstandardized beta values 
Note. Pathways which include values for indirect effects indicate where the 








The current study aimed to explore the relationships between attachment 
insecurity dimensions and coping strategies used by individuals living with a brain 
tumour diagnosis, and a potential mediational role of social support in these 
relationships. It was found that attachment anxiety and avoidance predicted different 
domains of coping: attachment anxiety positively related to maladaptive 
helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation, while avoidance positively 
related to helplessness/hopelessness, and negatively to the adaptive fighting spirit and 
fatalism coping. Perceived social support partially explained the relationships between 
both attachment dimensions and helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism strategies. 
Moreover, neither the association of attachment anxiety with anxious preoccupation, 
nor attachment avoidance with fighting spirit occurred through social support. 
Cognitive avoidance coping scores were independent from both attachment and social 
support.  
 
While attachment theory has been applied to health, in particular cancer, it has 
been infrequently applied to understanding how individuals employ different coping 
strategies in relation to potentially life-threatening illnesses. Attachment is of 
relevance because it describes an internal model of i) self and other, ii) responses to 
distress, and iii) emotion regulatory styles. It is relevant here as, for example, 
attachment anxiety relates to a model of viewing the self as vulnerable and ineffectual 
and of others as able to help, but not always available. Brain tumour is a particularly 
distressing diagnosis (Goebel, Stark, et al., 2011) and, therefore, the attachment-
related patterns of behaviours and thoughts are likely to get more activated in this 
sample (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Hence, it was particularly important to explore 
the role attachment plays in coping in this population. Using the results from Study 1, 











 Helplessness/hopelessness coping is considered a maladaptive strategy 
(Orwelius et al., 2017), and includes feelings of inability to cope with the illness. 
Individuals with higher levels of helplessness/hopelessness do not expect a positive 
outcome and feel that life is unmanageable (Orwelius et al., 2017). This negative 
emotional appraisal characterised by sense of uncontrollability of cancer and the 
unavoidability of negative outcome observed in people high on 
helplessness/hopelessness dimension in the current study was related to individuals’ 
attachment dimensions. Furthermore, how people perceive availability of social 
support played a crucial role in the manifestation of this association. Both attachment 
dimensions in the regression model, together with covariates and social support, 
explained 36% of variance in helplessness/hopelessness scores. The value is 
noteworthy, compared to, for example, 19% explained by attachment anxiety and 
social support model in Cicero et al. (2009) study. Their model however did not 
include many covariates, such as physical well-being and relationship status, which in 
the current study alone accounted for 29% of variance in helplessness/hopelessness 
scores.  
 
Higher levels of helplessness/hopelessness indicate little expectation of a 
positive outcome as well as lack of confidence and self-reliance (Watson et al., 1994). 
An explanation for the current findings may lie in the previously demonstrated 
tendency for people with higher attachment anxiety to feel more vulnerable, 
hypervigilant to potential threat, and exaggerating of the negative emotions (Bailey et 
al., 2012; Brenning & Braet, 2013). Previous studies also demonstrated the 
relationship between attachment anxiety and limited access to emotion regulation 
strategies, which measures pessimism in being able to cope with negative emotion 
(Goodall et al., 2012). As a consequence, this may lead anxiously attached individuals 
to feel overwhelmed by the stressful experience and utilise the helpless/hopeless 
coping response. Avoidant attachment, on the other hand, has been shown to relate to 
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suppression of feelings of sadness, down-regulating of emotions, and a desire to appear 
invulnerable (Brenning & Braet, 2013). Although such strategies tend to be beneficial 
in the short-term, studies have shown them as inefficient in the long-term (Mikulincer 
et al., 2004) and after a certain threshold of distress is exceeded (Mikulincer & Shaver, 
2003). Thus, the current results imply that brain tumour may be such a threatening 
diagnosis as to deem distress beyond this threshold and deactivating emotion 
regulation strategies used by avoidantly attached individuals as not sufficient. The 
results indicating that the relationship between both attachment insecurity dimensions 
and helplessness/hopelessness was partially via perceived social support seem to 
confirm the assumptions of anxiously attached persons’ tendency to feel more unsure 
of their social relations and seeking others’ proximity for comfort as important factors 
in determining their coping efforts. Interestingly, avoidantly attached individuals’ 
tendency to distance themselves from others and rely on oneself (Mikulincer & Shaver, 
2007) did not preclude a role of social support in accounting for the relationship 
between this dimension and helplessness/hopelessness. Subconsciously then, for 
avoidantly attached individuals, the perception of support they receive may play an 
important role while using helpless/hopeless coping approach. 
 
 Moreover, social support as a mediator partially explaining the relationships 
suggests that it may be mainly the social aspects, not cognitive individual schemas, 
which play a role in how persons adopt a helpless/hopeless approach. It has 
implications for intervention and support, as it would appear that the most maladaptive 
coping strategy might be reduced if patients were supported appropriately by friends, 
family, healthcare professionals. Interventions geared towards improving individuals’ 
social functioning, for example interpersonal or systemic therapy, seem to might have 
a potential for improving perceptions of support received and therefore, indirectly, to 
reduce helpless coping. A question remains – how exactly does social support play a 
role in helplessness/hopelessness coping. The issue calls for further exploration and 
will be partially addressed in Study 2. Finally, it should be highlighted though, that the 
mediation effects were not fully explaining the pathways. Other factors such as 
cognitive, emotional, individual traits therefore likely play a role in how patterns 
derived from one’s development associate to the use of helpless/hopeless coping style. 
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For example, both helplessness/hopelessness and anxious attachment are characterised 
by catastrophising thought patterns. 
 
7.9.1.2 Anxious preoccupation 
 
Anxious preoccupation was directly positively associated with anxious 
attachment only. Cicero et al. (2009) likewise found anxious preoccupation to be 
related to attachment anxiety but not to social support. This coping strategy is 
characterised by a preoccupation, worry and anxiety about cancer and its possible 
recurrence, as well as being associated with excessive search for reassurance (Watson 
et al., 1994). Attachment anxiety has been linked to biased processing of threat-related 
information, high levels of negative rumination and low attentional control (Bailey et 
al., 2012). This tendency to react to threat faster and more intensely may explain the 
association to anxious preoccupation coping. No role of social support in this 
association suggests it might be mediated primarily by emotion regulation strategies 
or cognitive patterns. Unsurprisingly, attachment avoidance characterised by 
suppressing emotional reactions and vulnerability, was not predictive of worrying 
about the diagnosis as observed in anxious preoccupation coping. In previous studies 
of cancer patients’ adjustment, also only attachment anxiety was consistently found to 
be associated with higher anxiety symptoms (Nicholls et al., 2014). 
 
 Anxious preoccupation was also decreasing with age and with time since 
diagnosis, both findings commonly found in the past (e.g. Mosher & Danoff-Burg, 
2006). Mosher and Danoff-Burg (2006) reviewed findings related to age and 
adjustment to cancer and reported that younger cancer patients are repeatedly shown 
to be more vulnerable to cancer-related distress and suffer from more depressive and 
anxiety symptoms. Compas and colleagues (1999) suggested that the positive 
association between younger age and higher anxiety and depressive symptomatology 
was mediated by the greater tendency of younger patients to use emotional ventilation 




7.9.1.3 Fighting spirit 
 
Fighting spirit is characterised by optimism about the prognosis, a belief that 
the disease is controllable, and a determination to cope actively (Greer & Morris, 
1975). Attachment avoidance, but not anxiety, was negatively associated with fighting 
spirit. Speculated interpretation of these findings may be that recognition of the 
magnitude of illness and need for treatment is a necessary component to activate 
fighting spirit coping response, which may be low in avoidantly attached persons. 
Morris et al. (2018) characterised fighting spirit as an engagement strategy. Potentially 
then the link with avoidance may be through disengagement observed in avoidantly 
attached individuals who desire to be invulnerable to threat, distance themselves from 
the distressing situation and suppress negative thoughts. Perceptions of social support 
did not mediate this relationship. This finding contrasts with that of Cicero and 
colleagues (2009), who found fighting spirit to be only related to social support, and 
not to attachment dimensions. Attachment anxiety was unrelated, which can be 
explained by the fact that some of its features, such as seeking support to ease the 
difficulties, have potential overlap with features of fighting spirit.  
 
 Part of this coping strategy involves seeking appropriate information about 
disease and treatment, seeing the illness as a challenge, taking an active role in 
recovery while attempting to live as normal life as possible (Wattebot O’Brien & 
Moorey, 2010). When investigated as an independent variable, it was found to be 
associated with better quality of life in early cancer patients (Taylor et al., 1984). In 
advanced stages, fighting spirit might be more adaptive if it is directed at areas of life 
which a person can still control. In a review of studies looking at fighting spirit, 
Wattebot O’Brien and Moorey (2010) found that adaptive coping was not dramatically 
different in early and advanced stages of cancer. Interestingly, in the present study, 
fighting spirit was unrelated to physical well-being, suggesting that active coping and 





7.9.1.4 Cognitive avoidance 
 
Cognitive avoidance coping means taking an active effort to avoid thinking 
about the diagnosis (Watson et al., 1994). In the current findings neither attachment 
dimensions nor social support statistically predicted cognitive avoidance. Attachment 
avoidance has been related to emotional suppression (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003), but 
self-report measures often do not show this expected relationship, for example no 
association was observed between attachment avoidance and controlling of emotional 
impulses (Goodall et al., 2012). This could be because avoidantly attached individuals 
present an invulnerable image (probably report themselves as more secure than they 
are), or because suppression/denial is taking place at a subconscious level, so people 
are not even aware they are adopting this strategy. Avoidantly attached persons also 
tend to appraise stress events as threatening, but they usually assess their ability to 
cope as higher (Karreman & Vingerhoets, 2012). Attachment anxiety was also 
unrelated as the compulsive rumination and threat-focus associated with this 




Fatalism is characterised by ‘passive acceptance’ of illness and treatment, 
while giving-up the ‘fighting’ of the disease and adopting an appreciative stance for 
the good things happening in patient’s life aside from the illness (Watson et al., 1994). 
The attachment literature provides a conceptual argument for the findings, in that the 
features of fatalism contrast with the concept of anxious attachment which is linked to 
rumination and intensification of negative emotional response (Mikuliner & Shaver, 
2007) and preoccupation with symptoms (Wearden et al., 2005). Similarly, the 
negative relationship between fatalism and attachment avoidance can be interpreted in 
the view of previous literature evidencing avoidantly attached individuals as having 
lower disposition to focus on the present and emotional clarity (Goodall et al., 2012), 
feeling less gratitude when recalling past events, and more difficulties forgiving their 
partners (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). Those differences in emotional recall concur 
with perception of social support measured in the present study and may suggest an 
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interpretation of why relationships to fatalism were mediated by social support. 
Anxious attachment was not univariately associated to fatalism, but it was indirectly 
related via social support. The finding of attachment avoidance and both 
helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism being mediated by perceptions of social 
support is particularly interesting as avoidant individuals regulate their negative affect 
and cope by heavily relying on their own resources, conceal any weakness 
(Mikulincer, 1998), and distance themselves from others when under stress 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). A potential explanation is that such threatening 
diagnosis creates more emotional pressure, increases feelings of vulnerability, and has 
detrimental effects on the self-view (Helgeson & Cohen, 1996), and so makes the role 
of social setting more pronounced. Indeed, Cicero et al. (2009) also found that social 
support from friends and significant others, but not family, was predictive of fatalism, 
while neither of the attachment dimensions were. 
 
 
7.9.2 Adaptive versus maladaptive coping strategies and attachment 
 
 The results suggested that both attachment dimensions were related to 
helplessness/hopelessness and to fatalism, but in opposite directions. Following the 
established findings of attachment insecurity being related with poorer psychosocial 
outcomes (Mikuliner & Shaver, 2007), this finding indirectly supports the notion of 
helplessness/hopelessness being a maladaptive strategy, but fatalism an adaptive one. 
There are strands of research which class fatalism as a disengagement maladaptive 
coping strategy similar to helplessness in taking a passive approach, giving up hope 
and willingness to combat cancer (e.g. Livneh, 2000). A review by Morris et al. (2018), 
on the other hand, classed fatalism as an engagement strategy. The current results 
clearly point to the differences between helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism coping 
and indicate they should not be grouped together as the ‘passivity’ seems to be 
experienced differently in the two strategies. Further, the results inform us how both 
attachment anxiety and avoidance are related to those coping strategies, that is via 




 Overall, attachment avoidance was negatively related to both positive coping 
responses, fighting spirit and fatalism. It means that helping individuals actively face 
emotions related to their illness and allowing for others to support them in their journey 
might positively relate to the use of those adaptive strategies. Avoidantly attached 
persons regulate their negative affect by heavily relying on their own resources 
(Mikulincer, 1998). They maintain positive view of self and conceal any weakness 
(Mikulincer, 1998). Under stress, they distance themselves from others and try to cope 
using self-resources (Mikulincer & Florian, 1998). That is why the findings that both 
relationships of attachment avoidance and helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism 
were mediated by social support are especially interesting. A cancer diagnosis can 
create more emotional pressure and can increase feelings of vulnerability and have 
detrimental effects on the self-view (Helgeson & Cohen, 1996), and therefore 
potentially increase the role of social factors, even in avoidantly attached individuals. 
Yilmaz Ozpolat et al. (2014) also found that attachment avoidance, and not anxiety, 
was related to difficulties in social interactions in cancer patients and an increase of 
psychological distress following a diagnosis. Higher perceived social support was also 
related in their study to lower psychological distress and to better adjustment to family 
relationships in illness (Yilmaz Ozpolat et al., 2014). 
 
 Rodin et al. (2007) however found that only attachment anxiety, and not 
avoidance, predicted scores of depressive symptoms, and the relationship was 
mediated by social support. They concluded that an interaction of individual, social, 
and disease-related factors contributed to the emergence of depressive symptoms in 
metastatic cancer, a finding indirectly confirmed by the current results. Indeed, in the 
current study attachment anxiety predicted scores of more maladaptive strategies, 
helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation. If the core function of the 
attachment system is to form strategies which attract attention when in need of support 
and soliciting care, insecurely attached people might not receive the care they need 
due to difficulties in attracting attention from the environment (Nissen, 2016). 
Anxiously attached individuals particularly, due to overexpressing their needs, are in 
risk of having difficulties in maintaining the attention of close others (Hunter & 
Maunder, 2001). As already shown in the meta-analysis, attachment insecurity is 
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predictive of poor psychosocial outcomes (Nissen, 2016). The current study adds to 
the field by partly explaining the mechanisms of the relationship. 
 
 Models proposed by Maunder and Hunter (2001), Meredith et al. (2008), and 
Schmidt (2005) suggest linking attachment theory and coping with chronic illness. 
Several authors in the field proposed that attachment theory should be applied to 
medical field, just as it already has been applied to developmental, personality and 
clinical psychology. By being able to predict vulnerability or resilience to stressful life 
events, attachment theory has a potential to explain why some persons are able to shift 
the coping resources in a flexible manner. Further, because, as postulated by Bowlby 
(1988), attachment system is activated in times of stress and disease, it should be 
considered an important motivational system involved in the dynamics of the coping 
process (Schmidt, 2005). The current study builds on those models, by offering a 
nuanced understanding of the links between insecure attachment, perceptions of social 
support, and specific types of coping response to a particular chronic condition. 
Therefore, the current study fills a gap identified, for example, in a recent opinion 
statement by Meredith and Strong (2019), where they emphasised the need for further 
research of these relationships in order to develop and implement treatment protocols 
for populations living with chronic conditions. As attachment is viewed as a relatively 
stable trait (Fraley, 2002), people may be predisposed to respond in predictable ways. 
This has a potential for understanding how people will respond and cope over and 
above the diagnosis or situational variables. 
 
7.9.3 Discussion of sample characteristics and health factors 
 
 The mean age of the sample was just under 44 years, with almost 80% of the 
sample being female. Despite wide international online recruitment, the majority of 
respondents were from the UK or the US and of White ethnic origin. They obviously 
had to have access to the internet and were computer literate to participate. The 
participants were well educated, with 70% having at least a college degree, over 40% 
held an undergraduate degree or higher. All of the above suggest a sample from a 
higher socio-economic status range. Over half of the sample were employed either 
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full- or part-time, therefore they were also relatively well-functioning in daily life. It 
is recognised that such sample might not be fully representative of the entire brain 
tumour population, as the diagnosis may be highly debilitating. On a national level, 
participants from North American countries had higher mean of perceived availability 
of social support and higher fatalism than participants from the UK and Ireland. The 
first finding might be attributed to cultural differences in openness or stronger reliance 
on family bonds. The second result might be related to a more secular population in 
the UK compared to a more religious society of the US, as fatalism dimension 
resembles acceptance or searching for meaning and appreciation in daily life observed 
in coping based on seeking religion (Livneh, 2000). 
 
 Regarding the health status, the sample was heterogeneous with a median time 
since diagnosis of 34 months – the study included participants just after the diagnosis 
as well as those living with the condition longer. Almost 60% had a low grade tumour, 
and over 70% indicated they had a stable disease. These data contribute to a conclusion 
that overall, the current sample represented a well-functioning group of a brain tumour 
diagnosed patients. Previous literature suggests that patients in a stable phase of 
disease do better psychologically overall compared to newly diagnosed, adjuvant or 
recurrent groups (Carter et al., 1993; Frost et al., 2000), as they are not dealing with 
the high treatment demands, attendance of hospital visits, symptoms, or recovering 
from surgery which is normally experienced by other disease phase groups. According 
to the trajectory framework, those are all factors influencing person’s coping with their 
condition. Moreover, Frost et al. (2000) reported that patients with a stable disease, 
with a median length of time since the diagnosis of four years, had similar scores on 
most of the Short Form Survey (SF-36) subscales as those in the general population 
and experienced limited physical, psychological and social consequences. Although 
Frost et al.’s study was conducted with breast cancer patients, this is not fully the case 
in the current sample as although the median time since diagnosis was almost three 
years, participants had a higher mean helplessness/hopelessness and anxious 





 Considering physical well-being scores, participants with a higher tumour grade 
had higher levels of self-reported physical well-being. They were also more likely to 
have lower scores on both attachment insecurity dimensions, lower helplessness/ 
hopelessness as well as more satisfaction with social support and higher fighting spirit. 
Higher grade participants seemed therefore to be better functioning psychologically 
across a range of domains. This suggests a decreased psychological well-being of 
lower grade participants – as can be interpreted from a composite of above-mentioned 
relationships including more frequent use of maladaptive coping and less use of an 
adaptive strategy. It might imply that, for example, a successfully treated and stable 
high grade tumour might be easier to cope with psychologically than having an 
ongoing unremoved low grade tumour. Further insights into this finding are necessary 
and were to be elicited in Study 2. 
 
 Furthermore, better subjective physical well-being was negatively associated 
with both dimensions of insecure attachment. This supports an already widely 
acknowledged finding of more insecurely attached individuals reporting more 
bothersome symptoms (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2012). Physical well-
being was also positively associated with perceived social support. Analogously, the 
positive role of social support has been highlighted extensively for both psychological 
but also physical health (Sarason & Sarason, 2009; Uchino, 2009). The experience of 
more bothersome physical symptoms was also related to higher 
helplessness/hopelessness, which again supports the notion of this strategy being a 
maladaptive one. It also provides further evidence for the relationship between 
psychological coping strategies and physical indices of the disease (Meredith & 
Strong, 2019). Surprisingly, there was no association between physical well-being and 
time since diagnosis. Neither was there an association between tumour grade and 
physical well-being. The expectation would be that higher grade should be linked to 
worse physical symptomatology. This finding however reinforces the notion that the 
current sample’s participants with a high grade tumour were not typical of having an 
advanced, life threatening condition which would be more usually seen in cases with 
progressed tumours (Louis et al., 2007). As the current sample was primarily 
comprised of participants in a stable phase of disease, this finding is consistent with 
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previously documented, e.g. by Frost et al. (2000) where they reported the differences 
of health perceptions depending on the phase of disease. Women with recurrent breast 
cancer perceived themselves as less healthy than those in the adjuvant, stable or newly 
diagnosed phase of disease. Patients in recurrent group also reported that cancer had a 
greater impact on their lives than those in the stable or newly diagnosed groups (Frost 
et al., 2000). Interestingly, patients with stable disease reported less social disability 
than that of any of the other three groups. The overall relatively high mean score of 
the perception of availability of social support in the current sample can therefore also 
potentially be explained by the fact that patients in recurrent or advanced stages of 
disease were under-represented in the current study. 
 
 The use of coping styles in the current brain tumour sample was largely 
comparable to the heterogenous cancer population (Watson et al., 1994), with the 
exception of helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation which were higher 
(see section 7.2). This suggests that the current sample, despite comprising mainly 
participants with a low grade tumour diagnosis, experienced higher use of maladaptive 
coping than other cancer patients. Although these differences were not assessed 
statistically, they suggest that a brain tumour diagnosis elicits stronger sense of 
uncontrollability and excessive anxiety compared to other types of cancer. As these 
two coping strategies are consistently associated with poorer psychosocial outcomes 
(higher depressive and anxiety symptoms) and higher distress, it can be argued that 
potentially higher distress, as resulted from the onset of an especially highly distressing 
illness as a brain tumour (Goebel, Stark, et al., 2011), also in turn results in a more 
frequent use of helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation. This is only a 
potential explanation of the current findings, however as suggested by Livneh (2000), 
participants with different cancer types may mobilise different coping efforts and 
different combinations of strategies. Therefore, further research is needed in other 
types of cancer as well as longitudinal studies in order to more closely establish the 
causality of the relationship between distress and coping styles. 
 
 Livneh (2000) suggested that coping responses can change as time since 
diagnosis increases. Indeed, in the current sample adoption of anxious preoccupation 
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decreased significantly as the time since diagnosis increased (r = -.16, p = .001). 
Although this was measured cross-sectionally, there are other findings available to 
show that coping as assessed by scales changed over time (e.g. Ferrero et al., 1994). 
Anxious preoccupation seems likely to decrease with time as with obtaining sufficient 
knowledge about the condition and its’ management the worry can decrease. Also, as 
the time moves on in remission, with the majority of the current sample having a stable 
condition, worry about possible recurrence can also potentially decrease. 
 
 A negative association of anxious preoccupation with age observed in the current 
study is consistent with a previously observed effect for this domain. Ferrero et al. 
(1994) found that anxious preoccupation scores correlated negatively with age. Also, 
Grassi et al. (1993) found that age was negatively correlated with anxious 
preoccupation and fighting spirit scores (the latter finding was not replicated in the 
current study).  
 
7.9.4 Study limitations 
 
Limitations of this study include reliance on a cross-sectional self-report 
design, which prevents establishing the causality of the observed effects. Further, 
although the coping nomenclature used here is influential within the oncology 
literature, there is a range of other coping styles which were not assessed. Due to the 
recruitment being via support organisations, participants potentially constitute a 
population already taking an active part in their illness journey by seeking support 
online. Self-selection of participants also resulted in a group of cognitively able 
patients whose disease was not progressed. Such internet-based method, however, 
enabled a wide-reach of the study and large participation. Moreover, voluntary 
participation was ensured (without a potentially suggestive role of medical staff 
involved in participants’ care), and participants had time to complete the study in their 
own time at home which ensured no overburden. 
 
 Due to the study being internet-based, the health data were also self-reported as 
no access to the participants’ medical records was obtained. This limits the confidence 
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with which one can accurately interpret the information related to tumour grade, phase 
of the disease, etc. While the FACT-Br physical well-being scale, measuring the 
degree to which respondents find symptoms bothersome, was chosen in order to obtain 
a measure of physical symptoms as closely reflecting participants’ objective health 
status in a short way, because the current project did not involve access the 
participants’ medical examination results (such as Karnofsky Performance Status 
score), limitations usually observed in self-report studies (answers being potentially 
over-exaggerated, subject to biases such as social desirability bias, or answering in a 
certain way with the hope of receiving support), are likely to play a role also when 
participants’ report on their physical health status. However, the subjective self-reports 
of how bothersome patients find their symptoms were found to be correlated with 
objectively measured Karnofsky Performance Status (Thavarajah et al., 2014). 
Moreover, the medical information provided by the participants in Study 1 were 
partially verified when they were contacted for taking part in Study 2 and all were able 
to have their condition details confirmed. 
 
 There are also limitations to the generalisability of findings as the observations 
were made with one type of diagnosis, mainly low grade brain tumour, as well as 
predominantly female sample coming from Western societies and of White ethnic 
origin. The results were gathered from across various countries so they should be 
applicable to health care systems of developed countries. Further research should be 
carried out to establish coping efforts of patients diagnosed with tumours in developing 
countries and economies in transition, or in lower socio-economic populations in 
general. On the other hand, generalisability of the current results was increased due to 
the large sample size and wide international recruitment via a variety of channels. A 
large number of organisations supported the study, and there was a wide snowballing 
recruitment taking place as participants felt the study was relevant to their situation. 
The study used valid and reliable measures. A relatively homogenous diagnosis of the 
sample is also an advantage as it allowed to closely examine coping responses related 




 There are several limitations of the study from a theoretical perspective. Seeking 
social support is by itself viewed by some as an engagement type adaptive coping 
strategy (Livneh, 2000). Further, the structural aspects of support such as size of 
network or sources of support from family or friends were not investigated. Any 
interpretations of the findings must therefore be treated with caution. Moreover, it has 
been noted that a diversity of nomenclatures when thinking about classifying coping 
styles may make it difficult to discuss findings across studies in a meaningful way 
(Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004). Finally, care needs to be taken in distinguishing the 
adaptational outcomes (e.g., depressive symptoms, anxiety) and coping strategies 
(e.g., anxious preoccupation, helplessness/hopelessness) in order not to confound the 
interpretation of results (Mosher & Danoff-Burg, 2006). Therefore, whenever such 
comparisons were made in the current chapter, they were always merely suggestions 
of indirect associations. 
  
7.9.5 Future research 
 
 As the current sample represented primarily well-functioning low grade tumour 
diagnosed population, it is necessary to investigate coping patterns also in patients 
with more advanced stage disease. Further studies are also needed to unwrap the 
nuanced differences in coping in early stages compared to those living longer with a 
condition. Coping is a dynamic process and ideally it should be investigated in a 
longitudinal design (Livneh, 2000). Future research should also use different 
conceptualisations and measures of coping in order to include broader types of coping 
styles, such as emotional vs problem solving coping, or active vs passive more 
generally. As the current study did not assess psychopathological outcomes such as 
depression or anxiety symptoms, investigations are needed to observe an interplay of 
attachment and coping dimensions on adjustment understood as psychosocial 
outcomes. In this way more insight would be gained into the (mal)adaptiveness of the 
various coping responses and potential role of attachment. The relationships observed 
in the models of adult attachment, social support and coping need to be evaluated in 
other cancer groups, as well as patients with other chronic conditions. Finally, as 
outlined throughout this section, there are unanswered questions raised by the current 
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study, which can potentially be addressed by a qualitative investigation with the 
participants given a voice to speak for their personal experiences of the social context 
of their coping with the illness. Therefore, Study 2, presented in the following chapters 
addresses some of those issues on a deeper level. 
 
7.9.6 Practice implications 
 
Apart from theoretically explaining individual differences in adjustment, 
applying attachment theory can improve communication in clinical practice. The 
current study indicates which groups of patients might need more tailored support 
while battling their illness. Clinicians who recognise different attachment styles can 
interact with patients accordingly to their communication style preferences (Wei et al., 
2005) and consequently, increase the chances of treatment adherence, satisfaction with 
medical procedures, and trust in physicians (Hillen et al., 2014; Holwerda et al., 2012). 
The findings therefore indicate which groups of patients need more tailored support. 
Moreover, findings related to the helplessness/hopelessness strategy suggest that this 
most maladaptive coping might be reduced if patients were appropriately supported 
by friends, family, and healthcare professionals. Therefore, interventions geared 
towards improving interpersonal functioning, might have a potential for, indirectly, 
reducing helpless coping. It also has implications for educating families and friends as 
to which coping strategies are likely to be enhanced by their support. Attachment 
avoidance being negatively related to both positive responses: fighting spirit and 
fatalism means that helping individuals to acknowledge the emotions related to their 
illness and encouraging close others to support them in their journey, in the hope of 
increasing those adaptive coping responses, needs to be handled mindfully in line with 
their preferences stemming from attachment patterns. Clients seeking counselling 
could be helped to make connections of how their attachment patterns may be 
associated with inadequate coping efforts. Reframing negative thinking patterns and a 
negative outlook in helplessness/hopelessness during psychotherapy might be better 
achieved with establishing and maintaining supportive social networks. Psychological 
interventions should also be designed with the awareness of fighting spirit and anxious 
preoccupation coping being unrelated to perceptions of social support, and therefore 
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more cognitive efforts must be placed to enhance or reduce them respectively, e.g., 
enhancing more positive beliefs and attitudes in one’s ability to challenge the disease. 
Therefore, both cognitive and behavioural approaches as well as those oriented more 




While attachment has been increasingly applied to studying health, it has been 
infrequently applied to understanding how individuals employ different coping 
strategies in relation to potentially life-threatening illnesses such as brain tumour. The 
present study fills this gap by evidencing the differential associations of relationship 
processes and coping. As anticipated, individuals high on both insecure attachment 
dimensions seem to have a poor coping repertoire. While it has been previously 
demonstrated that insecure attachment styles were associated with low well-being 
(Karreman & Vingerhoets, 2012), the current findings warrant further research 
attention. Overall, the results highlight the relevance of the socio-cognitive paradigm 




Chapter 8. Study 2 – ‘It changes your outlook on life, it makes you want to live it 
more’: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of coping with a brain 
tumour diagnosis: Background and Methods  
 
8.1 Background and rationale for Study 2 
 
To date, there has been no detailed phenomenological exploration of the 
personal subjective experience of what living with a brain tumour is like focussing 
especially on changes in the social relationships. The current study set out to 
investigate the experience of individuals diagnosed with both, low and high grade 
tumours, as happening outside and beyond the healthcare settings. A brain tumour 
diagnosis relates to concerns wider than health and affects an individual’s 
psychological, social and existential domains (Cavers et al., 2012; Cavers et al., 2013; 
Cubis et al., 2017; Ownsworth et al., 2009). Therefore, Study 2 was designed to sample 
purposively from outside of the medical settings. This was done with an aim of 
individuals being able to share the experiences of living with the diagnosis in their 
own private settings, without being influenced by recruitment context via their 
healthcare and potential related pressures, such as portraying of the medical 
experiences in the positive light. 
 
8.2 Study aim and objectives 
 
The research aim was to examine how individuals live with a brain tumour 
diagnosis in their everyday lives. The objectives were to explore the lived experience 
of being diagnosed with a brain tumour; and to understand how individuals make sense 
of their social relationships while coping with a brain tumour diagnosis. 
 
8.3 Methodological considerations 
 
Qualitative psychological research aims to provide rich or ‘thick’ descriptive 
accounts of the phenomenon under investigation (Smith, 2015). Depending on the 
perspective on the world and the data a researcher is interested in exploring, different 
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qualitative psychology approaches bring different views of the world to our attention 
(Larkin, 2015). Based on the current research aims and objectives, before deciding on 
using an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, a selection of qualitative 
approaches were considered in their relevance for the project. Namely, Grounded 
theory, Discourse Analysis, Narrative Psychology, and Thematic Analysis. 
 
Grounded theory’s key feature is its focus on development of an explanatory 
account (factors, impacts, influences, etc.) of psychological processes (Charmaz, 
2015). Originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), re-defined later by such 
scholars as Kathy Charmaz, it is a comparative, iterative, and interactive method that 
provides a way to study empirical processes (Charmaz, 2015). It consists of a set of 
strategies for building theories inductively from data. Analysis is based on the 
researcher’s interaction with the data and emerging constructs. Similar to IPA, it is not 
based on preconceived hypotheses. However, it emphasises development of analytical 
codes and categories from the data with an aim of constructing theories to understand 
and explain behaviour (Charmaz, 2015). An example research question suitably 
addressed by Grounded theory in the current project could be in line of: ‘What are the 
processes through which people with a brain tumour cope with their diagnosis?’  
 
Discourse Analysis (DA) (Potter & Wetherell, 1987) challenges the 
assumptions that people can reliably portray their internal states and describe the 
external reality (Willig, 2015). Instead, it conceptualises language as productive, as 
constructing versions of social reality, and seen to act to achieve social objectives 
(Willig, 2015). Within IPA, the focus is on individuals and their understandings. DA, 
on the other hand, shifted the focus of inquiry to study language and its constructive 
potential. If language constructs, rather than represents, social reality, it follows that 
there can be no objective perception of this reality. Here, emphasis is placed upon what 
participants do with their words. Discursive psychology questions the importance of 
studying ‘experience’ itself. Instead, it understands it as a tool where people use their 
‘experiences’ in order to validate their claims (Willig, 2015). With the focus of the 
current project on understanding participants’ perceptions of their experiences, the key 
features of DA outlined above made it not the most suited for adopting here. If the 
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current project was to be addressed using DA approach, the research question would 
need to be different than the current, for example: ‘How coping is talked about after a 
brain tumour diagnosis?’, or ‘How do people manage their identities when they do 
‘coping’ with a brain tumour diagnosis?’ 
 
The third approach which had been considered for adoption in the current 
project was Narrative Psychology. This approach assumes that people make sense of 
their lives, bring a sense of order to the disorder of our world through narrative 
(Murray, 2015). Narratives, i.e. stories, are seen as means of actively constructing the 
world. Here, instead of focussing on identifying themes emerging from the interviews, 
the researcher focuses on the storytelling nature of the participants’ transcripts. 
Narrative Psychology is used within health psychology, where the illness is seen as a 
biographical disruption of everyday life (Murray, 2015). The illness event is situated 
within the context of participant’s life. When formulating research questions within 
Narrative Psychology, researchers are often interested in how people engage with 
societal narratives in their own personal ones (Murray, 2015). Narratives are analysed 
by looking at their structure and content, often organised in a three-part narrative of a 
beginning, middle and end. Although looking at a brain tumour diagnosis as a 
biographical disruption could be a useful approach, the focus of the current research 
was on the experience, rather than on how participants organised narrating about this 
experience. An example research question phrased suitably for Narrative Psychology 
would be in line of “What sort of story structures do participants diagnosed with a 
brain tumour use to describe their life with the illness?” 
 
Finally, the suitability of Thematic Analysis was contemplated. Thematic 
Analysis is considered primarily a method or technique of qualitative data analysis, 
aimed at identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006). Ryan and Bernard (2000, as cited in Braun & Clarke, 2006) highlighted 
that Thematic Analysis is more like a process performed within major analytic 
traditions (such as Grounded theory, DA, or IPA), than a specific approach on its own. 
It is essentially independent from theory and epistemology (Braun & Clarke, 2006), 
which brings a benefit of flexibility for the researcher to address a variety of research 
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questions and decide which aspects of data to focus on. However, not being grounded 
within a theoretical framework also comes with limitations, such as less focussed 
analysis, less interpretive power resulting in a more descriptive analysis, and potential 
to miss the more nuanced data.  
 
None of the approaches considered above were deemed appropriate for this 
study as they did not, in their various ways, allow me to pursue the central aim of the 
study. IPA was believed to address these problems as it is firmly grounded in an 
epistemological tradition (outlined in the section below). It was also believed to be a 
more appropriate choice as it is best suited for addressing research questions 
concerning individual experience. 
 
8.4 Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 
 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is built upon three 
philosophical pillars: phenomenology, hermeneutics and idiography. The first area, 
phenomenology, was originally developed by a German philosopher Edmund Husserl 
(1859-1938). He famously urged phenomenologists to ‘go back to the things 
themselves’, meaning focussing on particular things (i.e., content of consciousness, 
experiences, the very essence of life) in their own right, rather than attempting to fit 
experience into predefined categories (Smith et al., 2009). In his development of a 
‘phenomenological method’ Husserl also suggested ‘bracketing’, or putting aside, of 
the researcher’s taken-for-granted, familiar, everyday experiences of the world. This 
way, the focus can remain on our perception of that world. The idea of ‘bracketing’ 
has been taken up by many qualitative researchers (Smith et al., 2009). One of 
Husserl’s students, Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), who later diverged from his 
mentor, developed ideas of phenomenology further. He developed a concept of 
Dasein, meaning ‘there-being’ or ‘existence’, which highlighted that human beings are 
thrown into a world of objects, relationships, culture and language and that existence 




Heidegger is also one of the central figures in the development of the field of 
hermeneutics, which is the theory of interpretation (Smith et al., 2009). He claimed 
that our access to experience is always through interpretation. The reader or researcher 
always brings their own fore-conception (prior assumptions, preconceptions and 
experiences) to the way they are looking at the new stimulus (Smith et al., 2009). 
Therefore, he claimed ‘bracketing’ can only be achieved partially in the research 
process. IPA resonates with these ideas and highlights that the analysis is an iterative 
process of moving back and forth between the data and its’ interpretations, rather than 
completing and closing each step one by one (Smith, 2011). The role of the researcher 
is also taken into account as IPA involves a ‘double hermeneutic’ (Smith & Osborn, 
2003): the researcher is making sense of the participant, who is making sense of their 
experience. Finally, central to IPA is the notion of idiography. The approach prioritises 
detailed accounts of particular experiences of particular participants. Although it 
attempts to move from a single case to more general statements about what is 
represented in the data, tracing back to the particular claims of individuals involved 
needs to be possible. 
 
Originally developed in 1996 by Jonathan Smith, Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis approach was chosen as it suits the project aims of focus 
on individuals’ experiences and their understandings of the illness in a particular 
context. It was chosen as a framework for the study design, interview process, data 
analysis, and interpretation. IPA is exploratory and process-oriented in its nature and 
takes a particular interest in the perceptions and views of the participants (Smith et al., 
2009). It is inductive in its principle, i.e. favours open-ended questions and it is data-
driven (bottom-up). IPA is concerned with how individuals themselves make sense of 
their lived experiences, particularly of the experience of a major life event. It is 
commonly used within the field of health psychology to aid understanding of the 
experience of illness (Smith, 2011). All of those qualities are in line with the 
expectations of the project questions, which is looking at the lived experience of the 
phenomenon as described by the participants. Previously, IPA has been successfully 
used to study the experiences of young adults with thyroid cancer (Smith et al., 2018), 
individuals who experienced a traumatic spinal cord injury (Dickson et al., 2011), or 
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adjustment in amputation (Hamill et al., 2010), among many others within health and 
illness literature. IPA has only been applied to exploring the experiences related to a 
brain tumour diagnosis once, in a study of patients’ experience of undergoing awake 
craniotomy (Fletcher et al., 2012). It is therefore appropriate for the topic, yet further 
studies are needed to examine in detail the fuller experiences of individuals who are 
diagnosed with a brain tumour. 
 
8.5 Sampling and recruitment 
 
A purposive sampling method was used to identify twelve participants, 
following the recommendations on sample size outlined by Smith et al. (2009). 
Following the completion of the online self-report questionnaires in Study 1, 
participants were asked about their willingness for potential participation in a follow-
up study involving taking part in an interview. The same inclusion and exclusion 
criteria applied as in Study 1: participants had to be over 18 years of age, diagnosed 
with a primary brain tumour of any grade at any stage of diagnosis and treatment, 
speaking fluent English, and not being diagnosed with any other type of primary 
cancer. A purposive sample of those who expressed their interest and provided contact 
details was approached. Nineteen participants were contacted, four by telephone and 
fifteen by e-mail (see Appendix 9). The participant information sheet (see Appendix 
10 and 11) and consent form (see Appendix 12) were attached to the e-mail.  
 
Of those contacted, twelve replied and agreed to take part in the study. Ten 
females and two males aged between 33 and 54 years participated. All participants 
were white British. Time since a brain tumour diagnosis ranged from 1 year 3 months, 
to 8 years 1 month. The majority of participants were functioning well, being fairy 
independent in daily activities. The majority were working professionally (see Table 
15: participants 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12); the remainder were medically retired or on 
sick leave. Ten participants were diagnosed with low grade tumours. Six had children. 
Eleven participants were in a relationship. Details of participants’ demographic and 
clinical details can be found in Table 15. A form used to collect demographic 






The interview mode (face-to-face, telephone, or e-mail), date, time and 
location was confirmed. Due to the high number of survey respondents expressing 
willingness to volunteer in the interview stage of the project, it was decided that 
participants who were within travel distance for face-to-face interviewing would be 
prioritised. Because of the sensitive nature of the interview, face-to-face meeting was 
considered as providing a safer, more comfortable environment, promoting a more 
positive experience for the interviewees. Traditionally, one-to-one interviews tended 
to be the preferred means for collecting detailed accounts of interviewees’ thoughts 
and feelings (Reid et al., 2005). However, more recently other methods of data 
collection have also been used, such as e-mail dialogue (Turner et al., 2002). As 
participants have the space and time to think about their responses in between the e-
mail exchanges, this method was also considered suitable in the current study and was 
offered to participants as an option. There is indeed a growing body of studies which 
have argued that the data from e-mail interviews enable comparable depth to face-to-
face ones (Bowden & Galindo-Gonzalez, 2015; Fritz & Vandermause, 2018). Fritz 
and Vandermause (2018) claimed that e-mail interviews allow obtaining deeply 
reflective answers. Two participants chose to participate by telephone (Hannah and 
Oliver), and one (Adam) chose to participate by an e-mail exchange. 
 
An interview schedule was developed in line with the aims and objectives of 
the study. The Interview Schedule can be found in Appendix 14. The first question, 
asking about the general experience of being diagnosed: “What has it been like so far 
to be diagnosed with a brain tumour?”, was intentionally very broad and left space for 
the participants to explore the issues most important to them. Other questions were 
open-ended and expansive and explored the following areas: coping with the 
diagnosis, daily living, adjustment, the future, social relationships, and support.  
 
Interviews were conducted over a period of five months, from February 2017 
to June 2017. The first two interviews were conducted as pilot interviews to assess the 
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content and suitability of the interview schedule. No changes were made and therefore 
the two pilot interviews were included in the analysis. Interviews typically lasted 
around 60 minutes (ranging from 22 min for the telephone interview, to 34 min to 1 hr 
38 min for the face-to-face). The interviews followed a semi-structured format in 
which the order and wording of questions were allowed to vary in order to enable 
participants to respond in ways most suitable for them. As the researcher had past 
experience of practicing as a clinician before returning to academia, great care was 
taken to acknowledge and address the differences in interviewing between the clinical 
and research domains. These differences were addressed prior to embarking on this 
qualitative study and attended to throughout the project, for example by careful 
preparation for research interviews, attention to power dynamics during the interview, 
and awareness of own and participants’ language use. 
 
The location of the face-to-face interviews was determined by the participants: 
three were interviewed at own home, three in a quiet café, two at their workplace, and 
one in a meeting room at the researcher’s University. Participants’ preferences 
regarding the presence of their caregiver were also discussed explicitly and agreed in 
advance. No participants chose to have their caregivers present. The researcher’s 
safety was ensured by having an arrangement with a colleague to contact them once 
the interview was finished. Participants were given an opportunity to ask any questions 
prior to signing the informed consent form. Due to the potentially distressing nature of 
the research, the participants were forewarned of the personal nature of the questions 
and encouraged to only discuss what they felt comfortable with. Participants were not 
offered any financial compensation for taking part in the study. Semi-structured in-
depth face-to-face and telephone interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed 
verbatim. Nonverbal utterances such as sighs or laughs were included in the 
transcription. During transcription, pseudonyms were assigned, and all participant-
identifiable information was removed in order to protect participants’ anonymity. 
Quotes were carefully selected to preserve anonymity. 
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Table 15. Study 2 participant demographics 
Participant 
number 






Grade Tumour Type Treatment to date 
1 Phoebe Female 46 5 years 1 month Relationship 2 Astrocytoma None 
2 Lily Female 36 1 year 3 months Relationship 2-3 Astrocytoma Surgery (biopsy only),  
radiotherapy (completed),  
chemotherapy (ongoing) 
3 Barbara Female 54 8 years 1 month Relationship 1 DNET None 
4 Zoe Female 37 3 years 1 month Relationship 4 Glioblastoma 
multiforme 
Full resection,  
radiotherapy, chemotherapy 
5 Bridget Female 33 1 year 3 months Single 2 Astrocytoma Full resection,  
radiotherapy, chemotherapy 





7 May Female 50 3 years 6 months Relationship 1 DNET None 
8 Melody Female 51 1 year 8 months Relationship 2 Meningioma Full resection 
9 Susan Female 47 1 year 10 months Relationship 1-2 Intracranial 
calcification 
Full resection 
10 Hannah Female 39 2 years 3 months Relationship 2 Oligoastrocytoma Biopsy 
11 Oliver Male 43 7 years Relationship 2 Oligodendroglioma Partial resection 
12 Adam Male 29 5 years 9 months Relationship 1 Acoustic neuroma Full resection, 
Electronic stimulation to 
severed facial nerve 
Note. DNET, Dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumour
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8.7 Data analysis 
 
The analytic procedure of IPA detailed by Smith et al. (2009) was followed. 
The focus was on exploring how the participants made sense of their experiences. 
Initially, transcripts were read and re-read to enable immersion in the original data. 
The aim was to ensure that participants’ voice was the focus of the analysis and to 
capture initial interpretations. The next stage involved exploratory coding, where 
exploration of the data took place on three levels: descriptive and content, language 
use, and conceptual and interpretative coding. Exploratory comments were noted on 
the right margin of the transcripts. An example of a transcript with exploratory 
comments can be reviewed in Appendix 15. This process aimed at providing a detailed 
analysis of the data, exploring key things which mattered to participants along with 
potential interpretations of what they might mean to them (i.e. what those aspects are 
like for the participants).  
 
The next step involved extracting the emerging themes. Here, the 
comprehensive notes taken in the previous stage were reduced, without decreasing 
complexity, with an aim to capture larger chunks of the notes into more concise 
statements of what was most important in a given segment. The emergent themes were 
noted on the left margin of the transcripts. Next, emergent themes were connected with 
each other in a process called clustering of themes. The aim was to draw the emergent 
themes together in order to produce a structure capturing the most interesting and 
important aspects of the participants’ accounts. The clustered themes formed so-called 
superordinate themes for each participant, which captured the essence of the patterns 
and connections which emerged between the original themes. A new name for each 
cluster was developed.  
 
Once this process was completed for the first participant, the researcher 
repeated it for all the remaining transcripts, ensuring that each transcript was reviewed 
independently, and any preconceptions set aside (by noting any linkages to previous 
cases in a reflexive journal). The clustered themes from all participants were cut out 
and laid out on a table for the last step of attempting to organise recurrent themes 
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across participants. The researcher searched for connections across cases in order to 
form higher order themes, superordinate themes and subthemes. The reorganisation of 
the themes took place while maintaining close proximity to the original interview data. 
The rearranging of the themes into the final main themes was done with an aim of 
encapsulating a transparent and clearly defined interpretation of the participants’ 
experiences. Table 16 presents two examples of the analytic process, including a 
depiction of how a fragment of a transcript was coded, to then forming emergent 
themes, and being part of establishing a superordinate theme. The analysis resulted in 
the emergence of five main themes, which are discussed in the next chapter. Data from 
Studies 1 and 2 were analysed separately. Although data from Study 1 were analysed 
prior to the analysis of data from Study 2, the results and interpretations were not 
written up until the analysis of both studies was finalised, in order to avoid the potential 




Table 16. Transcript extracts illustrating the analytic process 





It feels like I have 
walked into a very 
deep dark tunnel 
and there is no 
light at the end. 
Feeling hopeless 
(“no light” at the 
end); being in a 
tunnel – being 
closed in, having a 
brain tumour inside 
has impact on how 
she perceives the 
reality outside – 
narrowed 
perception of the 
world; all-
consuming; “I have 
walked” – did she 
walk in by choice? 
















I am very 
fortunate, well I 
am not fortunate, 
sometimes I feel 
like being 
diagnosed with a 
brain tumour has 
been the best thing 
that has happened 
to us, in that … 
that sounds really 
terrible but 
because I have 
been diagnosed 




changed and I 
went to part time, 
I’m spending 
more time with 
my family. 
Mixed feelings 
about the diagnosis 
(“fortunate” vs 
“not fortunate”); 




out of the 
diagnosis (“the 
best thing that 
happened to us”); 
changed outlook 
on life: less time 
spent at work, 




about the effects 
the diagnosis had 











8.8 Quality and validity 
 
 Great care was taken throughout the project to ensure rigour and quality of the 
study. The principles for evaluating qualitative research developed by Yardley (2000, 
2008) were followed. The first principle of sensitivity to context was demonstrated by 
conducting a thorough literature review, the choice of IPA as a methodology for the 
project where there was a need for exploration of the idiographic, as well as by an 
appreciation of the interview process, by for example showing empathy and putting 
the participant at ease. The second principle of commitment and rigour was maintained 
throughout, for example by conducting a careful in-depth analysis of the data. The 
third principle, transparency and coherence, was addressed by systematically reporting 
on the research process from its conception and design to the completion of data 
analysis, as well as by repeated drafting and re-drafting of the finished write-up to 
ensure the analysis was clear to the reader. The final principle, impact and importance, 
was addressed by conducting a research project for which, after consultation with 
stakeholders, it was established there was a clear need within the community of people 
affected by a brain tumour. The results will be shared with the stakeholders in order to 
benefit their work and ultimately the people who receive support from the charitable 
organisations. 
 
 Quality and validity were also ensured by sharing transcripts, reflections, 
individual analyses and the final analysis with three members of the supervisory team 
(CM, ME, and KG). Checks to ensure credibility were performed at all stages from the 
design to analysis. The initial design was shared during a meeting of the Scottish IPA 
Interest Group (SIPAIG), where experts in the field including Professor Paul Flowers 
provided positive feedback. The researcher continued active participation in the 
monthly meetings of SIPAIG and shared parts of the analysis with the group. Each 
step of the analysis process was shared during the regular supervisory meetings where 
the analysis was discussed, and feedback obtained. 
 
 Preliminary results were shared during the first International Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis Conference in Glasgow, Scotland, where both Professor 
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Jonathan Smith and Dr Michael Larkin provided positive feedback. Participants were 
not involved in the final validity checks as the interpretations made by the researcher 
may appear too abstract for participants to legitimately comment on without being 
presented with the full account of the analytic process. A reflexive journal was kept 
throughout the project to ensure that personal experiences and evoked feelings were 
not imposed on the interpretations, but instead logged and acknowledged. A reflexivity 






Chapter 9. Study 2: Results and Discussion 
 
Following the analysis, five main super-ordinate themes were identified 
capturing the lived experience and coping of people being diagnosed with a brain 
tumour: (1) Making sense of the diagnosis, (2) Working it out in the family, (3) Giving 
and receiving support, (4) Feeling appreciative, and (5) Negotiating a new normal. 
Each comprised two separate subthemes. The section below presents the findings of 
participants’ making sense of their diagnosis organised in inter-related themes. The 
first theme portrays the initial reactions following a turbulent lead up to being 
diagnosed with a brain tumour, characterised primarily by shock. The second theme 
concerns the diagnosis affecting not only the person, but the whole family. Participants 
spoke of how their close ones were coping and the need they felt to protect them. 
Strengthening of relationships was described. Third, negotiation of support with 
families, but also friends, colleagues and shorter-term partners was highlighted. 
Support came also from validation of symptoms and understanding from fellow 
patients with a brain tumour. The fourth theme covers the positive changes in 
perspective in life which came as a result of the brain tumour experience. Participants 
reported feeling grateful and appreciative of life more broadly. Finally, the fifth theme, 
while the adjustment journey was not finished for the participants, discusses changes 
to their identity and negotiation of what a new normality means. The results are 
















































Figure 9 provides a graphic representation and a metaphorical journey of 
participants through their illness. Initially after the diagnosis, there was a strong sense 
of shock for participants. Feelings of tightness and suffocation were sensed in their 
narratives, which located the initial stages in the middle of the spiral. As participants 
navigated through their illness experience, with their families, through giving and 
receiving support, and appreciation for life, there was an increasing sense of space and 
freedom for participants to move on in their life with the tumour. This is represented 
as gradual loosening and broadening of the spiral. Notions of independence and time 
as providing distance were especially highlighted in the fifth theme. Participants’ 
illness journey was by no means linear or staged, nor was it finalised by the time the 
interviews took place. The visual representation is meant to aid the reader’s 










9.1 Theme 1. ‘Nobody knows what their future is, nobody’: Making sense of the 
diagnosis 
 
 This theme captures participants’ experiences of the initial events around the 
time of diagnosis. It portrays participants’ process of making sense of getting 
diagnosed and their negotiating of control over their health and over management of a 
tumour with healthcare staff. The initial stages were characterised by a sense of being 
out-of-control, described as ‘rollercoaster ride’ (May, 50), ‘like a blur’ (Melody, 9), 
‘surreal’ (Alexandra, 31), and a suffocating sense of being closed in, as if in a 
‘pressure cooker’ (May, 41), representing the fearful anticipation of tumour growing 
and symptoms worsening, and feeling of ‘having this ticking time bomb, just waiting’ 
(May, 106). 
 
 The journey in the lead up to a diagnosis differed across the participants in the 
current study. Some participants, whose symptoms were ongoing for some time prior, 
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had undergone a long diagnostic process. For others the tumour was discovered much 
more rapidly after a one-off event, such as having an unexpected seizure or collapsing. 
Details of participants’ tumour grades, types and treatment received are summarised 
in Table 15 in the previous chapter. There was heterogeneity within the study sample 
in the way their tumour was treated. Four participants (Zoe, Bridget, Melody, and 
Oliver) had undergone full or partial tumour removal surgery immediately after being 
diagnosed, while two (Susan and Adam) had a period of waiting before the surgery. 
Three participants (Zoe, Bridget, and Lily) had commenced intense treatment of a 
series of radiotherapy sessions and chemotherapy. In cases of low grade tumours, for 
five participants (Phoebe, Barbara, Alexandra, May, Hannah), it was deemed more 
appropriate to not operate but monitor any potential changes in the tumour on a regular 
basis (known as a ‘watch and wait’ approach). 
 
 In both scenarios: undergoing treatment or watchful waiting, participants 
navigated through the process of attending healthcare appointments, restoring physical 
function, and adjusting psychologically to the diverse changes which had happened as 
a result of illness. This current theme captures participants’ reactions and their sense-
making of being faced with the news, through to negotiating what it would mean for 
them to move on with life with, as Oliver puts it, having ‘something in me now that’s 
not going anywhere’ (Oliver, 39). This theme therefore also portrays how participants 
situated themselves in relation to the tumour and how their identity was being 
negotiated in relation to the tumour. 
 
 The super-ordinate theme is structured by two subthemes. The first covers 
participants’ experiences of the initial time around the diagnosis. The second subtheme 
portrays participants’ accounts of dealing with uncertainty resulting from the diagnosis 
and their attempts of negotiation maintaining control over health and their own identity 






9.1.1 Subtheme 1a. ‘It all seems kind of surreal’: Getting diagnosed 
 
 This subtheme captures participants’ descriptions of the way they recall the lead 
up to the diagnosis, how the process of diagnosis was carried out from their 
perspective, and how they experienced the time shortly after receiving diagnosis. Time 
before the diagnosis was characterised for a proportion of participants by repeated 
visits to the General Practitioners, at times encountering difficulty in having their 
symptoms acknowledged and validated. For others, diagnosis came as a complete 
shock, brought after an unexpected collapse or seizure. In either case, receiving the 
news of having a brain tumour brought intense emotions. It was described by 
participants as “shocking”, “surreal”, “scary”, or “rollercoaster ride”. On the other 
hand, some respondents experienced a sense of relief after receiving the diagnosis as 
it helped them explain their symptoms. 
 
 Participants provided narratives of repeated doctor’s visits complaining about 
headaches. For a number of participants in the sample, stroke was initially suspected. 
They recounted a long process of getting diagnosed. In the excerpt below, Zoe 
provides an account of personality changes before the diagnosis. We can sense that it 
was difficult for her to realise that she had not been able to make a connection between 
becoming disorganised and a potential health problem. She begins by answering the 
interviewer’s question about what the experience of getting diagnosed had been like. 
 
Traumatic initially.  Even though … I should have known that there was 
something wrong with my brain but I just couldn’t see it. I became.. I’m a really 
organised and methodical person, and I had been really disorganised.  So, my 
desk at work was a mess, and that wasn’t me at all. Everything would normally 
have been laid out as it should be. At home the house was a mess.  Even inside 
my car … there was just stuff everywhere.  Everything just looked chaotic, but 
it was a frontal lobe tumour so it has obviously affected my planning and things. 
(Zoe, 70-83) 
 
 She points out “that wasn’t me at all” suggesting a change to the core of her usual 
behaviours. She later states “it obviously affected my planning” indicating in retrospect 
that receiving a diagnosis helped to make sense of those prior experiences of change. 
The analysis revealed the intricate relationship between personal identity and the lived 
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experience of having a brain tumour diagnosis. In terms of the process of getting 
diagnosed, May recalls an insecurity related to having her diagnosis changed multiple 
times: “And then they changed the diagnosis again, so it was like, it was like a 
whirlwind. It was like being on a rollercoaster ride with no end. Up and down, up and 
down.” (48-51). She describes the process of hearing various news in a short period of 
time as confusing. Similarly, Lily highlighted the process as lengthy, and also recalls 
situations when it should have been “obvious” why she felt dizzy or sick. Again, 
receiving the brain tumour news justified prior symptoms. Participants sounded glad 
to have this validation and recognition. 
 
I used to try and leave work with a colleague for example so she can walk me 
down the street and I can hold on to her arm just because I got so dizzy. And yet, 
I didn’t think that was a big deal. And then we'd be at the shops sometimes, I’d 
be feeling really sick and getting really dizzy and I’ll—I’ll stand here and I would 
literally stand at least at the shop and not move because I was getting dizzy and 
it seems so obvious now.” (Lily, 581-586) 
 
 There was no sense of relief for getting diagnosed during the interview with Lily, 
although there was, for example, in Barbara’s case. Below Barbara explains how a 
sense of relief from having the ongoing unexplained headaches finally diagnosed (“it 
brought everything together”), paired with anger and distress. 
 
And when I was told that I had a brain tumour, eh, in one way it fee- made me 
feel better cause it kind of brought everything together what was actually wrong 
with me but also I was really angry, um, and upset. (Barbara, 8-10) 
 
 Following on from the first quote from Zoe outlining the personality changes, 
she further describes a sense of relief after diagnosis experienced also by her husband, 
as it also helped to explain the marital changes from pre-diagnosis. 
 
So I think for him, once he found out there was something there, it was almost 
like ‘I knew it, I knew there was something wrong’. But I think he had also 
thought that maybe I was a bit depressed or something.  But we didn’t know 
why… (Zoe, 85-90) 
 
 Here, Zoe points out she also experienced changes in mood as noticed by the 
husband. She recalls confusion about the reason “we didn’t know why”, and a sense 
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of gratitude for having the riddle solved. Thought processes at the time of hearing the 
bad news featured also in Susan’s interview. She battled with the unacceptance of a 
stroke diagnosis, thinking she is “too young for this”, while in comparison she reckons 
she would have preferred hearing it was a stroke over the current illness. Shocked, she 
also came to quick conclusions that she “was a goner”, and “that was it”, suggesting 
her life expectancy was almost non-existent. 
 
I actually … I thought that was it. I literally thought I was a goner. And then 
when I got to hospital, they kept saying to me, ‘we are going to scan your brain, 
we want to see if you have had a stroke or you have had a brain haemorrhage’ 
and I thought ‘I am too young for this shit, I don’t want any of this, I don’t want 
to have had a stroke, I don’t want to …’ and then when they told me I thought 
‘shit I wish it was a stroke’, compared to this!  (Susan 705-711)  
 
 Strong emotional reactions featured also in other respondents. May described 
loneliness and a sense of hopelessness as “it feels like I have walked into a very deep 
dark tunnel and there is no light at the end.” (13-14). She wonders on the meaning of 
the illness for her and her children’s future: “I was 46 years old, potentially having a 
stroke and what did that mean. I think that is when it … everything started to close in 
because it felt like you were in a bit of a pressure cooker.” (37-41). Zoe too vividly 
recalls her initial thoughts as strong, drastic and characterised by a lack of hope when 
she describes her wish to die: “And initially I thought I wanted it over and done with.  
I remember saying if I died within six months, [tearful] my little girl wouldn’t 
remember me and that would have been easier for her." (104-107). And later… “I 
wanted to … I thought if I just died, that would be simpler.” (136-137) portraying the 
feared consequences of her illness for her young daughter, preferring she died before 
her daughter formed memories of her as somehow it “would have been easier for her”. 
For some, it took a while to acknowledge the events were even real: “I think em, it still 
all seems like a blur, like it didn’t happen.” (Melody, 9). 
 
 Finally, a quote from Bridget shows an example of a medical consultation when 
the diagnosis was delivered. She describes the doctor’s cold attitude, and insensitive 
personal questions. The extract below shows how she found the diagnosis distressing, 
but also her experience of the lack of sensitivity shown by the medical practitioner. 
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Here the respondent relates to the perceived lack of empathy “he was so dead pan”. 
She graphically portrays how she almost believed “he was giving her a death 
sentence”. The very public nature of the consultation was also very distressing for 
Bridget.  
 
It was shocking to begin with, but I think it was more to do with … it wasn’t the 
neurologist that I had seen to begin with, it was another one and he was so dead 
pan, and seriously if he had had a cloak and a scythe, I would have thought he 
was giving me a death sentence, cause that is how he came across. And it was in 
a busy ward and when he said ‘it is not good news’ everybody just went deathly 
quiet. And I knew they were listening to what he was saying and all he was 
saying was ‘there is a mass in your brain and it doesn’t look good’ and I just felt 
that it shouldn’t have been done in a busy area. I would rather if I’d have been 
taken to a quiet private room, because you could have heard a pin drop, I wasn’t 
happy. And it did upset me. Cause he asked me, do you have a husband and kids, 
and I said ‘no, not at this time’ and he was ‘well that is good’ and I was like ‘oh 
my God, it is really bad’ but when I asked him, ‘do you know what it is’ he had 
no idea. (Bridget, 25-40)  
 
 The impact of this consultation and the form and context in which the diagnosis 
was given should be highlighted, as it may impact on subsequent adjustment. This 
quote provides a link to the second subtheme portraying dealings with healthcare 
professionals where participants relate to the importance of communication with 
medical professionals and the role it had for their own coping. 
 
9.1.2 Subtheme 1b. ‘You’ve got another year to live’: Negotiating control over 
own health 
 
 The second subtheme portrays how the control over the illness and health was 
negotiated with and within healthcare. Provision of information, or the perception of 
lack of it, was one of the aspects participants found difficult. The (non)receiving of 
sufficient information seemed to be portrayed as means of negotiating power in the 
healthcare context. Participants were explicitly told not to seek out materials online, 
while perceiving the answers obtained during appointments as insufficient. Encounters 
with healthcare professionals throughout the illness trajectory were tinted with a 
complex interplay of interests, hopes and expectations. Participants viewed treatment 
as empowering, taking action, “doing something about it” (Zoe, 133). Trust was 
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negotiated within consultations, with some participants reported respect to the medical 
expertise, while others provided accounts of their dissatisfaction and related mistrust 
to the care they received, which did not leave them much room for decision-making 
manoeuvre from their side. Aside from handling of the information, signs of good 
communication and satisfactory care were when medical professionals took time to 
listen, understand and validate participants’ symptoms as well as having things 
adequately explained during the consultations. Participants also sought to manage their 
overall health, hoping that it might reduce chances of a potential tumour growth. The 
circular nature of check-up scans and regular pattern of raised anxiety was highlighted. 
Finally, the renegotiation of this threatening and shocking acute diagnosis to a lifelong 
condition was portrayed along with the acknowledgement that the tumour, at least in 
a partial form, was there to stay. Finally, Lily stating: “I feel at the moment, I’m ‘Lily 
with a brain tumour.’” (611), suggests living with a tumour had implications for one’s 
identity. 
 
 The need to be provided with explanations was highlighted by the respondents. 
In the quote below May describes the dynamics related to getting answers she needed. 
She was explicitly told to not look on the internet for any information. While she met 
this request, she still managed to find a source of information she wanted from her 
neighbour.  
 
And then they said ‘don’t look on the internet, don’t look at any information’ 
and I thought that sounds … because that is the first place you would go. But the 
girl next door, her auntie had one, and then I got told all the information about 
what an arteriovenous malformation was. (May, 56-60) 
 
 May reports: “I got told all the information” about the presumed diagnosis. We 
can therefore sense that getting answers based on the neighbour’s family member’s 
experience satisfied May’s need. At the same time, we can see that she was not 
satisfied enough with the details brought from the consultation, since she felt the need 
to search more and only the neighbour’s clarifications were described as sufficient. In 
a similar vein, Zoe too demanded answers: “So then I went home, obviously straight 
on google, looking at research papers and thinking ‘if it is IV, I’ve kind of had it, that 
will be it, there is no going back’.” (148-150). She reports going “straight on google” 
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after getting home from the appointment. Therefore, by providing the expected details 
(or not), the medical professionals were seen as, holding control over the process of 
illness and treatment. Meanwhile, participants disagreed with such surrender of control 
and attempted to remain informed by their own means. Participants appeared to be 
taking control by determining what type of information they required. For May, the 
fact that she was content with discussing it with a neighbour suggests she preferred a 
face-to-face approach, whereas Zoe focussed on factual information which she could 
then use to exert some control over her treatment plan. 
 
 Further, the initiation of treatment was conceptualised by the respondents as 
empowering. Below, Zoe recounts being grateful from having a sense of control as an 
adult going through the process, compared to a child who would be more vulnerable. 
She also compares her situation to others’ and expresses gratitude that it was her, and 
not her child, who was ill. She describes graphically how her radiotherapy sessions 
happened, “being fixed with the mask, to the bed”, indicating it was a difficult, if not 
traumatic, experience. Finally, Zoe talks about how this comparison experience helped 
to “reframe it” for her and feel “more positive” about the treatment. She further points 
out that realising she was an adult undergoing treatment “turned a corner”: she felt “in 
charge” and as if she was “doing something” about the illness, all seemingly very 
optimistic and hopeful statements. Finally, “knowing what was happening”, 
understanding on a cognitive level, helped her to cope and feel in control emotionally. 
 
Z: I don’t know it was just through that, you see other people there, and 
everybody doing it, and getting through it and I have worked with lots of families 
with sick children, and it was really protective, that I thought … ‘it is not my 
daughter’.  When other people were there bringing their children, and trying to 
explain to them what was going to happen, cause you are fixed with the mask, 
to the bed, for your radiotherapy.  And I just thought, I couldn’t … well I would 
have … but you don’t imagine you could cope doing that.   
 A: To explain it … if it was … 
Z: Yes, if it was my child.  So then that reframed it for me, and I felt more 
positive about it. I could cope with it, I knew what was happening. I was in 
charge, if I didn’t want that to happen.  And I don’t know, it was just like turning 
a corner really. Once I started the treatment I was like ‘right, this is it, I can do 




 Zoe also offered an example of how an effective consultation resulted in a 
complete change in her outlook, after receiving a serious glioblastoma multiforme 
grade four diagnosis, from dreading it most (“don’t want to hear it’s grade IV”) to 
“feeling beneficial”. She reports here how the neuro-oncologist wanted to make sure 
Zoe felt confident about the treatment plan. Paired with the warm attitude of the doctor, 
the consultation resulted in a boost in hope for the effectiveness of treatment, as well 
as increased trust towards the clinician which later proved very useful when the 
treatment plan had to change. 
 
The first meeting I had with her [neuro-oncologist], I changed from that ‘let’s 
just get this over with, die quickly if I am going to die’, to being more positive, 
despite her telling me it is grade IV. But she said to me … ‘the only thing you 
don’t want to hear is that it’s grade IV’ and she said ‘well it is grade IV’ but she 
said ‘by the time you leave this room you are going to feel confident about what 
we are going to do’. And she did, she talked me through everything, she wrote 
stuff down. It was all very clear. (Zoe, 353-360) 
 
 Later on, Zoe reflected on how this initial consultation helped her have trust in 
the neuro-oncologist and as a result have confidence in her decisions about the changed 
therapy plan: “I think because she had given me her trust in the beginning, I totally 
trusted her, that that was easier to manage. Just think ‘she knows best, not me, I don’t 
know what to do about this, she does.’” (375-377). This excerpt also demonstrates 
how handing over the control over health to the professionals did not need to happen 
with resentment. 
 
 The extracts below portray the dialogues which participants engaged in with 
regards to whether surgery or other treatment was offered or not. ‘Watch and wait’, 
where no treatment is offered, is an indication that a tumour is not immediately 
dangerous. Despite this positive connotation, patients expressed frustration at their 
perception that action was not being taken. May (who was diagnosed with a low grade 
tumour) expressed a wish that her tumour was malignant as, in her eyes, it would have 
provided more certainty: “I would have known where my life was”, compared to 
“waiting” as if it was a “ticking time bomb”. Participants therefore engaged in various 




It sounds really terrible, but in some ways I wished it had been [cancerous] 
because it would have been removed and I would have been able … I would 
have known where my life was at that particular point. Whereas now it is like I 
just don’t know. Nobody knows what their future is, nobody. But it just feels 
that I have this ticking time bomb, just waiting, and that’s what it feels like. (May 
100-107) 
 
 While recognising that “nobody knows what their future is”, May expresses a 
strong longing for some certainty. Others, for example Hannah, also expressed 
scepticism towards the ‘watch and wait’ treatment approach as in her view, the 
healthcare professionals “let it get really pretty bad” (643). She further expresses 
resentment at such plan of action and offers a detailed account of the decision-making 
process, which she feels she had not fully participated in. While after the initial 
feedback stating that an operation would be impossible in her situation, a surgeon from 
another hospital offered to operate. Hannah here presents her doubts over the mismatch 
of the information provided by the two health facilities and her capacity in making the 
decision to go ahead with the new plan. She also ponders upon the trust she needs to 
have towards the professionals taking these decisions. Here again, “explanation in 
great detail” was appreciated and possibly increased the trust. 
 
Well, there is going to be a lot of trust in that, because the fact that another 
hospital haven’t wanted to proceed because it was dangerous, then you have got 
to think you know, ‘is this something I am going to wake up from all right or at 
all?’ and the surgeon has explained to me that I will potentially wake up with, 
for instance, paralysis in my left arm, but he thinks that would, even within a 
week or ten days or whatever that should come back.  So … he was able to 
explain in great detail what would happen to me during the operation. (Hannah, 
200-215) 
 
 Phoebe reports her initial encounters with the medical professionals in strong 
terms (“disgraceful”) in the quote below.  
 
Saw the consultant, the neuro-surgeon, and basically confirmed that it was a 
brain tumour.  He told me benign, which is basically wrong, and he shouldn't 
really do that. So, he says yes, you've got a brain tumour, glioma we will see you 
in a few months’ time. So that was it. From January basically this was April, 
didn't really, that was all the information I got, no support, no help. And the fact 
that it's a low grade glioma, I mean it's still a tumour, it's inoperable, it will never 
be cured even if they got 100% out, they don't give you information, no support, 




 Here, she expresses disagreement to her tumour grade being labelled “benign” – 
she says, “he shouldn’t really do that”, and points out “it’s still a tumour”. This echoes 
an outlook shared by the other participants with low grade tumours from this study. 
She further reports dissatisfaction with not being offered access to sufficient support 
services. Other respondents also pointed to the apparent limited access to the support 
services offered by the health service or third sector apart from the essential healthcare. 
Lily, for example, pointed out that cognitive difficulties could make searching for and 
reaching out to support networks too difficult for the patients themselves during the 
intense period of treatments. This also extended to accessing financial aid. 
 
 Further, Hannah seems to be handing the agency over those decisions to the 
medical professionals. As seen in the extracts above extensively discussing the 
potential treatment options, the surrendering of the control over to healthcare staff does 
not take away the dilemmas and ruminations from Hannah’s mind. 
 
If they decide they can do this, they are not going to be able to get all of it out, 
but they are hoping to get about 70% of it out … so and … so it is a … it is a life 
prolonger, I guess. If things go to plan that way.  Em … but I don’t know. I will 
just need to wait and see what is next said. (Hannah, 243-248) 
 
 Meanwhile, for participants who were offered surgery immediately, this did not 
go without the emotional repercussions either: 
 
I had absolute fear going into the surgery and then you are … when they are 
going through your consent form, it is like ‘risk of death’ all this, and you are 
signing it … but again, probably where I was, and that was the day before, I was 
heavily sedated and things so … probably not … I remember the morning of 
surgery, being absolutely terrified … (Melody, 339-344) 
 
 Oliver, whose tumour was removed, discusses another consequence for life 
following the surgery: repeated scans. What draws attention here is the circular nature 
of the “pattern” he describes. If the scan results are good, Oliver joyfully interprets 
them as an approval for another year of life. This can be interpreted as the medical 
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regime quite firmly holding the control over his lifespan and contributing to the 
emotional reactions. 
 
O: The tense time of year is when you get your MRI scan and then you have to 
wait for the result. That’s the one.  Then it is kind of … if you are told ‘it is fine, 
no change’ you kind of go skipping out the hospital and then back again … it’s 
almost like it’s a pattern. For me, it is well ‘you have got another year to live, off 
I go’.   
 A: So the timing on the scans? 
O: Yes. Yes. Pretty much September each year, so in September I will get really 
nervous and then hopefully they will tell me to go away for another year and I 
will be ‘yes!’ (Oliver, 297-308) 
 
 He provides a narrative of great relief and joy resulted from having clear check-
up scan results. At the same time, he acknowledges a huge potency of medical 
examination. Phrases like ‘you have got another year to live’, ‘they will tell me to go 
away for another year’ illustrate the agency that healthcare holds over an individual. 
Similarly, a quote from Melody above where she described feeling horrified before the 
surgery and signing a treatment agreement including the ‘risk of death’ clause, shows 
how fragile an individual is when faced with a medical intervention, regardless of how 
much it was needed and wanted. 
 
 The final aspect covered within this subtheme is the negotiation of agency over 
and ‘with’ the brain tumour itself, meaning participants debating how much attention 
is the tumour ‘allowed’ to receive, as well as participants’ attempts to control own 
health by avoiding stress, which was seen as attempting to reduce tumour growth. 
Here, May portrays her process of redefining the tumour as a lifelong condition. She 
presents associated struggles and confusion over why it was more difficult for her to 
accept the tumour diagnosis as a chronic illness than psoriasis or a heart defect. She 
talks about the potential reasons associated with how important of an organ the brain 
is. She also discusses confusion whether to relate the symptoms to the tumour or to the 
side effects of the medications as they “dull things”. 
 
It just … you know, it has now just become a lifelong condition, that is what it 
has become and it is just like everybody else, we all have … I have a heart 
problem, I never had the same issues with my heart problem. But then my heart 
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problem was diagnosed when I was 17. Maybe I went through all the emotional 
trauma and just … and the angst but part of being a teenager or … I’ve had 
psoriasis all my life, you know, so on some level I have obviously been able to 
cope and adapt but … I think … I don’t know, I think when you say it is 
something in your brain, it is the functional bit, I think it makes it … stand out 
more, makes it more profound. I don’t know if that … cause your brain is your 
computer, and if there is something wrong with your computer, your memory 
doesn’t work right, you can’t store your knowledge and then I found that the 
medications that I was taking, I find that sometimes they dull things so I’m not 
as aware… (May, 762-784)   
 
 There is a sense of reluctant acceptance. The above quote also seems to get to 
the core of a brain tumour being a threat to one’s very personhood. Further, May talks 
about the tumour always being there, in a “sinister” way: “It is like … it’s like just 
something always there … I don’t know how else to describe it. [long pause] 
Something sinister. Yes, that’s what it feels like.” (797-799). The presented dialogue, 
despite stating she has “moved on” (790), suggests that the implications of May’s 
diagnosis are more profound than the other ones experienced by her in the past. 
 
 The final quote of the subtheme from Oliver below portrays how having 80% of 
the tumour removed, while the 20% left after the operation also provides psychological 
challenges. Here Oliver seems to assign identity to the tumour: “there is two of us 
now”, and “we go around together”. He discusses this personification as a way of 
“coming to terms with it”. He also points out that, since the tumour “isn’t going 
anywhere”, he should “take care of it”. Therefore, beyond his acknowledgement that 
the tumour is there, Oliver seems to have decided that the best option is to accept it 
and lead a healthy lifestyle in order to keep the tumour in control as much as he can. 
 
O: It is almost like … might sound a bit weird, but it’s almost like there is two 
of us now, there is me and my brain tumour, or the 20% I have left in my head, 
and we go around together all the time. 
 A: OK, can you say a bit more about that? 
O: Em, yes … we are kind of stuck together for the rest of our lives, I would say.  
I don’t know, maybe that is just my way of coming to terms with it.  This is … 
yes … there is something in me now that is not going anywhere that I need to, I 




 The current theme provided a portrayal of the participants’ accounts of the 
process of negotiation of their diagnosis with and within healthcare. The second 
subtheme presented participants’ wish to use information as a tool. Here treatment is 
seen as empowering with the possibility of optimistically facilitating adjustment, 
through to the importance of communication with the health professionals and the role 
of trust in their abilities, and finally situating the diagnosis as a lifelong condition 
which, willing or not, should be accepted. The final notions of moving forward with 
life with the tumour links to the final fifth theme of the current results negotiating a 
new normal which will discuss implications for identity in more detail. The next three 
themes concern the process which happens in between the shock of getting diagnosed 
and negotiating a new normal: the coping processes which help the participants in 
reaching this new normal. 
 
 
9.2 Theme 2. ‘As long as my people are all ok, then I will be fine’: Working it out 
in the family 
 
 The second theme portrays how the families of the participants contributed to 
adjustment to the illness. The main message extracted here in the participants’ 
narratives was how their coping was not an isolated process but happened in the 
context of family and friend networks. How the brain tumour illness affected the close 
others is also described here as well as the concerns participants had for their families’ 
responses to the illness-related events. 
 
9.2.1 Subtheme 2a. ‘My family assumed I was going to fight it’: Adjusting 
alongside other family members 
 
 The first subtheme illustrates how participants situated their own coping efforts 
within the contexts of their family networks. Coping was portrayed as a collective 
effort, where each family member offered a unique contribution to supporting the 
person diagnosed. Individual coping was also portrayed as shaped by the background 
of what the family usually does in crisis situations, as well as more broadly by the 
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cultural norms and mentality. Participants discussed the nuanced interdependent 
relationship of coping and support provision. They presented an interplay of 
acknowledging one’s own weakness compared to showing strength in order to either 
receive help or show that one is coping well. On the one hand, showing their own 
vulnerability was necessary if they wanted to let others know they needed help or 
companionship. For some, exposing their weakness was difficult. On the other hand, 
participants wanted to be seen as coping well and enjoyed comments from others who 
noticed their efforts at staying positive. The perceptions of others mattered for the 
participants. Finally, changes in the relationships as a result of diagnosis-related 
experiences, both tightening and loosening the bonds, were depicted in the narratives.  
 
 Despite the isolating experience of being diagnosed with an ‘invisible’ illness 
(discussed in Theme 1a, and further in Theme 3b), most participants described going 
through it collectively with their families, who were involved at every stage from the 
diagnosis to attending appointments, participating in making treatment decisions, and 
being involved in daily activities. The extract below follows Alexandra’s account of 
dealing with healthcare when she used a pronoun ‘we’ instead of ‘I’ throughout. When 
asked who is she referring to, she replies: 
 
So ‘we’ is the family.  It is the royal we, all of us are in it together. They have 
been there from the beginning and everything that is said or done, it gets 
rehashed ten times around the family before it is ‘oh that is what he means, ok’ 
so we all need each other to find out what it is they are talking about. So, it’s 
good that way. (Alexandra, 176-181) 
 
 Like the other respondents, Alexandra portrays heavy involvement of the family 
in the illness-related processes: “we’re in it together”, suggesting she is not going 
through the illness journey alone. She describes the process of re-evaluation of what 
was said during health appointments with other family members to help make sense 
of the medical advice. She points out how she is content with such collective coping. 
 
 Further, Zoe describes the differences of coping approaches by the families of 
her and her husband. She explains how a more pessimistic family background of her 
husband, whose assumption was she was going to die, caused him to be more anxious 
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than her when dealing with the illness. By contrast, her family had a more optimistic 
and active approach, as evidenced by their immediate assumption that Zoe would 
‘fight’ her diagnosis. Such oppositional approaches were not necessarily in conflict, 
however. Instead, Zoe views them as complementary forces within the marriage. This 
excerpt also portrays how what the families thought about the participants’ coping 
capabilities mattered to them. 
 
We always were very close and very supportive of each other, and we are both 
quite laid back, kind of positive people. Take things in your stride, I would say 
he was a more anxious person than I am, day to day. But our families are very 
different, and his family are more pessimistic than mine. So they immediately 
assumed I was going to die, and my family immediately assumed that I was 
going to fight it and I was going to be the first person that survived this. So, I 
suppose maybe we have a balance. (Zoe 196-204) 
 
 In a dynamic of showing vulnerability and strength, participants provided 
narratives of how the reactions of others to their coping efforts had an influence on 
them, with apparent positivity being praised:  
 
Even my mum goes, ‘you are amazing’ and I am like ‘how am I amazing?’ and 
she goes cause you have just kept smiling through everything. When we first 
came in after the operation you were going “hello” just sitting up there, bright as 
a button’ and I … and according to the surgery staff, I was chatting away to them 
when they put me to sleep and when I woke up I was chatting away to them… 
(Bridget, 440-448) 
 
 Later on, Bridget also acknowledged what others were saying about her coping 
when she struggled. She also appreciated having her negative emotions validated by 
others. She points out: “even my friends were ‘you are not sounding yourself, you 
sound depressed’ and I was just ‘I’ve had enough’” (258-260). It clearly mattered to 
Bridget how others were evaluating her coping efforts. She presented her feelings 
during the interview by reporting what others were saying, instead of only providing 
her own account. On the other hand, some participants’ efforts went unnoticed. 
Hannah discusses her coping in the context of what the others paid attention to, in a 




And I will make quite a lot of … I’ll really try quite hard with my appearance, 
and things like that, I don’t want to look like a sickly person and stuff, and I will 
put on makeup and I will dress well and things. And it is quite hard, I think when 
his [husband’s] mum sees me, to fully understand that the night before I could 
have been in terrible pain and things. She doesn’t completely get it, I don’t think. 
(Hannah, 421-427) 
 
 She talks about “not wanting to look like a sickly person” by making an effort 
with her appearance. This effort however, she reports, leads to a misunderstanding 
when her mother-in-law cannot infer from her looks that she struggled through a night 
of pain. Hannah concludes by a complaint for her mother-in-law’s lack of 
understanding. We can see the dilemma here between showing the others own 
vulnerability and “looking well”. This dynamic was also presented by Melody, 
however here she outlines the internalised model which led her to show the ‘coping’ 
self to the outside world: “I think I have always been one for putting the smile on and 
saying ‘I’m fine’. Even before this. Even if you weren’t fine you were kind of putting 
the brave face on and carry on” (475-478). The fact that she references the past 
indicates that denying expressions of distress is part of a firmly embedded coping 
repertoire. Here again, she describes her coping in relation to what she showed to other 
people, instead of purely reporting own thoughts and feelings. 
 
 Beyond the presentation of coping efforts to others, going through the illness 
also resulted in changes in relationships. Bridget provides an example of a relationship 
becoming closer, while Alexandra’s and Oliver’s relationships with their partners 
loosened. After explaining that her brother used to always be more reserved in relation 
to her, Bridget states: “And he kept phoning to check up on how I was doing and that 
is so unlike him so I was like ‘that is really good’ and so we’ve become even closer.” 
(410-412). She suggests she was pleased with the change. However, for some 
participants the coping efforts were not always collaborative, and the illness resulted 
in distancing, rather than tightening of the bonds. Alexandra points out: “I think 
because he [partner] has put up with everything from all of the diagnosis and 
everything, I think I try now to not get him involved. So I feel like I distance myself 
from him.” (434-436). She explains how the relationship was renegotiated and how 
family, rather than boyfriend, were prioritised and became the focal support sources. 
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Instead of providing help, she describes her partner as “having to put up with 
everything”, suggesting he might not have been so willing to help, or else she was not 
keen to receive the support from him. It might suggest that Alexandra perceived the 
burden her illness placed on her partner. Similarly, Oliver experienced that the brain 
tumour illness and lifestyle changes he applied afterwards to look after his health 
better, divided himself and his girlfriend resulting in the relationship ending. We can 
also hear him hinting that his needs were being ignored: “left home on a Saturday 
night” suggests loneliness or being out of sync.  
 
… that thing where we saw life differently afterwards.  I would say … she sort 
of carried on doing the same.  It was … me being left home on a Saturday night, 
something else going on … I just decided that I needed to get away from that. I 
couldn’t do that anymore. It was better for both of us. A change of lifestyle.  
Nobody’s fault I would say. (Oliver, 184-188) 
 
 He points to the fundamental change in his approach to life: “we saw life 
differently afterwards”, a notion further explored in theme four feeling appreciative. 
Oliver, who preferred partying on Saturday night before the brain tumour diagnosis, 
now adopted a healthy lifestyle to “look after his tumour” (see Theme 1b). His 
girlfriend, however, did not engage in this change, and the mismatch of priorities 
resulted in a break-up. Oliver experiences a significant lack of support in his 
relationship leaving him feeling insecure (“something else going on”). Yet he does not 
blame his girlfriend for this (“Nobody’s fault I would say”). This suggests that 
following the diagnosis and “change in lifestyle” he did not place any expectations on 
his girlfriend to support him in his new way of life and indeed through his journey 
following the brain tumour diagnosis. In some ways this may speak once again to the 
internalised model of his coping-self and the way he presented this to the outside world 
(as also experienced by Melody).   
 
 Finally, not all participants welcomed the involvement of others in their 
adjustment. Contrary to most participants, Adam did not enjoy the topic being brought 




The biggest and most positive way they help me is by treating me the exact same 
way they did before it happened. In a way it's the less they bring up about it, the 
more it has helped. The more normal they made everything the better it has been 
for me. (Adam, 172-176) 
 
 What he illustrates here is a desire for normality, which will be discussed in-
depth in theme five negotiating a new normal. It should be noted that Adam was left 
with facial disfigurement following the surgery. Here he prefers his relatives do not 
make a point of noticing his coping efforts, but rather go about the everyday life and 
treating him “the same way they did before it happened”, likely referring also to his 
changed appearance. 
 
9.2.2 Subtheme 2b. ‘Be careful, be careful!’: Being concerned about others 
 
 The second subtheme captures the participants’ narratives of recognising their 
family members’ need to offer support to one another and also to get support from the 
outside. It also covers the experience shared by few of the participants, where a 
heightened distress around their own health and fragility brought about 
overprotectiveness over their relatives and excessive worry about their well-being. 
This wish to be protective was particularly evident in participants who had young 
children or elderly parents. Participants also acknowledged that each family member, 
or friend, brought their own baggage into the experience and appreciated they need 
support from the outside themselves. Worries over coping of the family members are 
expressed. There is a dual burden of seeking support but also trying to minimise the 
impact on others who need the participant to be well. The different needs of others 
within the same family unit were recognised. Participants expressed care about how 
others adjusted to their diagnosis, and concern over how they coped in a new 
caregiving role. Lastly, the dynamics of the changed independence of family members 
is also discussed. 
 
 In the first example quote, Alexandra presents explicitly her concerns over how 
her family copes and states she is “fine, as long as they are all good”, directly making 
her well-being dependent on theirs. Being a single mother to a daughter, she earlier 
offered a narrative of being concerned what would happen if she ended up on a 
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wheelchair or with another disability. Here, she continues this thread and presents 
worries for family coping with her potentially getting worse: “how would they deal 
with it”. 
 
I’m fine, as long as they are all good.  As long as my people are all ok, then I 
will be fine. So yes … I am not concerned about me, I am concerned about how 
everyone else deals with it, if anything did happen, then how would they deal 
with it. (Alexandra, 473-476) 
 
 The participants and their families shared illness-related concerns among each 
other. There seems to be a real burden for participants not only being concerned for 
the self and the potential changes that might happen to them, but are also concerned 
about the future of their close relatives. Next, Zoe presents an example of 
overprotectiveness she developed shortly after the diagnosis, where she experienced 
excessive anxieties over her husband’s and daughter’s well-being in everyday 
situations. 
 
Initially, when I first got out of hospital, I was more anxious, so my husband 
would get up during the night to go out and calve cows. Before I was ill, I hardly 
even knew he had got out of bed, I wouldn’t even notice. But then when I was 
ill, we have a camera over the pen where he will go to check on the cows and I 
used to wake up and I’d be checking that, and I’d watch him. So, there is more 
of that protectiveness around him. (Zoe, 394-401)  
 
 Here she describes being protective over her husband performing typical daily 
work activities, which had not caused her any issues prior to the diagnosis. Next, she 
gives an example of anxieties over her daughter playing on a beach: 
 
My sister picked me up about two weeks after my surgery and we went to the 
beach and my little girl was running along the beach and I was like ‘be careful, 
be careful’ and she was saying ‘what’s the matter?’ and I was ‘well what if she 
falls over?’ and she was ‘well it’s sand’ and I was like ‘but what if she hits her 
head on a rock?’ and it was very like … over the top and heightened awareness 
of risk. (Zoe, 402-410) 
 
 The use of a phrase “over the top” shows that Zoe recognised that her anxiety 
was disproportionate to the situation. This is explained as a shift in focus away from 
the self, as the fate of the self is known, to anxieties around the well-being of close 
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relatives, where there is still the potential for something to happen. She then overtly 
explains that the worries were centred around those close to her, rather than herself: 
“But not so much about myself. Whether that was just about … ‘well I know my fate’. 
Even though I don’t. I was like ‘I know what is going to happen to me’. I needed to 
protect them.” (Zoe, 414-415). She suggests that being diagnosed with a serious 
tumour (Zoe had a grade IV diagnosis), results in her “knowing her fate” and the only 
thing left was to look after her family, instead of herself. There is an interplay of 
acceptance of one’s “fate” and moving concerns to those around. 
 
 This shift of focus towards others was also evident in participants who had 
elderly parents, for example Melody who did not want to burden them with worries. 
There was an awareness of how one’s own health status could negatively impact the 
life satisfaction and well-being of close relatives and a desire to shield them from as 
many negative impacts as possible: 
 
M: … If I was to go back and get another diagnosis it would be how to tell 
people; would I tell people?   
 A: What do you mean? 
M: Cause again … as I say, my mum and dad are 77, 78, if I was to do a watch 
and wait for a couple of years, would I want what would possibly be the last 
couple of years of their life to be filled with worry or would it be better not to be 
telling them until such times as I had to? Kind of … so you have got all those 
kind of thoughts going. (Melody, 269-279) 
 
 Perhaps coupled with her willingness to be seen as coping well presented in 
Theme 2a, here Melody wonders whether she should have hidden the diagnosis from 
her parents in an attempt to be seen as well as well as to keep supporting them. We see 
clearly that the diagnosis impacts the relationships around the person and participants 
need to make decisions about the extent to which it impacts others. What comes across 
is the thought process: the support that Melody could get from her parents has to be 
set against the burden which she would be handing to them at a time when they might 
not live to see a resolution. 
 
 Concerns over others were further evident in the participants’ recognitions that 
family and friends need to also look after themselves, help each other and manage their 
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emotions outside. In the quote below, we can see how Zoe appreciates practical 
support provided to her husband by her mother who performed “cooking marathons”. 
This way, she extends her care after her husband and daughter, but also acknowledges 
they need support from sources other than her. 
 
I didn’t really feel like eating but even my mum had a cooking marathon and 
filled the freezer full of things. So, there was always something that me or my 
husband could just get out and make. I know that him and [daughter], my 
daughter, still had something decent to eat, even though I wasn’t eating. And I 
suppose just relieving any kind of care duties that I normally have. People were 
really good at doing that. And even some of our friends, phoned and said to 
[husband] ‘do you want to go for a pint?’ Supportive from a man’s perspective, 
because he was like with me all the time. And we are not that kind of a couple. 
(Zoe, 168-178) 
 
 Zoe also acknowledges that her husband needed to go out with friends, which 
she concludes was “supportive from a man’s perspective”, as they were spending “all 
the time” together, which was not their usual practice. Later on, Zoe expressed 
gratitude for not burdening her with the support they needed: “They were really good 
managing their emotions away from me” (282). She also pointed out her “family were 
really good at rallying and obviously they supported each other away from me because 
they were worried and anxious.” (290-292), acknowledging the brain tumour 
diagnosis brought emotional consequences for the family too. She continues: 
 
So we have the same group of friends, but they would phone him and say ‘come 
on, come and have an hour out’ because I think otherwise we would have just 
sat with each other all the time and he needed a bit of a break as well. Obviously, 
everyone focuses the attention on the sick person, but it is the caregivers as well. 
And my mum and dad, supported each other, and I also have a group of friends 
that were helping them.  (Zoe, 180-187) 
 
 Again, the participant overtly states she realises the caregivers need attention 
too, while all of the focus is on the “sick person”. Another example of such awareness 
of the family members needing to continue with their life is brought by Susan. She 
encourages the family members to keep achieving their goals, “not putting things on 
the back burner”: wanting sons to reach their goals at university rather than come home 
to spend time with her, and wanting her partner to continue working towards his work 
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goals, sport marathons, etc. Here she recognises that goals and behaviours of family 
members also changed because of her illness, and in a way their independence was 
affected. 
 
[Partner] is quite IT orientated and I have basically pushed him to go and do that. 
Your outlook and your goals … I am trying … it took me a long time to convince 
him and the boys that their outlook and their goals still needed to be achieved 
and needed to be met. They couldn’t put things on the back burner because of 
mum. (Susan, 591-596) 
 
 Overall, this theme concerned participants’ portrayals of the dynamics within 
their families, changes in relationships and adjusting to the illness collectively. 
Participants engaged in a dynamic of presenting their coping struggles to family 
members and appreciating their praise. The theme also considered how respondents 
presented caregivers’ adjustment and their needs in the process. The need to maintain 




9.3 Theme 3. ‘I couldn’t support how she felt about my illness’: Giving and 
receiving support 
 
 Theme 2 covered the role of the family in the coping process. The next theme 
concerns how participants described ways in which they received, and gave, support 
from and to others. While the previous theme focussed more on the role of family, 
coping collectively, and perceptions of the participants as to how their close relatives 
coped, the current theme emphasises the participants themselves and how their needs 
were being met. Similarly, the current theme consists of two subthemes. The first 
outlines the different ways in which participants described they were comforted, while 







9.3.1 Subtheme 3a. ‘She was just there for me’: Practical and emotional support 
 
 The first subtheme covers the ways in which participants found receiving support 
helpful. How one copes was shown to be inevitably linked to how much and what kind 
of support one needs from others. It details how practical and emotional support were 
interrelated. Participants appreciated both types of support, however some preferred 
one over the other. Often, the bare presence of the other was perceived as all that was 
needed to help them feel better. They described the complex interplay between giving 
and receiving support, especially the tension between shifting previous social roles of 
who was the support provider and receiver. Participants recognised they were not in a 
position to offer support any longer, even if it had been their role previously. Rather, 
they allowed themselves to be the receivers of help.  
 
 Bridget points out that she appreciated when her mother “just let her vent” and 
when she “needed to talk about it, to get it out. Otherwise I would just have it inside 
me.” (308). She emphasises the role of expression of thoughts and feelings to someone 
close, and feels able to discharge her thoughts and worries to her mother. She also 
acknowledges her work colleagues keeping her up to date with the news from 
workplace, which made her feel like she was still part of the work team. She found 
such everyday conversations with colleagues as supportive.  
 
My mum was brilliant, she just let me vent and stuff like that. And same my 
colleagues kept me up to date with what was happening here. Cause this new 
unit was getting built and everything. So they were great. But it was good to have 
someone to talk to about everything that was going on. (Bridget, 310-319) 
 
 Later on, Bridget highlights what was the most important way in which her 
mother was supportive: “she just listens” and simply “was there for her”. She found 
both practical and emotional support from mother to be helpful. 
 
She just listens. And she has gone to all the appointments with me, because when 
I first had the operation, I did have problems taking in information initially, it 
would come back to me later on. (…) so she was just there at all the 
appointments. She has got health problems herself. She was just always there for 
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me, she was always there to listen, if I was having problems. And things like 
that. (Bridget, 520-533) 
 
 “Getting it out” was seen as useful and needed for the participants with a few of 
them keeping a diary where they acknowledged their emotions openly, even when 
there was no one there physically to ‘vent to’. Bridget talks about writing one: “I used 
them and it did help. I think that is what kept me feeling positive because it wasn’t just 
moving around in my head. Just get it out.” (Bridget, 512-514). She reported that 
keeping a diary helped her “feel positive”, instead of ruminating and leaving the 
negative thoughts inside, she “just got them out”. 
 
 In a further quote, Bridget highlighted how receiving practical and emotional 
support were linked. She describes how her previously closed father, opened up while 
driving her to the hospital for radiotherapy sessions, what was previously done by her 
mother. We can see here the role that physically spending time together plays in getting 
closer emotionally and facilitating disclosure. 
 
[Dad] did the last few sessions with me, because my mum wasn’t able to drive 
me, her foot was all bandaged up and he actually started opening up. We would 
talk about it more. So I think that one to one time, in the car, the drive from [city] 
to [city] actually made it …we got closer and he started talking about things… 
(Bridget, 554-565) 
 
 In the next quote from May we can also see that while she appreciated the 
support from her friends, at some point she realised that her needs were too heavy of 
a burden. She points out “there is only so many times you can phone someone”, letting 
us know that she started to perceive her friends as potentially having limited patience. 
She talks here about the “emotional investment” that others’ engage in when they 
supported her. 
 
There are so many times you can go to your friends and say ‘I’m having a really 
terrible day’ because they are like … ‘aaah’. Do you know? There is only so 
many times you can phone someone up and say ‘I am really scared, I am worried, 
I am anxious’ because it becomes like an emotional investment for them, but 




 We can see how during the illness process the family, rather than friends, were 
often important sources of support. Participants point to their understanding that their 
need for support can potentially be a burden to others, even or especially those that 
they are close to. May recognised just how much support she required. Finally, 
participants recognised that the adjustment to a brain tumour diagnosis was a time to 
take, not give, support. In a quote below Zoe describes a dynamic with her sister-in-
law who usually was the one obtaining the emotional support from Zoe. This time 
however, Zoe explains how she “couldn’t support her how she felt about her illness”. 
 
My sister-in-law wasn’t so good. She tried to depend on me for emotional 
support and I was like ‘I can’t do this’. I was like, I just said ‘I’ve got nothing to 
help you with in relation to this’. [Husband] and I we were just managing 
ourselves. […] she would be quite a needy person in terms of support. She would 
come because she was stressed at work, just like pop in for something … […]  
But not thinking about how that might impact upon me, which prior to my 
diagnosis was not an issue. I could manage that, but at the time of my diagnosis 
and the first few weeks I couldn’t support how she felt about my illness. (Zoe, 
299-303, 309-316) 
 
Participants seem to view support as something that needs to be carefully 
balanced in terms of not over-burdening others or recognising that others also need 
support in regards to their diagnosis. It seems there is a re-negotiation of who takes on 
the supporting role in the relationships. 
 
9.3.2 Subtheme 3b. ‘I had to feel that I was the same as other people’: Needing to 
share the experience 
 
 Participants talked about the unique nature of their experiences, which can only 
really be fully understood by a fellow person with a brain tumour diagnosis. They 
talked about sharing the experience with other patients also in ways suggesting they 
appreciated a fuller validation of their symptoms and struggles than family and friends 
were able to provide. Establishing contact with fellow patients helped to fight against 
isolation and loneliness experienced when spending time with people who did not 




 Support groups and online fora were the most commonly described means of 
accessing such support from fellow diagnosed persons. May attended two different 
support groups, the first of which she did not relate to as there were people with more 
advanced tumours than hers. She found the second meeting useful as the felt an 
“interconnectedness” with others who were also on a ‘watch and wait’ regime. She 
highlights she needed to feel that she was “part of something” in order not to feel 
isolated. We can see the wish to belong and be able to share this unique experience. 
 
I think, em, in some ways I had to feel that I was the same as other people. So 
that is why I went to the group, but realised that actually I wasn’t the same as 
other people, because they actually had this really quite serious death-defying 
illness and here I am, not even quite sure what I have got. (May, 624-630) 
 
There was a forum, in [city], that I went to and there was a lot of people there, 
but I think there was maybe only a handful that were on this watch and wait 
policy. And I think when I spoke to them, about their worries, I think that’s when 
I felt an interconnectedness with somebody else. Because they are …it’s... you’re 
just waiting for something to happen. And that is the biggest, and that is the 
hardest bit. You’re just waiting for something to change. (May, 640-650) 
 
 Here May recounts relating to a fellow patient’s explanations of how it feels to 
have a brain tumour. She says the woman described it “really, really well” and May 
provided her explanation to give an account of her own feelings during the interview. 
 
When I was at that [city] thing, there was a woman who had said, it feels like 
she is walking along a road, she feels like somebody is behind her, and it is that 
… and it kind of … and I thought, that is exactly how I feel. You know, you 
have this sort of uncomfortableness and you have a sense of impending doom in 
some ways. […] It is like … she described it really, really well and I thought that 
was a really good way of how I feel all the time, this low-level anxiety I suppose. 
(May, 804-820) 
 
 Support came from sharing of experiences with strangers, because they were 
better able to understand the experience. Online support groups were also popular 
among the participants. They appreciated the privacy of the groups, being able to share 
experiences with like-minded people going through similar issues who can offer 
appropriate advice. They also liked being able to discuss how they felt about how their 
families and friends coped with it, and appreciated that their close ones had no access 
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to the group. Similar to support from a family member, Melody here describes that she 
does not need to post many messages, but even “being there” and knowing the help is 
available if she needs it was comforting. It seems that the type of relationships 
determined how participants viewed the type of support that can be requested. Close 
relationships, whilst providing emotional support, may also take up energy in terms of 
requiring thinking about the support that the other person needs. Online support seems 
free from this obligation. Melody also notices that “unless you’ve been in that 
situation, you don’t understand” and concludes that only someone who has gone 
through the experience themselves can empathise. She says “you don’t know what it’s 
like” highlighting that her friends and family even with the best will in the world will 
not be able to fully understand and share her journey. 
 
Especially the [name] page, I am on there regularly. I don’t tend to post a lot but 
I like to be able to kind of share my experiences and hopefully help other people 
that are maybe new to diagnosis or before surgery and things … it is a great, it 
is really good, because it is a closed group and nobody else can have access to 
it, you can really just go on and maybe things you wouldn’t talk about, family 
and things, you would just go on and say… any… everybody, there is somebody 
in that group is going to have experienced what you are feeling that day and 
things. […] I think unless you’ve been in that situation you don’t understand. 
(Melody, 45-55) 
 
 In an extreme case, this isolating experience and not being able to have others 
sharing it put a barrier between Adam and people he meets on a daily basis. He states 
that “nothing has changed” with his closest people, however work colleagues have to 
tolerate his short temper. He also noticed not trusting people as he feels judged for his 
changed appearance. The supposed lack of support from fellow brain tumour patients 
resulted in problems with not accepting the consequences of his diagnosis. 
  
It has put a big barrier up between me and the vast majority of people in my life 
now. It's different with family and my girlfriend and nothing has changed with 
them. But I can now be very short with people and very closed off and distant. I 
now don't trust anybody in daily situations not to be looking and wondering 
what's wrong with me. This adds to the frustration for me and restricts me 
massively when it comes to forming friendships and even normal working 
relationships. I go through ups and downs with regards to my mood in 




 To summarise, this theme highlights that seeking support has potential costs and 
previous relationships need to be re-negotiated. Aware of burdening others with 
requests for support, and aware of supporters’ own needs and concerns, participants 
showed high sensitivity as to whom they shared their worries with. They had to 
carefully manage how to address their need for support. Therefore, seeking support 
was a complex process also on a cognitive level – participants evaluated own needs 
versus those of the supporter, as well as their readiness to offer particularly emotional 
help. While seeking and/or providing support to close relatives resulted in change in 
the relationships, the support obtained online was free of this risk. Participants 
observed that sharing the journey with fellow individuals with similar diagnoses was 
crucial for battling isolation. They found comparing themselves with other patients, 




9.4 Theme 4. ‘It has been the best thing that has happened’: Feeling appreciative 
 
The fourth theme covers the affective reactions of participants following the 
diagnosis, particularly those expressing feelings of acceptance over the course of the 
events and diagnosis, as well as feeling grateful for the things they do have in life. The 
first subtheme highlights participants’ narratives of changed priorities in life, having a 
broader more positive perspective, based partially on comparisons with other 
diagnosed individuals or previous self. The second subtheme portrays how participants 
negotiated this positive attitude and that it required an active decision and continuous 
effort on their part. 
 
9.4.1 Subtheme 4a. ‘It felt like a gift’: Admiring life  
 
 This subtheme captures participants’ accounts of acknowledging the positives in 
their lives. Participants described feeling grateful for both their overall life situation at 
the point of diagnosis and the substantial changes to the perception of their lives 
brought about after the diagnosis. They described acknowledging the positives in their 
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lives which they did not notice or feel appreciative of previously. Strongly featured in 
this subtheme were also a broadened perspective and change in the way they viewed 
life and priorities they valued. In retrospect, participants recognised that however 
terrifying, a brain tumour diagnosis was not the worst thing that could happen to them. 
A number of participants even concluded they were “lucky” to get this kind of tumour 
or “privileged” compared to others with similar diagnoses. Being grateful was used by 
participants to help them cope well and face subsequent challenges. 
 
 Susan concluded that the overall experience of being diagnosed affected her 
approach to life in general, beyond the diagnosis itself: “It changes your outlook on 
life. Em… it sounds silly… it makes you want to live it more.” (9-10). Other participants 
also highlighted that being diagnosed, as well as recovering from treatment, gave them 
a chance to embrace life fully, enjoying moments they did not appreciate before. 
Bridget states her attitude in the journey was “live life to the fullest and keep on 
smiling” (661). 
 
 In Theme 1b we saw May conflicted in her feelings of gratitude that the tumour 
was not cancerous. She stated: “I’m lucky it’s not cancerous” (May, 97). Her approach 
also resonates in this subtheme, where she compares to the worst-case scenarios, to 
other people diagnosed, and appreciates her illness is not the worst. Further, May 
expressed clearly how her priorities shifted: 
 
So at the beginning ‘get it out, it is the worst thing that has ever happened to me’. 
Four years down the line, actually it’s not the worst thing that has ever happened 
to me, it has given me perspective and it has enabled me to focus on what is 
really important, the kids, always been important but even much more so now, 
and my relationships, my friendships. (May, 446-453)  
 
 She recognised, only after four years have passed, that “it was not the worst thing 
that could happen” to her. The way in which participants saw things in their lives 
changed is also demonstrated in a quote from Alexandra. We can see her priorities 
shifting from work to family: 
 
It sounds very clichéd, and it sounds like somebody has just written it down or 
whatever, I feel like my life hasn’t changed as such but the way I see things has 
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changed. So like work, I used to work 40/50 hours a week. Doing this job. I used 
to… come in early, go home late. See [daughter] on my days off and … now 
work is work and I want to go home, thanks. I come in to work, I work and I 
want to go home and spend time with my family. So it is my outlook on life that 
has changed. (Alexandra, 265-273) 
 
 Here, Alexandra highlights that “the way she sees things changed” and she now 
prefers to prioritise her family over work ambitions. Her actions also changed as a 
result and, for example, she spends less time at work and more time with family. 
Positive emotions also resulted from a good outcome of surgery. In the extract below, 
Melody expresses immense happiness of having survived the operation: 
 
So to be able to post the next day on Facebook, ‘I’m here’ you know … and it 
did, I was just … it just felt really … and it was … it just felt like a gift almost. 
You were thinking ‘I am not going to abuse this’, you know? It just felt like … 
‘I am still alive’, my 50th birthday was just approaching and it was … it was very 
much like ‘right, let’s do this’. I have not climbed any mountains or done 
anything significant but yeah, there was just this absolute joie de vivre … sort of 
thing. ‘Let’s enjoy life’ and life really is too short. (Melody, 360-368) 
 
 She was glad to share the news with others on Facebook, which also relates to 
Theme 2a where coping happened in the context of the reactions of others. Melody 
says “it felt like a gift, I’m not going to abuse it” – she realises that the success of the 
operation should not be taken for granted. By saying “let’s do it”, we can understand 
that Melody wishes to embrace life fully and engage in activities she was postponing. 
“Absolute joie de vivre” and “let’s enjoy life” are phrases which suggest she bursts 
with joy from having survived after hearing life-threatening news of a diagnosis. She 
also wants to make the most of her life, because she realises how precious and fragile 
life is. 
 
 The extract below from Alexandra demonstrates a change in the participant from 
having an intense scheduled life with long-term plans and commitments, to “taking 
each day as it comes” and focussing on short term here-and-now. Alexandra 
exemplifies participants embracing a more relaxed, less intense approach to life, and 




We are quite happy just plodding along as we are. Whereas beforehand I had 
plans, and we had … what we were going to do in five years’ time, where we 
will be in ten years. Whereas now we don’t have that. We are just going to see 
how it goes. Take each day as it comes. (Alexandra, 443-449) 
 
 The focus away from professional achievements and ambitious goals to 
appreciating every moment, resulted in Alexandra feeling her life was “drastically 
improved”. Below, she states explicitly her life is “better now than beforehand”. 
 
I am very fortunate, well I am not fortunate, sometimes I feel like being 
diagnosed with a brain tumour has been the best thing that has happened to us, 
in that … that sounds really terrible but because I have been diagnosed with a 
brain tumour, my outlook on everything has changed and I went to part time, 
I’m spending more time with my family. So our life has been better since. Rather 
than what it was beforehand. (Alexandra, 324-332) 
 
 She uses strong terms, saying “brain tumour has been the best thing that has 
happened to us”. It would appear that she might not be referring to the illness itself, 
but to the strong positive repercussions that the diagnosis had on hers and her family’s 
lives. When comparing to the old self and old ways of making choices in life Alexandra 
states: “So it’s very strange but it almost feels like I’m in a better place now” (334). 
And further: “I’m getting more out of my life now, than I did beforehand.” (Alexandra, 
336). Finally, she is also comparing her situation to that of others with brain tumours 
stating “there are a lot worse versions” than hers: 
 
So yes, it is … the best and worst. I have got the best of the bad bunch really 
with my tumours. Because they are low grade and nobody knows what they are. 
I’ve got the best of the bad bunch. It is the worst thing in the world to have, but 
there is a lot worse versions than what mine is. So I’m quite lucky and I am quite 
privileged. (Alexandra, 341-345) 
 
 On the contrary, despite having a low grade tumour, Adam expresses feelings of 
resentment. He mentions that in order to feel an appreciation of life, he did not need 
to go through the experience of a diagnosis and subsequent mental suffering.  
 
I struggle to see long term and without being diagnosed, I believe I am depressed 
at times. Reality and thinking about the future with my state of mind and physical 
deficiencies outweighs thoughts of feeling grateful I am here etc. Those thoughts 
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of relief and appreciation came the weeks and months after surgery and fade 
away. This isn't to sound like I don't appreciate being alive. I do, and I did before 
I even knew something was wrong with me. (Adam, 111-118) 
 
 While other participants viewed the whole experience as valuable, Adam in 
contrast reconfigured his future in more negative terms, “it has made me more 
unstable person mentally” (158), he says. Similarly, Barbara’s narrative seems to be 
filled with regret and bitterness regarding what happened: “I just feel robbed. Although 
grateful that I didn't have to get a lot of things done. I just- I think the word was robbed. 
I feel robbed.” (Barbara, 17-19). 
 
 The next subtheme continues the thread of feeling grateful, although it highlights 
that the positivity and acceptance did not come naturally for participants but rather, 
were a result of active efforts and working on own coping responses. 
 
9.4.2 Subtheme 4b. ‘Que sera, sera’: Taking charge of the positive attitude 
 
 This subtheme depicts how participants played an active role in the way they 
coped with the diagnosis and its consequences. They highlighted making a conscious 
decision to cope well, to enjoy life despite the physical and occasional cognitive 
limitations. For some, it was a part of how they and their families were used to cope 
with adverse life events in general. Some participants directly attributed having a 
positive coping attitude to learning from their upbringing and explained how such 
encouragement helped them maintain optimism. As reported in Theme 2a, Zoe said: 
“My family immediately assumed that I was going to fight it and I was going to be the 
first person that survived this.” (201-203). It seems partly optimism, but also 
potentially burdensome as if the family have not fully come to terms with the 
diagnosis. In other cases, participants decided to keep positive, as a result of, for 
example, direct comparison to other patients with a similar diagnosis. Maintaining an 
optimistic outlook was not necessarily a natural default reaction. Significant efforts 
were put into staying positive and participants acknowledged the encouragement from 




 The first example of a conscious striving to remain positive comes from Bridget, 
who made a pledge to “keep smiling” throughout the treatment journey. Her decision 
to keep a positive attitude can be seen in the quote below where she says she “has to 
stay positive”: 
 
I had one night when I got told it was definitely a brain tumour where I did sort 
of break down and go ‘why is this happening?’ and then I just shook myself and 
thought ‘no I am going to smile through the whole thing, I am going to get 
through this because it is not going to beat me’. So I stayed positive through 
everything. But I had the one moment where I was crying all night and then I 
went ‘I can’t do this, I have got to stay positive, positivity helps.’ (Bridget, 103-
112) 
 
 She explains how the news of the diagnosis initially shook her, however after a 
while she made a decision to fight for a positive attitude. She was proud to report on a 
few occasions throughout the interview on how she managed to follow through with 
this decision. She acknowledged when others noticed her efforts: “My mantra was just 
‘make them wonder how you are still smiling’ that was my mantra for the whole thing. 
So I just smiled. My nurse specialist as well was ‘you are always smiling’. (Bridget, 
298-299). Although, the focus here seems to be on appearing to look positive, rather 
than necessarily feeling that way. 
 
 Although participants wanted to remain optimistic about the diagnosis, the 
majority seemed to express an awareness of the gravity of the situation. Below, we see 
Bridget saying “it’s not going to beat me, I’m going to beat it”, presenting a hopeful 
and strong attitude. Yet this statement follows a report of a frank conversation with 
her colleagues where Bridget explained the tumour “might come back”. She also 
notices their reaction to her hopeful attitude, which seems like a surprised one. 
 
Yes, even with my colleagues, I have had to say ‘it might come back’ but hopeful 
that it is not going to come back any time soon, but if it does, I will just have to 
deal with it like I have done this. But they are all… When I came back they are 
going ‘how are you still smiling after everything you have been through’ and I 
am going ‘because you just have to, you just have to say ‘no, it’s not going to 




 Further, Zoe explains how the decision to “enjoy life” followed after overcoming 
the initial crisis (refer to Theme 1a for more details on the initial reactions to the 
diagnosis): 
 
Once I got passed that two weeks, I was like ‘no wait a minute, I don’t want to 
die, I want as much as I can’. And I think I just kind of reframed it and thought, 
well I can either worry and be frightened about the life I have got left or enjoy 
it. (Zoe, 108-111) 
 
 She states that after combatting the initial distress, shock and grief, she 
“reframed it” and made a choice to not be “frightened about the life she has left”. 
Similarly, May states: “It was like my body said, or my mind said, ‘this is it now, you 
need to start making decisions’ and I have, I have completely changed. I now have 
another job. I am much more happier.” (599-603). This decision came after May 
experienced a breakdown after feeling overwhelmed with managing the various 
demands facing her following the diagnosis. She sought counselling and made 
substantial practical changes in her life, taking ownership of how she managed the 
illness-related challenges. 
 
 The following excerpt further demonstrates the importance of taking a broader 
perspective. After “micromanaging everything” (May, 589) and keeping occupied 
with the numerous responsibilities she had as a single working and studying mother of 
three, here May recognises “it was not the worst thing that could happen to her”. She 
steps back and looks at a bigger picture: 
 
Yes, and I think for me, perspective is the big thing. I think we forget that 
perspective, I think it is ok to think that … this is the worst thing that potentially 
can happen to me, but actually it is not the worst thing that could happen to me. 
Having cancer, or you know, or my children dying, would the worst thing that 
could ever happen to me. I think everything with perspective. It just helps it to 
sit better. With where I am in the world. (May, 850-858) 
 
 Participants acknowledged that while it was essential to take charge of their 
optimistic coping, they also recognised that there are aspects of life which are beyond 
one’s control. Realising this and handing over the control of the uncontrollable was 
not related to the sense of hopelessness or giving up. Quite the contrary, it seemed to 
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equip participants with strength to pour their energy into what they could control. This 
is demonstrated by quotes from Zoe and Oliver below. Here, Zoe explains how she 
made a decision to keep positive attitude, and also describes the roots of where she 
attributes the positive coping style from her family approach.  
 
And you know, my mum and dad were always quite optimistic and ‘let’s look at 
this, what are the other options?’ and I am the same, in that you always try and 
deal with something rather than not talk about it. Or ignore it and it will go away. 
It wasn’t like that in this situation. And that is part of the way I have been brought 
up as well. My nun was always “que sera, sera”, what will be, will be. I always 
remember her singing that to us and I think that kind of attitude towards your 
life is helpful. (…) Nobody knows when their life is going to end, so live for 
what you have got, is I suppose the attitude to managing this for us. (Zoe, 317-
328) 
 
 Also in this quote, we can see that she describes issues that can be dealt with – 
and here, talking about them and problem solving are portrayed as adaptive, while she 
also recognises that some aspects in life are beyond her control. By acknowledging 
this, Zoe appears to free the mental resources necessary to actively deal with aspects 
that can be changed, whereas for example the reality of life ending is not something 
that can be fought against. She also highlights how her family’s coping style 
influenced her own use of coping strategies. Sense of acceptance seems to have been 
passed on here through generations. 
 
 Taking charge of ones’ coping also led some participants to improve their 
lifestyle. In the quote below, Oliver highlights there is no need to escape life anymore 
and presents a view of accepting own mortality as a comforting thought. 
 
I don’t know, once I had fully recovered from the operation I just kind of went 
back to living the same lifestyle I did before. It was pretty unhealthy and I just 
decided I didn’t want to live like that anymore. I don’t know, maybe that is just 
becoming aware that… I don’t know… you kind of become more accepting that 
you are going to die. I don’t know if that sounds morbid or not. Just getting used 
to the idea that you are definitely dying. And you can say that is true for 
everybody, but I think dealing with that, just relaxed me a bit. There wasn’t so 




 Therefore, although he presents an accepting attitude, it was not passive or 
helpless, but rather active and embracing life as well as he can, by for example keeping 
healthy. This thread also links to Theme 1b where participants spoke of attempts to 
keep healthy lifestyle in the hope of controlling the progression of illness. 
 
 Linking to Theme 2a, the decisions to embrace positive coping efforts were often 
located within relational contexts. Participants wanted to acknowledge own needs for 
support, highlighted the importance of acknowledging own difficult emotions, and 
valued own coping achievements. Yet, the others also played a role in the participants’ 
making decisions and following through with them: “They’ve got a picture of me going 
like that [showing thumbs up and smiling] when I woke up with my turban on. I was 
like ‘I am staying positive. It is out.’” (Bridget, 136-138). We can therefore sense it 
was important for Bridget for her parents to magnify her successful coping. 
 
 To summarise, the fourth theme covered the positive affective reactions of 
participants after they realised that they still have time to live, consisting primarily of 
gratitude. This shift in attitude followed the initial hearing of the bad news and 
experiencing a shocking reaction to the diagnosis as described in Theme 1a. Moreover, 
the second subtheme portrayed the decision-making process of participants to adopt 
an accepting, optimistic outlook and their efforts to maintain it. 
 
 
9.5 Theme 5. ‘It’s a new me’: Negotiating a new normal 
 
 The fifth theme depicts how participants defined getting back to normal, when 
the time and emotional distance from the initial events increased. This theme portrays 
how the participants attempted to emerge from a journey of receiving a diagnosis and 
establish a new sense of normality after the initial most turbulent time had passed. It 
portrays participants reaching a new sense of identity in the new reality of them with 
the tumour, or with “a hole in my head” (Susan, 762) where the tumour had been 
removed. It portrays how participants’ actions appear to have changed following the 
illness journey. In the first subtheme participants provide accounts of the role of time 
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as an agent they found helpful in gaining distance from the most stressful events and 
thoughts, as well as experiencing calmer emotions without constantly thinking about 
the brain tumour. Secondly, getting back to normal was also defined as restoring 
independence, getting back to work, keeping busy, and restoring physical ability. 
 
9.5.1 Subtheme 5a. ‘So I’m not going to die, not imminently anyway’: Gaining 
distance 
 
 Participants slowly moved away from the initial distress and worry. Here, Oliver 
talks about the need to admire life and enjoy being alive. He attributes these changes 
in the way he looks at life to the role of time. 
 
Time, time is the massively valuable thing, way more valuable than anything 
else and it is something that should be respected and admired and enjoyed. That 
is how I look at life now which is different to how it was. (Oliver, 105-109) 
 
 Further, May also points out that “coming further away from the diagnosis” 
makes her start to wonder whether her priorities should not change again. Earlier she 
spoke of prioritising spending time with family over mundane tasks such as cleaning, 
as she perceived her time as limited. Now she mentions that “getting windows done” 
should get back in the schedule. She makes a point of saying “I’m going to be here for 
a long time”, compared to the initial fear of dying soon (refer to where she likens a 
tumour to having a “ticking time bomb” in Theme 1). She points out that her 
“perspective changed a lot in a short period of time”, referring to the very intense initial 
events. While now, three and a half years post-diagnosis, her views seem to be slowly 
adjusting again. 
 
The further I come away from the initial diagnosis, I’m back now to thinking, 
actually I should get my windows done, because I’m going to be here for a long 
time. So …your perspective does change, but it changes a lot in a short period 
of time. (May, 464-470) 
 
 As the time moved on, participants expressed their relief and a sense of joy when 





It was a year in March that I had the surgery, which I actually forgot about. I 
wanted to do something to say ‘it has been a year’ but because I was back at 
work I completely forgot about it. I was going ‘oh well it shows it is not on my 
mind all the time anymore’ (Bridget, 622-627) 
 
 Oliver highlights the role of time in “learning to deal with” the fact that he is 
“definitely going to die”. He points to the realisation the tumour diagnosis gave him 
about the certainty of one’s mortality. Making it more tangible led him to implement 
long lasting positive changes in his life: 
 
It is kind of something that you have to learn to deal with. Like I know… in fact 
there is that saying ‘we are all going to die sometime’. I remember the diagnosis, 
when somebody says ‘there is something wrong with you, there is no cure, you 
might die in a few years, you might die in 20 years, you might die of something 
else, nobody knows’, but you are definitely going to die, and that is something 
that I have learnt to deal with I think. (Oliver, 89-94) 
 
 In an excerpt below May is developing this thought further by emphasising how 
time for her was a tool for creating distance to the emotional reactions. She says she 
had to “lessen what it is”, lessen the weight she attributed to the brain tumour’s 
presence in her life. She provides reasons for what made this process possible: first, 
she realises she is not going to die “imminently” from the tumour; and second, she 
points out that she has a “slow-growing, non-cancerous tumour” which is “not as 
serious as first anticipated”. She finishes by pointing to the role of time helping her in 
accomplishing this adjustment process.  
 
So then what I started to do was kind of … it became matter of fact, so […] I 
think I needed to do that to sort of lessen what it is. One because it isn’t as bad 
as I’d first anticipated. So I’m not going to die, not imminently anyway. Then it 
was lessened because actually, when you get perspective about the kind of 
tumour I‘ve got, that it is non-cancerous, that it is slow growing, that perspective 
sort of changes your focus. You kind of think, well this is maybe not as serious 
as I first anticipated. But that takes a long time, you have got to begin to 
understand what your tumour is. (May, 420-430) 
 
 On the contrary, one participant whose tumour was not removed and who felt 
her symptoms were getting worse over time, described an experience of sadness as the 
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time was passing. There was a sense of grief as Hannah got diagnosed unexpectedly 
just two weeks after getting married, and although over two years had passed since 
then, in her case the time did not seem to bring sense of comfort and settlement. 
  
I think I probably handled it as well as I could do and with the best will in the 
world, the strong seizure drugs, the same drugs that are used for seizures are 
often used as antidepressants as well. So if they’ve got you on strong doses of 
that, it probably is having the additional benefit of stopping any sort of 
depression too. So I suppose that has been helpful. We haven’t had any problems 
in our marriage, it is just a sadness. (Hannah, 297-308) 
 
 She points to the “sadness” which overshadowed her marriage. Hannah went on 
to describe how having a miscarriage and longing to start a family seemed to form a 
part of the couple’s decision making and persistence in hoping for a surgical removal 
of the tumour. Similarly, Adam did not experience the comfort of passing of time. 
Despite having had his tumour removed, Adam was left with facial disfigurement as 
the neurosurgeon had to sever the facial nerve as the tumour was entangled in it. He 
states: “Over time it dawned on me that I was never going to be the same again and it 
was permanently damaging to me both mentally and physically.” (Adam, 39-40). 
Therefore, the time in his case seems to have a detrimental effect. He described the 
damaging consequences of surgery using terms which suggest a sense of hopelessness 
in the situation, without a hope for physical improvements to his appearance and, more 
importantly, little hope for a change in his feelings and psychological attitude: “I feel 
I will always be hampered by what has happened and it will always be prominent due 
to the permanent physical effects.” (Adam, 49-50). 
 
 For some participants therefore, more than for others, time brought comfort and 
a further re-evaluation of their life priorities. Moving further away from the diagnosis 
seemed to quieten the initially turbulent emotions and either reinforce thoughts of 
gladness for having survived and making new plans, or cement the sadness for what 





9.5.2 Subtheme 5b. ‘I couldn’t do it without them’: Negotiating own 
independence 
 
 The final subtheme concerns participants’ narratives regarding their identity 
shift following the diagnosis-related events. It also discusses their negotiating of the 
losses particularly related to, firstly, independence at home, and secondly, work life. 
Return to work was perceived as useful. Being useful to other people formed part of 
participants’ identity. 
 
 The first three short quotes come from Susan, who presents a struggle with her 
loss of independence, particularly within her personal life: 
 
But it was trying to encourage [partner] to go and do normal things. And not 
want to stay home and babysit me all the time. He just didnae want to leave me. 
And then he would feel guilty because he’d left me all day to go to work, then 
he didn’t want to do his things that he would normally do at night. (Susan, 519-
523) 
 
 Here she speaks of trying to ask her partner to let her travel on her own, and not 
be “babysat” – an expression used by Susan multiple times. She explains the dynamics 
between them, firstly he “didnae want to leave her”, to then “feel guilty” when he 
eventually did. Further she explicitly states of losing independence: “It means that I’ve 
lost my independence. Em, I’m slowly getting it back now. And I think the last thing in 
that phase will be getting my driving licence back.” (Susan, 142-144). Being able to 
drive after an operation is mentioned by participants as something they wish to get 
back. However, despite “slowly getting her independence back”, Susan experiences 
frustration at her current situation: “It’s just so frustrating. It just takes half your life 
away so to speak. Cause you can’t do things on your own anymore.” (Susan, 208-
210). She especially compared her current situation to the past self who used to be a 
very independent person. 
 
 While some participants experienced ‘babysitting’ and a driving ban as heavily 
restricting of their independence, the intensive help from family was accepted by 




Alexandra: Involved everywhere. I couldn’t go anywhere or be anywhere 
without them being ‘right what is happening? What are we doing?’ I have a 
fantastic support network, they are always in my face ‘what are you doing? How 
are you doing it?  How are you getting on?’ (…) They have been involved 100% 
from day one.   
 Anna: How does it feel for you? 
Alexandra: Fine, great. I couldn’t do it without them because I have [daughter], 
my daughter, I need them to be involved. And yes… I couldn’t do it without 
them. (129-140) 
 
 She points out having a “fantastic support network”, who are always “in her 
face”, “involved 100%”. Although they sound like intense statements, Alexandra 
clearly seems satisfied with family’s contributions: “I couldn’t do it without them” she 
says. She highlights needing her family to help her look after her daughter. However, 
later on in her interview, Alexandra points to such heavy family involvement as 
somehow controlling. She describes her family’s reaction to her signing up for a run: 
“I leave you alone for half a day and you go and sign up for this” – subtly points to 
family’s dissatisfaction, or at least surprise at Alexandra’s attempts at independent 
decision-making. We can sense tension in the negotiation between independence 
versus getting support, which could also be observed in Theme 2a in an interpersonal 
play of showing vulnerability in order to obtain support versus showing strength and 
adaptive coping. 
 
They all just, they just say ‘oh now, what are you doing? Why is she doing this?’ 
but I‘ve signed up for the [name] Run this year. So my sister has had to sign up 
with me, cause she won’t let me do it by myself. So she is like ‘I am doing it 
with you’ so I am going to have to hurry up and get fit. They’re on board with 
anything I do. I have always been a very independent person and I always do 
what I want, when I want. But now they are like ‘oh now, what is she doing 
now?’ And they’re just like ‘oh I leave you alone for half a day and you go and 
sign up for this…, you’ve gone and joined this…’ so yes… they are all 
supportive. (Alexandra 392-400) 
 
Her sister signed up to do the event together, as “she won’t let [Alexandra] do it 
by herself”. Alexandra’s description seems to suggest a subtle lack of trust from the 
family’s side regarding her undertakings. Within the same passage, Alexandra 
highlights that she has always “been an independent person”, therefore similar to 
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Susan above, there is a change in how she perceives her identity and change to the self. 
Although she concludes the narrative by saying “they are all supportive”, there is a 
sense of feeling overburdened by family’s presence. 
 
 The following excerpts concern participants’ negotiations of their professional 
identities. Working lives were affected for example by physical limitations. 
Participants wanted to be occupied and busy. Bridget described enjoying coming back 
to work. She pointed to improving her memory at work: “exercising my brain” (250). 
In the following quote from Zoe, she presents work as part of her identity by presenting 
it as a necessary component for going “back to normality”. We can see her attributing 
value to work for maintaining one’s positive identity: “that was part of my identity, I 
want to get back to that”, says Zoe whilst making a statement about the eagerness to 
be a long-term survivor of glioblastoma: “I am still planning on sticking around”. 
Being in employment is therefore seen as part of healthy continued life, as opposed to 
illness deterioration. 
 
Fine, just back to normality. Well not normality, because I am not working, but 
we have two [name] shops as well, so I have done bits in those, and one of my 
friends doesn’t work, she was a full time mum but now her kids are at school, so 
I spend quite a lot of time with her. And being on the farm, there is always 
something we can do. […] So I am not bored, but I would like to work. I think 
that was part of my identity. And I want to get back to that. And I am still 
planning on sticking around. There are long term survivors that have had this 
kind of tumour. Just have to hope I am one of them. (Zoe, 260-270) 
 
 The following extracts from Melody demonstrate some of the difficulties that 
participants encountered after returning to work. Initially, Melody similarly to others 
was keen to return to work, “that was my goal”, “to prove to myself I could do it”. It 
seems as though it was part of her motivation during rehabilitation that kept her 
focussed. Again, she highlights the role of working in “making life as normal as 
possible”: 
 
Again that was my goal, to get back to work at the earliest opportunity and I had 
to … again, it was to nobody else, but I had to prove to myself that I could do it, 
that I could get back to work but once I was back at work, as I say, I knew I 
wouldn’t be able to kind of work my full capacity but again, it was ‘I am going 
to do as much as I possibly can’. There was never an option of ‘I am not going 
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back to work’. It was… the goal was there to try and make life as normal as 
possible. (Melody, 143-150) 
 
 She provides an example of an aspect which helps in this return to normality: 
having others depend on her. After a period of time of being a recipient of support 
(refer to Theme 3a), she states that returning to normality is paired with caring for 
other people: 
 
And again, it is nice … I have to word this properly, not to have people relying 
on me … but again, to be there for other people, so it is not me … needing the 
help again. That I am still able to provide the help and the care for other people 
and I enjoy it as well. (Melody, 181-184) 
 
 However, after she did return, her professional role was undermined. Here, she 
describes a process of stopping taking her anti-seizure medication. Her abilities and 
independence at work were questioned, which brought a great deal of sadness: “it 
really broke my heart” to not be trusted fully. 
 
And one of the times when I was coming off my medication and work were quite 
concerned that I was going to have another seizure at work, and they were talking 
about medically suspending me for six weeks while I was doing that … that 
really kind of broke my heart. Because it was like somebody questioning my 
ability to do my job. […] and it felt almost like I was being punished for getting 
better. I was recovering so well, and able to come off the medication and they 




 Finally, while most participants wanted to return to work and seen this as part of 
their newly established normality, Bridget in the quote below makes it clear that the 
priorities’ shift from work to personal life (as observed in Theme 4) was not overrode. 
Bridget portrays her identity shift: the “new me”, as someone for whom work is 
important, but not the only focus in life. Although not being married or having 
children, Bridget decides that her “different me” will “concentrate on my life as well 
as my work” and points to her hobby of photography as something she wants to pursue. 
 
But I keep saying to people ‘it’s a new me’ because it changes you when you 
have something like that. It makes you go… ‘I need to start not just concentrating 
on work’ that is what I was doing. Trying to get sort of… up… up different 
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situations, but… now it has made me think work is not everything. You have got 
to enjoy your life as well. So… I am wanting to do… planning trips and more 
days out at the theatre and stuff like that with friends and stuff. So I’m going to 
concentrate on my life as well as my work. Not just work. (Bridget, 642-652) 
 
 In summary, this final theme covered participants’ gaining distance from the 
illness-related events, including emotional distance. The role of time in the adjustment 
process was portrayed in the narratives. Participants’ independence was renegotiated, 





 The aim of the current study was to explore the lived experience and coping of 
individuals diagnosed with a brain tumour, focussing particularly on their experience 
within social relationships. The results were organised in five inter-related themes: 
making sense of the diagnosis, working it out in the family, giving and receiving 
support, feeling appreciative, and negotiating a new normal. Each theme consisted of 
two subthemes.  
 
 The results presented in Theme 1 indicated that participants found the diagnosis 
to be a shocking, impactful experience. They perceived receiving insufficient 
information to allow them to make sense of the diagnosis, so a coping strategy then 
was to seek appropriate information elsewhere (whether verbally from others or from 
internet sources). Perhaps the most compelling findings are those from Theme 2. 
Diagnosis was not just for the individual, but affected a network of relationships, 
mostly family relationships. Coping was a process undertaken by whole families. With 
close relationships there was a price or negotiation that needed to take place: as much 
as they needed support, participants were careful not to burden their partners and 
parents because of the potential impact of their worries on the relatives. They were 
also aware of having to live with the consequences of changed dynamics. Occasionally 
therefore, participants wanted to portray themselves as strong and coping well. Theme 
3 discussed other sources of support, both practical (driving, cooking, etc.) which 
appeared to be easier to offer and receive, and emotional which needed to be carefully 
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negotiated. Online support seemed free of the worries of burdening others and the 
associated cost. It also offered crucial validation of experiences with fellow diagnosed. 
Interestingly, results in Theme 4 portrayed positive outcomes of the diagnosis, with 
participants feeling grateful for what they had in life above and beyond having to cope 
with the difficult diagnosis. Participants were found to point that feeling appreciative 
was not something which came naturally as a default reaction but had to be actively 
reinforced by their attitude. Finally, Theme 5 presented how participants saw the role 
of time in gaining emotional distance to the illness-related events and establishing a 
new identity. They also worked at renegotiating their independence at both personal 
and professional levels. The current section discusses the results of each theme with 
reference to previous research. 
 
 
9.6.1 Making sense of the diagnosis 
 
Participants found the news of the diagnosis to be exceptionally distressing, 
shocking, and surreal. This resonates with previous research findings suggesting that 
a high number of patients with a brain tumour experience elevated levels of distress 
(Goebel, Stark, et al., 2011; Keir et al., 2008). Goebel and colleagues found that 
distress had mainly emotional sources and was independent from objective medical 
data (such as tumour size or grade) or physical concerns. This was also found in the 
current study, as the emotional reactions were similar for the participants with low and 
high grade tumours. Resonating with the current results, other researchers, in their 
explorations of experiences of patients with brain tumours, found that patients reacted 
to the diagnosis with feelings of shock, denial, disbelief, and uncertainty (Aderbratt & 
Strang, 2000; Lobb et al., 2011; Rosenblum et al., 2009; Sterckx et al., 2015). Travis 
et al. (2011) concluded that although such reactions are common and adaptive in the 
initial period as they protect against being overwhelmed, if sustained over a longer 
period of time such reactions may become maladaptive as they prevent appropriate 
adaptation to the new situation. As discussed in Theme 5 however, the majority of the 
participants in the current study found time to play a role in the adjustment process 
and moved on from those initial feelings described in Theme 1. Some participants in 
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the current study also welcomed the diagnosis with a sense of relief as it explained 
their symptoms and changes to behaviours and personality which occurred prior to 
getting diagnosed. 
 
The current findings suggest that participants felt their symptoms were initially 
dismissed or alternative diagnoses (such as stroke) were considered before reaching 
the correct one. Participants presented these difficulties as frustrating. The results from 
Theme 1b confirm the findings of Sterckx et al. (2015) where participants reported 
feeling as if they were “on the side-lines of their own life”, with medical professionals 
making decisions and participants feeling they can only abide. In a qualitative study 
with patients newly diagnosed with a brain tumour, Walter et al. (2019) found that 
participants experienced multiple subtle ‘changes’ rather than symptoms prior to being 
diagnosed. They suggested it as a reason for frequent GP visits preceding a diagnosis 
and late recognition of symptoms. Walter et al.’s (2019) finding that participants felt 
there was ‘something not quite right’ (p. e226) rather than ‘symptoms’ prior to getting 
diagnosed, can help us explain why it may be difficult to provide a clear diagnosis of 
a brain tumour immediately after the first presentation to a GP. Although, previous 
research informs us that people with other forms of cancer are also potentially 
vulnerable to trivialisation of their initial symptoms. This was the case in participants 
from a study conducted by Smith et al. (2018) on the experiences of young patients 
with thyroid cancer who also went through multiple visits to the General Practitioner 
before getting diagnosed. 
 
The importance of communication with healthcare staff was very strongly 
highlighted by the participants. They presented both positive and negative scenarios 
of interactions with medical professionals and an impact the way of communication 
had on their emotional well-being. For example, trust towards a physician led to 
feelings of confidence in battling the illness. Goebel and Mehdorn (2018) found that 
patients with brain tumours are faced with numerous pieces of bad news and there was 
a multitude of communication preferences amongst patients as to what how patients 
wished to receive them. The authors reported that, on average, 30% of these 
preferences were not matched by the physicians’ behaviour. This resonates with the 
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current findings, where some participants acknowledged difficulties in how the 
diagnosis was shared with them, their perceptions of insufficient information being 
provided, or their dissatisfaction with the doctors’ calling their tumour ‘benign’. 
Goebel and Mehdorn (2018) suggested that because the communication demands are 
high but also specific to each patient, physicians treating patients with brain tumours 
should participate in communication skills trainings, particularly in order to take an 
individualised approach to the physician-patient communication. The current findings 
suggest participants placed high importance on the communication with their 
healthcare specialists and reported it played a role in their adjustment process. 
Therefore, the suggestion for improved training of interpersonal skills for physicians 
working with this vulnerable group is fully supported by this study. 
 
A theme commonly reported in qualitative studies of patients with a brain 
tumour and cancer more broadly is “the need for information” (Janda et al., 2006; 
Moore et al., 2013; Sterckx et al., 2015). This need was also highlighted in the current 
study, however here participants described how information can be a tool of control 
over the disease. They explained how they managed to obtain information, and 
therefore attempted to gain control over their illness in other means, after they found 
information provision insufficient. Providing patients with appropriate and timely 
information can therefore be a source of empowerment for them in their journey of 
coping with the disease. 
 
Participants in the current study attempted to negotiate control over their 
situation by obtaining access to relevant information, but also through seeing the 
initiation of treatment as empowering, “doing something about it”. Some lacked this 
sense of empowerment and felt powerless when they were placed on a ‘watch and 
wait’ regime, as portrayed for example by the “ticking time bomb” metaphor. 
Participants also talked about how their perceptions of the illness could be 
empowering, e.g., adjusting to seeing a brain tumour as a chronic lifelong condition or 
incorporating it as part of one’s identity (“there is two of us now”). To our knowledge, 
no previous research on coping with a brain tumour explored the role of empowerment 
for this group. Patient empowerment is becoming an increasingly important concept 
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within healthcare (Bailo et al., 2019). It is most often discussed in reference to self-
management of chronic conditions as being empowering (McCorkle et al., 2011), or 
as part of decision navigation interventions (Hacking et al., 2013) which include 
strategies for increasing patient involvement by engaging them in the treatment 
decision-making process. Further research needs to be conducted in the community of 
patients with a brain tumour as to what and how they find to be empowering in 
negotiating life with the condition. 
 
9.6.2 Working it out in the family 
 
The findings in Theme 2 demonstrate that participants and their families 
engaged in shared coping with the disease. The portrayal of the complex interplay 
between family dynamics and coping is one of the most novel findings of the current 
study. The results emphasise that a diagnosis was not just for the individual, but for 
the entire family unit. The results support and extend findings from research by Fox 
and Lantz (1998), whose one of the qualitative themes was “My family has a brain 
tumour” and who concluded that brain tumour is a “family disease”. Although it is 
well established that social support plays an important role in cancer patients’ 
psychological well-being and even medical disease progression and survival (Chou et 
al., 2012), the role and relevance of social factors for brain tumour patients’ well-being 
specifically has only been sparsely addressed and not yet well understood (Köhler et 
al., 2020). The participants’ narratives in the current study highlight that family, rather 
than friends or short-term partners, were most valued sources of support. 
 
An especially important finding of the current study was that receiving support 
from the close family members often came with an associated cost. Participants 
appreciated that while it was helpful for them to share the coping efforts with the 
relatives, they were also acutely aware that such burdening of others will have 
consequences for them (e.g., worry that the participant is not coping well enough, or 
feeling that they have to “do something” to help them cope). For this reason, some of 
the participants explained how they tried to make an effort to portray themselves as 
coping well in front of their closest relatives (either by “smiling through the illness”, 
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making an effort with the physical appearance, or by “putting a brave face on”). 
Previous literature focussing on patients with a brain tumour focussed primarily on the 
positive effects of social support for the participant (Moore et al., 2013). There are 
some initial research studies attempting to explore the characteristics of potentially 
problematic social interactions in other populations (Boutin-Foster, 2005, in the setting 
of an acute coronary syndrome; Law et al., 2018, in colorectal cancer patients). Law 
et al. (2018) found that patients were reluctant to ask for support due to a desire not to 
burden others, which was linked to not wanting to appear vulnerable. This finding is 
similar to what was established in the current sample. Law and colleagues attributed 
this behaviour to the potential embarrassment associated with a colorectal cancer 
diagnosis, which would not necessarily serve as a useful explanation for the current 
sample. Further research is needed to explore the nuance of social relationships, as the 
current findings demonstrate that the complexity of social relationships post-brain 
tumour diagnosis goes beyond the simple conceptualisation of “positive” versus 
“negative” effects of support on well-being. 
 
Participants in the current study described an interplay of acceptance of their 
own fate, and at the same time becoming increasingly concerned for the well-being 
and future of their loved ones. This was especially the case for participants with young 
children. This finding resonates with research on existential concerns of brain tumour 
patients and their caregivers (Adelbratt & Strang, 2000; Strang et al., 2001), who found 
that patients and caregivers were preoccupied with existential thoughts and death 
anxiety. Adelbratt and Strang (2000) found that death anxiety was most often 
occurring in a disguised form in the participants, unless it was explicitly the topic of 
interest during the interview. The current study’s findings support the notion that such 
a life-threatening illness provokes existential concerns, however perhaps here, since it 
was not the explicit topic of the interview, the fears and worries were projected onto 
the participants’ loved ones, particularly when family members were viewed as 






9.6.3 Giving and receiving support 
 
Theme 3 portrayed the types of support received from the family: practical, for 
example driving them to appointments, and emotional, such as listening, being present. 
Other sources of support which participants found helpful included keeping a diary, 
recognising it was time to receive, rather than provide support for others, and 
validation of symptoms by connecting with others diagnosed especially via the online 
support fora. Perhaps the most novel finding within this theme is that the online 
support seemed free from an obligation of thinking about the support provider’s own 
needs. This was not the case while obtaining support from close family members, who 
often reacted with their own set of worries. 
 
The appreciation of supportive relationships is a common theme among other 
qualitative studies on experiences with a brain tumour diagnosis (Ownsworth et al., 
2009; Salander & Spetz, 2002; Spetz et al., 2005). Supportive communication from 
family and friends has been highlighted as bringing hope for participants (Cavers et 
al., 2013). Particularly, having opportunities to talk about the illness has been reported 
as important (Lepola et al., 2001), which was also observed in the current results. 
Feeling isolated has been highlighted previously as a support need (Smith et al., 2018). 
 
Emotional venting was recognised by participants in the current study as a 
helpful strategy. In the review of factors relevant to coping in patients with advanced 
cancer, Thomsen et al. (2010) identified a theme coined ‘emotions’ which referred to 
venting emotions. Brown et al. (2000, as cited in Thomsen et al., 2010) showed that 
patients who used support of others to minimise the impact of cancer reported better 
mood than those who tried to use avoidance coping strategies or felt isolated. 
‘Emotional control’ was also described as attempting to not show one’s suffering by 
‘keeping a stiff upper lip’ (De Faye et al., 2006, as cited in Thomsen et al., 2010), 
trying to relax and to stay positive. Classen et al. (1996) noted emotional control to be 
negatively associated with psychological adjustment. This confirms the current results 
that participants found it beneficial to be able to discharge their feelings to others, 




Participants in the current study appreciated interconnectedness with others 
with similar diagnoses. In their qualitative meta-synthesis of the social trajectory of 
brain tumour, Cubis and colleagues (2017) found that many participants wished to 
reciprocate the support they received throughout their illness. Their theme titled 
‘giving and receiving support’ resonates with the findings of the current study, where 
participants found great consolation in meeting fellow diagnosed, but also wanted to 
contribute to the discussions in online fora and help others in a similar situation. 
Beneficial effects for patient reported outcomes of participating in online communities 
are well documented within cancer literature (van Eenbergen et al., 2017). The current 
study adds a nuanced picture within the brain tumour community, particularly that 
sharing worries via online discussion boards did not carry a risk of burdening close 
relatives and adding to their worries. Participants in the current study showed concern 
for how their close ones were coping. When reviewing research on traditional versus 
online support groups for women with breast cancer, Houlihan and Tariman (2017) 
found that online groups were better suited for women who were physically unable to 
attend a group or those who required supplemental support, but these groups could not 
necessarily compensate for the lack of support from relatives. Individual preferences, 
including cultural and linguistic factors, should be taken into account when 
determining which support groups will be beneficial and availability of the face-to-
face support groups needs to be maintained. 
 
Connecting with others diagnosed brought the feeling of being the same as 
other people, but also allowed for comparisons of health status with them. Literature 
on social comparison comes useful for explaining these results (Tennen et al., 2000). 
When meeting people with higher grade, cancerous tumours, participants reported 
feeling lucky and grateful. This can be framed within the concept of downward 
comparison, comparing oneself favourably with others, which is generally associated 
with positive adjustment (Tennen et al., 2000). Similarly, participants in the current 
study sought lateral or parallel comparisons, that is seeking evaluation against others 
close to them on most characteristics (Bellizzi et al., 2006). In the current study, 
participants described feeling grateful to be connected with others with a brain tumour 
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diagnosis, who were able to put their experiences into more accurate words than them. 
McCaughan et al. (2011) reported in their qualitative study of comparing cancer 
experiences among people with colorectal cancer that people with cancer cannot 
escape from an almost constant exposure to others with similar stories, and that they 
engaged in all types of comparisons with them. While the outcome of such 
comparisons can be either enlightening or misleading, it is essential that healthcare 
staff are aware of patients’ obtaining knowledge from other sources and are available 
to help them make sense of this information (McCaughan et al., 2011). Edvardsson 
and Ahlstrom (2005) found similar results in their qualitative study of patients with 
low grade glioma: the theme “seeking social affinity” was based on coping by striving 
to feel a sense of solidarity. Edvardsson and Ahlstrom also reported a theme “giving 
and seeking information and help”, which resonates with the findings from the current 
theme. The interactions with fellow patients are not always only positive, as it has been 
highlighted by Larsen et al. (2012) in a qualitative meta-synthesis of hospitalised 
somatic patients’ experiences of interaction with fellow patients. They concluded the 
relationships were ambiguous, partly due to their forced nature when sharing hospital 
spaces. Taken that there are many support organisations working with the communities 
affected by a brain tumour, it is crucial for more research to be conducted on the topic 
of sense of belonging to this community, and on the benefits and difficulties that 
participants come across when interacting with each other. 
 
9.6.4 Feeling appreciative 
 
 The findings of the fourth theme are dominated by participants’ feelings of 
gratitude and appreciation. They were grateful for not having a more serious type of 
diagnosis, for having survived an operation successfully, and they also grew to 
appreciate life for what it brings and enjoy it to the fullest. It was found that keeping a 
positive attitude required effort and making a conscious decision. Optimism was 
brought about by accepting one’s situation and mortality, and keeping focussed on the 




Several scholars, for example Sterckx et al. (2015) and Cavers et al. (2012) 
also found that patients reported on positive aspects post-diagnosis: hope, enjoyment 
from being able to participate in meaningful activities again after treatment. Despite 
the fact that these authors interviewed participants primarily with high grade 
diagnoses, the patterns were similar to those observed in the current study. Cavers and 
colleagues (2012) found that participants developed an appreciation of nature and 
friendships, which resonates with the current findings. The authors also reported that 
patients adjusted their life priorities and started to appreciate everyday life more. 
Moreover, in patients with a low grade tumour diagnosis, Edvardsson and Ahlstrom 
(2005) reported a theme called “re-evaluating”, where participants paid attention to 
the positive aspects of life despite an illness. Resembling the current findings, the 
authors highlighted that participants felt more gratitude for the good things in life after 
a diagnosis. Positive feelings were also maintained in their themes of “laughing and 
joking” and “maintain hope” (Edvardsson & Ahlstrom, 2005). This coping style 
resonates to an extent with a strategy of fighting spirit (Livneh, 2000; Watson et al., 
1988), where people find the motivation to go on and strive towards a specific goal 
despite difficulties. However here, the focus is more on observing the positive 
moments of life, rather than an active, problem-orientated coping. We can therefore 
observe a resemblance of participants’ attitude to a mindfulness approach, especially 
in its feature of taking an accepting stance to life (Brown et al., 2007). We have seen 
an example of a mindful approach in Theme 4a, when participants reported taking each 
day as it comes, rather than being preoccupied with the future. Some made a decision 
to accept things they could not change, for example own mortality. Cavers and 
colleagues (2012) also reported that as participants were moving along the illness 
trajectory, they were gradually preparing for and accepting the prospect of dying. 
 
The current findings resonate with the growing literature on post-traumatic 
growth in cancer survivors. Similar to the concept of benefit finding, post-traumatic 
growth means finding positive meaning in the illness journey and making life changes 
after such stressful experience (Ruini & Vescovelli, 2013). In breast cancer patients, 
gratitude has been shown to be linked with post-traumatic growth (Ruini & Vescovelli, 
2013): an association which, although not directly assessed, can be observed in the 
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current theme. There has only been one study so far exploring these constructs in a 
brain tumour population (Kangas et al., 2011). The authors reported that two thirds of 
the sample reported deriving moderate amount of benefit finding due to their 
experience with benign meningioma (Kangas et al., 2011). More research, both 
qualitative and quantitative, is needed in order to explore these concepts further in 
samples of participants with both high and low grade tumours. An aspect not 
highlighted in the previous literature, which came to light in the current analysis is 
how participants talked about making active decisions to maintain their positive 
attitude and coping. 
 
9.6.5 Negotiating a new normal 
 
 Within this theme, the participants provided their accounts on the role of time as 
helpful for gaining emotional distance from the illness-related events and establishing 
a new reality of life with the tumour. Forgetting an anniversary of the operation, for 
instance, was considered an important step in an adjustment journey, so was wanting 
to return to mundane tasks such as cleaning. The impact of the illness on life was 
lessened with time as participants realised their tumour was not life-threatening (in 
case of those with a low grade tumour), despite the initial fright experienced when first 
diagnosed. A pattern of coping by distancing has been discussed in the cancer literature 
previously (Dunkel-Schetter et al., 1992), however it is commonly understood as 
avoidance of thinking about the illness. There is an interesting distinction, as 
participants in the current study discussed gaining distance more in terms of easing off 
the thoughts and emotions as the natural progression in the adjustment process, rather 
than active cognitive or behavioural avoidance. The current findings also stand in 
opposition to the previous results suggesting that for long-term survivors of brain 
tumour (meaning those diagnosed for more than 18 months) distress persists on similar 
levels to patients diagnosed more recently (Keir et al., 2008). Although in the current 
study there was no direct evidence to show that participants stopped feeling distressed 
with the time passing, they certainly discussed the lesser emotional impact. It should 
be noted that the current study’s sample consisted of mostly participants with low 
grade tumours (apart from two: Lily and Zoe) and long-term survivors (only two: Lily 
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and Bridget were diagnosed for less than 18 months) with a mean time since diagnosis 
of the sample of 3.5 years. This might be different in a sample of survivors of 
glioblastoma multiforme, the most aggressive type of brain tumour, in Keir et al.’s 
study (2008). 
 
 Importantly, in this theme participants presented their thoughts on wanting to be 
independent. There was a complex dynamic of wanting family to be involved, 
especially if they had young children, but also finding family to be controlling. This 
echoes previous findings from a study by Sterckx et al. (2015), where they reported a 
theme “disregard” with participants feeling loss and limitations were placed by 
caregivers, laws, or regulations. Participants felt that caregivers deprived them from 
the freedom of choosing what to do, often out of concern (Sterckx et al., 2015). 
Moreover, Wideheim et al. (2002) found that some participants hid their inability to 
do certain tasks in order to feel they lived an independent and meaningful life. This 
was also the case in the current study. Having a sense of meaning was reported 
previously as an important source of strength for patients with cancer (Nixon et al., 
2013). Here, employment was seen as part of regaining independence and an important 
part of one’s identity. When ability to work was questioned, participants felt broken-
hearted. The wish to embrace life fully was very strong, including committing to 
spending more quality time with family and on hobbies.  
 
9.6.6 Strengths and limitations of the study 
 
 The current study has some limitations. Firstly, the recruitment was purposive 
and non-random. Only a small number of participants were selected from a large pool 
of those who volunteered to take part after completing the online survey for Study 1. 
Participants were selected based on geographical location to enable preferable face to 
face interviewing, however this meant that the sample consisted only of British 
participants, with the majority coming from Scotland. The experiences of healthcare 
system, social relationships changes, support systems available and so forth, might be 
different in other countries. Participants with different tumour types and grades were 
included, as well as those with an unknown tumour diagnosis and having undergone 
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different types of treatments. The sample was also heterogeneous in terms of stage in 
the illness trajectory and time since diagnosis, which allows for a better overview of 
what being diagnosed with this illness is like at various time points, however 
employing a longitudinal approach could have allowed for capturing more nuance of 
how people cope in time. While such a heterogeneous sample enables representation 
of a range of ways of coping with a primary brain tumour diagnosis overall, potential 
differences between groups could have been lost, e.g. those who have undergone 
surgery versus remaining on “watch and wait”.  
 
 Nevertheless, the study has many strengths. Importantly, despite such offer 
being made, no participants chose to have a family member present with them during 
an interview. This possibly allowed for a “true” experience to be reported, rather than 
a potentially more “public” account given in front of loved ones. Moreover, it allowed 
for clearly discriminating between the experiences of participants and views of their 
close ones, which could be conflated if interviews were conducted with both parties 
present. Further, although small, the sample was diverse in terms of age, gender, 
relationship, and socioeconomic circumstances. 
 
9.6.7 Future research 
 
 The findings of the current study opened up several avenues for future research. 
Perhaps most pressing is to conduct research on how a brain tumour diagnosis affects 
coping and potential changes in social relationships from the perspective of the 
caregivers. This would allow for comparing of the two perspectives, especially a close 
examination of the perceptions of changed dynamics between family members from 
the perspectives of patients and close relatives. Additionally, longitudinal evaluations 
of a dynamic adjustment process in patients with a brain tumour should be conducted 
to understand how social functioning changes in time post-diagnosis. Multiple 
stakeholders’ perspectives: medical staff, charity workers, support workers working 
with this population, should also be evaluated. Further, the current findings could be 
validated in a larger cohort in a quantitative manner to evaluate the extent to which 






This work presents a nuanced picture of what it is like to live with a brain 
tumour. It provides important insights into the subtle relationship changes and the role 
of social support in coping with the diagnosis. It supports and extends the previous 
research on coping with a brain tumour. The findings present how a journey of 
adjustment progressed from the initial shock and disbelief to eventual negotiating of a 
new normal, with the complex negotiation of support receipt and provision. The results 
highlighted the intricate relationship between personal identity, the internalised model 
of coping self, and practical and emotional support from close relatives or partners. 
One of the main novel findings from Study 2 was highlighting that the diagnosis did 
not affect only the individual, but a whole network of close relationships. Within these 
relationships there was a price to pay: as much as they needed support, participants 
were careful not to burden their partners and parents because of the potential impact 
of their worries on the relatives. They were also aware of having to live with the 
consequences of changed dynamics. Occasionally therefore, participants wanted to 
portray themselves as strong and coping well. Online support seemed free of the 
worries of burdening others and associated cost. It also offered a crucial validation of 




Chapter 10. Integration of both studies and general discussion  
 
Collectively, the present project was designed to evaluate how people cope 
with a diagnosis of a brain tumour in a context of the social support available to them. 
The thesis investigated how relationships and relational styles interact with the 
experience of coping with the illness. An objective of Study 1 was to determine the 
role of adult attachment patterns in coping, while assessing the function of social 
support in the relationship. Study 2 sought to help us understand the meaning of the 
illness experience for the participants in their own terms. The findings of both studies 
jointly highlight that coping is never an individual task. Rather, it always interacts with 
the relationships (or lack thereof) around individuals and their quality. The main 
novelty of the current research is bringing additional nuance to this, in an area where 
there has previously been a dearth of literature. The first section of this chapter 
summarises the main findings of the two studies respectively. The subsequent sections 
provide a combined synthesis of the two sets of findings. Particularly, the findings 
have been integrated on three levels. Firstly, depicting how the individuals experienced 
different styles of coping from their subjective perspective in Study 2, which 
complements our understanding of the results of Study 1. Secondly, a very real-life 
demonstration of how the socio-emotional-cognitive model of attachment playing a 
role in coping has been portrayed by the participants in their own lives while 
navigating the illness-related struggles. Third, a discussion of how the results of Study 
2 have revealed the broader complexity of what was captured in Study 1 as a variable 
‘perceived social support’. Namely, the participants’ internal and external negotiations 
of their perceptions, use and satisfaction with the support from others are depicted, 
along with their implications for individual coping. 
 
 
10.1 Summary of the main findings of the two studies 
 
The current project employed a mixed methods research design with an 
intention that combining different data components will contribute to better supported 
outcomes and stronger inferences than using one method alone (Bazeley, 2018).  Two 
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types of findings, each with their unique strengths, beneficially complement each 
other. Each contributes unique aspects and differing perspectives on the research 
question to produce a more refined and more rounded understanding, thus giving a 
better sense of the whole (Bazeley, 2018). Details of how the two studies were 
integrated at each stage are described fully in Chapter 5. Studies 1 and 2 were 
integrated by employing a concurrent design (Fetters et al., 2013) to address a shared 
research question. Further, integration occurred on a methodological level, namely 
through connecting, that is the quantitative data were linked with the qualitative 
through sampling (Fetters et al., 2013). The two data sets were analysed independently 
in a similar timeframe. It was paramount that each dataset was given adequate 
attention, and careful, competent data analysis in order to fully maintain the integrity 
of each component in mixed methods research (Bishop, 2015; Morse, 2003). 
Therefore, before presenting the integrated findings of the overall project, the sections 
below briefly summarise the main findings of Studies 1 and 2 respectively. 
 
Study 1 aimed at identifying the factors which play a role in individual 
differences in coping with a brain tumour diagnosis. The major novel finding from 
Study 1 was highlighting that the differences in coping repertoire were associated with 
social relatedness factors, specifically with attachment security and its relationship to 
perceived social support. Attachment insecurity dimensions and perceived social 
support predicted employing different coping strategies. Those with high attachment 
anxiety and attachment avoidance are likely to use helpless/hopeless coping because 
they perceive that support is low. Those with high attachment anxiety and attachment 
avoidance are likely to adopt fatalism coping less often, as they perceive the social 
support as insufficient. Those with high attachment anxiety tend to use more anxious 
preoccupation coping, while increasing attachment avoidance is associated with less 
frequent fighting spirit coping. The last two associations were not explained by how 
they perceived social support. Finally, cognitive avoidance was unrelated to both 
attachment dimensions and social support. Despite its relevance for understanding 
how individuals cope with distress (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007; Nicholls et al., 2014; 
Scheffold et al., 2018), an attachment framework has not been applied before to 
understand how individuals with a brain tumour cope with a diagnosis and associated 
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concerns. The results of Study 1 indicate that an individual’s attachment 
representations have implications for the coping strategies they are likely to employ.  
 
Study 2 aimed to explore in more detail the lived experience and coping with 
brain tumour in the context of social relationships. The results were organised in five 
inter-related themes: (1) making sense of the diagnosis, (2) working it out in the family, 
(3) giving and receiving support, (4) feeling appreciative, and (5) negotiating a new 
normal. Each theme consisted of two subthemes. Initially after the diagnosis, there 
was a strong sense of shock for participants. Feelings of tightness and suffocation were 
sensed in their narratives. As participants navigated through their illness experience, 
with their families, through giving and receiving support, and appreciation for life, 
there was an increasing sense of space and freedom for participants to move on in their 
life with the tumour. Notions of independence and time as providing distance were 
especially highlighted in the fifth theme. Participants’ illness journeys were by no 
means linear or staged, nor were they finalised by the time the interviews took place. 
One of the main novel findings from Study 2 was highlighting that the diagnosis did 
not affect only the individual, but a whole network of close relationships (Theme 2). 
Within these relationships there was a negotiation that needed to take place: as much 
as they needed support, participants were careful not to burden their partners and 
parents because of the potential impact of their worries on the relatives. They were 
also aware of having to live with the consequences of changed dynamics. Occasionally 
therefore, participants wanted to portray themselves as strong and coping well. Theme 
3 discusses other sources of support, both practical, which appeared to be easier to 
offer and receive, versus emotional, which needed to be carefully negotiated. Online 
support seemed free of the worries of burdening others and associated cost. It also 
offered a crucial validation of experiences with others with a similar diagnosis. 
Interestingly, the results in Theme 4 portrayed positive outcomes of the diagnosis, with 
participants feeling grateful of what they have in life above and beyond having to cope 
with the difficult diagnosis. Participants were found to point out that feeling 
appreciative was not something which came naturally as a default reaction but had to 
be actively managed. The current study is the first one to explore in-depth the nuance 




10.2 Integration of the quantitative and qualitative studies 
 
Following separate analyses of the quantitative and qualitative data, the studies 
were then integrated and interpreted jointly. Overall, working in this way recognises 
the multidimensionality of phenomena, and that different methods are more useful for 
examining these different dimensions before they are brought together to compose the 
whole (Bazeley, 2018). Integration at the interpretation and reporting level occurred 
through narrative and joint display methods (Fetters et al., 2013). The qualitative 
findings were found to be consistent with, complement and expand on the findings of 
Study 1. Confirmation occurs when the two data sources provide similar conclusions 
(Fetters et al., 2013). Complementarity allows a more complete understanding of the 
phenomena to be achieved (Bazeley, 2018). Complementary data provides illustrative 
and contextual material to enhance the analysis from another source and allows a more 
elaborate interpretation of the data (Bazeley, 2018). Expansion occurs when findings 
diverge and expand insights of the phenomenon of interest by addressing different 
aspects or by describing complementary aspects of a central phenomenon of interest 
(Fetters et al., 2013). The section below outlines the key similarities and differences 
between the findings of the two studies in several areas, with an aim of integrating the 
results. 
 
10.2.1 Coping as a subjective experience 
 
 The findings of Study 2 augment a body of previous quantitative literature on 
coping with cancer. Thomsen and colleagues (2010) systematically reviewed 30 
studies on coping with advanced cancer and after identifying 160 coping behaviours 
characteristics, they collated them into seven factors. The authors highlighted that the 
majority of coping strategies used by patients in palliative care were emotion-focussed. 
This might be because the Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) model was not developed 
for advanced cancer patients. It might be that in such advanced cancer circumstances, 
the capacity for problem-focussed coping is simply not feasible, due to physical lack 
of resources, and the majority of coping efforts need to be emotion-focussed. The 
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results of this project overall firmly confirm that coping involves a more nuanced 
conceptualisation than that between positive vs. negative, or adaptive vs. maladaptive. 
Rather, it involves a complex interplay of emotional factors and skilled manoeuvring 
through receiving and giving help in the challenging times. The section below 
evaluates each coping style from Study 1 with reference to how it was subjectively 
experienced by participants as reported in Study 2. Table 18 provides examples of the 




 Helpless/hopeless coping, as conceptualised by Watson et al. (1994), indicates 
that a person feels that an illness is unmanageable and has little expectation of positive 
outcome. Study 1 revealed that people with higher attachment insecurity tended to 
have higher levels of this coping style, which is known to be strongly associated with 
outcomes such as quality of life, depression and anxiety (Hulbert-Williams, Hulbert-
Williams, et al., 2012). Study 1 showed that the mechanism of why people feel 
overwhelmed by the illness experience may be that their attachment style predisposes 
them to feel vulnerable, hypervigilant to potential threat and to exaggerate negative 
emotions (Bailey et al., 2012; Brenning & Braet, 2013). Study 2 depicted how such 
internal processes are lived out by the individuals diagnosed with a brain tumour. 
Particularly in Theme 1 we were able to see how the initial stages of getting diagnosed 
were characterised by a sense of feeling out-of-control and devastation. These findings 
align with previous literature on brain tumours which describes the early period after 
the diagnosis as filled with shock, denial, disbelief, and uncertainty (Aderbratt & 
Strang, 2000; Lobb et al., 2011; Rosenblum et al., 2009; Sterckx et al., 2015).  
 
 Sheridan et al. (2011) in a qualitative study of patients with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) found that experiencing helplessness undermined the 
sense of control, which is key in improving health-related quality of life in this patient 
group (Bourbeau et al., 2004). Sheridan and colleagues (2011) found that helplessness 
was associated with self-management of COPD. The notion of control over one’s 
disease management was also evident in the results of Study 2, particularly in 
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subtheme 1a Negotiating control over own health. Participants reported feeling 
particularly helpless and powerless when their symptoms were not validated by others 
and when they perceived watchful waiting as a lack of necessary treatment. 
Furthermore, it was reported in a qualitative study about the experience of helplessness 
in patients in palliative care by Sand et al. (2008) that dying cancer patients felt 
powerless and helpless due to factors such as impending death, isolation, uncertainty, 
loss of control and autonomy, and ignorance. This finding also partly aligns with the 
experience of participants in Theme 1 of Study 2. Therefore, the qualitative findings 
complement and expand the quantitative ones in the current project. 
 
10.2.1.2 Anxious preoccupation 
 
 A person experiencing high levels of anxious preoccupation when coping with a 
diagnosis typically worries excessively about cancer and possible recurrence and 
searches for reassurance from others excessively (Watson et al., 1994). In Study 1, 
higher attachment anxiety was related to higher anxious preoccupation coping. A 
hypothesised explanation for this finding was a tendency of anxiously attached persons 
to react to threat faster and more intensely and to ruminate excessively (Bailey et al., 
2012). In Study 2, examples of anxiously preoccupied coping could be seen in Theme 
2 Working it out in the family, particularly in subtheme 2b Being concerned about 
others. While reporting an increasing acceptance of their own fate, participants became 
concerned for the well-being and future of their loved ones, particularly the family 
members viewed as vulnerable, i.e., the young and the old. While the interviews in 
Study 2 did not explicitly cover existential concerns, participants seemed to project 
their worries onto their loved ones. This finding resonates with the previous literature 
on existential concerns (Strang et al., 2001). 
  
 Another aspect of anxious preoccupation coping portrayed in Study 2 was fear 
of recurrence. Particularly in subtheme 1b Negotiating control over own health, 
participants reported anxiety over the upcoming regular scans to check for possible 
recurrence. This is a common anxiety documented in the literature in other types of 
cancer as well, including breast cancer (De Vries et al., 2014). Firmin et al. (2014) also 
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reported in a qualitative study that in a group of patients who survived cancer anxiety 
was a common emotion, which in this group was triggered particularly by memories 
after anniversaries. Therefore, in this theme also the results from Study 2 complement 
and expand these from Study 1. 
 
10.2.1.3 Fighting spirit 
 
 Fighting spirit is characterised by optimism about the prognosis, a belief that the 
disease is controllable, and a determination to cope actively (Greer & Morris, 1975). 
It has been shown to be related to lower depression and anxiety levels in cancer 
patients (Hulbert-Williams, Hulbert-Williams, et al., 2012). Cho et al. (2020) reported 
that women newly diagnosed with breast cancer who displayed a fighting spirit coping 
at baseline reported better health related quality of life two years later. It is therefore 
important to understand the concept in depth. Study 1 found that lower attachment 
avoidance was related to higher fighting spirit. This finding makes sense in the light 
of the literature on the profile of avoidantly attached persons, which suggests that these 
individuals attempt to suppress thoughts and feelings related to the threat (Mikulincer 
& Shaver, 2007). Therefore, active facing of the diagnosis was possible for persons 
more securely attached within this dimension. There are numerous references to and 
descriptions of individuals adopting a fighting spirit coping within Study 2. 
Particularly, the examples of quotes in Theme 4b Taking charge of the positive attitude 
correspond with fighting spirit approach of being optimistic and making an effort in 
this direction. Participants provided accounts of how they made conscious efforts for 
positivity. Study 2 highlighted a novel aspect, not reported previously in the cancer 
literature, that participants reported making an active decision to act and think 
positively, rather than it being a trait or a feature which came to them naturally.  
 
 Previous literature highlighted the role of social support in providing the impetus 
for remaining positive and not giving up hope during the illness process (Ellis et al., 
2013). While in Study 1 the relationship between attachment avoidance and fighting 
spirit was not mediated by perceptions of social support, in Study 2 participants 
reported a number of times that the presence of others and their noticing of 
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participants’ coping efforts played an important role in maintaining a positive attitude. 
This was evident in subtheme 2a Adjusting alongside other family members and 
Theme 3 Giving and receiving support. Participants also highlighted the benefits 
which they gained from reciprocating the support they received by giving back. This 
also resonated in a review by Cubis et al. (2017) where participants found it valuable 
to help others in a similar situation. Findings of the two studies taken together expand 
our understanding of fighting spirit coping. The role of social support in adopting a 
fighting spirit coping response should be investigated further. 
 
 The findings of the current project also contribute to the existing assumptions 
about the fighting spirit coping. It is most commonly discussed in the cancer literature 
as an adaptive coping response (Morris et al., 2018; Watterbot O’Brien & Moorey, 
2010), showing small negative relationship with anxiety and depression scores 
(Hulbert-Williams, Neal, et al., 2012). However, the current results add to the critical 
debate which challenges such conceptualisation. Although the participants did engage 
in efforts to cope positively and remain optimistic, and reported this to be useful, Study 
2 showed that occasionally they wanted to be seen as coping well by others, while they 
disclosed that it did not necessarily resonate with what they experienced internally. 
This finding fits with the wider discussion in the literature, which problematises the 
fighting terminology in relation to cancer experience more broadly (Coyne & Tennen, 
2010). Fighting spirit has been shown to be closely tapping into personality traits (e.g., 
determination/drive) (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007), which questions whether 
this construct can be considered a coping strategy. It has also been shown previously 
that while patients perceived clinicians as promoting ‘fighting’ and a ‘positive 
attitude’, for patients adopting these responses meant resisting the expression of 
emotional distress (Byrne et al., 2002). This resonates with the current findings which 







10.2.1.4 Cognitive avoidance 
 
 Cognitive avoidance involves making an active effort to avoid thinking about 
the diagnosis and its implications (Watson et al., 1994). Neither social support nor 
insecure attachment dimensions were statistically related to this coping style. While 
attachment avoidance has been previously shown to be linked to emotional 
suppression (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003), self-report measures often do not show this 
expected relationship (Goodall et al., 2012). This could be because avoidantly attached 
individuals strive to present an invulnerable image and may report themselves as more 
secure than they are, or because denial is taking place at a subconscious level, and so 
people are not even of aware of adopting this strategy. Individuals with higher levels 
of attachment avoidance also tend to appraise stress events as threatening but tend to 
assess their ability to cope as higher (Karreman & Vingerhoets, 2012). The lack of 
association between attachment anxiety and cognitive avoidance may be explained by 
threat-focussed style associated with this dimension, making disengagement difficult. 
However, despite these difficulties in capturing avoidance in self-report psychological 
research, there is evidence in the results of Study 2 of how participants utilised and 
made sense of avoiding thinking about the diagnosis, either by focussing on managing 
other aspects of their lives (caring for children, etc.) or by attempting to show others 
they are coping well. Particularly in Theme 5, subthemes Gaining distance and 
Negotiating independence participants hinted to wanting to distract their attention 




Fatalism indicates resignation and passive acceptance of the illness and therapy 
(Watson et al., 1994). It is characterised by giving-up the ‘fighting’ of the disease and 
adopting an appreciative stance (Watson et al., 1994). It is debated in the literature 
whether this strategy should be considered an adaptive or a maladaptive way of coping 
(Zucca et al., 2012). The results of a validation study of the Mini-MAC conducted by 
Zucca et al. (2012) suggested that fatalism may not be a particularly good coping 
strategy for forcing into categories based on a-priori definitions of coping 
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effectiveness. Increasingly, studies do not find significant positive correlations 
between adaptive coping subscales and mental health measures (Anagnostopoulos et 
al., 2006; Boyes et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2008). Some scholars conceptualise fatalism 
as helpless disengagement with the stressor, while others view it as a form of 
acceptance (Morris et al., 2018). This inconsistency in definition and measurement 
prevents conclusions regarding the relationship between fatalistic coping and 
psychological distress while adjusting to an illness (Goodwin et al., 2014). The current 
findings add to this debate, by portraying in Theme 4 that participants described 
acceptance as a helpful step in their adjustment journey and seemed to depict it more 
in terms of mindful acceptance as opposed to passive resignation. Some of the 
discrepancies between the conceptualisations of fatalism may partly be explained by 
the fact that the Mini-MAC questionnaire was designed in 1994, while the scholarly 
understanding has since evolved. Particularly the last two decades witnessed an intense 
growth of research into mindfulness and mindful acceptance as showing positive 
effects (Tomlinson et al., 2018). 
 
In Study 1, fatalism was found to be negatively related to both attachment 
dimensions. The attachment literature provides a conceptual argument for the findings, 
as the features of fatalism contrast with the concept of anxious attachment linked to 
rumination and intensification of negative emotional response (Mikulincer & Shaver, 
2007) and preoccupation with symptoms (Wearden et al., 2005). Similarly, the 
negative relationship between fatalism and attachment avoidance can be interpreted in 
the view of previous literature evidencing avoidantly attached individuals as having 
lower disposition to focus on the present and emotional clarity (Goodall et al., 2012) 
and feeling less gratitude when recalling past events (Mikulicer & Shaver, 2003). Both 
insecure attachment associations with fatalism were partially explained by how 
individuals perceived the social support available to them. This confirms the previous 
research suggesting that insecurely attached persons have a tendency to feel more 
unsure of their social relations and seek others’ proximity for comfort in case of 
anxious attachment, or to push others’ away in case of avoidant attachment, which 
would appear are in turn important factors in determining their coping response. In 
Study 2, subtheme 4b Taking charge of the positive attitude participants described 
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taking an accepting, yet not passive or hopeless, attitude by accepting own mortality 
yet making changes to their lifestyle to be healthier. This subtheme therefore aligns 
with a coping response of fatalism. Moreover, fatalism also resonated with the 
qualitative theme in Study 2 Feeling appreciative. Previously, Thomsen et al. (2010) 
identified a coping cluster ‘making meaning’ and suggested that in a situation which 
may not be amenable to problem-focussed efforts, modifying the meaning of a 
stressful event may be a useful coping strategy. Searching for meaning or feeling 
appreciative may replace problem-focussed coping in situations when changing the 
‘problem’ (illness) itself is not achievable. This was also observed in the subtheme 4a 
Admiring life of the current study and therefore findings of Study 2 both complement 





Table 18. Mixed methods joined display matrix: Quotes from Study 2 illustrating 
quantitatively assessed coping styles 
Coping as an individual experience 
Variable assessed 
quantitatively 
Illustrative quotes from the qualitative study 
Helplessness/ 
hopelessness 
“It feels like I have walked into a very deep dark tunnel 
and there is no light at the end.” (May, 13-14) 
“And initially I thought I wanted it over and done with. I 
remember saying if I died within six months, [tearful] my 
little girl wouldn’t remember me and that would have been 
easier for her.” (Zoe, 104-107) 
Anxious 
preoccupation 
“I am concerned about how everyone else deals with it, if 
anything did happen, then how would they deal with it.” 
(Alexandra, 475-476) 
“When I first got out of hospital I was more anxious” 
(Zoe, 394) 
“The tense time of year is when you get your MRI scan 
and then you have to wait for the result.” (Oliver, 297) 
Fighting spirit “When I came back they are going ‘how are you still 
smiling after everything you have been through’ and I am 
going ‘because you just have to, you just have to say ‘no it 
is not going to beat me, I am going to beat it’.” (Bridget, 
430-434) 
“It was like my body said, or my mind said, ‘this is it now, 
you need to start making decisions’ and I have, I have 
completely changed.” (May, 599-602) 
Cognitive avoidance “I was micromanaging everything” (May, 589) 
“I think em, it still all seems like a blur, like it didn’t 
happen.” (Melody, 9) 
“I don’t want to look like a sickly person.” (Hannah, 423) 
Fatalism “You are definitely going to die, and that is something that 
I have learnt to deal with I think.” (Oliver 93-94) 
“Over time it dawned on me that I was never going to be 
the same again and it was permanently damaging to me 





10.2.2 Coping and tumour grade 
 
Although the following comparisons need to be interpreted with caution as the 
numbers were different (participants with low grade tumour n = 284, high grade 
tumour n = 120), it can be speculated that participants diagnosed with low grade 
tumours showed worse psychological functioning across a range of domains in Study 
1 (described in section 7.3). Those with low grade tumour had lower physical well-
being, higher helplessness/hopelessness and lower fighting spirit, lower satisfaction 
with social support, and higher scores on both attachment insecurity dimensions, as 
compared to the individuals diagnosed with high grade tumours. While hinting 
towards lower levels of overall well-being in participants with low grade tumours, 
these results do not offer an immediate explanation as to the reasons for the 
associations. Findings from Study 2 can shed more light on the types of issues which 
participants with low grade tumours tended to struggle with. Those with a low grade 
tumour indicated feeling that their diagnosis was not sufficiently acknowledged and 
validated. They expressed concerns that they were not always receiving the treatment 
needed, and their condition was not taken seriously enough by the healthcare staff and 
their families. The quantitative and qualitative results combined therefore suggest that 
living with an untreated low grade tumour (i.e. watch and wait) might pose unique 
psychosocial challenges, when compared to the more pronounced recognition and 
active treatment received by the participants with high grade tumours, despite a lower 
objective health threat. The results of Study 1 suggest that participants with a brain 
tumour appear to have relatively high levels of helplessness/hopelessness and anxious 
preoccupation (maladaptive coping strategies) compared to the norms established in 
other cancer populations. While bearing in mind that the majority of participants in 
Study 1 had a low grade tumour, the findings from Study 2, which point to the distress 
experienced by patients with unremoved low grade tumours, can help explain these 






10.2.3 Socially embedded coping 
 
As a result of joint interpretation of the findings from Studies 1 and 2, a 
coherent picture emerged regarding the social nature of coping. We learnt from Study 
1 that attachment style played a role in how people adjusted to a brain tumour. 
Adoption of helpless/hopeless and fatalistic coping styles was related to both 
attachment dimensions, with perceived social support mediating the relationships. 
What this means is that the internal working models stemming from the early 
relationships played a role in shaping how people interpret the threat of illness. 
Therefore, family dynamics and early interactions within the families had an impact 
on the individual level coping response later in life. Confirmatory and complementary 
findings emerged from Study 2. Participants described how family background and 
their usual coping scenarios, often shared across generations, played a role in shaping 
their and their partners’ ways of responding to the illness-related stressors (e.g. “I 
would say he was a more anxious person than I am, day to day. But our families are 
very different, and his family are more pessimistic than mine. So they immediately 
assumed I was going to die, and my family immediately assumed that I was going to 
fight it and I was going to be the first person that survived this.” Zoe, 198-203). 
 
Attachment style is a developmentally derived socio-emotional-cognitive 
factor where the social interactions taking place in infancy shape lifelong patterns of 
perceiving self, others and the world (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). In Study 1, it was 
shown to be associated with some coping strategies being employed more frequently 
than others. In Study 2, participants spoke about the expectations of others for them to 
cope well: participants were reinforced if they smiled through the process or made 
themselves look presentable. In subtheme 2a Adjusting alongside family members we 
saw how individual differences in coping were explained by participants as emerging 
from the coping approach of their family of origin. Therefore, the role of 
developmental factors in growing certain coping skills has been portrayed. Quotes in 
subtheme 4b Taking charge of the positive attitude also demonstrate the links between 
developmental, familial factors and coping style of a family as a whole, with the 
individual coping. Participants described what their social development and support 
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networks were like prior to their having to cope with the diagnosis. We then saw how 
participants used these pre-existing patterns to provide rationale for their taking a 
stance to have a positive attitude throughout the illness. Moreover, Study 2 revealed 
that people attempted to have control over how they coped and to what extend they 
involved others in their coping process. They were careful about how much they 
involved others, usually due to the cost associated with obtaining support from close 
relatives. Therefore, in both studies it was found that close others played an important 
role in the individual coping process, both in the patterns of coping resulting from the 
early experiences within families as well as at the time of illness. As one example of 
the processes described in the section above, Table 19 illustrates how throughout their 
coping trajectory, participants experienced thoughts and behaviours that are typically 
associated with avoidant attachment. Figure 10 shows a visual representation of a 
proposed model of socially embedded coping as emerging from the integrated analysis 
presented in this section. 
 
It should be highlighted that while in the current project attachment theory has 
been shown to contribute a useful element to our understanding of coping with a brain 
tumour, broader theories of adaptation to illness (such as Moss-Morris’ (2013) model 
of adjustment) remind us that the process is more complex and multi-dimensional. The 
current findings contribute to and expand the existing theories by demonstrating 
precise associations of how different attachment dimensions relate to specific coping 
styles. But it needs to be emphasised that attachment patterns constitute one aspect of 
personal background factors, in addition to illness-specific factors, and social and 
environmental factors, which all contribute toward one’s experience of emotional 
equilibrium being disrupted or maintained in the illness journey (Moss-Morris, 2013). 
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Table 19. Mixed methods joined display matrix: Socially embedded coping 
Overarching project research question: How do people cope with a brain tumour diagnosis in the context of their social 
relationships? 
Socially embedded coping 
Quantitative Results of regression analyses 
 
Attachment avoidance significantly predicted helplessness/hopelessness (β = .16, p = .14), fighting spirit (β = –.24, p = 
.002) and fatalism coping (β = –.25, p = .001). 
 
Qualitative Examples of participants’ quotes 
 
“I don’t want to look like a sickly person (…) And it is quite hard, I think when his mum sees me, to fully understand that 
the night before I could have been in terrible pain and things.” (Hannah, 422-426) 
“But I had the one moment where I was crying all night and then I went ‘I can’t do this, I have got to stay positive, positivity 
helps.’” (Bridget, 110-112) 
“But it was trying to encourage [partner] to go and do normal things. And not want to stay home and babysit me all the time. 
He just didnae want to leave me.” (Susan, 519-520) 
“I think I have always been one for putting the smile on and saying ‘I’m fine’. Even before this. Even if you weren’t fine, you 
were kind of putting the brave face on and carry on” (Melody, 475-478) 
 
Integration  The quantitative findings suggest that avoidant attachment predicted the use of more maladaptive coping strategies and less 
use of the adaptive coping. The qualitative findings portray participants’ struggle associated with effective seeking support 
as opposed to wanting to be seen as coping well independently. Pushing others away, as demonstrated in the quotes above, 
is characteristic of avoidant attachment patterns, which have been shown to be linked to coping in Study 1. The findings of 
Studies 1 and 2 are therefore complementary, as in Study 2 participants expressed how these thoughts and behaviours 







Figure 9. Proposed model of socially embedded coping 
 
 
10.2.4 The complexity of perceived social support 
 
Areas where the two sets of findings diverge include a role and an 
understanding of perceived social support. Study 1 evaluated the role of perceived 
availability of social support in individual coping. Building on and expanding the 
findings from Study 1, the results of Study 2 highlight that successful obtaining 
support from others was a much more complex process than was measured within the 
scope of this variable. The theme found in the Thomsen and colleagues’ (2010) review 
of quantitative studies of coping styles in advanced cancer, “support systems”, 
resonated with Theme 2 Working it out in the family in the current study. Similar to 
the current study’s findings, the theme in a systematic review highlighted that family, 
friends and healthcare staff provided support and sense of safety through the illness. It 
included spiritual support, communication, receiving information and the quality of 
palliative care. Social isolation, feelings of being a burden to others and missing 
relationships with colleagues and more distant friends also featured within this theme. 
The findings of Study 2 therefore confirm and expand the previous quantitative 
literature’s consensus on the role of family’s support in the illness process. Sections 
below outline areas where the two studies complement and diverge from each other 





10.2.4.1 Perceptions of support from family and friends 
 
In Study 1 it was found that perceptions of social support, how available it was, 
played a role in how people coped. Participants seeing that others were (un)available 
to help them determined what kind of coping strategy they used themselves. In Study 
2 we can see that this is a more complex process. To an extent, participants described 
undergoing a conscious and purposeful decision-making process when it came to 
asking others for help. Even if individuals knew that others would be available to offer 
them support, they chose to not always ask for it, if they suspected it might burden the 
support-provider. While there is a growing body of literature examining the 
phenomenon of caregiver burden (Schubart et al., 2008; Zamanipoor Najafabadi et al., 
2020), the issue of patients’ awareness and perceptions of caregiver burden, and the 
complexity such awareness adds to the patient-caregiver dynamics, remain largely 
unaddressed. There is scarce evidence exploring “self-perceived burden to others” 
(McPherson et al., 2007), suggesting that self-perceived burden is a common and 
distressing concern for patients receiving palliative care, which does indeed correlate 
with the caregiver burden of the family members. The nuanced integrated findings of 
the current project indicate that further research is needed on this topic. 
 
Moreover, availability of social support was defined by the participants in 
Study 2 in a larger variety of ways than simply physical, instrumental (practical) or 
emotional support, which are the usually examined facets of social support within 
quantitative research. Participants took into consideration how the others were coping 
themselves and their current life circumstances. They also assessed others’ emotional 
availability and capacity to offer support.  
 
The results of the two studies, however, also overlap in the key areas. Study 1 
found that perceived social support did play a role in adopting coping responses, 
relating positively to adaptive coping strategies and negatively to maladaptive. Study 
2 confirms and complements these findings. In subtheme 2a Adjusting alongside 
family members participants portrayed how social factors play a role in coping. 
Further, in subtheme 4b Taking charge of the positive attitude feedback from close 
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others about patients’ positive coping was a driving force and further reinforced their 
efforts for optimism. Table 20 provides a mixed methods joint display summary of the 
integrated theme described in this section. 
 
Finally, as could be expected, individuals within Study 2 differed in terms of 
how they manoeuvred through the reality of coping with illness: some were prone to 
ask for support more than others, some detested having lost their independence. This 
is where the quantitative results can be valuable. The quantitative findings might help 
shed some additional light on the potential underlying mechanisms behind the 
observed individual differences in highlighting of the different priorities and in the 
differences in perceiving the illness experience. The psychological theory of 
attachment informs us that anxiously attached people tend to seek proximity at times 
of difficulty, even at the cost and risk of overburdening others. The primary drive is to 
maintain relationships and remain as close as possible to the other.  
 
10.2.4.2 Perceptions of support from healthcare professionals 
 
Findings in Study 2’s Theme 1 Making sense of the diagnosis highlighted the 
role of participants’ communication preferences being met. This resonates with the 
previous literature on breaking bad news to brain tumour patients (Goebel & Mehdorn, 
2018), but also with the literature on trust towards one’s oncologist in other types of 
cancer (Hillen et al., 2014; Hinnen et al., 2014). It was previously highlighted that trust 
in one’s physician can play a role in the physical outcomes (Birkhauer et al., 2017), as 
well as psychological adjustment to illness (Hall et al., 2001). What was found in Study 
2 was that there was a variability in how participants perceived information to be 
(in)sufficient, communication with the physician being (in)adequate, physician being 
trustworthy or not. The insights from the previous literature suggest that one’s 
attachment style can contribute to those perceptions of communication being 
satisfactory or not (Hillen et al., 2014; Hinnen et al., 2014). Although Study 1 did not 
explicitly measure trust towards a physician, the observed relationships between 
anxious and avoidant attachment and helplessness/hopelessness suggest that one’s 
attachment style can help explain individual differences in the perceptions of illness 
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as unmanageable. Perceptions of social support partially explained this relationship. 
Findings from both studies combined with the previous literature may therefore 
suggest that potentially the perceptions of support obtained from healthcare staff may 
play a part in the broader perceptions of social support, and consequently the adopted 




Table 20. Mixed methods joined display matrix: The complexity of perceived social support 
Overarching project research question: How do people cope with a brain tumour diagnosis in the context of their social 
relationships? 
The complexity of perceived social support 
Quantitative Results of mediation analyses 
Perceived social support mediated the relationships between both attachment anxiety (b = .13, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.02, 
0.28], abcs = .03, small to medium effect) and avoidance (b = .13, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.02, 0.28], abcs = .03, small to medium 
effect) and helplessness/hopelessness. Perceived social support mediated the relationships between both attachment anxiety 
(b = –0.09, SE = 0.05, 95% CI [–0.19, –0.01], abcs = –.04, small to medium effect) and avoidance (b = –0.11, SE = 0.05, 95% 
CI [–0.23, –0.02], abcs = –.05, small to medium effect) and fatalism.  
 
Qualitative Examples of participants’ quotes 
“Needed to talk about it, to get it out. Otherwise I would just have it inside me.” (Bridget, 308) 
“Would I want what would possibly be the last couple of years of their life to be filled with worry or would it be better not to 
telling them until such times as I had to?” (Melody, 276-278) 
“I couldn’t support how she felt about my illness.” (Zoe, 316) 
“There is only so many times you can phone someone up and say ‘I am really scared, I am worried, I am anxious’ because it 
becomes like an emotional investment for them, but they don’t have that.” (May, 210-212) 
“It is a great, it is really good, because it is a closed [online] group and nobody else can have access to it, you can really just 
go on and maybe things you wouldn’t talk about, family and things, you would just go on and say…” (Melody, 48-50) 
“So we have the same group of friends, but they would phone him and say ‘come on, come and have an hour out’ because I 
think otherwise we would have just sat with each other all the time and he needed a bit of a break as well.” (Zoe, 180-184) 
 
Integration  Study 1 assessed the role of perceived availability of social support in mediating the relationships between insecure 
attachment and coping. The results indicated that it could help explain the associations with helplessness/hopelessness and 
fatalism. The results of Study 2 confirmed these findings as participants portrayed the importance of being listened to and an 
awareness of support being available. However, they also pointed to broader complexity of social support over and beyond 
whether it was available. They showed an awareness of how their health status could negatively impact the life satisfaction 
and well-being of close relatives and the desire to shield from as many negative impacts as possible. They also discussed the 




10.3 Strengths and limitations of the project 
 
The current project provides unique insights into the experience of coping in 
people diagnosed with a brain tumour. The rich data complements the body of 
evidence on the role of social relationships in adjusting to an illness. The project 
benefits from a wide-reach, international recruitment, and high response rate from the 
communities of people living with a diagnosis, suggesting that it is relevant to them 
and perceived as needed. Employing a mixed methods approach enabled investigation 
of a complex phenomenon of coping in a multi-faceted way: insights into individual 
differences in coping in Study 1 and an in-depth understanding of the subjective 
experience in Study 2. 
 
The current project relied on recruitment through self-selection and therefore 
transferability of the findings to the broader population of patients with a brain tumour 
may be limited. The majority of the sample comprised relatively highly functioning 
participants with lower grade tumours in a stable stage of illness, thus it may be 
missing the voice of those with advanced and end of life stages of the disease. 
However, low grade tumours are more commonly diagnosed compared to high grade 
tumours, with 68% of CNS tumours being reported as non-malignant (Ostrom et al., 
2016). Therefore, in this regard the sample is representative of the overall population 
of people living with primary brain tumours. Indeed, Hulbert-Williams et al. (2019) 
concluded that a sample of cancer survivors recruited online via social media was more 
representative demographically and clinically compared to traditional recruitment 
methods, such as within clinical settings. The online method of recruitment in the 
current project has also proven to be low in cost and reduced some biases (e.g., not 
limiting the participants to only those who are in an active contact with healthcare 
providers). 
 
Online recruitment meant that there was no access to participants’ medical 
records, meaning for example not having the precise details on the tumour location 
and type, beyond that of the self-report of participants. Recruitment aided by charitable 




access to and use these services. This perhaps resulted in a sample of participants who 
are already better supported than those who do not have the physical, mental or 
practical ability to make use of support services. On the other hand, they could be 
using the sites due to insufficient support. Moreover, it can be assumed that individuals 
who connect with the support organisations choose to be taking an active part in their 
illness journey by seeking support online. The sample diversity was limited in both 
studies, with an over-representation of females and an under-representation of ethnic 
minorities. The use of online recruitment within psychosocial cancer research is novel 
and the current project demonstrated that it can be achieved successfully. Particularly, 
advertising through the social media channels of charity organisations with already 
established communities of followers has proven as helpful in reaching a large number 
of participants. 
 
Reliance of Study 1 on a cross-sectional self-report design prevented 
establishing the causality of the observed effects. It is also important to acknowledge 
the potential problem of common method bias, when variations in responses are caused 
by the instrument rather than the actual predispositions of the respondents that the 
instrument attempts to uncover. Moreover, although the self-reported physical health 
status was used as a control variable, the possibility that neurocognitive functioning 
could be a confounding factor cannot be ruled out. It should also be noted that 
neurocognitive symptoms of individuals with a brain tumour can have implications for 
how they relate to others. Assumptions about attachment as a pre-illness construct, 
therefore, need to be treated with caution. Finally, including participants with low and 
high grade diagnoses, and of different demographics (in terms of age, employment and 
relationship status, with and without children) in Study 2 allowed obtaining a balanced 
perspective and deduce common themes. However, as all of the participants in Study 
2 came from the United Kingdom and were of White ethnic origin, the applicability of 







10.4 Implications for future research 
 
The findings described in the current thesis warrant further research in several 
directions. Firstly, the perspective of informal caregivers should be explored using 
both quantitative and qualitative methods. Pietromonaco et al. (2013) highlighted that 
there is an emerging research theme looking at so-called co-regulation between 
romantic partners, where partners are thought to influence each other’s psychological 
and physiological responses. The phenomenon of co-regulation emerged in the current 
findings and therefore should be explored further. This could initially take a form of 
including both patients and their caregivers in dyadic self-report measures of coping 
and its correlates. Ideally, future research will qualitatively explore the experiences of 
close relatives in their own terms but also dyadically with the patients. Secondly, 
individuals’ coping should be assessed longitudinally. Study 1 showed that time since 
diagnosis was significantly associated with the coping style of anxious preoccupation 
(and was consequently used as a control variable). This, together with the findings 
from Study 2 pointing to the role of time in adjustment, suggests that the way people 
cope might be changing with time.  
 
Study 1 revealed that relationships between attachment dimensions and 
helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism were mediated by perceived social support. 
However, the associations of attachment and anxious preoccupation and fighting spirit 
were not significantly mediated. This suggests that there are other mechanisms which 
could more fruitfully explain the relationships. We therefore need further evidence as 
to why individuals differ in their coping responses as a function of attachment style. 
 
Further, attention should be paid to the physical symptoms, illness severity and 
progression, as assessed by a medical professional. Although in the current project 
access to participants’ medical records was not possible, the analysis using self-
reported physical well-being revealed that better physical well-being was associated 
with lower helplessness/hopelessness, lower anxious preoccupation and lower 
cognitive avoidance. This points to an important avenue of research into coping in 




along with the measures of mental health outcomes in order to more fully understand 
the role of coping in well-being following a diagnosis. Ideally, adjustment and 
potential associated psychopathology should be measured by an objective assessment 
from a mental health professional. More research efforts should also be directed 
towards determining the best way to measure adaptation and adjustment to physical 
illness. Although various measures are available, there is no widely accepted gold-
standard yet. Additionally, from the point of view of the qualitative results, future 
studies should examine the experience of coping in other countries and cultures, as 
well as examine the experiences of minorities’ coping. 
 
Finally, tumour location should be studied for its potential links with the 
changes in attachment patterns. Particularly, attention should be directed to the 
tumours localised in the brain regions responsible for socio-cognitive and emotional 
processing, as there is already available data suggesting that patients with brain 
tumours are affected by impairments of emotion regulation, empathy and Theory of 
Mind before and immediately after brain tumour treatment (Pertz et al., 2020).  
 
10.5 Implications for theory 
 
Overall, the findings presented in the current project support the dominant 
expectations in the field of health psychology that attachment patterns are associated 
with well-being outcomes (Karreman & Vingerhoets, 2012). Attachment theory helps 
us to explore and understand how the human mind is rooted in close personal 
relationships (Mikulincer, 2020), and is also a theory of how individuals internalise 
models of coping during stress. This is the first study to show such connection in a 
sample of participants with a brain tumour. The current data align with a broad model 
of adjustment to physical illness by Moss-Morris (2013), as described in Chapter 3. 
However, the findings from this project add more details on the precise associations 
of how different attachment dimensions relate to specific coping styles. By helping 
explain individual differences in coping, the current findings contribute to and expand 
the existing theories. Moreover, the results highlight the complexity of receiving social 




impact of receiving support from close relationships and the knowledge that providing 
such support will potentially negatively impact the supporter through increasing their 
worry or reducing their well-being. The existing models taking into account the role 
of social support in cancer patients (e.g. Usta, 2012) should therefore acknowledge 
this nuanced nature of the process of obtaining social support more comprehensively. 
 
10.6 Implications for practice 
 
 There is an urgent need for medical and technological advances to develop 
treatment and cure for brain tumours, which will significantly contribute to illness 
management and expectations. However, it is also crucial that research such as the 
current project into the impact of social context and the role of psychosocial aspects 
on quality of life continues to be conducted, as such factors are potentially amenable 
to change and may enhance the well-being of those affected. Investigations into the 
psychosocial aspects of adjustment are important to increase clinicians’ and support 
communities’ understanding of unique experiences, so that sensitive and empathic 
communication can be established. The findings from the current thesis have a 
potential to inform ways of support for individuals with brain tumours, their informal 
caregivers, as well as medical, psychological and third-sector professionals working 
with these communities. The current findings help address the National Cancer 
Research Institute’s (NCRI) Brain Group research priorities for brain tumour patients. 
Particularly, they contribute towards the Supportive and Palliative Care Subgroup’s 
strategy “to promote research into survivorship, quality of life and patient reported 
outcomes” for patients with all types of brain tumours (NCRI Brain Group, 2020, p. 
21). 
 
10.6.1 Implications for psychological interventions 
 
 The results from Study 1 may have implications for those coming into contact 
with individuals with brain tumours, in terms of understanding different coping 
responses. They also signal a potential for probing attachment security during therapy, 




sense of security may also have an impact on this person’s adopted coping strategy. 
The findings point toward attachment-informed therapy (Berry & Danquah, 2016) as 
having a potential value for the brain tumour population. The results from Study 2 
could inform interventions by educating the clinicians about the unique experience of 
patients with a brain tumour. Therefore, there is a potential to help psychologists 
recognise when to normalise what the individuals are going through. For example, the 
findings suggest that it may be beneficial for people diagnosed with a brain tumour to 
have it normalised that obtaining social support may be preceded by a complex 
negotiation of the needs and abilities of family members and friends or that indeed the 
relationships may change or fail as a result. Moreover, the findings of the current 
project contribute toward a wider body of evidence suggesting that mindfulness-based 
interventions can also have place in supportive care for brain tumour patients.  
 
10.6.2 Guidance for informal caregivers 
 
While research into social support holds the potential for intervention design, 
this thesis highlighted the crucial role of significant others in adjustment. Helgeson 
and Cohen, in their classic work (1996), concluded that interventions designed to 
provide social support somehow fail to provide those expected benefits. They 
highlighted the role that existing social networks play in individuals’ adjustment, 
especially emotional support (over informational and practical). McCabe and 
O’Connor (2012) concluded that rather than designing services which deliver support 
to patients and caregivers, it would be more important to provide information on how 
patients and carers can best assist themselves. The current research explored the 
barriers and facilitators for family and friends’ support being effective for positive 
adjustment. 
 
The results of Study 2 should be used to inform the caregivers about the 
thought processes and unique experiences of people diagnosed. The findings may be 
used to inform caregivers how they could best support their diagnosed relatives. 
Interview participants recognised the need for caregivers to look after themselves, take 




recognition, which might help with guilt associated with caring (Spillers et al., 2008). 
In a similar vein, participants expressed a wish for their need for independence to be 
respected and space provided, which could also help guide caregivers in their everyday 
life with a patient. The need for negotiation of effective support was highlighted as an 
important issue, as well as the implications of perceived burden on each other. 
 
10.6.3 Implications for healthcare professionals 
 
Apart from explaining individual differences in adjustment, attachment theory 
can help understand clinical practice and communication issues. Wei and colleagues 
(2005) found that clinicians who recognise individuals with different attachment styles 
can interact with them appropriately accordingly to their communication style 
preferences and needs for support. For example, practitioners can assist individuals to 
make connections between their emotion regulation strategies and mood or 
interpersonal difficulties (Wei et al., 2005). Clinicians can further help individuals 
become more aware of their unique coping strategies, and their positive and negative 
consequences. When being aware of patients’ attachment style and subsequent 
communication preferences, clinicians may also be able to select people needing 
psychological support or intervention. Knowledge of patients’ attachment styles may 
also be beneficial for delivering different types of support, tailored to the individual’s 
profile. The current findings indicate that people with more insecure attachment 
(anxious and/or avoidant) patterns may need more tailored support because of the 
higher likelihood for them to adopt more helpless/hopeless, preoccupied, or avoidant 
coping responses. These individuals should also be more carefully monitored and, if 
there is a need, referred for psychological support. 
 
Kim et al. (2020) recently found that cancer patients’ communication 
preferences differed depending on the coping style they adopted. Patients with higher 
anxious preoccupation preferred supportive environments when being informed 
whether they had a cancer recurrence, while patients with high levels of cognitive 
avoidance preferred to receive more information (Kim et al., 2020). The findings of 




which has been consistently shown to be linked with communication preferences 
(Hillen et al., 2014; Hinnen et al., 2014). Clinicians should therefore take patients’ 
psychological characteristics into consideration when delivering the news regarding 
their condition (Kim et al., 2020). 
 
The results of Study 2 brought to the attention the issue of validation of 
symptoms and experiences, as well as usefulness of support groups and online support 
for people diagnosed. This is in line with the recent literature establishing the 
importance of online social support (Cherba et al., 2019). The current findings 
highlighted the need for healthcare professionals to validate the symptoms of brain 
tumour, as an “invisible illness”. Practitioners should however also be aware that 
directing patients to appropriate sources of support outside of the consultation room 
might be equally, if not more, beneficial for the diagnosed. 
 
Finally, by portraying the experiences of those diagnosed, results of Study 2 
can help guide the questions for clinicians assessing the stage of brain tumour illness 
journey of an individual. Further qualitative exploration might help to provide basis 
for enhancing the patient-physician interaction and to guide development of training 
for professionals. Additionally, the results detail the concerns that participants 
undergoing watch and wait have, and how these impact on their well-being, which also 
should be useful knowledge for clinicians prescribing and supporting patients 
undergoing this treatment option. Particularly, for the participants on the watch and 
wait approach, the current findings suggest recommending that clinicians provide full 
explanation and justification for choosing this approach as best in the patient’s current 
situation. This would have a potential for reducing distress related to the perception of 
no adequate treatment being offered. 
 
10.6.4 Implications for organisations providing support 
 
 The findings of the current project highlighted the crucial role that the 
supportive charitable organisations working with individuals with brain tumours play 




The results emphasised how useful it is for individuals after the diagnosis to have a 
space to meet others with similar experiences. Participants reported that meeting others 
with similar diagnoses via the online fora or designated support group meetings can 
serve functions which no family members or friends are able to fulfil to the same 
extent. The results of this project also have implications for informing third-sector 
organisations about how the effective support provision is negotiated within the 
families, as well as the potential challenges within these relationships, which can then 
enable offering more effective help for those in need. The current findings also 
contribute toward providing guidelines on how to best form the support groups for 
patients’ most benefit. Specifically, the results suggest that participants valued having 
private spaces where the relatives did not have access, preferably matched by the type 






The current thesis aimed to explore how individuals cope with a brain tumour 
diagnosis in a context of social relationships. Together, the two studies show clearly 
that participants do not cope alone, and the role of others is profound: in Study 1, where 
the attachment representations played a role in which coping responses were adopted 
more; and in Study 2, where we learned more about the nuance of the thoughts and 
actions participants engaged in in relation to their family members. No previous 
research has shown the relationship between attachment and coping in a population of 
people living with a brain tumour. The findings also help us understand the more exact 
ways of how others are involved in individual’s coping and how receiving support is 
negotiated. Study 2 offers a unique insight into the experience of patients who are on 
the watch and wait approach, which has been only very scarcely addressed in the 
previous literature (Hayhurst et al., 2011). 
 
The findings from the two studies of the current project jointly point to and 




quantitative findings add to the understanding of how the individual differences in 
coping can be explained. Specifically, those higher on attachment anxiety dimension 
showed a tendency towards helplessness/hopelessness and anxious preoccupation 
coping, and lower tendency to engage in fatalistic coping. While those more avoidantly 
attached tended to display higher helplessness/hopelessness, and lower fighting spirit 
and fatalism. All relationships to helplessness/hopelessness and fatalism were partially 
explained by the perceptions of social support. Associations between attachment 
insecurity and reduced well-being have been established previously (Karreman & 
Vingerhoets, 2012). The current findings help explain the underlying mechanism of 
these associations. The qualitative data present how a journey of adjustment 
progressed for the individuals from the initial shock and disbelief, through negotiation 
of support receipt and provision, to reaching a new normal. Findings highlighted the 
intricate relationship between personal identity, the internalised model of coping self 
and practical and emotional support from close relatives or partners. A diagnosis was 
not just for the individual, but for the entire family unit. One of the novel aspects of 
the study was the portrayal of a complex interplay between family dynamics and 
individual coping, where receiving support from the close family members came with 
an associated cost. Obtaining support was therefore sometimes easier for the 
participants via the online support fora, where there was no obligation to think about 
the support provider’s own needs (contrary to obtaining support from close relatives 
who often reacted with their own set of worries). When integrating the quantitative 
and qualitative findings, the issues which were particularly highlighted were the social 
nature of coping and the complexity of the process of receiving support which goes 
beyond the extent to which it is perceived as available. 
 
The findings presented in the current thesis have a potential to help inform 
development of resources and interventions, improve communication within 
healthcare, and educate informal caregivers. Exploration of social relatedness and 
coping in a population of individuals with a brain tumour diagnosis proved a fruitful 
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donat ion	to	a	chosen	char ity,	please	write	the	name	of	the	char ity	you	would	like
me	to	make	a	donat ion	to.	Optional




















number),	so	that	I	could	contact	you	to	discuss	potent ial	par t icipat ion.















Appendix 5. Characteristics of excluded cases 
 
Table. Characteristics of cases removed from analysis 
Number of cases Reason for exclusion 
2 Under 18 years old 
1 Different primary diagnosis 
1 Non-complete response (79% of 
questionnaire items missing) 
10 Completion of questionnaires twice 
(identified during a visual examination 
by unique identifying code and key 
demographic data) 
NB. There was no explicit request in the 
study invitation to only participate once. 
Participants’ second entry was removed. 







Appendix 6. Reclassification of data 
 
Demographic data were inspected and additional information provided in the free text 
boxes when choosing the ‘other’ category for a given question were manually 
reclassified if they fitted into an already existing category. 
 
Ethnicity 
Six participants who selected the ‘other’ option and entered nationality in place of 
ethnicity were manually allocated to the relevant option (e.g. a participant who entered 
the details of the two nationalities which form their ethnic decent were reallocated to 
the broader category ‘Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic Background’, or participants who 
entered ‘Asian’ in the free text box were allocated to the category “Asian / Asian 




In a similar way, 49 participants who selected ‘other’ in the ‘Education’ question, were 
allocated to the corresponding category of level of education based on the information 
they provided in the free text box. Consequently, participants who provided details of 
a country-specific qualification obtained on exit of their educational establishment 
(e.g., Highers, A-Levels, GCE’s, Masters) were manually reallocated to the category 
(‘High School Graduate’, ‘Postgraduate Degree’, respectively). Participants who 
reported studying at a certain educational level without obtaining a degree were 
allocated to the nearest necessary prerequisite qualification. 
 
Employment 
Answers in the ‘Employment’ question were also reallocated from the ‘other’ category 
to an already existing or newly created appropriate category. Fifty four participants’ 
responses were reallocated in this way. Individual details were not outlined here in 
















Appendix 8. Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
 
Figure. Path diagram displaying (from the left) the squared multiple correlation 
coefficients (R2), the standardized regression weights (factor loadings) for the 
common factors (HH, AP, FS, CA, and F factors of the mini-MAC scale), and the 







Table. Standardized Regression Weights. 
 
   Estimate 
MAC14helpless <--- HH .603 
MAC15helpless <--- HH .671 
MAC16helpless <--- HH .730 
MAC12helpless <--- HH .745 
MAC6helpless <--- HH .741 
MAC20helpless <--- HH .773 
MAC21helpless <--- HH .804 
MAC4helpless <--- HH .790 
MAC13preoccup <--- AP .595 
MAC22preoccup <--- AP .736 
MAC25preoccup <--- AP .594 
MAC9preoccup <--- AP .547 
MAC28preoccup <--- AP .736 
MAC7preoccup <--- AP .778 
MAC29preoccup <--- AP .705 
MAC5preoccup <--- AP .718 
MAC10fighting <--- FS .203 
MAC18fighting <--- FS .759 
MAC23fighting <--- FS .551 
MAC2fighting <--- FS -.060 
MAC17avoid <--- CA .622 
MAC26avoid <--- CA .732 
MAC27avoid <--- CA .730 
MAC11avoid <--- CA .547 
MAC8fatalism <--- F .624 
MAC19fatalism <--- F .338 
MAC3fatalism <--- F .279 
MAC24fatalism <--- F .714 











Thank you very much for your participation in the online survey on Living with a 
Diagnosis of Brain Tumour. I appreciate the time you have put in to complete it. 
 
You indicated that you would like to volunteer for the second part of the study, 
which would involve taking part in an interview about your experiences. I am writing 
to ask whether you would still be willing to participate? I attach Information sheet 
about the interview, which gives more information about what would be involved. I 
am based at Queen Margaret University in Musselburgh, but if that would be easier I 
could travel to a place closer to where you are, or at your home, if that would be 
more convenient for you to have a conversation in private. 
 
If you are still interested, I would be delighted to hear from you. You can let me 














“Adjustment to Brain Tumour Diagnosis” 
 
 
Project Information Sheet 
 
 
My name is Anna Trejnowska and I am a PhD student from the Department of 
Psychology at Queen Margaret University in Edinburgh. For my PhD I am 
undertaking a research project entitled “Adjustment to Brain Tumour Diagnosis: A 
mixed methods investigation of the experience of being diagnosed with brain 
tumour from both the individual and caregiver perspective”. 
 
This study will investigate the individual experience of living with brain tumour and, 
separately, the experience of informal caregivers. 
 
The findings of the project will give a valuable insight to the experience of those 
living with a diagnosis of brain tumour, as well as those caring for and close to 
them. It will aid understanding of what helps in coping with the illness. This may 
allow for suggestions to be made for clinical practice and supportive care. 
 
I am looking for volunteers to participate in the project. Participants should be over 
18, and have been diagnosed with a primary brain tumour (i.e. not as a result of 
metastasis). Participants can be at any stage of the illness and treatment (before, 
during, or after treatment). 
 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to take part in a short 
interview with a researcher. The researcher is not aware of any risks associated 
with this interview. The whole procedure should take no longer than 60-90 minutes 
although this will vary from participant to participant. Interviews will be held at a 
time and place that is convenient to you. You will be free to withdraw from the 
study at any stage without having to give a reason. There might not be any benefit 
to you from taking part in the study. 
 
All data will be anonymised as much as possible, but you may be identifiable from 




recordings. Your name will be replaced with a participant number, and it will not be 
possible for you to be identified in any reporting of the data gathered. 
 
The results will be published in the final PhD thesis and also may be published in a 
journal or presented at a conference. 
 
If you would like to contact an independent person, who knows about this project 
but is not involved in it, you are welcome to contact Mr John Docherty-Hughes, 
whose contact details are given below. 
 
Contact details of the researcher 
 
Name of researcher:  Anna Trejnowska 
    PhD Student 
    Department of Psychology 
    School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 
 
E-mail / Telephone: atrejnowska@qmu.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
 
Contact details of supervisor 
 
Name of supervisor:  Prof. Chris McVittie 
    Department of Psychology 
School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 
 
E-mail / Telephone:  cmcvittie@qmu.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
 
Contact details of the independent adviser 
 
Name of adviser:  Mr John Docherty-Hughes 
Acting Head of Psychology & Sociology 
School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 









“Adjustment to Brain Tumour Diagnosis” 
 
 
Project Information Sheet 
 
My name is Anna Trejnowska and I am a PhD student from the Department of 
Psychology at Queen Margaret University in Edinburgh. For my PhD I am 
undertaking a research project entitled “Adjustment to Brain Tumour Diagnosis: A 
mixed methods investigation of the experience of being diagnosed with brain 
tumour from both the individual and caregiver perspective”. 
 
This study will investigate the individual experience of living with brain tumour and, 
separately, the experience of informal caregivers. 
 
The findings of the project will give a valuable insight to the experience of those 
living with a diagnosis of brain tumour, as well as those caring for and close to 
them. It will aid understanding of what helps in coping with the illness. This may 
allow for suggestions to be made for clinical practice and supportive care.  
 
I am looking for volunteers to participate in the project. Participants should be over 
18, and have been diagnosed with a primary brain tumour (i.e. not as a result of 
metastasis). Participants can be at any stage of the illness and treatment (before, 
during, or after treatment). 
 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to undertake an e-mail 
interview with the researcher. The researcher is not aware of any risks associated 
with this process. The process of interview will involve you being emailed a series of 
questions and may involve additional follow up e-mails. This process should involve 
approximately 4 return emails although this will vary from participant to 
participant. You will be free to withdraw from the study at any stage without having 
to give a reason. There might not be any benefit to you from taking part in the 
study. 
 
All data will be anonymised as much as possible. Your name will be replaced with a 




university-based computer for the duration of a project and for 5 years thereafter 
to enable publication. Your e-mails will be treated as confidential to the researcher. 
It will not be possible for you to be identified in any reporting of the data gathered. 
 
The results will be published in the final PhD thesis and also may be published in a 
journal or presented at a conference. 
 
If you would like to contact an independent person, who knows about this project 
but is not involved in it, you are welcome to contact Mr John Docherty-Hughes, 
whose contact details are given below. 
 
Contact details of the researcher 
 
Name of researcher:  Anna Trejnowska 
    PhD Student 
    Department of Psychology 
    School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 
E-mail / Telephone: atrejnowska@qmu.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
 
Contact details of supervisor 
 
Name of supervisor:  Prof. Chris McVittie 
    Department of Psychology 
School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 
E-mail / Telephone:  cmcvittie@qmu.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
 
Contact details of the independent adviser 
 
Name of adviser:  Mr John Docherty-Hughes 
Acting Head of Psychology & Sociology 
School of Social Sciences, Media & Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
    United Kingdom 










“Adjustment to Brain Tumour Diagnosis” 
 
I have read and understood the information sheet for this study. I have had an 
opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these 
answered satisfactorily. 
 
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this study and that I am 
free to withdraw from this study at any time without giving a reason, without any of 
my rights being affected. I consent to interview being audio-recorded. 
 
I agree to participate in this study. 
 
Name of participant:   ______________________ 
 
 
Signature of participant: ______________________ 
 
 
Signature of researcher: ______________________ 
 
 
Date:    ______________________ 
 
Contact details of the researcher 
 
Name of Researcher:   Anna Trejnowska 
    PhD Student 
    Department of Psychology 
    School of Social Sciences, Media and Communication 
    Queen Margaret University 
    Edinburgh 
    EH21 6UU 
 















Diagnosis: Type of Tumour: 
Grade: 1, 2, 3, 4 , not sure 
Date of diagnosis: 
Age at diagnosis: 








Appendix 14. Interview Schedule, Study 2 
 
 
Adjustment and Coping with a Brain Tumour 
 
 
1. What has it been so far to be diagnosed with a brain tumour? 
2. How do you cope with the demands of the illness? 
3. Can you describe to me your daily experience of living with a brain tumour 
diagnosis? 
4. What would it mean for you to ‘come to terms’ with the diagnosis?  
5. What is it like to think about the future? 
6. How has being diagnosed with a brain tumour affected the way you think / 
feel about yourself? 
7. Is there anything you would like to add? 
 
 
Brain Tumour Diagnosis and Social Relationships 
 
 
1. Can you tell me if / how you think your brain tumour has impacted on your 
relationships with others? Prompts: Partner, Parents, Children, Friends, 
others 
2. How do other people help you cope with the illness? 
a. How does your closest person help you cope? 
3. What is your relationship with your closest person like now? 
4. How do you feel about your relationships with other people, e.g. other family 
members, friends, acquaintances? 




Can you help me understand that? 
Can you tell me a little more about that? 
What did you mean when you said…? 
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The relationship between adult attachment and coping
with brain tumour: the mediating role of social support
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Abstract
Objective: A primary brain tumour diagnosis is known to elicit higher distress than
other forms of cancer and is related to high depressive symptomatology. Using a
cross-sectional design, the present study explored how individuals cope with this
diagnosis using an attachment theory framework. Attachment anxiety and attach-
ment avoidance were hypothesised to be positively related to helplessness/ hopeless-
ness, anxious preoccupation, and cognitive avoidance; and negatively related to
fighting spirit and fatalism coping. We proposed perceived social support to play a
mediating role in those associations.
Methods: Four hundred and eighty participants diagnosed with primary brain
tumours completed the Mini-Mental Adjustment to Cancer Scale (Mini-MAC), the
Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire-Revised (ECR-R), and the modified
Medical Outcomes Study-Social Support Scale (mMOS-SSS) online.
Results: Lower perceived social support mediated the positive associations between
both higher attachment anxiety and avoidance and higher helpless/ hopeless coping.
Attachment anxiety was also positively associated with anxious preoccupation. This
relationship was not mediated by perceived social support. Cognitive avoidance was
unrelated to both attachment dimensions and social support.
Conclusions: The findings highlight that the differences in coping repertoire are asso-
ciated with social relatedness factors, specifically attachment security and its rela-
tionship to perceived social support. Implications of the findings are discussed.
K EY W O R D S
adult attachment, brain neoplasms, cancer, coping, emotional adjustment, oncology, social
support
1 | BACKGROUND
Primary brain tumours (BT) comprise a mixed group of benign and
malignant neoplasms arising from intracranial and surrounding tissues,
with a 1-year incidence rate of approximately 10 per 100 0001. Sur-
vival rates vary greatly, depending on the type of BT diagnosis; for
instance, only 5% of those diagnosed with glioblastoma will survive to
5 years2. Individuals living with BTs experience exceptionally high
distress3 and different challenges compared with other oncology
patients4, with a potentially high symptom burden including motor,
visual, and memory deficits3. Qualitative explorations of the experi-
ences of individuals with BTs5 reveal that the diagnosis is associated
with frightening and surreal feelings and loss across physical, psycho-
logical, practical, and social domains. The “double threat ”6 presented
by a BT diagnosis encompasses not only reflections on one's own
mortality but also the compounding threat of self-defining qualities
Received: 22 August 2019 Revised: 17 December 2019 Accepted: 23 December 2019
DOI: 10.1002/ pon.5325
Psycho-Oncology. 2020;29:729–736. wileyonlinelibrary.com/ journal/ pon © 2019 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 729
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